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Abstract 
The aim of this research is to search for generic algorithms that are diverse, which will allow 
the development of a small and low cost ‘Health Usage and Monitoring Systems’ (HUMS) 
solution called SmartHUMS.  The achievement of this research will expand the capabilities of 
modern HUMS, in a way that allows HUMS benefits to reach areas which are traditionally 
physically and cost-wise impossible to be applied.  In this research, the small to median size 
‘Unmanned Aerial Vehicles’ (UAVs) are the primary targets for the application of this low 
cost HUMS solution.   
 
A prototype SmartHUMS unit was used as the data acquisition system to evaluate the use of 
Detection Indices to generate a generic HUMS capability which, unlike existing HUMS 
technologies, does not rely on identifying all possible failure modes and their fault signatures.  
The process followed involved the selection of candidate algorithms, the testing of those 
algorithms on two different test rigs and the final quick check that such a result is possible by 
flying the prototype unit in a manned helicopter. 
 
The generic algorithms selected are ‘Autocorrelation’ and ‘Cross-Correlation’ methods.  Both 
algorithms are being used to analyse vibration signals to detect signal anomalies that 
correspond to system behavioural changes, which is why this research refers to the generic 
algorithms as ‘Detection Indices’ (DI).  The fundamental characteristic behaviour of the DI 
analysis results are examined, which help in the differentiation process of separating detected 
system anomalies into control induced change and non-control induced change.  The detected 
non-control induced anomalies are further analysed with Cyclostatic analysis methods to 
identify the possible cause of system behaviour change. 
 
The novel aspects of this work are: 
 
• The intended DI approach allows the low cost HUMS solution to be applied in 
different medium to small size UAVs as long as there is a viable vibration or driving 
source. 
• The development of SmartHUMS is intended to be a plug and play system, where the 
mechanical system to be monitored does not have to be a new machine in order to 
                      2 
obtain the maximum benefits from the SmartHUMS unit, like many of today’s HUMS 
system.  
• The selected ‘Autocorrelation’ and ‘Cross-Correlation’ DI consist of simple 
mathematical equations, which are added advantages for the SmartHUMS hardware 
development as the unit computational power is very limited.     
• Extreme data accumulation is a serious problem with much of today’s HUMS 
implementation.  With the low cost HUMS approach, only anomalies detected by the 
DI will be accumulated, hence reducing the data intake (only the interesting data are 
recorded) and also reducing the data storage requirement for the SmartHUMS 
hardware (lower the cost).  
• Using the Cyclostatic analysis approach the recorded anomalies can be quickly turned 
into information, information about what is likely to be the cause of system 
behavioural change.  The sooner the source of the anomalies can be identified, the 
sooner the mechanical system can be repaired and put back into operation, therefore 
the operational cost is reduced and the availability of the system is increased. 
• Physical size of the monitored platform is not a major concern for the application of 
this low cost HUMS solution, because the SmartHUMS hardware itself has a very 
small dimension and weight with very little power drain. 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 
When a Mechanical Vehicle (Air, Land or Sea) is in operation, the ability to track and assess 
its state of health and usage is imperative.  In many cases the vehicle might be engaged in a 
military or civil mission where human lives may be involved either directly or indirectly.  The 
question is what parameters need to be tracked and assessed to enable determination of its 
state of health and usage?  A typical Mechanical Vehicle includes rotating components as 
well as the structural frame support.  Many of the rotating components have lives that are 
limited by fatigue considerations, for example the component must be replaced when a pre-
defined number of hours have been accumulated.  This is generally referred as the Component 
Retirement Time (CRT), and is dependent on its fatigue strength, loads and usage spectrum.  
The usage spectrum is initially based on assumptions of the proportion of its total operating 
time that a vehicle will spend at various conditions.  In many cases these conditions are 
assumed to be at the ultimate or extreme end of the usage spectrum.  In practice, the actual 
usage of the vehicle may vary markedly from the assumed design usage [1].  
 
The helicopter community has made vast leaps in developing technology for in-service 
tracking of component accumulated usage hours, usage spectra, and critical health status.  
This is commonly referred to as Health and Usage Monitoring and the associated technology 
for gathering and recording this data as Health and Usage Monitoring Systems (HUMS).  As 
described in [2], HUMS has the potential to provide significant improvements in such areas as 
operations, safety, fleet management, reliability and costs.  For the past twenty years, HUMS 
technology has advanced very significantly, where the prognostic and diagnostic capability 
has been greatly improved [3].  However, one of the major drawbacks for HUMS today is the 
generation of vast amounts of raw data.  In most cases raw data can only be converted into 
meaningful information at a ground-based station, and very often only a small portion of raw 
data is of any interest.  As mentioned by Mathur [4], HUMS data are collected with the 
purpose of recording all important events and activities for future analysis.  However, review 
and analysis of these data are typically ad hoc, relatively infrequent and require significant 
labour input.  As a result data are accumulated much faster than they can be processed. 
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Since large portions of the HUMS data are likely to be of little significance, algorithms need 
to be developed to isolate the vital data during the recording phase of the monitoring.  This 
thesis describes one such group of algorithms as Detection Indices (DI).  The basic purpose of 
DI is to monitor incoming data, and, if an abnormal event occurs, store data sampled during 
this period for further analysis.  
 
The overall aim of this thesis is to uniquely contribute to the field of HUMS by providing 
alternative methods and algorithms to isolate and identify essential data through the 
application of DI.  This thesis will also demonstrate that by combining DI and Cyclostatic 
methodologies vast amounts of information can be extracted from data isolated during 
abnormal events which will in turn lead to the cause of the uncharacteristic behaviour of a 
mechanical system being identified.   
1.1 Aerosonde UAV Solomon Islands Deployment  
In July 2003 the Australian Defence Force (ADF) deployed, for the first time on operations, 
four Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) as part of the regional assistance mission to the 
Solomon Islands [5].  The four UAVs were used to conduct surveillance of the Solomon 
Islands, where they provided real time images to military personnel and headquarters staff. 
This enabled real-time information on potential risks to be passed on to police on the ground.  
The dispatched UAVs were commanded by 131 Surveillance and Target Acquisition (131 
STA) Battery, which has responsibility for developing the Army’s UAV procedures.   
 
Considering the UAV deployment the Chief of Army was faced with the following dilemmas.  
From the inventory of Aerosonde UAVs, which four would exhibit the best condition and 
reliability for the Solomons deployment?  Without a HUMS or similar system on board the 
UAVs the usage and health history of the vehicles would not be available and it would be 
very difficult to select which four UAVs would have the best prospects of ensuring the 
success of the deployment.  Another serious dilemma was how to determine the 
flightworthiness of the UAVs during surveillance missions over populated areas of the 
islands.  A crash in a populated area may result in severe injury or even death to the civilian 
population, which in turn would cause serious moral and financial problems to the ADF.  To 
overcome this problem the Army decided to deploy the UAVs only in remote areas of the 
Solomons.  By doing so the surveillance capability of the UAVs was greatly reduced, this in 
term increased the risk to the Australian Federal Police patrolling on the ground.  
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Since the first Gulf war, more and more types of UAVs are being put into the battle field 
theatre.  The most recent battles are the Afghanistan and Iraq wars where spectacular news 
footages show UAVs in flight over cities, tracking and even attacking insurgents with 
missiles.  With ammunition onboard an accidental UAV crash into a populated city has the 
potential to cause even more casualties.  Apart from battle field utilisations more and more 
UAVs are being deployed in civil applications such as coast watch, weather study, and 
resource exploration.  Soon UAVs will be engaged within cities for traffic observation, law 
enforcement, or other commercial functions etc. over populated areas.  This reality has 
resulted in a broad effort by several organisations, both in the United States and 
internationally, to draft regulations for the safe operation of UAVs in the National Airspace 
System (NAS).  Current United States federal regulations governing unmanned aircraft are 
limited in scope, and the lack of regulations is a barrier to achieving the full potential benefit 
of UAV Operations [6].       
 
Driven by the concerns and facts established above, Defence Science and Technology 
Organisation (DSTO) has devolved a Long Range Research (LRR) activity in cooperation 
with GPS Online (GPSO) Pty Ltd. to produce a possible HUMS system which would enable 
safer operation of UAVs, and hence reduce the risk, not just to the civilian population but also 
to defence personal, and at the same time increase the effectiveness of the UAVs.  
1.2 SmartHUMS Unit 
The HUMS unit developed from this research is called SmartHUMS, which is a miniaturised 
version of HUMS which was co-developed by DSTO and GPS online.  The purpose of the 
SmartHUMS unit is not to replace existing HUMS, but to provide a solution in situations 
where a conventional HUMS is unsuitable or too expensive to be used.  Using the Aerosonde 
Mark 4.1 UAV as an example, the maximum pay load is only 6 kilograms [7].  A Flight Data 
Recorder (FDR) which is not even a full HUMS system, could easily weight more than half of 
the Mark 4.1’s payload.  Price wise, a typical HUMS system could easily cost a number of 
times the cost of the UAV itself.  For these reasons it is impractical and not cost effective to 
install a conventional HUMS system to a medium or small variant of UAV.  The proposed 
SmartHUMS unit has small physical dimensions, light weight, low power consumption and 
relatively low price.   
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The miniaturisation of a HUMS system is at the expense of some performance trade off.  As 
the proposed unit is smaller and uses less power and has to have a lower cost, the hardware 
aspects of the HUMS system will need to be simple.  Simple hardware architecture means 
less computational capability and consequently less processing power.  To overcome these 
deficiencies the embedded algorithms in the SmartHUMS hardware must be generic and 
simple in nature and cannot be too complicated.  These objectives, which are the main focus 
of this thesis report, posed a real challenge to this research.    
 
So far the focus of the SmartHUMS applications are UAV orientated. This does not necessary 
means the SmartHUMS unit cannot be applied to other mechanical systems.  Once the 
SmartHUMS system has been fully tested in field conditions, GPSO plan to install the 
SmartHUMS unit or units in candidate vehicles such as the British Challenger tank fleet to 
perform land vehicles health and usage monitoring.  With the generic algorithms embedded in 
the SmartHUMS, any mechanical system with a viable excitation source or signal could be 
monitored by the unit.  Another way to offset the SmartHUMS computational shortfall is to 
link a number of SmartHUMS units together.  The SmartHUMS hardware itself is designed 
with an open architecture arrangement and contains two CAN bus interfaces capable of 
supporting CAN 2.0B.  After downloading specific codes to each SmartHUMS unit, each unit 
will be able to perform different monitoring functions, but the core program within each unit 
is the same generic algorithms.  When using CAN bus to link a group of SmartHUMS unit 
together, where each unit is performing different tasks, the entire system becomes much more 
capable and will be able to be applied to a much more intricate mechanical system.  It is very 
important to stress again that SmartHUMS is not designed to replace any existing HUMS.  
Rather, SmartHUMS is designed to aid and expand existing HUMS capabilities, especially in 
situations where costs and practicalities of size and weight are major concerns. 
 
The main focal point of this thesis is not the hardware design aspect of the SmartHUMS unit, 
but the use of the unit as an essential tool to research the algorithms.  This thesis is the 
exploration of possible generic algorithms that could be embedded in the SmartHUMS unit to 
achieve the overall aims of HUMS.  In many aspects the development and generation of 
generic algorithms are dictated by the SmartHUMS hardware requirements. The delicate 
relationship between the two makes them inseparable.  An inadequate decision made on one 
will certainly have great influence on the other.  A lack of coordination between the designs 
of the hardware and the algorithms will greatly impede the object of the research, which is to 
establish an effective and cost efficient Health and Usage Monitoring System. 
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1.3 Approach  
The SmartHUMS embedded algorithms need to be generic to allow the unit to be applied to 
diverse applications and to be easily adapted in a modular mode configuration, either with 
other SmartHUMS units or with an existing HUMS arrangement.  To develop algorithms that 
allow the SmartHUMS unit to be flexible in installation and application, commonalities 
between different systems to which HUMS can be applied were first determined.  Generally 
speaking the purpose of a HUMS installation is to provide, on a continuing basis, a timely 
indication of the deterioration of the airworthiness of a component in order that maintenance 
can intervene and rectify the defect [8].   To achieve this the HUMS monitors the condition 
of, and observable faults in, critical mechanical components and systems by detecting 
changes in processed sensor data resulting from abnormalities in the components being 
monitored and assessing fatigue life usage [9].  The sensor data is usually referring to as the 
vibration data being observed.  Helicopter communities were the first to recognise the 
benefits of HUMS usage in rotorcraft due to its ability to monitor the dynamic changes in 
their structure caused by excitation by the Helicopter’s main rotor blade.  Almost all the 
HUMS systems produced today use vibration signals as a source of data for monitoring.  For 
this reason the generic algorithms developed for this research also use vibration data as the 
main source of information for analysis.  When an object is vibrated a sound signal will 
usually be produced, the variation of frequency and form of this signal is generally a good 
indicator of a change or development of a fault in the system.  Therefore, it is logical for the 
generic algorithms to use sound or vibration data as a baseline to determine the possible 
development of abnormalities in the monitored mechanical system components. As sound 
recording can be easily subjected to interference from ambient or external disturbances, care 
must be taken when using sound data. 
 
An aircraft HUMS system can interface with a small Sensor Rich Environment (SRE), where 
a large number of sensors, usually unimodal and passive, are arrayed in a network which has 
the ability to capture data in parallel.  The US Navy has data from a trial of ten years duration 
where each of a fleet of 450 SH-60 helicopters was fitted with a comprehensive HUMS.  At 
the conclusion of the trial the fleet of HUMS units have accumulated 3 to 9 terabytes of data 
per month and over 400 terabytes of healthy aircraft data.  Although most of the data is being 
archived for subsequent analysis and diagnostic algorithm development, the accumulation of 
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such a massive amount of data poses the question of whether it is wiser to archive this data or 
to manage the data acquisition process in such a way that only the truly necessary data is 
acquired and stored for use when needed [10].  Data identification, data accumulation, and 
data interpretation coupled with the SmartHUMS hardware limitation in data storage space 
and computational restrictions were the main considerations when generating the generic 
algorithms.  The generic algorithms are the Detection Indices (DI) mentioned earlier in this 
chapter. 
 
The main purpose of the DI is to detect important data from a data stream, to select the data 
for storage and to assist with the interpretation of the data.  The major difference between the 
proposed DI algorithms and the algorithms used by conventional HUMS units is the diagnosis 
methodology.  While conventional HUMS uses algorithms that specifically look for 
individual faults (or faults in individual gears, bearings, etc.), the DI techniques described will 
look for faults in terms of changes in the transfer functions.  This means, for example, a 
conventional HUMS will only detect a structural crack if an algorithm to detect that specific 
crack is included in the HUMS, while the SmartHUMS with the DI embedded would detect 
the crack only if the crack effects the transfer of any significant signal (usually the vibration 
signal).   
 
A signal may be defined as any representation of a physical variable in one or more 
dimensions which can be shown in analogue electrical form as a collection of waveforms.  It 
is nearly always necessary to convert these waveforms to a set of digital numbers so that 
computing operations can be carried out upon them.  Hence a preliminary data gathering 
operation will be signal sampling and digital conversion of the sample.  Once the data has 
been acquired and processed it is then necessary to select or compare features found in the 
waveforms in relation to their position in time, frequency, or space domains [11].  A vibration 
signal is generally represented in either ‘Time’ domain or ‘Frequency’ domain.   The 
frequency domain data is generally obtained from the time domain using Fast Fourier 
Transformation (FFT).  Due to the computational capacity required to perform Fourier 
Transformations and the constraint of SmartHUMS hardware limitations, the DI algorithms 
which were developed were based on time domain analyses.   
 
When a set of time domain data (often referred to as time series data) is obtained, the first step 
in data analysis is to examine the data to see whether there are periodic or non-periodic 
(aperiodic) characteristics within the data set.  Periodic data or signal is one that exactly 
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repeats the sequence of values after a fixed length of time known as the period.  More 
precisely, a signal, x(t) is periodic if there is a number T such that x(t) equals to x(t + T) for 
all t.  Non-periodic data or signal is one for which there is no determinable value of T [12].  A 
non-periodic data series is typically referred to as a ‘Random’ data set.  If random 
characteristics are found within the majority of the data set, then this data series is discarded 
because accurate information pertaining to the particular mechanical system can not be 
extracted.   
 
When a time series data set exhibits repetitive behaviour or other properties where current 
values have some relation to the earlier values, autocorrelation is a statistic that measures the 
degree of this relationship [13].  The detection of the period of the repetitive behaviour is very 
important for machine monitoring, because any changes in the period of the repetitive 
behaviour will coincide with the change in machine characteristics.  Changes do not 
necessary mean faults are being detected within the machine; they merely mean that 
behavioural changes are being detected.  The behavioural changes could be the change of 
operational speed or other events (fault or non-fault) that cause the machine transfer function 
to vary. 
 
The ability of autocorrelation to reveal changes to otherwise regular data sets presents an 
excellent opportunity for its application as a DI.  The autocorrelation technique has two most 
significant features, which are the time series data length and the lag amount.  Essentially the 
lag amount is the parameter that allows the comparison of the time series to itself.  If the lag 
amount is equal to 1, the time series data is being compared to itself shifted by one data point 
at a time.  Further explanation of how autocorrelation works will be found in the later 
chapters of this thesis.  The other advantage of using autocorrelation as a DI is that it has the 
capacity to detect periodic patterns even in the presence of random data.  If the time series 
contain large amounts of noise, the autocorrelation process will still be able to present the 
periodic patterns by filtering out most of the noise.  Detail discussion of noise filtering can be 
found in Chapter 4.  In this thesis noises are being classified as random effects.    
 
In this research the time series data are logged in second by second sets, where 
autocorrelation is performed on each set followed by the comparison of these autocorrelated 
data sets in a continues manner.  During the monitoring, if a difference is detected between 
the behaviour of the current autocorrelated data set to the previous data set, the time series 
data for both periods are stored and compressed for further analysis.  In order to determine the 
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difference between the two autocorrelated data sets, a ‘Cross-Correlation’ algorithm is 
employed.  The cross correlation algorithm is the second DI method generated for the 
application of the SmartHUMS system.   The ability of the cross correlation algorithm to 
determine the similarities and shared properties between two signals makes it a good tool to 
compare two autocorrelated data sets and hence determine whether a behavioural change has 
occurred within the mechanical system.  
 
Both ‘Autocorrelation’ and ‘Cross-Correlation’ algorithms have relatively simple 
mathematics, which are crucial to the SmartHUMS hardware computational constraints.  
Once the SmartHUMS unit with embedded DI algorithms has captured the significant data 
points from the data stream, the next step is to turn this significant data into information.  The 
information will hopefully reveal the reason and cause of the characteristics change within the 
monitored mechanical system.  The ‘Cyclostatic’ approach is how this research converts the 
captured raw data into information and subsequently interprets this information to determine 
the likely reason for the characteristic change.  In the field of ‘Machinery Vibration’ typical 
vibration problems are well established, such that from past experience over 90 percent of all 
vibration problems have their origin in three areas of machines.  The breakdown of problems 
from these areas is approximately 40 percent imbalance, 30 percent misalignment, and lastly 
20 percent resonance.  It is expected that this same probable breakdown will occur in future 
vibration problems [14].   Since the ‘Cyclostatic’ analysis of data requires conversion of time 
series into frequency domains, the cyclostatic algorithm is currently not being considered for 
embedding in the SmartHUMS unit.  The present analysis approach is that at the end of each 
mission the critical raw data logged by the SmartHUMS unit will be transferred to a ground 
based station where cyclostatic analysis will be performed, and subsequent maintenance or 
repair orders will be issued.    
1.4 Limitations 
This research in many aspects relied heavily on experiments and simulations to prove the 
concept of DI.  The experiments involved some form of rotating components, where either the 
Occupational Health & Safety (OH&S) regulations or impracticable experimental actions 
restricted the number of preferred experimental procedures.  The impracticable actions 
involved such procedures as introducing faults to a manned helicopter during flight trial, 
offsetting the balance of weight on a rotating coupling while the coupling was rotating, or 
trying to bend the drive shaft or shift a bearing housing while the whole system is rotating at 
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high Revolution Per Minute (RPM) etc.  All these procedures are either too dangerous or 
impossible to perform within the constraints of the current experimental arrangements.   
 
In order to achieve the results required without compromising the safety requirements, some 
concessions were made to experimental procedure.  In the case of the manned helicopter only 
control induced changes (different manoeuvres) were executed during the SmartHUMS data 
logging procedure. With other experiments the data were obtained from specific test-rig 
configurations.  Once data for every different test configuration were obtained individually, 
these data were than manually combined to create a result as if the data were logged during a 
continuous action.  A typical example was the misalignment experiment of the test rig 
coupling and drive shaft.  Every time the coupling was shifted by certain amount the data was 
logged for that configuration and so on.  After number of misalignment configurations had 
been logged the results were then manually combined to simulate the misalignments 
occurring continuously.  During the test rig experiments it was simply too difficult and too 
dangerous to perform the misalignment actions while the rig was turning at a high speed.      
 
The stop and start actions for the test rig experiments most definitely introduced some 
unwanted errors which effected the accuracy of the results, and the actions of manually 
combining different sets of configuration data certainly lost some of the continuity 
characteristics which would be present if the results were obtained in one continuous action.  
Since both autocorrelation and cross correlation DI are designed to detect anomalies in the 
data stream, the discrete actions of the experiments presented a good opportunity to test out 
the detection sensitivity of both DI algorithms.  The only major problem was the 
interpretation of these anomalies since they were not produced by any of the test rig 
components; once they were been picked up by the DI algorithms care had to be taken when 
analysing these anomalies during the cyclostatic process.        
1.5 Research Questions 
The specific research questions to be addressed in this thesis are: 
 
1. Which part or parts of the vehicle (medium to small size UAV will be the prime 
focus) are considered to be critical for HUMS monitoring?   
2. What is the common operational (i.e. flight) characteristic of the vehicle? 
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3. What method of generation and how generic the DI algorithms can be for the variety 
of vehicle platforms? 
4. Which method of data compression (Lossy or Lossless) is most applicable when 
managing the data logged by the SmartHUMS unit? 
5. Will ‘Artificial Intelligence’ and ‘Neural Network’ systems contribute to a better 
system of machine generated fault recognition in the future development of the 
SmartHUMS system? 
 
The first three research questions occupied the greater part of this thesis report.  Although the 
catalyst for this research is the UAV application, it is also pertinent to say that if the DI 
algorithms are generic enough there is no reason why other mechanical systems or structures 
cannot be monitored by the SmartHUMS unit.  This thesis also gives a quick motor vehicle 
example, to show how the DI algorithms are applicable to systems other than air vehicles.  
Since the data logged by the SmartHUMS unit are in digital format, this research also 
explored the possibility of compressing these data to free up storage space.  Increased storage 
space means more operational time of the mechanical system can be monitored.  Due to the 
limited scope and time constraints of this research, detailed investigation of use of  higher 
forms of computing paradigms to facilitate the improvement of SmartHUMS fault detection 
capability was not performed, but a brief discussion of possible use of these paradigms is 
included at the end of this thesis.  
1.6 Overview 
This thesis is composed of 11 chapters detailing the investigations carried out to address each 
of the specific research questions.  This thesis started with the introduction of reasons why 
this research project was initiated and what are the difficulties faced with the current 
environment.  Chapter 2 introduces common UAV operational patterns, as well as the 
explanation for HUMS, vibration signal, time series data, autocorrelation analysis, cross 
correlation analysis, cyclostatic analysis, data compression theory, and previous DI work.  
Chapter 3 predominately describes the back ground information on HUMS, such as how 
HUMS reduces accident rates, how HUMS increases the operating benefits while reducing 
the costs, and what are the current deficiencies of present HUMS technologies.  The 
information on the proposed SmartHUMS hardware is also presented in this chapter.  Chapter 
4 gives the in-depth description of autocorrelation analysis and the differences between 
statistical and electrical engineering approach.  A number of detailed simulation analyses are 
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carried out in Chapter 4 to verify the application of autocorrelation analysis and identification 
of the fundamental characteristics related to each of the simulation scenarios.  Chapter 5 
illustrates the use of cross correlation in comparison of two autocorrelated data segments.  
The cross correlation comparisons are based on the simulation scenarios from the Chapter 4 
autocorrelation analyses.  Similar to the autocorrelation analysis, the fundamental 
characteristics for each of the cross correlated analyses are also presented in Chapter 5.   
 
Chapter 6 illustrates the application of ‘Autocorrelation’ and ‘Cross-Correlation’ DI using an 
electric motor driven bench top test rig system.  With the electric motor test rig three groups 
of experimental conditions were introduced, the first condition comprising no interruption 
during the experiment, the second condition comprising control change interruption, and the 
final experimental condition comprising mechanical fault related interruption.  A fundamental 
limits comparison method is also introduced in Chapter 6.  Chapter 7 describes the 
investigations carried using another test rig setup, which was constructed using a model 
helicopter two-stroke engine and a two bladed propeller.  The test rig was designed to mimic 
the propulsion system commonly used in medium to small sized UAV platforms. 
‘Autocorrelation’ and ‘Cross-Correlation’ DI algorithms were also applied to this test rig 
setup, but the comparison of the data segments were done using only the fundamental limits 
comparison method.  Chapter 8 presents the results from real life Hughes 300 helicopter flight 
trials.  In each of the flight trials only control changes are performed (due to OH&S 
restriction), the DI algorithms were able to detect each of the transition points created from 
the severe manoeuvres (control changes) induced by the pilot.  Chapter 9 introduces a method 
called ‘Cyclostatic’ analysis. This method allows the identification of many of the common 
mechanical related faults.  A number of high occurrence faults are presented and analysed by 
the cyclostatic method in this chapter, as well as faults that are likely to occur in UAV 
platforms.  Chapter 10 provides the comparison between groups of data compression software 
which can be freely obtained from internet.  Chapter 11 is the final chapter of this thesis 
where conclusions are drawn, and most importantly, the potential for future investigations 
that can be derived from this research are also presented.             
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Chapter 2  
Literature Review 
Although UAVs come in many different sizes and shapes as per the example of different 
variants of UAV shown in Figure 2.1 [70], they can be typically categorised into two different 
groups.  The first group of UAVs are the fixed-wing design where the aerodynamic lift is 
generated by the wing or the lifting body design.  The second group of UAVs are the rotary-
wing based design where the lift is generated by the rotating blades.  The main emphasis of 
the SmartHUMS is to perform health and usage monitoring for medium to small size UAVs, 
where the UAV could be any variant of fixed-wing or rotary-wing design.   
 
The commonality between different UAV variants is that they all have engine or engines 
which propel the UAV in the intended direction of flight.  Most of the medium to small size 
UAV use piston engines as the propulsion system, but in some special cases gas turbine 
engines or electric motors are used to propel the aircraft.  Regardless of what type of 
propulsive system the UAV is designed to have, there will always be flight safety critical 
rotating components within the propulsion assembly.   
 
 
Figure 2.1 Unmanned Aerial Vehicles [70] 
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For an aircraft the safety of rotating components is traditionally achieved by three 
complementary techniques.  The first technique is to ‘Limit the stresses imposed on the 
components’, this basically means to apply limits and require the pilot to restrict operation to 
these limits.  In the unlikely event that he or she did exceed that limit, it would be the pilot’s 
responsibility to report the exceeding to a maintainer who would then inspect and possibly 
replace the overstressed components [15].  The second technique is the ‘Restricting use of the 
components to a safe life’.  Critical rotating components that undergo high levels of fatigue 
stress will be given a life Component Retirement Time (CRT), which ensures any fatigue 
damage will not progress into component failure.  This process makes assumptions about the 
usage spectrums of a component, which in some ways restricts the operational profile of the 
aircraft [1].  The third technique is to ‘Identify wear or damage to component while in 
service’.  Eventually components will wear out or fail unexpectedly.  The traditional 
monitoring techniques such as oil debris, Spectrometric Oil Analysis Program (SOAP) and 
engine performance trending are aimed at identifying these problems before failures occur 
[16].   
 
Historically the aforementioned techniques were only available with manual procedures but 
with the advance of HUMS technologies these procedures can now be replaced with 
automated real time tracking and analysis actions.  The impact of helicopter HUMS 
monitoring has been remarkable.  Up to 1991, when these systems were introduced to large 
helicopters flying to the oil fields of the North Sea, vibration related helicopter accidents or 
incidents occurred at the rate of one or two per year.  In the following ten years, only one 
vibration related incident was reported [17]. 
 
2.1 HUMS 
The continuous monitoring of data aboard a helicopter has been defined by the Civil Aviation 
Authority (CAA) Health Monitoring Advisory Group (HMAG) as a Health and Usage 
Monitoring System (HUMS).  The HMAG Reports Document refers to HUMS a “Monitoring 
systems that offer a variety of techniques capable of enhancing currently accepted 
maintenance techniques” [17].    Although the terminology of ‘Health and Usage Monitoring 
System’ is relatively new, the idea of monitoring the ‘Health’ of a mechanical assembly has 
been around since the industrial revolution, and the concept of ‘Usage’ monitoring has been 
around for about half a century.  Apart from the development of new fault identification 
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algorithms, what is new about HUMS is the last letter of the acronym ‘S’ - System.  The 
combination of the data collection, data verification, health trending and sometimes usage 
calculation into an integrated system (partly on-aircraft and partly off-aircraft) only originated 
in the 1980s and is still developing [18]. 
 
The most restrictive definitions of the term HUMS includes only those units which utilise the 
space, computing power and data associated with the Flight Data Recorder (FDR) on 
helicopters.  These are the so-called ‘North Sea HUMS’ since they originated on helicopters 
servicing the North Sea oil platforms.  The same concept can however be extended to fixed-
wing aircraft where the unit is often quite separate from the FDR and more recently to other 
vehicles such as ships, transport trucks and military land vehicles [18].   
 
There is no doubt that the current HUMS are providing significant safety benefits.  The UK 
CAA have gathered and analysed HUMS data from the North Sea helicopter operators.  They 
have obtained information on 63 airworthiness related incidents, which are defined as an 
event which has led to significant maintenance action.  HUMS successfully detected 
approximately 70% of these events.  The CAA classified 6 of the events, which were 
successfully picked up, as potentially catastrophic and hazardous, and estimate that 1 or 2 of 
these would most probably have led to accidents if they had not been detected in time [19].   
 
According to CAA Capability Acceptance Report (CAP) 693 [20], “ It is considered that the 
first generation Health Monitoring System (HMS), which added comprehensive vibration 
monitoring to existing health monitoring techniques, has already demonstrated the ability to 
identify potentially hazardous and catastrophic failure modes, and has already reduced fatal 
accident statistics.  First generation HMS (including vibration monitoring) has been shown to 
be both technically feasible and economically justifiable for existing operational helicopters.  
The CAA believes that it is technically feasible to extend the benefits from HMS to helicopters 
currently in service”.   
 
Today there are many different types of UAV in service, all with different operational 
profiles, but the basic operation characteristics of the UAV are similar.  The UAV mission 
usually starts with takeoff procedure and then climbs to its operational altitude.  Once the 
intended altitude is reached it will perform its duties such as a surveillance task or combat 
role as an Unmanned Combat Aerial Vehicle (UCAV).  After the intended operation is 
completed the UAV will start descending and then perform landing procedure.  Figure 2.2 
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represents an example of a typical UAV mission profile.  Since the main purpose of HUMS is 
to provide accurate real time Health and Usage tracking for a platform regardless of how it is 
being operated, the operational characteristics of different UAVs become less critical if 
accurate real time monitoring can be achieved.  As HUMS is relatively new in the field of 
aerospace engineering, more background information is provided in the Chapter 3 of this 
thesis.       
 
 
Figure 2.2 LO-HAE UAV (Tier III) Mission Profile [21] 
 
2.2 Vibration Signal 
As defined by the Oxford Dictionary the meaning of the ‘Signal’ is “A sign or notice, 
perceptible by sight or hearing, given especially for the purpose of conveying warning, 
direction or information” [22].  While the Oxford definition of ‘Signal’ is visible or audible it 
is certainly not always the case.  In many instances the signal may contain quantities which 
may or may not be visible or audible but which are definitely detectable.  A good example 
would be driving a car, where there might be an impression that developing faults could be 
heard before the actual vibration is detected.  However, this is just because the ear is a better 
sensor than the fingertips, since the source of the sound is generally a mechanical vibration of 
internal components.  Most of this vibratory information is transmitted via the drive shaft to 
the bearing housings and then on to the casing from which it is emitted as sound. Thus the 
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vibration signal can be detected by accelerometers on the bearing housings with excellent 
repeatability and with less influence from background noise than the externally measured 
sound [23].  When signals are detected by sensors (transducer, accelerometer etc.) this will 
generate some form of response, which can then be measured.  It is this measurement or 
detection which creates ‘information’.  It should be made clear that the information carried by 
a signal could be defined either in terms of its ‘Time Domain’ patterns or its ‘Frequency 
Domain’ spectrums [24]. 
 
The response which represents the physical movement or motion (vibration) of the rotating 
machinery is usually in the form of an electronic signal once it has been translated by sensors.  
The common sensor output of the electronic signal is often proportional to how fast the 
machine is moving (frequency) and how much the machine is moving (amplitude).  The 
frequency output describes what is wrong with the machine, and the amplitude output 
describes how bad the situation is.  The physical movement or motion of a rotating machine 
can be observed as harmonic, periodic, or random.  It is important to note that all harmonic 
motion is periodic, however all periodic motion is not necessary harmonic [25].  
 
It is customary to describe a typical harmonic motion as sinusoid in appearance, as shown in 
Figure 2.3.  All harmonic motion is periodic, because the motion repeats at some point in 
time.  In a linear system, imbalance in rotating equipment could generate harmonic motion.  
However, with many variables such as gear problems, looseness, bearing defects, 
misalignment, etc., such sinusoid motion is not often found [25].  It is important to understand 
that a sine wave is simply a plot of a circle against time as plotted in Figure 2.3.  All harmonic 
motion is repeatable and is just one form of periodic motion.  The difference between the 
harmonic motion and periodic motion is that periodic motion repeats itself in an equal time 
interval.  A typical machinery example would be the looseness of a misaligned motor 
coupling, where there will be a bump once per revolution of the coupling as shown in Figure 
2.4.  The final motion which is frequently identified in the vibration world is the random 
motion.  Random motions behave somewhat like a complex vibration signal except that they 
do not repeat themselves regularly [14].  The random signal is often observed either after a 
rotating component in the machinery suffered a catastrophic failure or the driving source of 
the machinery is in a random state.  Figure 2.5 is a plot that represents the random vibration 
motion, where the repetitive pattern is extremely difficult to distinguish and the overall 
patterns do not show any cohesion.  When a random signal is detected it is generally 
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discarded before analysis, as the random signals do not generate any specific information 
relevant to the condition of a mechanical system. 
 
 
Figure 2.3 Harmonic Motion [25]     
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Figure 2.4 Periodic Motion   
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Figure 2.5 Random Motion 
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Since 1960 the vibration analysis has already been well documented as an effective means of 
determining the condition of a machine without disturbing its operation.  With the advance of 
computer technology the vibration analysis began to find widespread application in the field 
of automated fault detection, which scans vibration data to identify readings that meaningfully 
deviate from the norm [26].  For vibration monitoring it is a standard practice to convert the 
time domain vibration signatures into frequency spectra that includes several multiples of a 
machine operating speed to reveal malfunctions such as imbalance, misalignment, and 
bearing race defects, etc. [27], as shown in Figure 2.6.  
 
 
Figure 2.6 Variety of faults or operating conditions in machines can lead to vibration spectra that are 
usable as “signatures” for the fault monitoring [27] 
 
2.3 Hydrologic and Geologic Time Series Data 
The previous section has defined the terminology of ‘Vibration Signal’ in the context of 
qualitative description, but what is the signal in terms of numerical definition.  Basically all 
signals start with a set of data, where the data are the result of monitoring done by a sensor.  
All data consist of a set of basic measurements from which some meaningful information can 
be extracted.  Data are called quantitative if they can be written down as numbers after a 
measurement.  Quantitative data can be further divided into two groups, the first group is 
called the discrete data, and the second group is called continuous data [28].  Vibration signal 
is a type of continuous data.  Continuous data cannot be recorded exactly, for example the 
vibration signal contains an infinite number of data points, where during recording only a 
limited number of data point can be captured depending on the sampling frequency 
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resolution.  Given that not all the data points are recorded, the continuous signal is treated as a 
discrete data set.  When this happens, loss of precision will occur for the given vibration 
signal. 
 
Generally a historical data set will consist of a sequence of observations over time.  This 
sequence could be uni or multi dimensional in time, line or counting series.  Such a sequence 
is quite often referred to as a ‘Time Series’ [29].  Time series can be separated into two basic 
groups.  The first group is called single time series at a specified point, and the second group 
is called multiple time series at several points or multiple series of different kinds at one point 
[30].  Both groups constitute sets of mutually related time series of individual points along a 
line, over an area, across a space, or as sets of time series of mutually related variables of 
various kinds.   
 
In Hydrology or Geology the single time series are typical examples of annual precipitation or 
annual stream flows at a Gauging station, monthly precipitation or monthly stream flow at a 
Gauging station, average annual or monthly precipitation over an area, aggregated annual or 
monthly stream flow for a watershed system, etc.  Examples of multiple time series are water 
quantity and related water quality variations in time, the series of annual or monthly 
precipitation at various Gauging stations, the series of annual or monthly stream flow at 
various points of a river, variables that change over a river cross section for a given time, etc..  
Both single and multiple series are usually studied as discrete series of various intervals.  
These intervals are commonly referred to as [31]: 
 
1. Over-year trends and other deterministic changes.  The trend pattern usually exists 
when there is a long-term increase or decrease in the data.  Good examples would 
be the Gross National Product (GNP), and some form of business or economic 
indices movement over time.  
2. Cycles or periodic changes of the day and the year.  Cyclical behaviour exists when 
the data exhibit rises and falls that are not of a fixed period.  For economic series, 
these are usually due to economic fluctuations such as those associated with the 
business cycle. 
3. The almost periodic changes such as tidal effects on hydrologic time series are 
sometime referred to as a seasonal pattern when a series is influenced by seasonal 
factors. 
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4. Components that represent the stochastic or random variations.  The stochastic 
pattern exists when the past, present, and future data in the time series have no 
relationship to each other.  
    
The Hydrological and Geological series properties discussed so far are analogous to the series 
properties of a mechanical system, in particular the multiple time series. When machinery has 
been operating for a long period of time the rotating components within the assembly will 
start to wear.  When this happens and is coupled with some random phenomena either caused 
by failed components or other external disturbances, it is certain that the entire mechanical 
system will reveal characteristics of harmonic, periodic, and random behaviours.  Trending 
characteristics are regularly observed in a mechanical system, especially during the transient 
speed up and slow down sequences.  These characteristic behaviours are very similar to those 
encountered in the aforementioned Hydrological and Geological time series studies.  For 
Hydrology and Geology factors, changes induced by human or by natural disruptive events 
are regularly encountered.  These inconsistent and non-homogeneous changes to the time 
series make it difficult and less accurate to forecast trends [30].  In a mechanical system 
however, most of the variation in its time series has a much more definite cause and effect. 
Hence when applying the Hydrological or Geological theories to a mechanical system, a 
much more accurate analysis result should be obtained. 
  
Since the ‘Time Series’, as described, is a sequence of observations over time, various 
statistical analysis methods are regularly used in Hydrology and Geology to analyse these 
accumulated historical data sets [31].  To obtain the statistical characteristics of the time 
series data, different correlation techniques are regularly employed to detect if the observed 
series are correlated with one another when the data series are indexed by time [32].   
 
2.4 Autocorrelation  
A data sequence sometime appears to be repeating itself.  This repetition may not be exact, 
but it gives an indication that the pattern observed maybe cyclic or periodic.  When the 
sequence is compared with itself at specific positions, it is possible to locate the maximum 
correlation and measure the degree of similarity between the corresponding segments [31].  
This comparison method is commonly referred to as autocorrelation.  Autocorrelation is 
sometimes called ‘Serial Correlation’, which basically means to examine the correlation 
between components of a series arranged in a postponed or delayed sequence.  Alternative 
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terms are ‘Lagged Correlation’ or ‘Persistence’ [33].  Autocorrelation works by breaking the 
time series data into two segments and fitting one to the other.  The measure of the degree of 
fit between the segments is an index of their similarity.  The same process is continuously 
repeated with different ‘lag’ time between segments (amount of data offset between the two 
segments) until all possible positions within the time series have been compared.  Figure 2.7 
shows the examples of a sine wave time series being compared at lags of 2, 10, and 20. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.7 Time series (solid lines) and various lags (dashed lines): (a), (b), (c) sine curve with lags of 2, 10, 
and 20 respectively [13] 
 
In general the calculated autocorrelation results are expressed in dimensionless values.  
Standardising the autocorrelation values into dimensionless format allows them to be 
compared directly to other standardised autocorrelation results from other sources of signals.  
The standardised autocorrelation values are normally expressed as ‘Autocorrelation 
Coefficients’.  Since the autocorrelation values are calculated as coefficients, the coefficients 
range from +1 to -1.  A +1 arises when the two time segments being compared are exact 
duplicates, which signifies that the two segments are perfectly and positively correlated with 
one another.  Regardless of how complicated or irregular the time series are, this condition 
always exists when time lag is equals to 0.  When the lag is 0 there is no offset between the 
two segments, forcing the autocorrelation coefficient to always equal 1.  When a -1 
autocorrelation coefficient is obtained, the two segments are perfect mirror images of one 
another, which can also be explained as the two segments are perfectly inversely correlated.  
If the autocorrelation coefficient is equal to 0, the two segments have absolutely no 
correlation at all.  As a rule this situation arises when the time series is a pure random data set 
[13]. 
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When an autocorrelation analysis has been performed the calculated values are usually plotted 
as a correlogram, which is a diagram of the autocorrelation coefficients versus each of the 
corresponding lag values.  A correlogram of time series will rise and fall between the 
maximum and minimum values of +1 and -1 due to the standardisation of autocorrelation 
value.  At lags of near coincidence of the elements, the correlogram will show a peak of high 
autocorrelation.  Examination of the correlogram will disclose intervals of time or distance at 
which the time series has a repetitive nature [31].  This capability is extremely helpful in 
HUMS applications.  As a monitoring signal comes in, the signal will be analysed by the 
autocorrelation process.  The results of the analysis can then be plotted in a correlogram plot, 
which will reveal any cyclic, periodic or repetitive nature of the signal.  The comparison of 
these characteristics at various time periods will further indicate the condition status of the 
monitored mechanical system.   
 
Figure 2.8 shows five different idealised time series and their corresponding autocorrelation 
correlograms.  Plot b in Figure 2.8 is a representation of a random time series data.  As shown 
by the corresponding correlogram an irregular pattern can be observed with amplitudes very 
close to zero.  When this pattern is continuously occurring during the monitoring process, it is 
highly likely that a component or components within the machinery assembly have failed.  In 
any case, if a random correlogram pattern is observed, any further analysis of this time series 
will be fruitless and the obtained data for this period should be discarded as a result.  Plots d 
and e in Figure 2.8 contain sine wave time series with noise and sine wave time series with 
noise plus linear trend.  As shown by their respective correlograms, an apparent complete sine 
wave pattern can be observed, which clearly signifies that the autocorrelation process has the 
capacity to detect periodic patterns even in the presence of large amount of random (noise) 
data.  This noise reduction ability essentially represents the capability of autocorrelation to act 
similarly to a band pass filter commonly used in machinery monitoring.  Only this time there 
is no extra requirement for hardware and software installations.  With the SmartHUMS 
hardware limitations, the filtering capability possessed by the autocorrelation process will be 
an added bonus to the purpose of this research.  
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Figure 2.8 Idealised time series (left) and their autocorrelation correlograms (right) [31]  
   
2.5 Cross Correlation  
The purpose of the autocorrelation is to precondition an incoming signal or time series data.  
The autocorrelation process removes the noise from the signal and determines the repetitive 
(cyclic, periodic, trend and seasonal) characteristics of that signal.  Once the nature of each 
segment within the incoming signal is known, each segment is then compared consecutively 
to establish the condition of the monitored machinery system.  
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The Cross Correlation (CC) function can be used to measure the similarities between two 
signals.  This process involves the computation of the sum of the products of corresponding 
pairs of points of two signals within a specified time frame or window.  The CC will also take 
into consideration any potential phase differences between the two signals by the inclusion of 
a lead or lag term [34].  When performing CC calculation, it is important to be aware that in 
many instances the two signals being compared may not be the same length.  For this reason, 
when performing CC analysis, both positive and negative lags need to be considered, unlike 
the autocorrelation analysis where only the positive lags are utilised.  In CC analysis one 
signal sequence is being “moved passed” the other rather than being lagged behind from a 
position of initial equivalence like autocorrelation.  Therefore it is much more appropriate to 
refer the successive comparisons as ‘match positions’ rather than lags [31].  In CC the 
analysed values are in the form of coefficient like autocorrelation coefficients, consequently 
the maximum and minimum amplitudes are around +1 and -1.  A correlogram plot can also be 
generated for the CC analysis, but CC correlogram plots consist of positive and negative 
regions.  If the two compared signals are identical, the results of CC will produce a 
correlogram which is a mirror image of itself at the vertical axes of the origin (match position 
0). 
 
When the CC analysis is used as a comparison algorithm for the autocorrelation results by 
determining the Cross Correlation Coefficient at match position 0, the similarity of CC 
correlogram between negative and positive plot regions a conclusion of how correlated the 
two autocorrelated segments are can be easily drawn.  Attention must be paid when using CC 
as a comparison tool.  When the coefficient value at match position 0 of CC correlogram 
shows high amplitude, it merely indicates that the two segments being compared are in a 
highly aligned state, but it does not contain any information about aggregate size of the two 
segments [35].  In other words the amount of CC coefficient at lag 0 gives the quality of the 
correlation but not the quantity of the correlation.  Plot a of Figure 2.9 shows a CC 
correlogram with coefficient of 1 at match position 0 and a symmetrical plot for both positive 
and negative regions, which basically means the compared autocorrelated segments are 100 
percent correlated to each other.  But as plot b indicates the actual amplitude differences 
between the two autocorrelated segments are quite large.  The reason that 100 percent CC 
coefficients were obtained is because both autocorrelated segments have identical patterns of 
successive rise and fall of amplitude at each of the match positions, the difference between 
them is the amount of rise and fall.  Figure 2.9 illustrates that CC comparison is not 
meaningful when both patterns are symmetrical and match position 0 is used.  To achieve a 
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meaningful comparison the integrated area under the autocorrelation correlogram curve needs 
to be taken into consideration. 
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Figure 2.9  (a) CC correlogram with coefficient of 1 at lag 0, (b) Comparison of two autocorrelated 
segments which formed the CC correlogram in plot (a) 
   
The CC algorithm is a relatively simple and efficient method, which has been widely used to 
solve a broad range of different industrial, environmental and medical problems ranging from 
flow of polluted liquids in pipes to air flow in the human breathing system, etc. which can be 
easily identified by application of the CC algorithm [36].  The CC algorithm has a unique 
ability to isolate any fringe pattern variations after correlation and reveal phase mismatching.  
This unique ability, when imbedded as a DI in the SmartHUMS unit, will enable the unit to 
efficiently specify any variation occurrences within the incoming vibration signal.   
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2.6 Cyclostatic  
The term ‘Cyclostatic’ is commonly used in signal, system and computer science engineering.  
It is normally associated with data flow analysis, where Cyclostatic Dataflow (CSDF) is a 
generalisation of Synchronous Dataflow (SDF).  According to reference [37] “Cyclostatic 
Dataflow allows the number of tokens consumed and produced by an actor to vary from one 
firing to the next in a cyclic pattern”.  Over a given period of firings, a CSDF actor is allow to 
have a different but static behaviour each time it fires.  Compared to the SDF, CSDF is also 
more versatile because it supports algorithms with cyclically changing but predefined 
behaviour [38]. 
 
In the context of this thesis the cyclostatic analysis is actually representing the spectrum 
analysis of the cyclic behaviour of a vibration signal.  In other words the cyclostatic analysis 
is used to analyse the vibration signal in the frequency domain.  In the field of machine 
dynamics the vibration analysis is a basic approach for fault diagnosis of rotating machinery.  
When a fault begins to develop the vibration profile will change its characteristic behaviours.  
Using an appropriate signal processing technique will allow the detection of changes in the 
vibration signal that are caused by faulty components.  Once these faulty components have 
been identified the machinery condition can then be accurately assessed.  The appropriate 
signal processing technique described very often transforms the vibration signal into the 
frequency domain [39].  The popularity of frequency analysis is most probably due to the 
availability of ‘Fourier Transform’ techniques, most noticeably the Fast Fourier 
Transformation (FFT), as the characteristics of vibration signals are more easily noticed in the 
frequency domain rather than in the time domain [40].   
 
When a machine rotates it generates many vibrations that are caused by independent sources 
such as imbalance, bearings, gears, electrical, couplings, resonances, and others.  Each of 
these sources is generating a vibration at its own particular frequency of force repetition.  
These vibrations all mix together and are transmitted to a monitoring unit somewhere near the 
machine in a disharmonious manner.  Since the combined vibration signal that is received by 
the monitoring unit passes through almost everything within the machine assembly it is 
important to know what frequencies are present in the complex vibration signal, because each 
specific frequency is associated with a particular internal assembly defect.  The greater 
distance a vibration signal has to travel to reach the exterior of a machine the more it is 
attenuated because of the mechanical impedance of its path.  Consequently, the less distance 
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the vibration has to travel the larger is the amplitude.  In the spectrum domain, the frequency 
is the characteristic of the vibration source and the amplitude is the characteristic of the signal 
and the signal path [14].  It is important to know some vibration energy does get lost due to 
the machine internal structural interface or joint damping, but if the machinery is composed 
mostly of metal then the damping does not introduce significant frequency changes.   
 
There are at least three distinct reasons why vibration signals should be analysed in the 
frequency domain.  The first reason is that the specific frequency which corresponds to a 
particular mechanical defect shows up as a peak in the frequency domain.  This correlation of 
peak and the particular defect cannot be easily recognised in the time domain.  The second 
reason is surveillance measurements are best done in the frequency domain as an overall 
number can be assigned and trended.  The third reason is small signals are not hidden in the 
frequency domain.  In the time domain it is very difficult to see specific small amplitudes 
such as a sine wave riding on top of a larger sine wave, but in the frequency domain this 
shows up as a definite peak.  The result is mechanical defects can be seen when they are still 
small and tracked as they progress in spectrum domain [14]. 
 
The analysis of the vibration signal in the spectrum domain might prove to be very effective, 
but it still has its limitations.  As mentioned before different types of faults, such as bearing 
defects, rotor imbalance, and misalignment, etc. cause different frequency components to 
appear in vibration signals.  Frequency analysis is therefore commonly used to investigate 
these frequency components.  However, since in a spectrum domain each fault’s related 
vibration behaviour only shows up as a specific peak and there is no precise information of 
the distribution of signal energy in the time domain, in some situations it might cause 
inaccurate diagnostic decisions to be made if only the spectral analysis alone was considered 
[41, 71].  FFT is a common procedure used to transform time domain data into frequency 
domain, but FFT process usually discards or simply discounts the phase information relative 
to the vibration signal.  To be able to achieve accurate diagnosis, time domain analysis that 
includes the phase information must be taken into consideration in conjunction with the 
spectrum analysis.  It has been shown that if the analysis does not include the time domain 
signal, the error rate of the diagnosis of the machinery could be up to 20 percent [25].      
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2.7 Data Compression  
Most of the data are not stored in their most compact form.  It is rather common that the data 
are sorted in whatever format that makes them easiest to use.  Typically these easy to use 
formats require data files about twice as large as actually needed to represent the information 
[42].  Data compression is an ancient activity; abbreviation and other devices for shortening 
the length of transmitted messages have no doubt been used in every human society.  
Language itself is organised to minimise message length, short words being more frequently 
used than long ones, according to Zipf’s empirical distribution [43].  Data compression has a 
wide range of application in many fields.  Fields such as audio visuals, where sound files are 
frequently transform into MP3 format, and video files are regularly converted into ‘mpeg’ or 
‘avi’ files to increase the amount of storage capacity.  In the field of remote sensing 
applications the problem of storage and transmission of large volumes of data has become a 
significant and pressing concern, especially with the improvement of High Resolution 
Imaging Spectrometers (HRIS) that could easily generate a data rate of 280 Mbps.  To 
accommodate this explosion of data there is a critical need for data compression [44].        
 
The concept of data compression can be simply defined as finding the redundant properties 
within a particular string of data.  These properties are usually described as entropy or in other 
word the entropy measures the level of ‘disorder’ in a string pattern, and it is not necessary to 
know what kind of information a string is carrying [45].  Figure 2.10 represents a simplified 
example of data compression, where the compression works by reducing the length of 
redundant properties.   Data compression is the general term for various algorithms and 
programs developed to convert data from an easy to use format to one optimised for 
compactness [42].  Data compression shrinks down a file so that it takes up less space.  No 
matter what techniques or algorithms are used, there are only two main types of data 
compression theories.  The first theory is called ‘Lossy’ data compression and the second 
theory is called ‘Lossless’ data compression. 
 
Lossless compression, as the name implies, consists of reduction in the amount of data 
without sacrificing the fidelity of the data [44].  Or simply the lossless data compression 
refers to data compression algorithms which allow the original data to be reconstructed 
exactly from the compressed data.  Lossless data compression is commonly used on Personal 
Computers (PC) to increase their storage capacity.  A typical lossless compression algorithm 
can easily achieve a compression which doubles the original storage capacity in PCs [46].  
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Lossless data compression is used in software compression tools such as Zip format, which is 
used by programs such as PKZIP, WinZip, and in the UNIX operational environment 
programs such as bzip2 and gzip.  Lossless data compression is used when it is important that 
the original and the decompressed data are exactly identical.    
 
A lossy data compression method differs from the lossless data compression in that the 
compressed data and the decompressed data may well be different, but it is ‘close enough’ to 
be useful in someway.  In some instances the information lost may actually be the noise.  In 
these cases, it makes sense to use lossy compression techniques which provide much higher 
compression rate [44].  The development of lossy data compression has mainly evolved 
around image and video compression applications where a huge amount of effort has been 
devoted over past decade [47, 48].  Table 2.1 presents a comparison between ‘Lossless’ and 
‘Lossy’ data compression, which also includes the typical file formats representing each 
compression algorithm respectively.  
 
 
Figure 2.10 Data string compressed by grouping the redundant zeros together 
 
Table 2.1 Lossless and Lossy Comparison 
Lossless Data 
Compression 
Lossy Data 
Compression 
An exact copy of the 
original data is obtained 
after decompression 
Original information 
content is lost 
Structured data can be 
easily compressed to 40 
~ 60% of original size 
Any data can be 
compressed.  
Sometimes by 90% or 
more 
Examples: GIF, PKZIP, 
WinZip, bzip2, and 
gzip, etc 
Examples: JPEG, 
MPEG, AVI, MP3 and 
MP4, etc 
 
Since the vibration signal is typically transmitted and stored in the format of Digital/Binary 
numbers, it makes sense to compress these data using lossless data compression algorithms.  
Often the vibration data logged by a monitoring unit are analysed in detail at a ground based 
station, therefore it is essential that the compressed vibration data will be decompressed into 
its original size without any loss of information.  For this reason lossless data compression 
algorithms are much more appropriate in the vibration signal applications.  
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2.8 Previous DI work 
The DI in the context of this thesis is to detect any behavioural change given by a monitored 
mechanical system (i.e. propulsion system of UAVs).  It is important to mention again that 
the behavioural change does not necessary means a fault is developing.  Any control change 
such as throttle variation or blade angle pitch alteration will also cause behavioural change.  
The determination of a fault could be verified by using the ‘Cyclostatic’ techniques in 
conjunction with the time domain data.   A traditional HUMS installation uses a fairly explicit 
algorithm to detect a particular fault type which actually does not work for any other type of 
defect.  The DI proposed for the SmartHUMS unit will detect any changes as long as 
significant discrepancy of overall transfer function of the mechanical system is being 
detected.  The intended DI approach is somewhat different from the conventional HUMS 
paradigm.  As proved by this research the proposed approach is a very efficient and cost 
effective alternative in comparison to the traditional HUMS techniques.     
 
The construction of ‘Detection Indices’ involves the theory of ‘Autocorrelation’, ‘Cross 
Correlation’ and utilisation of ‘Cyclostatic’ techniques.  Both autocorrelation and cross 
correlation are widely used in the fields of Hydrology, Geology, Bio-Medical science and 
Civil or Mechanical engineering [30, 31, 34, 72].  The main purpose of auto and cross 
correlation in these different fields of science is very similar.  The purpose is to detect any 
correlation characteristics that exist between the data points within the data set and to 
discover any correlation present when different data sets from different time periods or even 
different sources are compared. Suffice to say these correlation analogies are also applicable 
to the field of aerospace engineering, especially the field of HUMS applications. 
 
The current research aims to use the autocorrelation and cross correlation method to analyse 
the vibration data observed by the SmartHUMS unit.  Determining the correlation between 
the vibration data and subsequent correlation comparisons at different periods will reveal the 
discrepancies of the correlation.  These discrepancies are the ‘Detection Indices’. Verifying 
the degree of disagreements will allow the conclusion to be drawn as to whether a mechanical 
behavioural change has occurred.  If the condition is true, the data captured during this period 
will be analysed using cyclostatic techniques with reference to the correlation results 
produced by both autocorrelation and cross correlation in time domain.  Once the cyclostatic 
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techniques have been performed the result will reveal the cause of the behavioural change; 
whether it is an actual fault or just a normal performance induced behavioural change.  To 
conclude this literature review it has been determined that so far there is no evidence of 
autocorrelation and CC techniques being applied in the field of aerospace engineering to such 
extend as to perform HUMS related functions onboard of any air vehicle.  The combination 
approach of using DI and Cyclostatic techniques has also not been found else where in the 
literature review conducted so far. 
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Chapter 3  
Background Information 
The concept of Health and Usage Monitoring Systems is relatively new in the field of 
aerospace engineering.  It is quite common for many aerospace engineers to misunderstand or 
not to have even heard of the term HUMS, especially in the field of fixed wing aircraft.  It is 
therefore very important to give some in-depth perspective about HUMS in this chapter.  At 
the same time this chapter will give a quick inside view into the hardware features of the 
SmartHUMS technology.  The hardware aspects of the SmartHUMS development is not part 
of this research, but as mentioned earlier in the thesis the generation of DI algorithms are 
constrained by the hardware capability of the SmartHUMS unit.  For this reason the 
developments of both the SmartHUMS unit and DI algorithms have very strong 
interconnectivity, where an alteration of one will greatly influence the other.    
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3.1 Health and Usage Monitoring Systems (HUMS) 
Helicopters have a higher rate of accidents because they are much more vulnerable to the end 
results of catastrophic mechanical failures than fixed wing aircraft or other forms of public 
transport [49].  These accidents occur more readily because of the higher number of single 
load path critical parts within the helicopter rotor and transmission system and the reduced 
redundancy within the helicopter design [50].  To decrease the accident instance rate, 
equipment capable of detailed monitoring of different critical helicopter functions is routinely 
fitted to medium-sized and larger helicopters used by civil operators.  This equipment forms a 
system that is capable of monitoring many different parts of a helicopter and the system is 
usually referred to by the phrase ‘Health and Usage Monitoring System’ (HUMS).  As 
mentioned HUMS development originated in the rotary wing community, but as early as 5 
years ago HUMS was starting to find its way into other fields of application such as fixed 
wing aircraft [51], land vehicles [52], under water vessels [53], and even batteries [54]. 
Prior to HUMS, all helicopter airworthiness and maintenance related issues were managed 
through a Conventional Life Substantiation Program (CLSP).  CLSP was conducted by most 
major military operators to substantiate their retirement schedule for fatigue life-limited 
components.  CLSP programs vary in complexity from a fleet wide pilot questionnaire survey 
to an in-flight measurement program on sample helicopters within the fleet [2].  CLSP has the 
potential to be considerably inaccurate.  For example the questionnaire done by the pilot 
might be unintentionally or intentionally completed incorrectly due to various reasons.  In the 
case of predefined in-flight measurement programs on sample helicopters, the sample  might 
not be representative enough for some of the helicopter fleets’ actual flight regions.  The 
consequence of errors in CLSP could cause premature removal and replacement of fatigue life 
components with subsequent increase in the operating cost of the aircraft.  Even worse, in 
some cases failure to detect when fatigue life components might actually fail before the 
scheduled inspection or replacement may cause serious incidents that might ultimately lead to 
loss of life.     
 
3.1.1 Health and Usage 
Fundamentally there are two different distinct parts in a HUMS system.  The first part of 
HUMS is the ‘Health’ monitoring aspect of the platform and the second part is the ‘Usage’ 
monitoring.  According to Ministry of Defence (MOD) [55], “Health monitoring is a process 
which provides a means of determining the continued serviceability of components, systems, 
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or structures, without the need for component removal for inspection.  The process involves 
repetitive tests or inspections, and when the analysis is performed by an onboard system the 
time delay between data sampling and output of results may be minimised”.  The examples of 
health monitoring are vibration, debris and engine gas path analyses etc.  Overall, health 
monitoring technology is considered to be much more mature than HUMS usage Monitoring.  
It is very important to mention that many faults are generated by the unnecessary removal of 
components from the platform.  These actions can often lead to unintentional structure fault 
initiations or in the case of sensitive avionics damage can easily occur during the removal 
procedures.  Unnecessary removal also means increase in maintenance downtime, with 
consequence of reduction in the availability of the platform.  
 
As defined by MOD [55], “Usage monitoring is a process which assesses the life 
consumption of life-limited components, systems and structures by monitoring actual damage 
exposure (i.e. due to combinations of loads, speeds, temperatures, etc.).  Allied to this is the 
recording of information relating to exceedances limits, whether in emergency conditions or 
normal operations.  The activity relates primarily to components substantiated on a safe-life 
basis”.  Techniques often used in usage monitoring are event counting (i.e. flight hours, 
engine starts, Ground-Air-Ground (GAG) cycles, temperature cycles, engine and rotor speed 
cycles, vertical acceleration cycles etc.), exceedance logging, torque monitoring, Flight 
Condition Monitoring (FCM), Flight Loads Monitoring (FLM), fatigue damage accrual 
estimation and Parts Life Tracking (PLT).  Generally techniques used to accurately achieve 
the aforementioned are quite difficult, in many instances significant involvement of the 
‘Design Authority’ is required which makes the matter even more complicated.  There are 
many researchers currently working on different algorithms and methods to try to maximise 
usage monitoring techniques, but in terms of structural components there is often not an 
agreed approach.  Since there is no agreement to the approach of the usage monitoring of 
structural components, it is therefore considered necessary to present various options.  
Overall, at the moment, HUMS usage monitoring is less mature than HUMS health 
monitoring.   
 
3.1.2 Reduction in Accidents 
In the aviation industry accidents are usually categorised into two classes.  The first class of 
accident is called an ‘Operational Accident’, where an accident of this type is one due to 
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operational factors such as pilot error.  The second class of accident is called a ‘Technical 
Accident’.  This accident is one due to airworthiness related causes.  Reduction of technical 
accidents is the main reason why HUMS systems are being considered for installation in an 
air platform [56].  According to Fraser [2] most of the functions performed by HUMS 
contribute in various proportions towards airworthiness management improvement.  The level 
of improvement largely depends on the type of aircraft (size, number, and design etc.) and 
functionality of the particular HUMS system (number of functions, reliability of diagnoses, 
promptness of reporting etc.).  The overall improvement obtained by the HUMS system is 
equivalent to the amount of reduction in technical accidents (in HUMS the number of 
technical accidents are usually expressed as accidents per million flying hours).  
 
Table 3.1 [2] is a reproduced table from Bristow Helicopters assessment of its GEC-Marconi 
IHUMS in world-wide operation.  The accidents are categorised according to detection 
method and whether they would have been prevented by the installation of IHUMS.  It is 
important to note that Table 3.1 is just an example of what typical HUMS can do for 
increasing safety.  The actual figures in Table 3.1 will vary according to the type of aircraft 
being monitored.  In terms of civil helicopters typically between 40% and 70% of technical 
accidents are considered by specialists in the field to be preventable by the presence of 
HUMS and the percentage will increase even further with the improvement of monitoring and 
diagnostic technologies.  
 
Table 3.1 Bristow’s Assessment of IHUMS-Detectable Accidents 
Detection Method Fatal Non-Fatal Total 
Rotor diagnostics 2 4 6 
Airframe vibration 3 0 3 
*QDM 1 1 2 
Engine health 1 2 3 
Gearbox vibration 2 2 4 
Gearbox temperature 0 2 2 
Bearing temperature 0 0 0 
*SOAP 0 1 1 
Blade inspection monitoring 1 1 2 
Detectable with HUMS 10 13 23 
Not detectable with HUMS 6 6 12 
*QDM-Quantitative Debris Monitoring; *SOAP-Spectrometric Oil Analysis Program 
 
In an ideal world the justification of implementing HUMS in a vehicle would be exclusively 
in the perspective of safety.  Cost of HUMS should not be a major factor in the decision of 
whether to install or not to install HUMS.  If a HUMS system only managed to prevent one 
accident and in the process saved a person’s life, the value of saving one life is very difficult 
to quantify in monetary terms, but it is logical to assume this value will outweigh the costs of 
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HUMS and its implementation by an enormous amount.  But in reality the decision of HUMS 
implementation is often dictated by the cost of the system and how soon the benefits can be 
realised after the installation.  
 
3.1.3 HUMS Costs and Benefits  
Most aircraft operators consider it a prerequisite to install HUMS in their fleet that the system 
provides significant economic benefits that would outweigh the costs.  The majority of 
benefits of HUMS implementation is distributed over the remaining life of the aircraft and a 
significant portion of the costs are incurred as capital cost, which needs to be paid at or near 
the time of HUMS installation. 
 
Ideally the benefit of HUMS (particularly Helicopter HUMS) can be categorised into three 
main sections that are: ‘Health Monitoring Benefits’, ‘Usage Monitoring Benefits’, and ‘Fleet 
Management Benefits’.  The health monitoring benefits category can be further divided into 
three different areas which included safety improvement, maintenance improvement from 
improved rotor smoothing, and other maintenance benefits.  For the usage benefits there are 
also three distinct areas of simple event type monitoring benefits, life substantiation 
enhancement, and reduced consumption of life limited parts.  The final fleet management 
benefits category is usually divided into two sections, which are improved logistics 
management and other fleet management improvements.  The cost of HUMS it is usually 
described by three items that are non recurring (per fleet) capital cost, recurring (per aircraft) 
capital cost, and running (distributed) cost.  The above HUMS cost and benefit categorisation 
information was largely obtained from the report produced by Forsyth [57].  Table 3.2 [2] 
shows a clear representation of HUMS benefits in each specific area and Table 3.3 [2] shows 
the HUMS cost model.  Detail explanation of the HUMS cost and benefit model in Table 3.2 
and Table 3.3 can be found in Forsyth [57], but it is important to be clear that the model 
presented so far is only as an example for a particular type of HUMS.  When a different 
HUMS unit with different capabilities is to be considered, a specific cost and benefit model 
will need to be generated for its evaluation.  DSTO has created a cost and benefit tool called 
HUMSSAVE 4 [58], which is tailored specifically for the cost and benefit analysis for 
different types of HUMS.    
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Table 3.2 Structure of HUMS Benefit Model 
Category Area Item 
*Benefit 
Type 
Comment 
Reduced total-loss 
accidents D 
Most transmission monitoring 
benefits are in this category.  Some 
rotor diagnostics (but limited by 
available technology) and engine 
diagnostics also apply. 
Safety 
improvement 
Reduced repairable-
damage accidents D 
Reduced maintenance 
flying D 
Reduced avionics 
replacements D 
Reduced structural 
damage D 
 Maintenance 
improvement 
from improved 
rotor 
smoothing 
Equipment saving C 
This saving arises from not having to 
acquire, maintain and upgrade 
conventional equipment. 
Benefit from 
automatic engine 
power assurance 
checking 
D 
Prompt identification 
of faults D 
Reduced false 
removals D 
Health 
monitoring 
Other 
maintenance 
benefits 
Maintenance credits D 
Most “other” benefits would arise 
from better engine condition 
monitoring.  Engine maintenance is a 
high-cost item.  Some economic 
benefits from engine trending are 
considered to be included under the 
“improved logistics management” 
item. 
Removal of flying 
time over-estimate D Simple event-type 
monitoring 
benefits 
Benefit from more 
reliable exceedance 
monitoring 
D 
Most HUMS currently in service 
(mainly with civil operators) 
implement only event-type 
monitoring. 
Life 
substantiation 
enhancement 
 C 
A small benefit is predicted for 
simple occurrence monitoring.  For 
more advanced usage monitoring, the 
applicable benefit would be much 
reduced if a quantitative life 
substantiation program had been 
undertaken previously. 
Benefit for fixed-
interval retirement D 
Usage 
monitoring 
Reduced 
consumption 
of life-limited 
parts 
Benefit fro variable-
interval retirement D 
Engine, transmission and structural 
components are considered.  Unlike 
health monitoring there is a 
diversification of views as to what 
approach should be taken.  Hence 
benefit items are to be considered as 
optional rather than cumulative. 
Improved 
logistics 
management 
 D  
Fleet 
management Other fleet 
management 
improvements 
 D  
* D means ‘Distributed’ – meaning that the benefit is distributed over the remaining life of the aircraft. 
* C means ‘Capital’ – meaning a once-off capital benefit close to the time of implementing HUMS  
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Table 3.3 Structure of HUMS Cost Model 
Cost Item Cost Type Comment 
Non-recurring (per fleet) 
capital cost 
C This item includes the cost of special software development for 
particular aircraft fleet, drafting aircraft modification, verification 
of modification etc. 
Recurring (per aircraft) 
capital cost  
C This time includes the cost of equipment (airborne and ground), 
sensors, cabling, installation, certification, spares etc. 
Running (distributed) cost D This item includes the cost of staff training, HUMS equipment 
maintenance, consulting advice, software upgrades, ground station 
upgrades, and data management. 
 
HUMS often contribute to benefits directly as well as indirectly.  In many occasions it is the 
indirect benefits which contribute to a large portion of the savings, but frequently these 
indirect benefits are neglected in the overall assessment of the savings due to lack of 
obviousness or difficulty of quantifying those savings.  Take Rotor Track and Balance 
(RT&B) as an example.  Before HUMS implementation, the helicopter usually relied on a 
dedicated rotor smoothing maintenance schedule to perform RT&B work followed by a 
subsequent devoted maintenance flight which is typically 5% (for US Army CH-47 Chinook 
helicopter it has been proved to be a lot higher) of the overall flight time per year [2].  The 
benefits of HUMS in this particular instance are increase in the aircraft availability (i.e. 5%), 
saving the cost of purchasing RT&B related equipment (which could easily be hundreds of 
thousands of dollars), and reduced maintenance hours hence reduced maintenance cost.  
Frankly it is quite often that the saving achieved from not purchasing RT&B related 
equipment will offset most of if not all the capital cost of HUMS implementation.  The 
secondary (not so obvious) benefits with HUMS rotor smoothing capability are as increasing 
comfort in the cabin conditions (less vibration).  This means cabin crews can do a better job 
with longer mission times and allows the aircraft to perform longer missions in critical flight 
regions or envelopes (i.e. faster flying speed hence more sorties).  It also means less aircraft 
are needed to achieve the same mission goal (fewer aircraft actually equate to savings in 
capital costs), and less vibration means reduction in failure rates for both mechanical and 
electrical components (saving on parts) [56].   
 
Due to the advancement of composite materials, many of the latest aircraft have a large 
portion of their structures made from composite materials.  The unique property of composite 
material makes it hard to assess using the conventional metallic analysis approach.  In many 
cases only real time tracking of the composite structure can ensure the safe life concept of the 
design.  A good example of where the conventional approach does not work is the 6 bladed 
R391 Dowty composite propellers used by the C-130J Hercules aircraft.  For years the C-130J 
users had problem with severe vibration experienced in C-130J, the vibration problem has 
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been so serious that J series Hercules were not certified to carry passengers or any sensitive 
cargo (i.e. ammunition).  The vibration problem is mainly caused by the inability to balance 
the composite propeller blades during the scheduled RT&B maintenance.  The design of the 
R391 propellers, utilised the aero elasticity properties of the composite blade to maximise the 
lift or thrust efficiency, and in so doing the blade not only distorts in the lateral direction it 
also moves forwards and backwards during flight.  The ground RT&B maintenance is only 
capable of balancing the lateral imbalance of the propellers.  Without the actual measurement 
of the in-flight data the axial directional imbalance could never be properly balanced out on 
the ground.  Rebbechi of DSTO [51] has managed to use the real time HUMS data from C-
130J-30 Nacelle Interface Unit (NIU) to balance the composite propellers in all directions and 
as a consequence reduced the severe vibrational problem experienced by the J series 
Hercules.  Because now the propeller balance can be done during a standard mission flight, 
there is no need for a specific RT&B schedule and no propeller balance flight trial is 
necessary.  Also saved are the expensive RT&B equipment and the cumbersome procedures 
that go with it.  The bottom line is with the rapid advance in aerospace technologies the only 
way to ensure the cost and benefit of an air platform is through the implementation of HUMS 
technologies.   
 
3.1.4 Current Drawbacks with HUMS 
As mentioned earlier HUMS creates a SRE (Sensor Rich Environment).  All sensors involved 
with HUMS have their own designated function, where each one is designed to record all 
important events and activities during the operational phase of a vehicle.  The combination of 
the SRE and the requirement to record all important phenomena has created a potential 
situation for a data explosion, where terabytes of data could easily be accumulated by a 
vehicle on a yearly basis.  Motivated by the possibility that some of the records within this 
vast amount of operational data could contain valuable information, many current HUMS 
systems still emphasis on recording as much data as possible.  With the advances in 
affordable solid state memory storage technology the data explosion situation could 
potentially get even worse. 
 
Towards the end of 2003 the compact flash memory (as well as other formats of solid state 
memory) capacities available were typically in the region of 64 to 128 MB (Mega Bytes), 
before that 4 to 16 MB was considered large.  A little over a year later the capacity has risen 
to a staggering 12 GB with forecasts of more to come [59].  Cost wise, the purchasing price 
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for this flash memory is actually getting cheaper per unit as the storage capacity gets larger.  
Figure 3.1 is a memory capacity against time chart and Figure 3.2 is a memory cost per MB 
versus time chart Fielding [59]. 
 
Reviewing HUMS collected data is a very delicate and expertise intensive process, which is 
why analysis of recorded HUMS data is typically ad hoc, somewhat  infrequent, and uses up  
quite a significant amount of resources especially in the labour side.  As a result the data 
accumulates much faster than it can be processed.  Due to this data accumulation problem, 
there are actually some experts in the field questioning the necessity of HUMS 
implementation.  It is generally agreed that the massive amounts of data collected is a 
common dilemma amongst many of today’s HUMS.  In order to transform this large amount 
of data into functional information many HUMS vendors have come up with many solutions 
to maximise the efficiency of data interpretation.  Method such as data fusing, data mining, 
and application of AI, neutral networks, or fuzzy logic have been performed in an effort to 
store more information rather than data about the mechanical system.  It does not matter 
which methods or algorithms are being used, the process of reducing data accrual can be 
generalised as ‘Data Management’.          
 
 
Figure 3.1 Memory Capacity vs. Time [59] 
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Figure 3.2 Memory Cost per MB vs. Time [59]  
 
‘Data Management’ procedures can be either started during the actual HUMS monitoring 
process or after the data has been archived in the HUMS system.  HUMS systems that are 
capable of analysing data and performing data management onboard, usually have a large 
storage capacity and a powerful processor to handle all the necessary computational 
requirements.  These types of systems are at the high end range of HUMS, which means they 
are usually very expensive (i.e. around a quarter of a million dollars).  In the case of 
SmartHUMS, which is designed to be a low cost HUMS capable unit (< $2000 dollars), the 
data management procedures will be done during the data recording phase of monitoring.  By 
utilising DI algorithms to manage the data acquisition process only the truly necessary data is 
acquired and stored when needed.  Since only significant data are stored after DI processes, 
these data can be interpreted into meaningful information a lot sooner, therefore the 
identification of major causes of any mechanical related anomalies can be done quickly.   
 
3.2 SmartHUMS Hardware Unit 
The SmartHUMS hardware design and manufacturing is mostly done by GPSO with guidance 
provide by DSTO AVD (Air Vehicle Division) Certification and Engine Life Extension 
Group.  The principle of this miniature HUMS system is to be low cost, low weight, self 
contained, and fully automated.  In the longer term, there will be a potential for this type of 
product in vehicle (i.e. rotary wing or fixed wing aircraft) HUMS where commercially 
available units are too complicated and too expensive to be utilised.  The development of this 
type of HUMS technology has the potential to promote the application of HUMS in the areas 
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where HUMS is not currently being used.  This HUMS technology would not in anyway 
attempt to compete directly with the more expensive versions of HUMS nor would it be 
capable of replacing those HUMS units.  This SmartHUMS unit will act as a tool to extend 
existing HUMS capabilities and to be used as a stand alone system in situations where HUMS 
is not cost productive enough to be utilised. 
 
The first preproduction SmartHUMS unit has been manufactured to assist the development of 
generic DI algorithms.  Once the algorithms are imbedded in the HUMS it will reduce the 
amount of data stored and transferred whilst maintaining the level of information obtained for 
the purposes of health and usage monitoring.  This preproduction unit consists of two built-in 
sensors to log vibration data in XYZ axes and the noise data produced.  Besides the sensors 
this unit has also incorporated three microprocessors, memory, and communications to 
measure, process, record, and transfer data pertaining to health and usage aspects of vehicle 
that is under monitoring.  The power consumption requirement for the unit is very low and it 
also includes provision for flexible expansion of the number and type of sensors attached.  
The detailed hardware description of the SmartHUMS unit is provided in the following 
section. 
 
3.2.1 Physical Description of SmartHUMS 
As mentioned the hardware of the SmartHUMS unit consists of three microprocessors.  Each 
processor is part of a module, thus there are a total of three modules which comprise the 
entire hardware architecture of the SmartHUMS unit.  The specific modules are the Power 
Management module (PM), the Main Controller module (MC), and the Input and Output 
module (IO).  All three modules are interconnected via a Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) bus 
and draw their power from the ‘Power’ bus.  The PM module consists of 256 bytes of RAM, 
8k of flash memory for program memory, and has a combined processing speed of 2 MHz.  
The MC module consists of 20k of RAM plus 512k of external RAM, 256k of flash memory, 
and has a combined processing speed of 16 MHz.  The IO module consists of 10k of RAM, 
48k of flash memory for program memory, and has a combined processing speed of 8 MHz.  
Figure 3.3 is the block diagram of the hardware architecture for the SmartHUMS unit. 
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Figure 3.3 SmartHUMS Block Diagram 
  
The three modules mentioned are printed on a circuit board with a dimension of 105 mm × 
105 mm × 8 mm.  Figure 3.4 presents the actual photo of the SmartHUMS hardware circuit 
board.  The weight of the printed circuit board is 280 grams; it will draw its power from an 
external noisy power supply of between 9 and 30 volts DC.  The total power consumption 
will be around 800 mW and protection against over voltage, over current, and reversal of 
power supply polarity has also been implemented.  The SmartHUMS hardware architecture 
also incorporates a rechargeable battery to allow the unit to continue to operate in the absence 
of input power for up to 8 hours.  An automatic battery charging circuit will provide 
protection for the battery against overcharging, excessive charging current, and over 
discharge conditions.             
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Figure 3.4 Photo of SmartHUMS   
 
3.2.2 Sensors 
The SmartHUMS unit contains two sensors to measure the vibration and sound signals.  The 
vibration sensor is a triaxial accelerometer capable of measuring acceleration in vertical, 
forward, and lateral directions.  The vibration sensor has a bandwidth of 400 Hz and it 
measures accelerations between 0.1g and 40g.  The sound sensor built into the hardware is 
capable of measuring the amplitude of the sound signal between 20 Hz and 400 Hz.  The 
sensor system measures sound levels between 75 and 110 dBA.  The SmartHUMS unit also is 
designed with a connection capability for four external sensors.  Each of these connection 
points accepts analogue inputs from 0 to 3.3 volts.  Protection measures have also been 
implemented on these points such that connection of voltages between -30 and +30 volts will 
not cause any damage to the hardware unit itself.  An internal real time clock has been 
included in the SmartHUMS unit for maintaining accurate date and time information.  The 
clock is designed to be accurate to 10 seconds per day and to maintain a correct timekeeping 
function for at least 1 month without applied power.  The internal time and date are 
programmable via a serial port that is connected to a standard PC unit.  The employed CAN 
bus is capable of supporting CAN 2.0B (29 bit identifiers).  This will allow future support for 
J1939 and MILCAN protocols. 
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3.2.3 Data Transfer Medium  
The current version of the SmartHUMS unit utilises a serial port cable to download log data, 
upload program code, reading or setting specific configuration, and monitor serial signal 
during operation.  The SmartHUMS serial port is designed to Electronic Industries 
Association (EIA) RS232 standard at speeds up to 19200 baud.  CAN bus interface 
capabilities have also been incorporated into the hardware design to enable the SmartHUMS 
unit to be connected to and to communicate with other SmartHUMS units.  Another vital 
reason for CAN bus capability is to allow the SmartHUMS unit to tap into a vehicle platform 
which already has an internal CAN bus installation without involving significant engineering 
effort. 
 
3.2.4 Data Acquisition 
The SmartHUMS unit is designed to be capable of measuring data simultaneously on all eight 
sensor channels at a maximum sampling rate of 1000 Hz with at least 12 bit resolution.  
Logging of data will only occur while power is supplied apart from a short duration 
immediately after the power supply is removed.  This duration is programmable over the 
range of zero to five minutes.  512 K (can be expended if required) of non-volatile logging 
memory is integrated to record processed sensor readings.  Recorded data will be retained for 
at least one month without applied power.  The non-volatile memory is designed to be able to 
withstand at least 12,000 write/erase cycles.  When logging memory has been filled, logging 
data will continue to be saved by overwriting the oldest data first.   
 
The logging frequency of the SmartHUMS unit is designed to be programmable per data item.  
The maximum logging rate is currently preset at once per millisecond.  Each log data item 
will have a time and date stamp included.  The SmartHUMS unit is capable of recording 
events at any time as long as the battery has sufficient operational capacity.  Events stored 
will typically be programmable and can include events such as external power on/off, low 
battery warning on, and alarm level on analogue input etc.  The current arrangement of 
uploading the SmartHUMS specific configuration is by sending configured format as an 
Extensible Markup Language (XML) file.  Once the SmartHUMS hardware and imbedded 
software has been fully developed, all files for uploading or downloading will be in XML 
format.  Reviewing of recent conference papers such as information released by UK MOD 
and some HUMS vendors (Boeing, Dytecna, and ACRA Control etc.) reveal that there is a 
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significant urgency to standardise HUMS data format.  The current discussion of the most 
likely data format for HUMS is the XML format [59, 60, 61], due to its versatility, simplicity 
and web compatibility. 
 
3.2.5 Perception of SmartHUMS Technology  
A HUMS installation can include a very broad range of different technologies and algorithms.  
Both technology and algorithms could range from a very simple attribute to an exceedingly 
complicated solution.  A simple HUMS could be used as a ‘Data Recorder’ where only raw 
data are logged with a preset logging rate and duration of recording.  The problem with pure 
data logging is the sheer amount of data that has to be sorted afterwards and with no 
information of what the data is about, quite frequently the analysis of the raw data is just too 
difficult or even impossible to be performed.  A very complicated HUMS system could be a 
combination of different sub systems in a vehicle where data recording and detailed analysis 
are performed in synergy using very sophisticated technologies and algorithms.  The problem 
with very capable and complex HUMS systems is the capital cost of implementation.  Unless 
the beneficial gain is substantially higher than the cost of installation the installation of such a 
HUMS system in a common vehicle is just not a realistic option.   
 
The aim of this combined SmartHUMS hardware and DI algorithms research is to produce a 
low cost technology that is capable of minimising the raw data intake and at the same time 
maximising the conversion of this data into practical information pertaining to the health and 
usage of the monitored mechanical vehicle.  Basically this research produced a technology 
that upholds the principle of ‘Moderate Data and High Information’.  As mentioned in the 
earlier section of the thesis the major difference between the researched DI algorithms and the 
algorithms used by many conventional HUMS today is the diagnostic methodology.  The 
conventional HUMS use algorithms that specifically look for a particular fault.  The DI 
techniques under investigation look for faults in terms of changes in transfer functions.  For 
example conventional HUMS will only detect a structural defect (i.e. crack) if a specific 
algorithm to detect that fault is included, while the SmartHUMS would detect the fault as 
long as it affects the transfer of any significant signals. 
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Figure 3.5 SmartHUMS Technology in Scale Perspective 
 
Figure 3.5 shows how the SmartHUMS technology philosophy is positioned when compared 
to other HUMS technologies in terms of scaled perspective.  At both extremes of the scale 
HUMS units that either produces only raw data or pure information are assumed.  A good 
example of a HUMS system that only produces raw data would be the flight data recorder; 
because the system logs data either continuously or at frequent intervals, the amount of the 
data accrued for each mission is relatively large.  Since the data logged is in its original raw 
data format it can be transferred, compressed, or reproduced easily if required, but as the data 
volume gets larger, without the analysis being carried out simultaneously, eventually the 
overwhelming amount of data will make the analysis extremely difficult.  On the other 
extreme of the scale is the HUMS system that only produces pure information.  A good 
example of such a system would be the event counter in an aircraft.  An event counter will 
present the number of times that an aircraft has performed landing and takeoff for period such 
as one month.  The information of number of times that the aircraft has performed landing 
and takeoff is in the form of pure information.  Since no data are recorded in relation to the 
actions it is virtually impossible to work out whether all the landings and takeoffs were 
genuine or situations such as touch and go were included as part of the total of events 
counted.  Since events have already been presented as information it is practically impossible 
to reprocess this information further, as there were no data included the storage requirement 
to keep the information is very compact. 
 
Figure 3.5 clearly shows how the SmartHUMS technology is positioned more towards the 
pure information side of the scale.  As aforementioned, the aim of the SmartHUMS research 
is to achieve the principle of moderate data and maximum information.  Through the 
application of DI such as autocorrelation and cross correlation algorithms, the SmartHUMS 
unit will be able to make decisions on what data to record and what data to discard during the 
monitoring process.  Once significant data has been logged by the unit, cyclostatic methods 
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coupled with results provided by the autocorrelation and cross correlation analyses can be 
used, to quickly determine the cause of interference to the original transfer function of the 
monitored vehicle.  The following chapters will give a detail explanation of the proposed DI 
methodologies and cyclostatic techniques investigated by this research. 
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Chapter 4   
Autocorrelation 
Autocorrelation analysis is an investigation of a time series compared to its own past and 
future values.  Autocorrelation is also commonly called ‘serial correlation’, which refers to 
the correlation between groups of the data arranged in a specific time interval.  The time 
interval is usually coordinated so that one fixed amount of data points is lagging behind the 
other, as a result autocorrelation is sometime referred as ‘lagged correlation’.  Since time 
series signals from a mechanical system are often comprised of repetitive, cyclic, or trend 
behaviours due to the rotating components within the system assembly, application of 
autocorrelation analysis will measure the degree of this affiliation.  In this research 
autocorrelation method is one of the DI techniques, the significance of using DI is that it 
enables the system to process the data onboard without going so far as to prevent more 
complicated algorithms being used later, but far enough to reduce the amount of data storage 
required.  The avoidance of using complicated algorithms is especially important for 
SmartHUMS unit, because the unit itself possesses number of hardware limitations due to low 
cost consideration of the design.  
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4.1 Theories and Equations  
Autocorrelation is a type of statistical analysis where the general mathematical equation for 
the continuous time autocorrelation function is usually described [62, 63] as:   
  
∫ τ+=τ ∞→
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T is the record length, Rxx(τ) represents the value of the autocorrelation function at the time 
delay (or lag) τ, x(t) represents the value of the signal x at time t, and x(t+τ) is the value of the 
signal x at lagged time t+τ.  When describing Equation 4.1 in a discrete time domain, the 
equation becomes as follows: 
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N is the sample size which is also the approximation of N-m (the difference between N-m and 
N is in fact negligible in most cases), and m is the delay value called lag.  Equation 4.2 is a 
generalised description of the autocorrelation function in most of the academic disciplines.  
Most of the autocorrelation analyses rarely use the autocorrelation function as the analysis 
format.  The common practice is to turn Equation 4.2 into an autocorrelation coefficient 
(dimensionless) function.  When the autocorrelation function is normalised into a coefficient 
function, different sources of signals that are being analysed in the coefficient format can now 
be compare with each other.  Both mathematical (i.e. statistical field) and engineering (i.e. 
electrical field) academia have different approaches to the standardisation of the 
autocorrelation function.  The following sections will present the standardisation approach 
carried out by both classical statistical analysis and electrical engineering signal processing. 
 
4.1.1 Statistical Approach 
The basic statistical characteristic of a time series xt (where t = 1, 2, 3 …..N) is the sample 
mean x  which can be calculated using the following equation: 
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N is the sample size or the length of time series.  The sample mean x  is the estimate of the 
population mean.  It measures the central predisposition of xt or determines where the series is 
located as a whole.  The mean x  describes a set of time series data with just one number.  This 
can be useful, but it can also be misleading.  Figure 4.1 shows cases where the x  value can be 
very misleading if only mean values are compared.    
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Figure 4.1 Histograms both with mean value of 4 
 
The histogram plots in Figure 4.1 both contain a x  value of 4, but these two plots represent 
very different data sources.  The data within both plots are distributed very differently, where 
the plot on the left has a very thin data spread and the plot on the right has a wider spread over 
a longer range.  Therefore, for clarity, it is very important to express the spread of the data 
about the mean.   
 
If average deviation from the mean is used to determine the spread of data from mean, no 
meaningful quantity will be obtained.  As shown in Equation 4.4, the positive and negative 
deviations cancel each other out and the sum is automatically equal to zero.  To stop the 
contributions of different elements cancelling each other out, squaring of equation term (xi – 
x ) will force the value to become positive.  As a result, the average squared deviation from 
the mean is a sensible measure of the spread of the data.   
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The squared deviation from the mean is usually called the variance of x.  It expresses how 
much x is liable to vary from its mean x  for the entire set of the data series.  The variance 
equation is presented as follows: 
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Variance is one of the two essential components that allow the calculation of the 
autocorrelation coefficient.  The other essential component is the autocovariance, which 
literally means how the original data series varies with the lagged data series as shown in 
Figure 2.7a.  Autocovariance is a way of jointly evaluating the vertical differences or 
deviations between each of the two time series (original unaltered and altered time series) and 
a straight horizontal reference line drawn at the value of the arithmetic mean.  In classical 
statistical analysis the arithmetic mean of autocovariance is not always zero.  At each value of 
time, the product of the two deviations reflects their joint magnitude.  Similar to variance, the 
average of those products then represents all of them as a group.  The autocovariance 
equation is generally expressed as follows: 
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At any time t, the original time series has a value xt.  The mean value of the entire series (a 
constant for a given data series) is x .  The deviation or difference for each observation is xt-x .  
The related deviation for the lagged time series at that same value of t is xt+m-x .  The product 
of the two deviations, representing their joint magnitude is as the product term expressed in 
Equation 4.6.  The average of all such products is their sum divided by the number of 
products involved, which is as described by the full equation in Equation 4.6.  It is quite 
obvious that Equation 4.6 is very similar to the general description of the discrete 
autocorrelation function as shown in Equation 4.2 except for the inclusion of mean value x .  
The inclusion of this  x  term generalises the autocorrelation analysis, which means any shift 
of xt data from the original time series will not contribute any significant problem to the 
analysis.  Basically by adding the minus x  term, as in the case of the autocovariance equation, 
will allow the analysis to be performed in any type of raw time series data.  It does not require 
the raw data to be calibrated to have their arithmetic mean positioned at zero horizontal 
magnitude.  Figure 4.2 shows an example where the time series arithmetic mean is around 
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1890, but the corresponding autocorrelation analysis results still produce an autocorrelation 
plot evolving around a horizontal axis of zero. 
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Figure 4.2 Time series with non-zero arithmetic mean and its autocorrelation plot 
 
When the equations for both variance and autocovariance are known, the description of the 
autocorrelation coefficient formula for a given lag time (or data point) is basically the 
autocovariance divided by the variance as shown in Equation 4.7.  The division is the 
standardisation process, where the dimensionless coefficient result can be compared to other 
data sources that have been normalised using the same process.  
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Equation 4.7 is one of the many forms that describe the autocorrelation coefficient 
approximation, which is also called the lag autocorrelation coefficient (sometime referred to 
as the lag serial correlation coefficient).  The autocorrelation coefficient values range between 
maximum +1 to minimum -1, with +1 meaning the time series compared are exact duplicates 
of each other, which also means the lag value is equal to zero, and -1 meaning the time series 
compared are mirror images of each other (or 100% inversely correlated).  Zero means the 
compared time series have no relationship to each other, which basically tells us that they are 
purely random.  When a highly randomised time series data set is detected no further analysis 
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is required, since the random characteristics will not be representative enough to be 
recognisable for any mechanical behavioural changes in a mechanical vehicle.  
 
The statistical approach for the autocorrelation analysis process has a slight disadvantage, as 
it requires the mean of the discrete time data series to be obtained first before the 
autocorrelation analysis can be performed.  As a result when using this approach in the 
SmartHUMS unit, the monitoring of a mechanical vehicle is done in a near real time basis 
instead of real time.  The advantage of doing it this way is that the calibration or shifting of 
the time series raw data to zero mean is not necessary to allow this statistical autocorrelation 
analysis approach to be applied to any type of signals. 
 
4.1.2 Electrical Engineering Approach 
In electrical engineering, especially in the field of digital signal processing, the 
autocorrelation coefficient is typically obtained by standardising Equation 4.2 using the value 
S acquired when Equation 4.2 is produced with no time delay or lagged data.  Equation 4.8 
represents the situation where m value equals 0, which basically means with no time delay.  S 
is the normalised energy of the entire time series data set. 
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The major differences between statistical and electrical engineering approach for 
autocorrelation coefficient calculation are, (i) instead of standardising autocorrelation 
function (i.e. Equation 4.2) using variance, the electrical engineering approach uses the value 
of S obtained when lag is zero, and (ii) the electrical engineering approach does not require 
the mean value x  to be included in the autocorrelation coefficient formula as shown in 
Equation 4.9.  With no x  in the equation, in theory the coefficient can be obtained in real time, 
hence SmartHUMS monitoring should be able to be performed in real time. 
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The problem with using Equation 4.9 is that it requires the time series raw data to be shifted 
to have their arithmetic mean equal to zero or requires the sensors to have the ability to 
calibrate themselves so that the signals obtained will be arranged to have the mean equal to 
zero.  Without shifting or sensor calibration, autocorrelation coefficient results will not 
present any characteristics of the monitored vehicle as shown in  
Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3 Time series with non-zero mean and its autocorrelation plot 
        
Shifting data or calibrating sensors could be a very tedious process and often results in the 
introduction of errors.  To shift the incoming signal to have its arithmetic mean align with the 
horizontal zero axis, means the mean value of the incoming data needs to be known first.  In 
order to obtain the mean value the autocorrelation coefficients will have to be obtained in 
semi-real time instead of real time.  If this methodology was implanted in the SmartHUMS 
unit the monitoring characteristics would be very similar to the statistical approach, where the 
monitoring is being performed in near real time.  Figure 4.4 is the same autocorrelation plot 
as in  
Figure 4.3, but with the time series data shifted using the discrete time series mean (total 
mean of the discrete data set).  Figure 4.4, where the peaks and troughs are clearly more 
distinctive, shows much more definite plot patterns than  
Figure 4.3.  
 
When comparing Figure 4.4 to the Figure 4.5 autocorrelation plot, it is evident that, by using 
the discrete data series mean to shift the raw data, the autocorrelation coefficient plot 
produced will not be positioned precisely on the zero horizontal axes.  This discrepancy is 
different with different discrete data sets sampled at different periods.  As a result it becomes 
impossible to compare these discrete data sets to determine whether any behavioural change 
might have occurred during the monitoring process.  Figure 4.5 is the autocorrelation plot of 
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the same discrete data set using the statistical approach which presents a plot that evolved 
around the zero horizontal axis.  When using the statistical approach autocorrelation plots will 
progress around the zero horizontal axis.  
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Figure 4.4 Shifted time series and its autocorrelation plot 
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Figure 4.5 Autocorrelation plot from statistical approach 
 
To overcome the inaccuracy produced when using the discrete time series mean to shift the 
original data, the moving average approach could be considered.  This approach basically 
means the original time series data will be shifted according to the mean continuously 
calculated at a specific number of data points.  For example time series data point 1 and 2 will 
be shifted using the mean produced by averaging the amplitude value of data point 1 and 2 
and so on.  This approach will give a much more accurate representation of the 
autocorrelation plot and will allow the monitoring process to be almost equivalent to real time 
monitoring. The downside of using this approach is the increase in computational requirement.  
Also the slight inaccuracy introduced by moving averaging might generate some misleading 
interpretations during the comparison of autocorrelation analyses. 
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The calibration of the sensors might be another approach that will allow the real time 
monitoring of the SmartHUMS unit.  The idea is to calibrate sensors used by the SmartHUMS 
so signals recorded will automatically position around the zero horizontal axis.  Calibration of 
sensors is not a straight forward and simple task.  Having identical sensors does not imply 
they can be calibrated in exactly the same fashion.  Each individual sensor will always have 
its own deviation that requires an individual adjustment.  If more than one type of sensor is 
utilised by SmartHUMS, then the calibration process will get even more complicated and 
time consuming.  The calibration process also requires information related to the machine or 
vehicle that the SmartHUMS unit is monitoring.  Two identical machines or vehicles will 
always behave differently, therefore to use the sensor calibration approach means every time 
the SmartHUMS is being installed in a platform it will require the calibration process to be 
performed.  As the platform operates for a period of time the mechanical condition of the 
platform or the sensors will change, which means the original calibration of the sensors might 
be off.  For that reason the sensor calibration approach requires constant checking and 
readjustments, which might inevitably introduce confusion in the analysis result. 
 
Given the purpose of the SmartHUMS research is to produce a low cost, low maintenance, 
and easily adaptable solution, the application of data shifting and sensor calibration either 
requires better computational prerequisites or proficiency in sensor calibration and diagnosing 
expertise, extra resources are required if such approaches are taken.  Coupled with the 
tendency for error generation, the electrical engineering approaches do not coincide with the 
purpose of the SmartHUMS intention.  Consequently this research focus is based on the 
statistical approach for the generation of the DI algorithms.   
4.2 Correlogram  
A common way of analysing the autocorrelation coefficients and their respective lag values is 
by plotting the autocorrelation coefficients against each respective lag value.  The plot is 
called a correlogram and is a comprehensive way to indicate the relationship between time 
series data.  In the case where the time series have no relationship to each other, the 
correlogram will present an irregular pattern with amplitude close to zero as shown in Figure 
4.6 except when the lag value is equal to zero.  In contrast, when the time series have a strong 
relationship the correlogram will show high coefficient values and a systematic pattern as 
shown in Figure 4.7.   Since the correlogram is the plot of autocorrelation coefficients verses 
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lag values, the maximum and minimum amplitude (standardised autocorrelation values) of the 
correlogram will be +1 and -1.   
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Figure 4.6 Correlogram for random time series and its zoom in plot 
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Figure 4.7 Correlogram for time series with high correlation 
 
The systematic pattern of the correlogram helps to reveal the characteristics of time series.  In 
Figure 4.7 a regular sine wave correlogram is shown.  As mentioned this correlogram is a 
representation of a highly correlated time series.  The correlogram drops from peak to zero 
and then to trough as the time series signal moves in and out of phase with itself.  
Examination of this behaviour will disclose the interval of time or distance at which the time 
series repeats.  The autocorrelation DI algorithms use this exact characteristic to decide 
whether a monitored mechanical system has a behavioural change or not when comparing the 
repetitive pattern of correlograms from different sampling periods. 
 
For an infinitely long pure random time series the expected or mean autocorrelation will be 
zero except when the lag value equals zero as aforementioned.  In practice all autocorrelation 
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analyses are performed based on a discrete time interval or a distinct number of data points.  
Equation 4.10 is a representation of standard deviation of autocorrelations [31].  This equation 
can be used as a conservative test of the above premise that an autocorrelation Rxx(m) is zero 
or close to zero, provided the length of the sequence, N, is infinitely large and the lag, m, is 
infinitely small.  Large and small are relative terms and difficult to define exactly.  As rule of 
thumb [13, 31], N should exceed 50 and m should not exceed N/4.  These restrictions are 
based on the fact that as the lag (m value) increases, Rxx(m) is based on fewer and fewer 
observations.  This not only causes an increase in the variance of Rxx(m) but also results in an 
increasing rejection of the assumption that the autocorrelation is a discrete sample of an 
infinitely long time series.  Because of these reasons, high autocorrelation coefficients with 
large lag amounts (i.e. more than N/4) should be disregarded for consideration, unless the 
discrete time interval has a significant order of magnitude larger than the largest m value. 
 
mN)m(R
mN/1
0)m(R
)m(Z xx
xx
xx −=−
−
   (4.10)   
 
Correlogram of Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 is a representation of a highly random and highly 
correlated finite time series.  In the case where the time series contain random and correlated 
data, confidence level or limit needs to be setup to indicate whether the autocorrelated result 
is dominated by random time series (i.e. white noise) or correlated time series.  If the 
autocorrelated result is dominated by the random data then this time series should be 
discarded.  As mentioned theoretically all autocorrelation coefficients for a series of random 
numbers must be zero, but because the analyses or calculations are performed with a discrete 
sample size, each of the sample autocorrelations will not be exactly zero.  Therefore, the 
autocorrelation coefficients for random data series have a sampling distribution that can be 
approximated by a normal curve with mean zero and standard error.  According to Makridakis 
[29], for data with no trend and no correlated relationship, 95% of the coefficients 
theoretically fall within: 
 
N
2LimitsConfidence%95 ±≈      (4.11)        
 
It is important to note that there are still about 5% of the coefficients that could exceed the 
confidence limits and hence with the uncertainty is 5%.  When plotting the 95% confidence 
limits on a correlogram, the confidence bands are two horizontal lines at constant value above 
and below the zero horizontal axis, as shown by the two horizontal red lines in Figure 4.8.  
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Figure 4.8 is a case of highly randomised time series data, as shown in the figure most of the 
correlogram plot is within the confidence band.  Hence, it is with 95% confidence that the 
time series is mostly composite with random data. 
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Figure 4.8 Random Correlogram with 95% confidence bands  
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Figure 4.9 Highly correlated correlogram with large lag confidence bands 
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In the case where the data series is highly correlated, the successive autocorrelation 
coefficients, rxx(m), can be highly interdependent, because of the summation term in the 
autocovariance function.  Where an autocorrelation coefficient is large simply because its 
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previous lag value of autocorrelation coefficient rxx(m-1) is large.  This interdependency 
presents a difficulty if Equation 4.11 is used to assess how many of the lag values are actually 
significant within the correlogram.  Equation 4.11 does not integrate the interdependency 
consideration within its confidence bands representation.  To overcome this problem, the 
large lag standard error confidence bands [64] were used, where the confidence bands on the 
correlogram appear to be most narrow at lag 1 and slowly widen at higher lags as shown in 
Figure 4.9.  Formulation of the large lag standard error described in [64] is as shown in 
Equation 4.12. 
 
The term within the square root of Equation 4.12 is basically the variance equation with an 
adjustment.  The variance equation specifies the standardised magnitude of deviations of the 
compared time series data.  Incorporating the variance equation into Equation 4.12 will enable 
a more accurate prediction of the standard error confidence bands.  The adjustment for 
Equation 4.12 is due to the summation term which relates to how the variance of the 
autocorrelation coefficient at any given lag depends on the sample size as well as on the 
estimated autocorrelation coefficients at shorter lags.  For example, with rxx(m=3) the 
summation term depends on the autocorrelation coefficient at lags 1 and 2 and the summation 
is over lags 1 to M, with M = 2 in this case.  Actually, the adjustment in Equation 4.12 
corresponds to the effect of the interdependency described earlier, hence enabling Equation 
4.12 to better represent the confidence bands for the correlogram as shown in Figure 4.9.   
 
4.3 Simulation Analysis 
To assist in understanding the characteristics of the autocorrelation analysis and to determine 
what kind of information can be extracted, this section presents a number of controlled time 
series data sets that were analysed by the autocorrelation process.  The first assumption is that 
the time series source is generated by a component in a mechanical system (i.e. rotating 
turbine blade, bearing, etc.) rotating at constant speed, where a segment within the rotating 
component has a fault.  If the fault remains unchanged, the time series data (i.e. vibration) can 
be simulated as shown in Table 4.1.  The data in Table 4.1 shows a sequence of numbers 
which include some random noise.  The data increases to a maximum value above 10 and 
then gradually drops back to a value around 1.  The assumption is that when the number is 
above 10, the fault is picked up by the sensor.  Figure 4.10 is the plot of Table 4.1 in the time 
domain and Figure 4.11 is the autocorrelation correlogram plot of Table 4.1.  When it is 
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plotted in the time domain, it is rather hard to determine the degree of correlation between the 
raw data, but when it is plotted as an autocorrelation correlogram the correlation 
characteristics can be easily observed. 
 
Table 4.1 Simulated raw data with noise in time series for an unchanged fault 
Time Data Time Data Time Data    Time Data Time Data 
0 1.049 19 2.522 38 3.529    969 4.350 988 3.453 
1 2.334 20 3.513 39 4.650    970 3.643 989 2.973 
2 3.995 21 4.265 40 5.323    971 2.731 990 1.577 
3 4.775 22 5.915 41 6.258    972 1.507 991 2.411 
4 5.735 23 6.781 42 7.537    973 2.414 992 3.403 
5 6.994 24 7.015 43 8.848    974 3.070 993 4.497 
6 7.227 25 8.553 44 9.241    975 4.754 994 5.624 
7 8.358 26 9.188 45 10.046    976 5.910 995 6.004 
8 9.213 27 10.384 46 9.799    977 6.937 996 7.313 
9 10.551 28 9.836 47 8.196 ………………. 978 7.645 997 7.706 
10 9.663 29 8.456 48 7.717    979 8.657 998 9.823 
11 8.696 30 7.018 49 6.324    980 9.561 999 10.030 
12 7.583 31 6.513 50 5.669    981 10.002   
13 6.883 32 5.536 51 4.814    982 9.723   
14 5.923 33 4.575 52 3.459    983 8.291   
15 4.814 34 3.341 53 2.602    984 7.645   
16 3.385 35 2.407 54 1.972    985 6.981   
17 2.775 36 1.582 55 2.157    986 5.920   
18 1.141 37 2.204 56 3.968    987 4.670   
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Figure 4.10 Table 4.1 in time domain plot 
 
In Figure 4.11 the lag values associated with the first four peaks and troughs are shown.  The 
lag values of 0, 18, 36 and 54 correspond to the minimum data values in Table 4.1 highlighted 
in blue.  Lag values of 9, 27, 45 and 63 correspond to the maximum data values highlighted in 
red in Table 4.1.  In this particular case the troughs of the correlogram represent the fault of 
the rotating component.  The lag period between each fault is 18, and in this example each lag 
value corresponds to 1 second, therefore the period for each complete rotation of the rotating 
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component is 18 seconds.  If the starting position of the rotating component is known, then 
the fault location on the component can be easily identified.    
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Figure 4.11 Correlogram for Table 4.1 
  
In Table 4.1 the time series also contain noise, but as shown in Figure 4.11 all peaks and 
troughs are outside the large lag confidence bands.  As mentioned before if the majority of the 
correlogram plot is within the confidence bands, it means that it can be stated with 95% of 
confidence that the time series is dominated by random data.  But with the current example all 
the peaks and troughs are outside the confidence bands.  This, coupled with the well 
organised correlogram patterns in Figure 4.11, leads to the conclusion that the time series data 
is a well correlated data series. 
 
Generally when describing faults in a mechanical system the faults can be categorised into 
two groups.  The first type of fault is commonly described as critical and the second type of 
fault is described as non-critical.  Non-critical faults can be faults that do not cause immediate 
failure to the mechanical system.  Critical faults such as severe wear of critical components or 
rapid crack growth on the critical rotating components, are faults that will lead to immediate 
catastrophic failure.  The following sections will simulate different fault conditions in a 
mechanical system and analyse their respective characteristics. 
 
4.3.1 Simulation of Fault Progression 
The controlled time series example in Table 4.1 is shown to be a non-progressive fault (non-
critical fault).  The next controlled example simulates the progression of a fault for a rotating 
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system.  The maximum amplitude of faults in Table 4.1 is assumed to have a value around 10, 
but for this controlled example the maximum fault values are assumed to be in an increasing 
sequence with an incremental value around 1 as shown in Table 4.2; the fault value is 
highlighted in green colour. 
 
Table 4.2 Simulated raw data with noise in time series for a progressive fault 
Time Data Time Data Time Data    Time Data Time Data 
0 1.049 19 2.522 38 3.529    969 4.350 988 3.453 
1 2.334 20 3.513 39 4.650    970 3.643 989 2.973 
2 3.995 21 4.265 40 5.323    971 2.731 990 1.577 
3 4.775 22 5.915 41 6.258    972 1.507 991 2.411 
4 5.735 23 6.781 42 7.537    973 2.414 992 3.403 
5 6.994 24 7.015 43 8.848    974 3.070 993 4.497 
6 7.227 25 8.553 44 9.241    975 4.754 994 5.624 
7 8.358 26 9.188 45 13.046    976 5.910 995 6.004 
8 9.213 27 12.384 46 9.799    977 6.937 996 7.313 
9 11.551 28 9.836 47 8.196 ………………. 978 7.645 997 7.706 
10 9.663 29 8.456 48 7.717    979 8.657 998 9.823 
11 8.696 30 7.018 49 6.324    980 9.561 999 66.030 
12 7.583 31 6.513 50 5.669    981 65.002   
13 6.883 32 5.536 51 4.814    982 9.723   
14 5.923 33 4.575 52 3.459    983 8.291   
15 4.814 34 3.341 53 2.602    984 7.645   
16 3.385 35 2.407 54 1.972    985 6.981   
17 2.775 36 1.582 55 2.157    986 5.920   
18 1.141 37 2.204 56 3.968    987 4.670   
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Figure 4.12 Table 4.2 in time domain plot 
   
The resulting plot of the progressing fault is shown in Figure 4.12 in a time domain plot, and 
in Figure 4.13 as an autocorrelation correlogram.  When comparing Figure 4.12 with Figure 
4.10, Figure 4.12 shows an almost linear increase in peak values with steadily incrementing 
fault value of approximately 1.  By overlapping Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.13 as shown in 
Figure 4.14, the trough’s amplitude of the progressive fault (red line) is less than that of the 
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non-progressive fault (blue line), but the peak amplitude remains largely the same.  Obviously 
for this example the troughs represent the simulated faults as expected, because the only 
change made in this case is the increment of fault values, and the only clear differences 
between Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.13 are the amplitudes of troughs and thinner width of the 
peak waveforms for Figure 4.13.  The following conclusions can be drawn.  As faults change 
in size the corresponding correlogram peak or trough amplitudes will also vary.  Depending 
on how rapid the change is, the distortion of the width of the waveforms will also vary 
accordingly. 
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Figure 4.13 Correlogram for Table 4.2 
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Figure 4.14 Overlay of Figure 4.11 (blue) and Figure 4.13 (red) 
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Until this point the examples given are simulated with the assumption of constant periodic 
rotation of 18 seconds.  The following section will demonstrate the effect of different constant 
rotational speeds and compare them to the two examples presented so far.   
 
4.3.2 Higher Constant Rotational Speed 
In Table 4.1 and Table 4.2, the simulated time series is in a sequence from a minimum value 
to a maximum value and then back to the minimum value and so on.  For Table 4.1 the value 
around 10 is assumed to be the fault and it remains relatively constant.  However, in Table 4.2 
the variation is a continuous sequential increment in value of approximately 1 for all the fault 
values.  In the third example an increase of constant rotational speed is assumed, where the 
time series data is now assumed to be in order starting with a minimum value around 1 which 
is steadily increased until a maximum value around 9 is reached and is then progressively 
decreased back to a value around 1 and so on.  For this example, the value around 9 
highlighted in red is the assumed fault as shown in Table 4.3.  The correlogram of the Table 
4.3 is shown in Figure 4.15 as a dashed red line and the solid blue line is the correlogram of 
Table 4.1 for comparison purposes (the reference correlogram).  As shown in Figure 4.15, 
with a higher constant rotational speed for the mechanical system, the corresponding 
correlogram plot actually shifted toward the left hand side of the blue correlogram.  As 
expected when the rotational speed increases the period for a complete cycle will be reduced.  
Since the autocorrelation correlogram is a plot representing the cyclic or repetitive behaviours 
of a signal, the short period (faster constant rotational speed) is represented as a narrower 
correlogram plot (red dash line) in Figure 4.15.        
 
Table 4.3 Simulated raw data with noise in time series for faster rotational speed 
Time Data Time Data Time Data    Time Data Time Data 
0 1.049 17 2.522 34 3.529    864 5.103 881 4.670 
1 2.334 18 3.513 35 4.650    865 4.350 882 3.453 
2 3.995 19 4.265 36 5.323    866 3.643 883 2.973 
3 4.775 20 5.915 37 6.258    867 2.731 884 1.577 
4 5.735 21 6.781 38 7.537    868 1.507 885 2.411 
5 6.994 22 7.015 39 8.848    869 2.414 886 3.403 
6 7.227 23 8.553 40 9.241    870 3.070 887 4.497 
7 8.358 24 9.188 41 8.196    871 4.754 888 5.624 
8 9.213 25 8.456 42 7.717    872 5.910 889 6.004 
9 8.696 26 7.018 43 6.324 ………………. 873 6.937 890 6.937 
10 7.583 27 6.513 44 5.669    874 7.706 891 8.090 
11 6.883 28 5.536 45 4.814    875 8.657 892 9.823 
12 5.923 29 4.575 46 3.459    876 9.561   
13 4.814 30 3.341 47 2.602    877 8.291   
14 3.385 31 2.407 48 1.972    878 7.645   
15 2.775 32 1.582 49 2.157    879 6.981   
16 1.141 33 2.204 50 3.968    880 5.920   
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Figure 4.15 Comparison for faster rotational speed time series 
 
4.3.3 Slower Constant Rotational Speed 
In this section the simulated example involves a slower constant rotational speed for the 
rotating component.  In this case the number sequence is increased to a value around 11.  As 
before the time series spans a minimum value around 1 to maximum value around 11 then 
back to a value around 1 and so on.  The value around 11 is the assumed fault value which is 
highlighted in red in Table 4.4.  Because this example is simulating a slower rotational speed 
of a mechanical system, the period for each rotation is longer.  Since the sampling frequency 
is assumed to be unchanged, the number of data points obtained per period will be more when 
compared to the time series example from Table 4.1.  Figure 4.16 presents the autocorrelation 
correlogram plots for Table 4.1 and Table 4.4.  The autocorrelation correlogram for Table 4.1 
is plotted as a solid blue line (reference) and the correlogram for Table 4.4 is plotted as a dash 
line in green colour.  As the figure shows, when the constant rotational speed is slower, the 
correlogram tends to move towards the right hand side of the reference correlogram. 
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Table 4.4 Simulated raw data with noise in time series for slower rotational speed 
Time Data Time Data Time Data    Time Data Time Data 
0 1.255 21 2.874 42 3.930    966 7.805 987 8.244 
1 2.535 22 3.143 43 4.585    967 8.943 988 9.964 
2 3.890 23 4.470 44 5.557    968 9.477 989 10.801 
3 4.249 24 5.359 45 6.271    969 10.172 990 11.384 
4 5.164 25 6.013 46 7.408    970 11.469 991 10.181 
5 6.774 26 7.104 47 8.893    971 10.003 992 9.687 
6 7.223 27 8.481 48 9.003    972 9.808 993 8.430 
7 8.905 28 9.298 49 10.365    973 8.821 994 7.527 
8 9.812 29 10.903 50 11.737    974 7.567 995 6.565 
9 10.061 30 11.505 51 10.600 ………………. 975 6.024 996 6.024 
10 11.881 31 10.481 52 9.921    976 5.672 997 4.091 
11 10.038 32 9.956 53 8.259    977 4.533 998 3.873 
12 9.775 33 8.579 54 7.743    978 3.042 999 2.625 
13 8.528 34 7.742 55 6.657    979 2.922   
14 7.396 35 6.875 56 5.915    980 1.882   
15 6.029 36 5.011 57 4.985    981 2.522   
16 5.359 37 4.264 58 3.449    982 3.549   
17 4.749 38 3.910 59 2.050    983 4.874   
18 3.510 39 2.486 60 1.197    984 5.178   
19 2.399 40 1.983 61 2.424    985 6.141   
20 1.512 41 2.984 62 3.247    986 7.669   
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Figure 4.16 Comparison for slower rotational speed (green) correlogram 
 
4.3.4 Continuously Constant Rotational Speed Change 
In this section the simulated example will demonstrate what happens when the time series 
contains data which represents the continuously changing rotational speed.  In this case we 
assume the change in rotational speed is the constant deceleration of a mechanical system.  
The data sequence will start from a value around 1 to 10 to 1, 1 to 11 to 1, 1 to 12 to 1, 1 to 13 
to 1, and so on, such that the fault data will now be around values of 10, 11, 12, 13 etc.  Table 
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4.5 contains a section of the simulated constant deceleration time series data, where blue 
highlighted numbers represent minimum values in each rotational cycle and the red 
highlighted numbers represent the fault data (maximum value).  As shown in Table 4.5 the 
interval between two blue highlighted numbers is becoming larger in constant increments as 
time progress.  As expected this simply implies the constant deceleration of the mechanical 
system. 
 
Figure 4.17 shows the correlograms of the constant deceleration time series data from Table 
4.5 and the original time series data from Table 4.1.  The pink solid line in Figure 4.17 
represents the constant deceleration time series and the blue line is the original reference 
correlogram plot.  In Figure 4.17 the pink solid line shows a rapid reduction in amplitude and 
a large shift of phase when compared to the blue solid line.  Since the fault values for this 
example are different in each periodic sequence and do not occur at the same interval as 
explained, the rapid reduction of the pink solid line autocorrelation correlogram can only 
signify that there is a variation of fault values in the system, and the variation is progressing 
continuously.  Previous sections have shown that at different constant rotational speeds the 
respective autocorrelation correlograms will have a steady phases shift when compared to 
each other.  In this example the phase shift is not steady, but varies rapidly in magnitude.  
This proves the variation in speed for this example is a continuous action.  Since the 
amplitude and phase shift is orderly, the variation is a constant but continuous behaviour.       
 
Table 4.5 Constant deceleration for a time series with noise 
Time Data Time Data Time Data Time Data Time Data 
0 1.437 19 2.533 38 1.865 57 4.663 76 9.942 
1 2.845 20 3.649 39 2.400 58 3.239 77 8.090 
2 3.160 21 4.816 40 3.062 59 2.420 78 7.053 
3 4.555 22 5.679 41 4.403 60 1.073 79 6.196 
4 5.954 23 6.235 42 5.217 61 2.144 80 5.776 
5 6.325 24 7.113 43 6.734 62 3.800 81 4.911 
6 7.447 25 8.235 44 7.191 63 4.059 82 3.292 
7 8.586 26 9.953 45 8.199 64 5.409 83 2.562 
8 9.253 27 10.171 46 9.492 65 6.669 84 1.576 
9 10.466 28 11.316 47 10.865 66 7.874 : : 
10 9.561 29 10.154 48 11.834 67 8.845 : : 
11 8.421 30 9.342 49 12.731 68 9.708 : : 
12 7.332 31 8.821 50 11.977 69 10.357 : : 
13 6.307 32 7.486 51 10.052 70 11.900 : : 
14 5.817 33 6.729 52 9.814 71 12.100 : : 
15 4.385 34 5.925 53 8.291 72 13.468 : : 
16 3.705 35 4.277 54 7.399 73 12.155 : : 
17 2.004 36 3.621 55 6.181 74 11.319 : : 
18 1.682 37 2.307 56 5.176 75 10.119 : : 
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Figure 4.17 Comparison for constant deceleration time series  
 
4.3.5 Random Interference  
In this section the time series data from Table 4.1 will be subjected to two different types of 
random interference.  The reason for this simulation is to determine what will happen to the 
correlogram when a random phenomenon is introduced.  The first random interference is the 
arbitrary introduction of some large values to the time series data in Table 4.1, which are 
highlighted in purple as shown in Table 4.6.  The purpose of examining the effect of random 
interference is because very often when a machine or a vehicle is in operation it is likely to be 
subjected to some ambient interference.  Usually those ambient interferences happened in a 
random manner, therefore it is important to understand the autocorrelation correlogram 
behaviours when random interferences are present.  Figure 4.18 is the time domain plot of 
Table 4.6 where the random interferences are clearly marked in the plot.  The corresponding 
autocorrelation correlogram plot of Table 4.6 is presented in red in Figure 4.19.   
 
Figure 4.19 also contains the correlogram of the time series data from Table 4.1 in blue for 
comparative reasons.  Clearly, from Figure 4.19, the periodic patterns of the two correlograms 
have completely overlapped each other which indicate that the random interference did not 
cause any cyclic behaviour change (i.e. rotational speed change).  As expected the 
autocorrelation analysis will filter out most of the random noise and retain the data repetitive 
characteristics, which show the cyclic patterns between the time series in Table 4.1 and Table 
4.6 are virtually identical.  The obvious difference in Figure 4.19 is that the red correlogram 
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(the result of large random values) has obvious reductions in its peaks and troughs when 
compared to the blue reference correlogram.  The amount of reductions in all the peaks and 
troughs are almost identical.  When comparisons produce the above mentioned characteristics 
it is most likely that random effects have occurred.  To further support the existence of 
random effects the plot in the time domain provides more indications.                  
 
Table 4.6 Time series with arbitrary large value random interference 
Time Data Time Data Time Data    Time Data Time Data 
0 1.049 19 2.522 38 3.529    969 4.350 988 3.453 
1 2.334 20 3.513 39 4.650    970 3.643 989 2.973 
2 3.995 21 8.265 40 5.323    971 2.731 990 1.577 
3 4.775 22 5.915 41 6.258    972 1.507 991 2.411 
4 5.735 23 6.781 42 7.537    973 2.414 992 3.403 
5 12.994 24 7.015 43 8.848    974 3.070 993 4.497 
6 7.227 25 8.553 44 18.241    975 4.754 994 5.624 
7 8.358 26 9.188 45 10.046    976 15.910 995 6.004 
8 9.213 27 10.384 46 9.799    977 6.937 996 7.313 
9 10.551 28 9.836 47 8.196 ………………. 978 7.645 997 16.090 
10 9.663 29 8.456 48 7.717    979 8.657 998 9.823 
11 8.696 30 7.018 49 6.324    980 9.561 999 10.030 
12 7.583 31 6.513 50 5.669    981 10.002   
13 6.883 32 5.536 51 4.814    982 9.723   
14 5.923 33 4.575 52 3.459    983 8.291   
15 4.814 34 3.341 53 2.602    984 7.645   
16 3.385 35 2.407 54 1.972    985 6.981   
17 2.775 36 1.582 55 2.157    986 5.920   
18 1.141 37 2.204 56 3.968    987 4.670   
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Figure 4.18 Time series with large values random interference 
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Figure 4.19 Overlay of correlogram for Table 4.1 (blue) and Table 4.6 (red) 
  
The next simulated random interference will be the random effect caused by groups of large 
random values instead of just one large value as in Table 4.6.  A portion of the time series 
data with groups of random value effects are shown in Table 4.7, the random group values are 
highlighted in purple.  The corresponding time domain plot and autocorrelation correlogram 
are shown in Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21.  
 
Table 4.7 Portion of time series data with groups of large random values 
Time Data Time Data Time Data Time Data Time Data 
: : 76 5.584 95 6.562 201 4.307 220 5.872 
: : 77 6.652 96 7.367 202 5.611 221 6.041 
: : 78 7.631 97 8.892 203 6.960 222 7.175 
: : 79 8.892 : : 204 7.381 223 8.773 
: : 80 9.748 : : 205 8.483 224 9.638 
62 9.962 81 10.696 : : 206 9.097 : : 
63 10.749 82 9.002 : : 207 10.563 : : 
64 9.654 83 8.438 189 10.164 208 9.250 : : 
65 8.399 84 7.741 190 9.547 209 8.724 : : 
66 7.330 85 6.840 191 8.318 210 7.475 990 1.577 
67 6.191 86 5.252 192 7.084 211 6.180 991 2.411 
68 5.962 87 4.223 193 6.580 212 5.359 992 3.403 
69 4.740 88 3.933 194 5.221 213 4.616 993 4.497 
70 3.422 89 2.704 195 4.208 214 3.575 994 5.624 
71 2.611 90 1.692 196 3.340 215 2.990 995 6.004 
72 1.865 91 2.23 197 2.323 216 1.351 996 7.313 
73 2.008 92 3.893 198 1.959 217 2.839 997 8.090 
74 3.785 93 4.574 199 2.883 218 3.456 998 9.823 
75 4.411 94 5.101 200 3.294 219 4.337 999 10.03 
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Figure 4.20 Time series with group values random interference   
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Figure 4.21 Overlay of correlogram for Table 4.1 (blue) and Table 4.7 (red) 
                
The Figure 4.20 time domain plot clearly shows the location of all the random effects.  As 
presented in Figure 4.20, the random effects also have width in addition to just a vertical line 
as shown in Figure 4.18.  The width of the random effect indicates the duration of its effect on 
the time series at a given location.  The consequence of random disturbances with duration is 
disruption of the constant rotational speed of the mechanical system.  The corresponding 
autocorrelation correlogram is plotted in Figure 4.21 highlighted in red.  When examining the 
red correlogram, the plot pattern is in an orderly fashion which means the autocorrelation 
process has filtered out the random effects as expected.  Figure 4.21 also contains the blue 
reference correlogram for comparison.  As before the plot of the two correlograms overlap 
each other.  This means the group values of random interferences did not cause any variation 
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of the time series repetitive characteristics.  This time the peaks and troughs did not vary 
constantly.  Instead the red correlogram shows reduced peaks and troughs which vary in order 
and in quantity.  The differences in amplitude are due to the disruption of the rotational speed 
as explained.  As a result the cyclic pattern of the red correlogram is different to that of the 
blue autocorrelation correlogram.  The difference in cyclic patterns can be easily identified 
from both the solid lines that joint the troughs of the red and blue autocorrelation 
correlograms.  The troughs in this simulation represent the fault values as aforementioned.  
 
In this particular example attention needs to be focused on the large reduction of the 
correlogram amplitudes.  The effect of the group values of random interferences caused most 
of the red correlogram amplitudes in Figure 4.21 to fall within the coefficient limits of + 0.4 
and -0.4, which are within the lower range of coefficients.  It is very important to make sure 
that the autocorrelated data series is not dominated by random effects.  Figure 4.22 is the 
autocorrelation plot of the red correlogram in Figure 4.21 with the large lag confidence bands 
in red.  Given that almost all the peaks and troughs of the correlogram are outside (not by 
much) the confidence bands, and with the distinctive cyclic pattern, it is safe to assume that 
the data set is correlated but close to the limits which will be considered as random. 
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Figure 4.22 Autocorrelation correlogram with large-lag confidence bands (red) 
 
So far both simulated random examples have demonstrated the effect of extreme values.  As 
the autocorrelation correlograms of both examples have shown, the value of the 
autocorrelation coefficient can be seriously affected by the presence of those large values 
which are positioned away from the bulk of the data.  In classical statistics this effect is 
commonly referred as the ‘King Kong’ effect [29] and it is readily apparent in many 
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correlation analyses.  However, as demonstrated above, by observing both the autocorrelation 
correlogram and the time domain plot this effect can be quickly and efficiently weeded out.      
 
4.3.6 Fluctuation of Rotational Speed 
In this section rotational speed variation will be examined.  First, a number of speed variation 
segments will be introduced to the time series data in Table 4.1 in order to create situations 
such as fluctuation of rotational speed.  Each segment of the speed variation contains different 
rotational speeds in random order.  Portions of the time series data contain fluctuations of 
rotational speed as shown in Table 4.8; the rotational speed fluctuations are highlighted in 
purple.  Some of the speed fluctuations, which are surrounded by a red dashed rectangular 
box, can be clearly observed in Figure 4.23  
 
There are generally two main causes of speed fluctuation during operation.  The first cause is 
fluctuation that was introduced purposely during control operation.  In the case of vehicles the 
speed fluctuation may be due to acceleration or deceleration during the manoeuvre phase of 
operation.  The second cause may be the result of fault initiation.  Both cases are important to 
identify because the first case portrays the usage aspect of the system and the second case 
represents the health status or integrity of the system.  The autocorrelation correlogram of 
Table 4.8 is presented in Figure 4.24, where the correlogram is highlighted in red.     
 
Table 4.8 Portion of time series data with rotational speed variation data 
Time Data Time Data Time Data Time Data Time Data 
: : 172 1.965 364 5.296 428 1.466 587 8.071 
: : 173 3.073 365 6.29 429 3.150 588 7.071 
: : 174 5.430 366 7.738 430 5.162 589 6.096 
: : 175 7.721 367 8.039 431 7.003 590 5.645 
157 6.919 176 9.933 368 9.498 432 9.170 591 4.695 
158 5.761 : : 369 10.994 433 10.596 592 3.399 
159 4.16 : : 370 9.033 434 9.372 : : 
160 3.246 : : 371 8.994 435 7.933 : : 
161 2.327 : : : : 436 5.133 : : 
162 1.302 354 4.701 : : 437 3.518 : : 
163 3.821 355 5.471 : : : : 997 8.09 
164 5.673 356 4.866 : : : : 998 9.823 
165 7.634 357 4.486 421 8.272 : : 999 10.03 
166 9.943 358 3.037 422 9.901 : :   
167 10.93 359 2.669 423 10.783 582 7.879   
168 9.504 360 1.634 424 9.741 583 8.511   
169 7.664 361 2.819 425 7.318 584 9.388   
170 5.380 362 3.562 426 5.589 585 10.937   
171 3.389 363 4.173 427 3.338 586 9.472   
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Figure 4.23 Time series with speed fluctuation interferences 
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Figure 4.24 Overlay of correlogram for Table 4.1 (blue) and Table 4.8 (red) 
   
The red and blue solid lines that joint the troughs of both correlograms in Figure 4.24 show a 
significant difference in trend and cyclic behaviour.  The behaviour shows some similarity to 
Figure 4.21, which indicates the disruption of constant rotational speed.  Since this example is 
simulating occasional speed fluctuation during operation, as expected the constant rotational 
speed will be affected.  Besides the usual cyclic amplitude reduction, the red correlogram also 
demonstrates less smooth and distorted autocorrelation correlogram waveforms.  When 
observing Figure 4.24 it is quite clear that some portion of the wave plot of both red and blue 
correlogram are either thinner or wider when compared to each other.  For this reason the 
overlays of the plots do not match very well.  Consequently when an autocorrelation 
correlogram gives an indication of distortion, which does not match well with previous period 
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plots, and also shows variation in cyclic and trend behaviour, it is highly likely that the data 
series is being contaminated by speed fluctuation data, indicating significant characteristic 
change of the operating system.       
 
4.4 Summary 
Theoretical and analytical studies of autocorrelation were carried out in this chapter.  
Examination of two different autocorrelation analysis approaches is given.  They are the 
statistical approach and the electrical engineering approach.  Both approaches have their own 
merits and the selection of which one is to be applied largely depends on what application the 
system is intended for.  For the SmartHUMS application it was determined that the statistical 
approach would be the most efficient to use due to its simplicity and high accuracy in 
analysis.  However, the computational time requirement means only near real time monitoring 
is possible instead of real time.  The interpretation of autocorrelation results can be easily 
done with the aid of an autocorrelation correlogram plot.  The autocorrelation correlogram 
plot basically is the data plot of the autocorrelation coefficients against the respective lag 
values.  Once the correlogram plot is generated the trend, repetitive, and cyclic behaviours of 
the monitored system can be clearly portrayed.  Due to the non-dimensional nature of 
correlograms, any correlogram from different monitoring periods or different monitored 
sources can be overlayed for comparison.          
 
Investigations were also carried out to examine the effects of different simulated operational 
conditions and to study how these effects translate to the alteration of each respective 
autocorrelation correlogram.  In other words to verify the response of autocorrelation results 
after abnormalities were introduced to the time series.  Table 4.9 shows the description of 
correlogram characteristic changes in each of the simulated situations.  In each case of the 
simulated operational conditions noises were introduced to the time series.  The result being 
each corresponding autocorrelation correlogram has shown the noise data were completely 
filtered, confirmed by the autocorrelation correlogram showing clear and organised cyclic 
patterns.  All the autocorrelation analysis and correlogram plot generation were done using an 
excel visual basic macro program written by the author, the program source code can be 
found in Appendix A.     
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Table 4.9 Simulated conditions and the corresponding correlogram behaviour changes 
Simulated Conditions Description of Behaviour Changes  
Non-Progression of Fault Table 4.1 
It’s a type of non-critical fault; generally the 
autocorrelation correlogram shows an orderly 
cyclic pattern with equal periodic period, also the 
peaks and troughs are outside the confidence 
bands.  
Progression of Fault Table 4.2 
It’s a critical fault; where the increase in peaks can 
be readily observed in the time domain plot.  Some 
autocorrelation correlogram distortion and 
amplitude changes will occur, unless the rotational 
speed is affected or else the cyclic period within 
the correlogram will remain the same.  
Higher Constant Rotational Speed Table 4.3 
With higher constant rotational speed the 
autocorrelation correlogram will tend to move to 
the left with reference to the original rotational 
speed autocorrelation correlogram (i.e. Table 4.1).  
Moving to the left means shorter cyclic period.  
Slower Constant Rotational Speed Table 4.4 
With slower constant rotational speed the 
autocorrelation correlogram will tend to move to 
the right with reference to the original rotational 
speed autocorrelation correlogram (i.e. Table 4.1).  
Moving to the right means longer cyclic period. 
Continuous Constant Rotational Speed Change Table 
4.5 
When the speed change is in a systematic and 
continuous fashion, the large amplitude variations 
and phases shift can be observed, but in an orderly 
fashion.  
Large Value Random Interference Table 4.6 
Reduction in peaks and troughs, the amount of 
reduction is almost identical as if the 
autocorrelation correlogram shrinks in comparison 
to autocorrelation correlogram form Table 4.1 time 
series data. 
Group Values Random Interference Table 4.7 
Large order reduction in peak and trough 
amplitudes in various quantities.  Also the 
difference in autocorrelation correlogram cyclic 
pattern can be readily observed with reference to 
autocorrelation correlogram form Table 4.1. 
Fluctuation of Rotational Speed Table 4.8 
Variation in cyclic trend coupled with large 
reduction in peaks and troughs.  Another obvious 
indication is the some irregular distortion of the 
autocorrelation correlogram plot curve, also the 
variation in width of each success waveforms. 
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Chapter 5  
Cross-Correlation 
The cross correlation analysis result is a measure of the similarities and shared properties 
between two series.  The arithmetic aspect of cross correlation is very similar to that of 
autocorrelation.  The only difference is the composition; of the variable.  In autocorrelation 
there is only one series to deal with, but in cross correlation there are usually two data series 
to deal with.  The two data series can be any type of series for example related, non-related, or 
even identical (becomes autocorrelation).  When the cross correlation analysis has been 
performed the association between the series can be reviewed.  Similar to the autocorrelation, 
the cross correlation results are often presented in a non-dimensional format.  As explained in 
the previous chapter this is done for ease of comparison of different data sources.  The non-
dimensional cross correlation result is also known as the cross correlation coefficient.  Like 
autocorrelation coefficients the cross correlation coefficient values always lie between -1 and 
+1.  +1 means 100% correlation in the same sense as in the autocorrelation analysis, -1 means 
100% correlation in the reverse order (anti-phase), and 0 signifies zero correlation (means 
either the series are completely independent of each other or are two completely randomised 
series).  The cross correlation method is the second DI technique used in this research.  This 
DI is applied to assess the degree of similarity between two autocorrelated series.  The 
information is then used to decide whether a characteristic change has occurred within the 
mechanical system in question.   
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5.1 Theories and Equations 
Cross correlation uses the same type of statistical analysis as autocorrelation.  The common 
mathematical expression for the continuous time cross correlation function is usually defined 
[65, 66] as: 
 
∫
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To use cross correlation to examine the common properties shared between two sequences of 
series, it is required to move those series pass one another for every possible data location.  
This prerequisite differs from that required for autocorrelation.  With the autocorrelation 
analysis it is only required to compute positive lags from 0 to +T to obtain all possible 
comparisons between a time series and itself.  In the case of cross correlation, if two different 
series are being considered as is shown in Equation 5.1, the negative lags of the correlation 
must also be taken into consideration (i.e. incorporate all data from -T to +T).  This process 
will allow the entire length of one series to move pass the other, hence all possible match 
positions are covered.  From Equation 5.1, -T and +T is the comparison record length as 
mentioned, Rxy(τ) represents the value of the cross correlation function at the time delay (or 
lag) τ, x(t) represents the value of the series x at time t, and y(t+τ) is the value of the series y 
at lagged time t+τ.    
 
During the cross correlation analysis if two series are identical, they will produce a cross 
correlogram which is a mirror image of itself at lag 0 vertical axis, and with the highest 
amplitude value (in this case 1) at this point.  The interpretation of the result in this situation 
should not be treated as being the same as in the autocorrelation analysis.  Because, in cross 
correlation one sequence is being ‘moved pass’ the other series rather than being lagged 
behind from a position of initial equivalence, it is common to describe the successive 
comparisons as matched positions rather than lags.   
 
Since the data series examined by the cross correlation are usually in a discrete time domain it 
is therefore much more convenient to describe Equation 5.1 in discrete time as well.  The 
discrete time domain expression for Equation 5.1 is very similar to the discrete time domain 
equation of the autocorrelation function.  The discrete time expression is shown in Equation 
5.2.   
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N is the series size which is also the approximation of N-m.  This means the difference 
between N-m and N is in fact small and can be ignored.  m can be treated similarly in its 
application to lag value in autocorrelation but in cross correlation it is referred to as match 
position.  In the summation term the variable i is the representation of time limit -T and + T. 
In order to compare all possible positions of the two series, cross correlation computation will 
start with the negative lags (the match positions that are less than zero or in the negative 
region) during the analysis.   
 
For the same reason as in the autocorrelation analysis, the cross correlation analysis 
performed in this research uses the classical statistical approach.  As a consequence the mean 
values of both x and y series are required to be incorporated into Equation 5.2 which, in the 
process, produces the formula for the ‘Cross Variance’ as shown in Equation 5.3. 
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x  and y¯ are the mean values for the x and y series.  The incorporation of x  and y¯ terms 
generalises the cross correlation analysis, which means any shift of xi and yi data from the 
original series will not contribute to any significant problem in the analysis.  For similar 
reasons as in the autocorrelation analysis, adding ‘-x  ‘and ‘-y¯ ‘ terms in the cross covariance 
will allow the analysis to be performed for any type of series that could be generated by any 
type of data source.  As a result there is no requirement to calibrate both series to have their 
arithmetic mean positioned at the zero horizontal axis before the cross correlation analysis can 
begin.  The exclusion of the calibration process also simplifies the application of the 
SmartHUMS unit, allowing it to be plug and play in any mechanical system instead of having 
to calibrate the unit to suit each individual system which could allow errors to be introduced 
during the calibration process.      
 
The cross covariance calculated in Equation 5.3 is a discrete non-normalised expression 
format of cross correlation.  To allow the cross correlation solutions to be evaluated with 
other cross correlation results, Equation 5.3 needs to be normalised.  The normalisation will 
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render the results of the cross covariance dimensionless, allowing any dimensionless cross 
covariance results from different components or mechanical sources to be easily compared.  
In autocorrelation the normalisation is done using variance (statistical approach), but in cross 
correlation the standardisation of the cross covariance is normally done using the standard 
deviations of the xi and yi series (statistical approach).  Equation 5.4 shows the expression for 
the discrete normalised cross correlation function which is generally described as the ‘Cross-
Correlation Coefficient’ Function [35]. 
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In Equation 5.4, the parameter S1 represents the standard deviation of xi and the parameter S2 
represents the standard deviation of yi.  The cross correlation coefficient values range between 
a maximum +1 to a minimum -1 as for the autocorrelation coefficient limits, but the similarity 
ends here.  As mentioned before the application of cross correlation analysis is used to 
determine the commonality of two series.  The process is done by passing one series through 
all possible matching positions of the other.  If the two series are exactly identical, the 
maximum cross correlation coefficient of amplitude 1 will be obtained at match position 0.  
Further to that the coefficient values in the -T domain and in the +T domain will be exactly 
the same i.e. a mirror image of each other.  The opposite case is if two series are completely 
independent of each other (i.e. no commonality between each other) zero amplitude at match 
position 0 is to be expected, but this would only happen if two 100% pure random series are 
used.  Realistically, if a very low amplitude coefficient is obtained at match position 0, and 
with no equivalent coefficients at both the -T and +T regions, then it is suffice to say that the 
two series examined have no shared properties and therefore they are different.  With the 
unique assessment properties of the cross correlation analysis, it becomes apparent that the 
cross correlation method would be a very effective algorithm for determining whether two 
autocorrelated time series are the same or different.  If two series are deemed to be the same, 
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it means the mechanical system under consideration does not have any behaviour or 
characteristic change at the time of monitoring.  If the autocorrelated series are determined to 
be different then the status of the mechanical system has changed; as a result attention must 
be paid to the time series data gathered during this period to determine the change in the 
mechanical system.        
 
 
Figure 5.1 Flow chart for SmartHUMS DI application 
  
The flow chart in Figure 5.1 describes the application logic of DI within the SmartHUMS 
unit.  With a continuous incoming signal which is generated by the monitored mechanical 
system, the process of monitoring is that two equal samples (discrete time data sets) will be 
taken out of the signal stream and DI analyses will be performed on them.  The two samples 
are shown in the rectangular boxes marked 1 and 2 in Figure 5.1.  As mentioned in the 
previous chapter autocorrelation [62, 63] DI is like a pre-processing tool, where once the 
noise within the data sets is filtered, all the repetitive, cyclic, and trend behaviours will be 
revealed.  After the two samples have been autocorrelated, cross correlation [34, 35] DI will 
be applied.  Cross correlation analysis will establish whether the repetitive, cyclic, or trend 
behaviours between the two autocorrelated samples are the same or different.  If cross 
correlation DI determines the two autocorrelated samples are the same, then a third sample 
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will be taken out from the signal stream.  The third sample is shown in the rectangular box 
marked 3 in Figure 5.1, and this time the new sample box 3 will be compared to the sample 
box 1 using exactly same DI procedures as used for samples 2 and 1.  If the new sample 3 
does not show any differences compared to sample 1, then the whole process is repeated such 
that sample number 4 will be obtained from the data stream and compared to the sample 1 
again and so on.  If no change has been detected throughout the comparison process, sample 1 
will always be the reference sample.  In this research the size of each sample acquired from 
the incoming signal stream is exactly the same.  
 
If two autocorrelated samples show difference in characteristics after cross correlation 
analysis, then the two time series samples acquired from the signal stream will be compressed 
and stored for further analysis.  The difference in characteristics usually means the monitored 
mechanical system has undergone behaviour change, which might be due to a deliberate 
control change or worse could be a fault initiated change.  Either way the time series data 
samples recorded during this period are extremely important as they will allow resolution of 
the health and usage aspect of the monitored mechanical system.  The next stage, after the 
change has been detected for the previous comparison, is to obtain sample data number 3 
from the data stream as shown in the rectangular box 3 in Figure 5.1.  This time the reference 
comparison sample will be sample number 2.  If the comparison detects change then the same 
procedures as used between sample 2 and 1 will be applied.  The next step will be to obtain a 
new sample such as sample number 4 and to compare it to reference sample number 3 and so 
on.  If change has been occurring consecutively between comparisons, then the reference 
sample will always be the sample previous to the current sample.       
 
5.2 Cross Correlogram 
As was used for the autocorrelation coefficient analysis, the easiest way to understand the 
characteristics of cross correlation coefficients is to plot them.  The cross correlation 
coefficient plot is usually referred to as a ‘Cross Correlogram’, which has the same amplitude 
range between +1 and -1 as the correlogram from autocorrelation.  However, with the cross 
correlogram the horizontal axis contains parameters which are generally not expressed as lag 
values, but instead it is normal to describe them as match positions.  These match positions 
range across regions of positive and negative values.  This is different to the autocorrelation 
correlogram.  If all the match positions show high amplitude coefficient values and the cross 
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correlogram shows a high degree of organised cyclic patterns, it basically means the two 
compared autocorrelated series have a high correlation to each other.  High correlation in 
cross correlation analysis actually means both series share large numbers of common 
properties and characteristics.  If the maximum cross coefficient amplitude of 1 is achieved at 
the 0 match position, and the cross correlograms from negative and positive regions are 
mirror images of each other with reference to the match position 0 vertical axis, the two 
autocorrelated series in this case are likely to be identical.  Figure 5.2 contains a cross 
correlogram representing the cross correlation analysis of two autocorrelated data series.   
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Figure 5.2 Cross Correlogram of two autocorrelated series 
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Figure 5.3 Overlay of – and + regions of cross correlogram from Figure 5.2 
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Figure 5.4 Reproduced plots from Figure 2.9 
 
Figure 5.3 is the result of overlaying negative and positive regions of the plot from Figure 5.2. 
Overlaying the plot actually means folding the cross correlogram plot of Figure 5.2 right at 
the vertical axes of match position 0.  In the plot shown in Figure 5.3, the negative and 
positive regions of the plot are exactly identical, which means they are mirror images of one 
another.  Until this point the cross correlogram comparisons indicating the possibility that 
both compared autocorrelated series are highly likely to be identical.  But as mentioned in 
Chapter 2 the cross correlation analysis has its own deficiency.  Cross correlation analysis 
recognises the common patterns or shared properties between two data series, but it does not 
specify any information pertaining to the aggregate size of the data series [35].   
 
The cross correlogram and auto correlogram plots in Figure 5.4 were reproduced from Figure 
2.9, with the exception of the negative and positive regions superimposed plot.  As clearly 
shown in Figure 5.4, the maximum cross correlation coefficient of 1 occurs at match position 
0 and both negative and positive regions of the cross correlogram are mirror images of each 
other.  The information presented by the cross correlogram indicated that the two analysed 
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data series are highly correlated and possibly identical.  But as indicated in the autocorrelation 
comparison plot in Figure 5.4, clear amplitude differences between the two data series can be 
seen.  Therefore it is certain that both series are in fact not 100 % identical.  However the 
autocorrelation plot clearly shows the two autocorrelated data series having identical cyclic 
patterns, where each and every successful waveform rises and falls at exactly the same 
instance at each lag position.  These identical rise and fall characteristics between the two 
autocorrelated data series contribute to the high value of cross correlation coefficients and 
symmetrical plots between the negative and positive regions of the cross correlogram plot.  
Once again this explains the attribute of cross correlation analysis where it picks up the 
common characteristics and properties from the two analysed data series but not their actual 
physical size.  
 
It is quite obvious that to further support the conclusion drawn from the cross correlation 
coefficient analysis, autocorrelation correlograms from both compared data series need to be 
considered as well.  If the autocorrelation correlogram from both series shows matching 
amplitudes and cyclic patterns, then it is suffice to say the compared data series are exactly 
alike.  The cross correlogram of Figure 5.2 and the superimposed plot of Figure 5.3 indicates 
that the two compared autocorrelated data series are highly correlated and possibly identical.  
To further prove the observation made, Figure 5.5 presents the overlay correlogram result 
from the two autocorrelated series used for the Figure 5.2 cross correlation analysis.  As 
Figure 5.5 shows two very well superimposed autocorrelation correlograms, it can be stated 
with confidence that the two compared autocorrelated data series are exactly identical.      
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Figure 5.5 Overlay of the two autocorrelated series from Figure 5.2  
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The ability to check, with a high degree of confidence, whether or not the two compared data 
series are identical is a very important aspect of the DI application.  As the SmartHUMS unit 
will use these DI algorithms to detect the occurrence of any behavioural change in the system 
during the monitoring period, it is necessary to have a high degree of confidence in the 
autocorrelation and cross correlation DI that are being utilised to monitor the incoming data 
stream.  Any significant behaviour changes will be detected as they happen. 
 
5.3 Simulation Analysis 
In Chapter 4 there are a number of examples of simulated data series where autocorrelation 
analyses were performed.  In this section those simulated data series will be cross correlated 
and plotted as a cross correlogram.  By studying the results of the cross correlograms it is 
hypothesized that certain distinctive characteristics pertaining to each simulated scenario can 
be established.  The establishment of these characteristics will help the interpretation of the 
recorded data which were obtained after DI algorithms had detected changes in the 
mechanical system.  The reference data series used for all cross correlation comparison in this 
simulated section is the data series from Table 4.1 in Chapter 4.  Table 4.1 contains a 
sequence of numbers with some random noise.  The purpose of Table 4.1 is to imitate the 
vibration signal generated by a typical constant speed rotating component in a mechanical 
system.  This reference data series is designated as the original data set.  The subsequent 
simulated scenarios are produced by the alteration of this original data set.    
 
5.3.1 Simulation of Fault Progression 
In this section the scenario is a simulated critical fault, where the fault (e.g. crack) is growing 
in a continuous fashion during the operation of a mechanical system.  The way the fault 
growth is simulated is to systematically increase the data values that represent the fault in 
Table 4.1.  The increment of the fault value is done in an increasing sequence, where the 
current fault value is always bigger than the previous fault by a given amount.  Table 4.2 in 
Chapter 4 contains portion of the data series representing the fault progression scenario.  
Figure 4.12 in Chapter 4 is the time domain plot representing Table 4.2, which shows an 
almost linear increment in maximum amplitude (fault values).  The next step of analysis is to 
perform autocorrelation analysis on the simulated fault progression series, in other words to 
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pre-process the data series so that all the noise is filtered, allowing all the characteristics to be 
shown clearly.  Figure 5.6 is reproduced from Chapter 4 Figure 4.14, which contains the 
comparison of the autocorrelation correlograms between the progressing fault data series 
(Table 4.2) and the original data series (Table 4.1). 
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Figure 5.6 Autocorrelated progress fault series (red) and original series (blue) 
 
The next step of analysis is to perform cross correlation analysis on both data series and to 
examine which characteristics can be observed from the cross correlogram.  Figure 5.7 
presents the cross correlogram result between the progressive fault data series and the original 
data series.  In this case the maximum amplitude is detected at the match position 0, but the 
amplitude value is not equal to 1.  Further examination of the cross correlogram plot between 
the negative and positive regions of Figure 5.7 actually shows that the cross correlogram is a 
mirror image at the vertical axis of match position 0.  Figure 5.8 is the overlay of negative and 
positive regions of the cross correlogram which exactly superimpose on each other.  This 
verifies the observation of mirror image with reference to match position 0.          
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Figure 5.7 Maximum amplitude of 0.848 at match position 0 
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Figure 5.8 Overlay of – and + region of cross correlogram from Figure 5.7 
 
In conclusion, the examination of the correlation analysis between the progressing fault and 
the original data series showed that although the maximum amplitude occurred at match 
position 0, the amplitude value had dropped to 0.848.  This drop in amplitude is actually the 
first indication that two correlated series are different.  The confirmation of mirror image at 
the vertical axis of match position 0 actually points out that both series have identical cyclic 
patterns which also have same periodic time.  As described before the only alteration to the 
original data set is the continuous increment of the maximum data values that represent the 
growth of fault in Table 4.2.  Since nothing else has been altered, both data series from Table 
4.1 and Table 4.2 produce the same repetitive patterns with matching rotation speed except 
for the difference in amplitude values.  The autocorrelation correlograms in Figure 5.6 shows 
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exactly what has just been described plus the variation in width of the waveforms which is 
caused by the continuous increment of fault values in Table 4.2. 
 
5.3.2 Higher Constant Rotational Speed 
In this section a data series that simulates higher constant rotational speed will be cross 
correlated with the original data series.  The higher constant rotational speed data series is 
represented in Table 4.3 of Chapter 4.  Figure 5.9 is reproduced from Chapter 4 Figure 4.15, 
where the red dashed line represents the autocorrelation correlogram of higher constant 
rotational speed, and the blue solid line is the autocorrelation correlogram of the original data 
series.  As explained in Chapter 4, the higher constant rotational speed correlogram tends to 
shift to the left side of the original data correlogram due to the reduction in periodic time.  
The next investigation is to study the effect of ‘shift’ on the characteristics of the cross 
correlogram.  
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Figure 5.9 Faster rotational speed (red) and original speed (blue) 
 
Figure 5.10 is the result of the cross correlation analysis of the higher and original rotational 
speed data series.  In this correlation analysis the maximum amplitude occurred at match 
position -4, which indicated that the two cross correlated data series were not the same.  Since 
the maximum coefficient amplitude is only -0.213 at match position -4 (in the negative region 
of the cross correlogram) and is significantly lower than 1, this indicates both series do not 
have many shared properties or common characteristics.  The superimposed plot in Figure 
5.11 does not show any matched or overlayed location, and with the autocorrelation 
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correlogram comparison in Figure 5.9, it is certain that both data series are indeed very 
different. 
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Figure 5.10 Cross Correlogram with maximum amplitude of -0.213 at match position -4 
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Figure 5.11 Overlay of – and + region of cross correlogram from Figure 5.10 
 
5.3.3 Slower Constant Rotational Speed 
In the previous section the higher constant rotational speed shifted the autocorrelation 
correlogram to the left when compared to the original data series autocorrelation correlogram.  
Using the same logic, this section will investigate the effect of lower constant rotational 
speed, and study the behaviour of the cross correlogram when correlated with the original 
data.  The lower constant rotational speed is represented in Table 4.4 of Chapter 4, and the 
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corresponding autocorrelation correlogram generated is the green dashed plot in Figure 4.16.  
Figure 4.16 is reproduced in this section as Figure 5.12 where the plot with the solid blue line 
represents the original autocorrelated data series.  It is quite obvious that the green dashed 
correlogram has shifted to the right side of the blue correlogram.  As explained in Chapter 4, 
lower rotational speed creates longer periodic periods, resulting in the shift to the left of the 
autocorrelation correlogram (green dashed plot) as shown in Figure 5.12.   
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Figure 5.12 Comparison for slower rotational speed (green dashed) correlogram 
 
The cross correlation analysis resulting from the lower constant rotational speed 
autocorrelated series and the original autocorrelated series is presented in Figure 5.13.  Once 
again the maximum amplitude did not occur at match position 0.  The maximum amplitude 
occurred at match position 6 (in the positive region of the cross correlogram) with a value of 
0.211.  Once again the maximum coefficient amplitude of 0.211 is significantly lower than 
the maximum coefficient value of 1.  Figure 5.14 clearly shows that the plots from negative 
and positive regions of the cross correlograms do not superimpose at all, and the first six 
consecutive waves appear to be almost the inverse of each other.  With the outcome of the 
autocorrelation correlogram comparison in Figure 5.12, it can be shown with certainty that 
both series are different, and do not have any significant joint properties.    
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Figure 5.13 Cross Correlogram with maximum amplitude of 0.211 at match position 6 
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Figure 5.14 Overlay of – and + region of cross correlogram from Figure 5.13   
 
5.3.4 Continuously Constant Rotational Speed Change 
To study the effect of constant speed change this section will use the data series from Table 
4.5 of Chapter 4.  The data series is actually simulating constant deceleration of a mechanical 
system.  For example, it could be the reduction of engine RPM when an aircraft is about to 
reach the cruising altitude, or it could just be an example of an engine shutting down process 
after landing.  Figure 5.15 includes autocorrelation correlograms from the original data series 
(blue) and the continuously constant speed change data series (pink).  Figure 5.15 is actually a 
copy of Figure 4.17 from Chapter 4.  The continuous constant speed change correlogram 
(pink) in Figure 5.15 shows a fast reduction in amplitudes and a large but constant shift of 
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waveforms to the right when compared to the original data correlogram (blue).  The outline of 
the pink correlogram consists of organised and distinctive wave patterns.  The observation of 
large smooth amplitude reduction, successive waveforms shifting to the right, and distinct 
cyclic patterns implies that the simulated data series is behaving in a constant but continuous 
speed reduction state, which is the object of the simulation. 
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Figure 5.15 Correlogram for original data (blue) and speed change data (pink) 
 
Figure 5.16 is the cross correlation result for the continuously constant rotational speed 
change data series and the original data series.  In this cross correlogram the maximum 
amplitude coefficient is equal to -0.079, and it occurs at the match position 6.  Since the 
maximum amplitude is extremely small i.e. almost zero and does not occur at match position 
0, it gives the first indication that both data series are very different and do not share 
significant commonalities.  The next procedure was to check whether the negative and 
positive regions of the cross correlogram have any distinctive relation to each other.  As 
shown in Figure 5.17 the cross correlogram plot from negative and positive regions does not 
show any superimposed characteristic. However Figure 5.16 does show some interesting 
observations.  The negative region correlogram plot is quite random in nature, but the positive 
region of the correlogram behaves in a very orderly and well defined fashion.  It is very 
important to point out that Figure 5.16 is a zoom in plot of the cross correlogram where the 
maximum and minimum coefficient amplitudes are limited to +0.1 and -0.1.         
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Figure 5.16 Cross Correlogram with maximum amplitude of -0.079 at match position 6 
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Figure 5.17 Overlay of – and + region of cross correlogram from Figure 5.16 
 
Figure 5.18 is the full view of the cross correlogram where the amplitude limits are set at a 
maximum value of +1 and minimum value of -1.  The full view of the cross correlogram 
actually gives a better indication that the correlogram is located around 0 horizontal axis.  
This shows that there is extremely low correlation between the two compared data series.  
Taken together with the comparison result from the autocorrelation correlogram in Figure 
5.15 this shows, with high certainty, that the two compared autocorrelated data series are 
indeed very different.  
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Figure 5.18 Zoom out plot of Figure 5.16 with max and min amplitude of 1 and -1 
 
5.3.5 Random Interference  
Interferences by phenomena from sources other than the mechanical system itself are a 
common occurrence.  Many of the interruptions are random in nature and will interfere with a 
signal generated by the mechanical system.  These random interferences may cause 
misinterpretation of a signal which pertains to the condition of the mechanical system.  In the 
case of an air vehicle these random interferences could be either turbulence experienced by 
the aircraft or the continuous rapid control changes made by the pilot in the event of urgent 
circumstances (i.e. dog fight, wind shear, or emergency landing etc.).  Many of the random 
interferences which show distinctively clearly within the time domain plot, could be easily 
misinterpreted as indications of component failure as shown in Chapter 4 Figure 4.18 and 
Figure 4.20.  It is proven in Chapter 4 that many of the random interferences, such as the case 
of arbitrarily large value interferences simulated in Table 4.6., can be filtered by 
autocorrelation.  Figure 4.18 in Chapter 4 clearly shows random high value disturbances in 
the figure, but the corresponding autocorrelation correlogram in Figure 4.19 actually shows 
smooth and well organised cyclic patterns.  Figure 4.19 is reproduced in this section as Figure 
5.19 where the large value interferences correlogram is plotted in red.  The only difference 
observed, when compared to the original data correlogram in blue, is that the red correlogram 
appears to be shrunk slightly in proportion to the blue correlogram.    
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Figure 5.19 Overlay of correlogram from Table 4.6 (red) and original data (blue) 
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Figure 5.20 Maximum coefficient amplitude of 0.999911987 at match position 0 
 
Figure 5.20 represents the result of cross correlation analysis between the large random value 
interference data series and the original data series.  In this case the maximum coefficient 
amplitude occurred at match position 0 with a value of 0.999911978 which is almost equal to 
1.  Maximum amplitude at match position 0 is the first indication that both series have a 
certain degree of similarity.  The maximum amplitude value being almost equal to 1 further 
signifies that both series are extremely correlated.  The next procedure is to check the 
negative and positive regions of the cross correlogram to see whether the correlograms are 
mirror images of each other at the vertical axis of match position 0.  Figure 5.21 is the 
comparison between negative and positive regions of the cross correlogram.  As the figure 
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shows, both correlograms are superimposed in a perfect order, which proves the positive and 
negative sides of the cross correlogram are mirror images of each other. 
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Figure 5.21 Overlay of – and + region of cross correlogram from Figure 5.20 
 
When the attributes observed in the cross correlogram and the outcome of the autocorrelation 
correlogram comparison are considered, it can be seen that large random value interferences 
only caused some reduction in the maximum cross correlogram coefficient at match position 
0 and a certain amount of constant amplitude shrinkage in the autocorrelation correlogram 
comparison plot.  This simulated example clearly demonstrates the advantage of using the 
autocorrelation algorithm as DI, because it is capable of filtering most of the random effects.  
Together with the cross correlation DI, both autocorrelated data series are revealed as 
virtually identical with an infinitesimal reduction of maximum amplitude from the maximum 
value of 1.  The slight drop in maximum cross coefficient value is actually an indication that 
one of the data series was subjected to random interference or interferences.          
 
So far the random effect simulation has been based on a number of instantaneous large value 
random interferences, which were proven to be easily dealt with using the chosen DI 
algorithms.  The next random effect simulation will be based on groups of random values or, 
in simpler explanations, random effects that happen for a short duration of time.  Figure 4.20 
of Chapter 4 clearly shows a number of spikes with width, distributed randomly across the 
entire series of the time domain plot.  The width of these random spikes actually caused 
disruption to the constant rotational speed signal of the simulated mechanical system.  Further 
evidence of disruption can be seen in the autocorrelation correlogram comparison plot in 
Figure 4.21 of Chapter 4.  The autocorrelation comparison plot of Figure 4.21 is reproduced 
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in this section as Figure 5.22.  Clearly the red solid line portrays a cyclic pattern which is 
different to the linear blue solid line which represents the original autocorrelated data set.  
The cyclic behaviour of the two series does not appear to be identical, but in actual fact the 
only difference is that one data series was subject to a number of short duration random 
interferences.         
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Figure 5.22 Overlay of correlogram from Table 4.7 (red) and original data (blue) 
 
Figure 5.23 is the cross correlogram of the two autocorrelated data series from Figure 5.22.  
In this case the maximum coefficient amplitude did occur at the match position 0, with the 
coefficient value equal to 0.884.  Since the maximum amplitude occurred at position zero, this 
basically means the two series are correlated.  The amplitude of 0.884 is in some degree 
smaller than the maximum cross correlation coefficient of 1, but with the disruption done by 
the random group values as shown in Figure 4.22, the drop in value of the coefficient is 
considered minor.  In Figure 4.22 the autocorrelation correlogram of the random group values 
affected data series is very close to the large-lag confidence bands, which means the data 
series is close to being dominated by the random effects.  Even with all these considerable 
interruptions a high cross correlation coefficient of 0.884 is still being achieved. This actually 
confirms that autocorrelation analysis is a very effective noise filtering algorithm.   
 
Figure 5.24 is the comparison plot for negative and positive regions of the cross correlogram.  
The two regions in Figure 5.24 matched quite well, but there is still a very slight offset 
between the two.  As aforementioned, the random group values cause significant disruptions 
to the cyclic behaviour of the original data set, the red and blue solid line in Figure 5.22 is the 
actual indication of the disturbances.  Because of these interruptions the periodic 
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characteristic (i.e. the constant rotational speed) of the data signal has in some degree been 
contaminated, which causes slight miss match between the negative and positive regions of 
the cross correlogram, as presented in the Figure 5.24.               
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Figure 5.23 Maximum coefficient amplitude of 0.884 at match position 0 
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Figure 5.24 Overlay of – and + region of cross correlogram from Figure 5.23 
 
In a real life application ambient disturbances are of common occurrence and those 
disturbances do not follow any particular pattern or magnitude when they happen.  However, 
these disturbances do disrupt the signal characteristics and cause false alarms associated with 
the HUMS aspects of the mechanical system.  These disturbances are also the reason why, in 
a real life experiment, identical results are virtually impossible to obtain even in a carefully 
controlled laboratory environment.  As shown in previous random examples, the selected DI 
algorithms can effectively lower the impact of these random phenomenon interruptions, but 
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with the random disturbances that occur for a short duration of time, careful examination of 
the time domain plot, autocorrelation correlogram and the cross correlogram is essential to 
prevent misinterpretation (false alarms) of the actual result. 
 
5.3.6 Fluctuation of Rotational Speed 
Although constant rotational speed is assumed to be the main operational condition of the 
mechanical system, fluctuations in rotational speed are events that are likely to happen when 
the system is active.  Causes of the fluctuations could be anything from a very serious 
problem to something minor, but it is an event that needs to be recognised first and the cause 
determined later.  Table 4.8 of Chapter 4 contains data that simulates the rotational speed 
fluctuation which can be easily identified in the Figure 4.23 time domain plot.  In this section 
the data series of Table 4.8 will be cross correlated with the original data to examine the 
characteristics that represent the fluctuation of the rotational speed.  In Chapter 4 the 
autocorrelation analysis comparison has shown that fluctuation of speed will cause the 
autocorrelation correlogram plot to become less smooth and more distorted with irregular 
variation of waveform width.  The overlay autocorrelation correlogram plots between the 
unaffected data series and the speed fluctuated data series clearly do not match well as is 
shown in Figure 4.24 of Chapter 4.  Figure 4.24 is reproduced in this section as Figure 5.25, 
where the blue autocorrelation correlogram is the original data series and the red correlogram 
is the speed fluctuated data series.  Since the speed fluctuation is involved in this simulation, 
the cyclic variation pattern is clearly evident in Figure 5.25 where the solid red line does not 
have the same linear behaviour as the solid blue line. 
 
Figure 5.26 is the result of the cross correlation correlogram between the two autocorrelated 
data series in Figure 5.25.  In this speed fluctuation case the maximum cross coefficient is 
slightly offset from the match position 0 with a coefficient value of 0.893.  Hence the two 
autocorrelated data series still share significant amounts of joint properties.  Figure 5.27 is the 
comparison plot between the negative and positive regions of the cross correlogram plot from 
Figure 5.26.  If the correlograms of both regions are identical (i.e. mirror image at vertical 
axis of match position 0), then the speed fluctuation data shares significant characteristics 
with the original data series.  As Figure 5.27 shows, periodically the cross correlogram of 
negative and positive regions are closely matched with each other, but in terms of amplitude 
obvious differences can be seen from the plot.  Both cross correlograms from negative and 
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positive regions show a fairly organised amplitude reduction, but at different rates.  The blue 
solid line that joints the troughs of the negative region correlogram shows a steeper constant 
climb than the positive regions solid red line.  It is strongly speculated in the case where the 
fluctuation of rotational speed is severe, the offset of maximum cross correlation coefficient 
to the match position zero will be much more obvious, as will the amplitude variation, when 
overlayed on the negative and positive regions of the cross correlogram plot.       
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Figure 5.25 Autocorrelation correlogram of original (blue) and speed fluctuated (red) 
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Figure 5.26 Maximum coefficient amplitude of 0.893 at match position 0 
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Figure 5.27 Overlay of – and + region of cross correlogram from Figure 5.26 
 
5.4 Summary 
This chapter provides the cross correlation correlogram characteristics of the simulated 
examples from Chapter 4.  Although the examples presented in Chapter 4 were pretty explicit 
for each individual simulated situation, it is the corresponding results from autocorrelation 
and cross correlation analyses, which become the fundamental attributes that are used to 
determine whether the condition of a monitored system has changed or remains the same.  In 
addition knowledge of these fundamental characteristics will be a great help during the 
process of identifying possible causes of system condition variation.   
 
The differences determined by the autocorrelation and cross correlation analyses between the 
simulated scenario and the original data series are basically the ‘Detection Indices’ which this 
research is seeking to define.  The examination of the amount of variation in ‘Detection 
Indices’ is essentially how the SmartHUMS unit determines whether the monitored 
mechanical system has experienced a behavioural change or not.  Since both autocorrelation 
and cross correlation results are in non-dimensional format, the ‘Detection Indices’ are the 
coefficient deviations observed during the correlogram comparison.  Table 5.1 gives the 
summary of cross correlation comparison between each simulated condition and its original 
data series (reference series).  All the cross correlation analyses and cross correlogram plot 
generations were done using an Excel visual basic macro program written by the author; the 
source code of the program can be found in Appendix A.  
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Table 5.1 Cross correlation between simulated conditions and original data  
Simulated Conditions Description of Behaviour Changes 
Progression of  Fault 
Maximum coefficient amplitude occurred at match 
position 0.  The amplitude value is lower than 
maximum coefficient of 1.  The cross correlogram is 
mirror image of itself at the vertical axis of match 
position 0.  See Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 
Higher Constant Rotational Speed 
Maximum coefficient amplitude does not occur at 
match position 0.  The value of maximum amplitude 
is low only around the coefficient of 0.2 in this 
simulated case.  Cross correlograms for negative and 
positive regions do not coincide with each other, and 
minor disorder periodic patterns exist.  Generally 
with higher constant rotational speed the maximum 
coefficient amplitude very often occurred in the 
negative region of the cross correlogram.  See Figure 
5.10 and Figure 5.11 
Slower Constant Rotational Speed 
Maximum coefficient amplitude does not occur at 
match position 0.  The value of maximum amplitude 
is low only around the coefficient of 0.2 in this 
simulated case.  Cross correlograms for negative and 
positive regions do not coincide with each other, and 
minor disorder periodic patterns exist.  Generally 
with lower constant rotational speed the maximum 
coefficient amplitude very often occurred in the 
positive region of the cross correlogram.  See Figure 
5.13 and Figure 5.14 
Continuous Constant Rotational Speed Change 
Maximum coefficient amplitude does not occur at 
match position 0.  The value of maximum amplitude 
is extremely low, below the coefficient value of 0.1 
in this simulated case.  The negative and positive 
regions correlogram plots do not coincide with each 
other at all.  The negative region correlogram plot 
appears to be pure random, but the positive region 
correlogram contains well organised cyclic patterns.  
See Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17 
Large Value Random Interference 
Maximum coefficient amplitude occurred at match 
position 0 with a coefficient value almost equals to 1.  
The negative and positive regions of correlogram 
plots are mirror images of each other at the match 
position 0 vertical axis.  See Figure 5.20 and Figure 
5.21 
Random Interference with short duration 
Maximum coefficient amplitude occurred at match 
position 0.  The amplitude value is lower than 
maximum coefficient of 1 by certain amount, but still 
consider quite high.  The cross correlograms from 
negative and positive regions are slightly off set from 
each other.  See Figure 5.23 and Figure 5.24 
Fluctuation of Rotational Speed 
Maximum coefficient amplitude occurred slightly 
offset from match position 0.  The amplitude value is 
lower than maximum coefficient of 1 by certain 
amount, but still consider quite high.  The cross 
correlograms from negative and positive regions 
overlap each other well periodically, but amplitude 
wise the negative region plot is smaller.  Both cross 
correlograms show almost linear amplitude 
reduction, but the negative region correlogram has 
larger and quicker reduction compare to the positive 
region of the correlogram.  See Figure 5.26 and 
Figure 5.27 
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Chapter 6  
Bench Top Experiment 1 
The previous two chapters have demonstrated the fundamentals of using DI algorithms to 
detect changes of condition in a number of simulated examples.  The resulting characteristics 
from DI analyses have also been specified, which in turn will help the identification of the 
origin of the condition change.  In this chapter a bench top test rig was utilised to prove and 
demonstrate the ability of the selected DI algorithms (Autocorrelation and Cross-Correlation) 
to detect behavioural changes produced by the rig.  All the data series analysed in this chapter 
are vibration signals which were recorded by the preproduction SmartHUMS unit (the XYZ 
accelerometer is inbuilt to the unit as mentioned).  The vibration signals were generated by 
the bench top test rig running at constant rotational speed.  Various conditions were 
introduced to the test rig during the experimental process to assess DI’s capability to detect 
these interruptions.  At this stage, the SmartHUMS unit does not have DI algorithms 
imbedded; the unit is only acting as a data logger to record signals generated by the bench top 
test rig during its operation.  All the DI analyses were performed using a Pentium 4 1.2 GHz 
PC (Personal Computer).  The preproduction SmartHUMS sensors consist of an XYZ 
accelerometer and a microphone.  The same type of sensors will also be used in the final 
production unit.  
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6.1 Bench Top Test Rig 
The experimental setup for the verification of autocorrelation and cross correlation DI 
algorithms consists of a preproduction SmartHUMS unit and an electric motor driven 
experimental test rig.  As mentioned above, the preproduction SmartHUMS unit has two 
internal sensors, which are a triaxial accelerometer and a microphone to measure vibrations 
and sound generated by the test rig.  These two internal sensors are identical to the sensors 
that will be installed in the final production SmartHUMS unit.  The experimental test rig, 
which is in the form of a bench top arrangement, consists of an electric motor driving a shaft 
via a coupling; the shaft supported by three bearing housings.  Attached to the shaft is a 
circular disc onto which weights can be added to create unbalance in the system.  The bench 
top test rig setup is shown in Figure 6.1. 
 
 
Figure 6.1 Bench top experimental test rig 
 
During each of the experimental procedures the electric motor ran at a constant rotational 
RPM speed.  The logging rate of the preproduction SmartHUMS unit was preset to sample at 
every millisecond or a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz for each experiment.  Each experiment 
lasted around 28 seconds, which basically is the time it takes to fill up the memory capacity of 
the preproduction SmartHUMS unit which is fitted with the current version of firmware.  
During each experiment the vibration signals from XYZ directions plus the sound signal 
generated by the test rig were all recorded.  The anomalies introduced during each of the 
experiments were zero interruption, operational speed change, other vibration interference, 
and introduction of random phenomenon etc.  The basic idea of the experiment is for the DI 
to determine what changes occur when deviation of the system from its original status is 
detected, or for the SmartHums to remain in a constant monitoring state when there is no 
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interruption detected that would result from significant change of the system.  For example 
the DI algorithms should not be detecting any changes when there is no interruption being 
introduced to the experiment, but should flag for attention when they detect that there is a 
change that could be the result of mechanical behaviour alteration.  
 
6.2 Bench Top Experiments 
Figure 5.1 of Chapter 5 presents a flow chart that shows how the DI algorithms will be 
integrated with the data stream for the purpose of health and usage monitoring.  The chart 
shows the data stream being broken down into equal segments, each of these segments is then 
compared to each other in a particular sequence, the sequence being determined by the logic 
outcome of the parameter ‘Changes’.  As aforementioned the sampling frequency of the 
SmartHUMS unit is 1000 Hz, which is the reason why the data signal is being broken into 
segments containing 1000 data points.  In other words each data segment represents 1 second 
of the SmartHUMS monitoring time, and the segments are being compared on a second by 
second basis.       
 
6.2.1 Experiment with No Interruption  
In this particular experiment the test rig was running at 600 RPM without any interruption.  
The idea of the experiment is to simulate the situation of no variations within the mechanical 
system and no outside interferences.  As there is no behavioural change from the test rig, both 
autocorrelation and cross correlation DI algorithms should not pick up any event that could 
indicate otherwise.  The total data recording time is equivalent to 28 seconds.  Since each 
segment contains 1 second of the entire signal, there were total of 28 segments available for 
the DI analysis.  Given that there should be no behavioural change detected, the reference 
comparison segment will always be the first data segment obtained from the signal stream.  In 
this case the reference segment is the data segment 1.  Because each segment contains 1000 
data points, this research refers to segment 1 as segment 1000, segment 2 as segment 2000, 
and segment 3 as segment 3000 and so on. 
 
Figure 6.2 presents the autocorrelation correlograms of data segment 1000.  Each correlogram 
corresponds to the autocorrelation analysis for XYZ axes vibration and sound signals.  From  
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Figure 6.2 it is obvious that X-axis vibration and sound autocorrelation correlogram consist of 
very low autocorrelation coefficients and the majority of the plot is within the large lag 
confidence bands.  As the cyclic patterns from both plots also have a high degree of 
irregularity, it can be predicted with high confidence that the signals from X-axis vibration 
and sound are dominated by random characteristics and should be excluded from further 
analysis.   Figure 6.1 presents the test rig configuration, which clearly shows the electric 
motor and drive shaft are arranged in alignment with the X-axis.  As the motor starts to turn 
the X-axis becomes the rotational axis and most of the displacements are transmitted in 
transverse and vertical directions (i.e. Y-axis and Z-axis direction).  The X-axis movement in 
this test setup was fairly small and barely detectable by the SmartHUMS unit, which is why 
the autocorrelation correlogram for the X-axis direction behaves like a random data series.  
The sound autocorrelation correlogram displays even more randomness as the plot virtually 
evolves around the zero horizontal axis.  For conventional aircraft propulsion systems the 
majority of sound is expected to be generated by the air breathing engine and the propeller, 
but in this bench top test setup the engine is electrical and there is no propeller installed.  
Since the electrical motor does not produce significant sound level, the microphone sensor 
was picking up more ambient noises than the low decibel tone produced by the test setup.  
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Figure 6.2 Autocorrelation correlogram plot for data segment 1000 
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As explained it is obvious with this test setup that the signal generated from X-axis vibration 
and sound from the microphone should be excluded from further analysis.  Y-axis vibration 
autocorrelation analysis for segment 1000 shows reasonably high coefficient amplitudes with 
organised distinctive cyclic plot patterns.  Most importantly only a small portion of peaks and 
troughs are just within the large lag confidence bands, which proves the signal is not 
dominated by random phenomena.  As for the Z-axis vibration, the autocorrelation analysis 
result shown in  
Figure 6.2 indicates that most of the peaks and troughs are outside the confidence bands, but 
not by a considerable amount.  Also, the cyclic patterns produced are not as well organised as 
the Y-axis vibration signal.  The Z-axis vibration signal seems to be contaminated by some 
random characteristics, but as the majority of successful waveforms are outside the large lag 
confidence bands the Z-axis vibration signal is considered suitable for further analysis.  For 
this particular electric motor driven bench top setup the two signals that should be taken into 
consideration by the DI algorithms are the Y-axis and Z-axis vibration signals. 
 
6.2.1.1 Y-Axis Vibration Signal Analysis  
Figure 6.3 presents the Y-axis time domain and autocorrelation correlogram plot for both 
segment 1000 and segment 2000.  The time domain plots in  
Figure 6.3 clearly show both the plots are very different and are contaminated with large 
amounts of noise, but once the autocorrelation analysis process has been performed the 
periodic and cyclic patterns can be seen within both segments.  As described before no 
interruptions were introduced for this experiment, therefore it is expected that the 
autocorrelation correlogram for segment 1000 and segment 2000 should be identical.  Figure 
6.4 shows the superimposed correlogram of segment 1000 and segment 2000.  Overall both 
correlograms almost overlap each other completely, but there are still some minor 
discrepancies that can be seen from Figure 6.4.  To further examine for similarity between 
segment 1000 and segment 2000 cross correlation analysis was performed for both segments, 
where segment 1000 is the reference segment as mentioned earlier. 
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Figure 6.3 Time domain plot and autocorrelation correlogram plot for segment 1000 and segment 2000 
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Figure 6.4 Overlay of autocorrelation correlogram for segment 1000 (red) and segment 2000 (blue) 
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Figure 6.5 Maximum coefficient amplitude of 0.998 at match position 0  
 
The cross correlogram produced from cross coefficient analysis between segment 2000 and 
segment 1000 in Figure 6.5 shows the maximum coefficient amplitude of 0.998 at match 
position 0.  Maximum amplitude at match position 0 means both series are highly correlated.  
Since the amplitude value of 0.998 is exceedingly close to the maximum coefficient 
amplitude of 1, both segments are extremely correlated.  The next check will be to fold up the 
cross correlogram plot at the vertical axis of match position 0.  If the correlograms from 
negative and positive regions are identical (mirror image at the reference vertical axis) then, 
with the comparison result from Figure 6.4, it can be predicted with high confidence that 
segment 2000 and segment 1000 are virtually the same.  The superimposed result in Figure 
6.6 has proven that the cross correlogram from negative and positive regions are mirror 
images of each other at the vertical axis of match position 0.  
 
Minor amplitude differences from Figure 6.4 and maximum amplitude coefficient at position 
0 which is almost equal to 1 in Figure 6.5, present circumstances that are very similar to the 
large values random interference simulation in Chapters 4 and 5.  The slight differences 
between segment 2000 and segment 1000 are expected as the bench top experiment is a real 
experimental application, where exactly the same results will be extremely unlikely to be 
achieved even with identical test setup and test conditions.  In an actual experiment there will 
always be some random disturbances either from the ambient condition or the test setup itself 
(i.e. insufficient lubrication, temperature change, or power supply fluctuation etc.).  Therefore 
it is reasonable for the comparison between segment 2000 and segment 1000 to show some 
minor inconsistencies due to random phenomenon but overall the two segments are 
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considered to be indistinguishable, which actually implies that the bench top test rig did not 
have behavioural change during the first two seconds of test rig operation.  In general the 
correlogram plot in Figure 6.4 shows clear and distinctive cyclic patterns but contains some 
minor waveform distortions.  In Chapter 4 the speed fluctuation simulation has demonstrated 
that if certain parts of the whole data signal contain fluctuation data, then the autocorrelation 
correlogram will have waveform distortions.  In this experiment the test setup uses a very 
simple DC (Direct Current) motor speed control which does not maintain constant rotational 
speed.  Frequent speed fluctuations of the electric motor can be seen from the optical 
tachometer used to monitor overall RPM speed of the bench top test rig.    
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Figure 6.6 Overlay of – and + regions of cross correlogram from Figure 6.5 
 
In this section the purpose of the experiment is to mimic the operation of a mechanical system 
without any behavioural change for a duration of 28 seconds.  28 seconds of monitoring time 
is selected because it takes about 28 seconds to fill up the data storage capacity of the 
SmartHUMS preproduction unit.  So far the analyses done for the first two segments have 
shown the system remains unchanged.  The next step will be to use DI algorithms to analyse 
the remaining 26 seconds of data to prove that the test rig remains steady for the entire period 
of 28 seconds.  Figure 6.7 is the plot of all 28 segments of autocorrelation correlograms from 
Y-axis vibration analyses.  The red coloured correlogram represents the reference segment 
1000, and the rest of the 27 correlograms are plotted in blue colour as shown in Figure 6.7.  
All 28 autocorrelation correlograms superimposed very well as shown in Figure 6.7, and as 
expected some minor differences can be seen from the plot.  These will always be present in a 
real life experiment. 
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Figure 6.7 Overlay of entire 28 segments of autocorrelation correlograms 
 
Figure 6.8 contains the cross correlograms of segments 2000 to 28000 inclusive, successively 
cross correlated with autocorrelated segment 1000.  Autocorrelated segment 1000 is the 
reference segment for the entire cross correlation analyses, as explained in Chapter 5.  As 
long as there is no change detected the first segment obtained from the signal stream will 
always be the reference segment for the entire analysis.  In total there are 27 cross correlation 
results plotted in Figure 6.8, with the first cross correlogram of segment 2000 and segment 
1000 plotted in red, but as all 27 cross correlograms superimpose almost exactly the red 
coloured cross correlogram is overlaid by all other 26 correlogram plots.  Again only minor 
differences are observed in Figure 6.8, apart from these the 27 cross correlograms 
superimpose extremely well and are considered to be the same.  Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 
have already established that segment 2000 cross correlated with segment 1000 has maximum 
amplitude extremely close to 1 at match position 0 and mirror image at vertical axis of match 
position 0.  Therefore, with all 27 cross correlograms shown to be the same, each of the cross 
correlograms will also have maximum coefficient amplitude very close to 1 and mirror image 
property at the vertical axis of match position 0.   
 
The fundamental characteristics generated in Chapter 4 and 5 state that if there is no visible 
difference with the autocorrelation correlogram comparison, and the maximum value of the  
coefficient amplitude is 1 and mirror image is at match position 0 for the cross correlogram, 
then the two correlated data series are considered to be identical.  In this section all 28 
segments of vibration data compared are considered to have all the fundamental 
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characteristics mentioned.  There are some minor differences resulting from unexpected 
interferences experienced during the real life experimental process.  In conclusion, the 
selected DI algorithms have indicated that there was no behavioural change in the mechanical 
system during the monitoring period of 28 seconds. 
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Figure 6.8 Total of 27 cross correlograms with segment 1000 as the reference segment 
 
6.2.1.2 Z-Axis Vibration Signal Analysis  
In  
Figure 6.2 the autocorrelation correlogram representing the Z-axis vibration data shows a fair 
amount of peaks and troughs that are outside the confidence bands.  Peaks and troughs 
outside the confidence bands indicate that the data series is not dominated by random 
behaviours but, as the correlogram shows, the cyclic patterns are rather irregular.  Also the 
majority of peaks and troughs have coefficient values lower than 0.4.  It was later found that 
the cause of the random interferences were the four rubber dampers mounted between the test 
rig and the base of the test stand as shown in Figure 6.9.  Since the dampers damp out a 
considerable portion of the vertical (Z-axis direction) movements and the magnitude of the 
autocorrelation coefficients appear to be low, it is suspected that the damping did not occur in 
a consistent manner.  Note that in the Y-axis analysis the results show a high degree of 
correlation, with some minor discrepancies.  Based on the above it is concluded that the 
random effects experienced by both Y and Z axes were largely generated from the four rubber 
dampers and the electric motor speed fluctuations.  
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Figure 6.9 Rubber damper 
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Figure 6.10 Time domain plot and autocorrelation correlogram plot for segment 1000 and segment 2000 
 
 
Figure 6.10 presents the Z-axis time domain and autocorrelation correlogram plots for both 
segment 1000 and segment 2000.  The time domain plots in  
Figure 6.10 clearly show both plots are dissimilar and both contain a certain amount of noise, 
but once the autocorrelation analyses have been performed the periodic and cyclic patterns for 
both segments become much more distinctive, but still contain a certain amount of 
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randomness.  As mentioned before, the rubber dampers were the major contributor of the 
arbitrary characteristics.  Since no interruptions were introduced for this experiment it is 
expected that autocorrelation correlograms for segment 1000 and segment 2000 should be 
relatively similar.  Figure 6.11 shows the superimposed Z-axis autocorrelation correlograms 
of segment 1000 and segment 2000.  Both correlograms coincide when overlayed on each 
other, but some minor differences (red spots) can be seen in Figure 6.11.  It is important to 
point out that large portion of the red spots lie within the large lag confidence bands, which 
means it can be predicted with 95% of confidence that these red spots are random in nature.  
To further examine the similarity between autocorrelated segment 1000 and segment 2000, 
cross correlation analysis was performed where segment 1000 is the comparison reference 
segment. 
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Figure 6.11 Overlay of autocorrelation correlogram for segment 1000 (red) and segment 2000 (blue) 
 
The cross correlogram produced from cross coefficient analysis between segment 2000 and 
segment 1000 in Figure 6.12 shows the maximum coefficient amplitude of 0.983 at match 
position 0.  Maximum amplitude at match position 0 means both series are very similar.  
Since the amplitude value of 0.983 is very close to the maximum cross correlation coefficient 
amplitude of 1 it follows that both segments are highly correlated.  The next check is to fold 
up the cross correlogram plot at the vertical axis of match position 0.  If the cross correlogram 
is a mirror image at the reference vertical axis of match position 0, then it can be assumed, for 
Figure 6.11, the autocorrelated segment 2000 and segment 1000 are the same.  The 
superimposed result in Figure 6.13 shows two very similar plots with some minor amplitude 
differences being visible.  Even with the majority of autocorrelation coefficient values below 
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0.4 the overlayed cross correlograms in Figure 6.13 still show a near identical match.  
Furthermore, with all the interferences (i.e. dampers, electric motor fluctuations, and being a 
real application) that occurred during the experiment, the cross correlogram still indicated 
high similarities.  It is therefore logical to assume the overlapped cross correlogram plots in 
Figure 6.13 to be identical (mirror image at vertical axis of match position 0).  
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Figure 6.12 Maximum coefficient amplitude of 0.983 at match position 0 
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Figure 6.13 Overlay of – and + region of cross correlogram from Figure 6.12 
 
So far the analyses done for the first two segments of Z-axis vibration have considered the 
data as unchanged.  The following procedures will use the DI algorithms to verify whether the 
remaining 26 seconds of Z-axis vibration data remains unchanged as well.  Figure 6.14 is the 
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plot of the entire 28 segments of autocorrelation correlograms from Z-axis vibration analyses.  
The red coloured autocorrelation correlogram represents the reference segment 1000 and the 
remaining 27 correlograms are plotted in blue colour as shown in Figure 6.14.  Figure 6.14 
also contains zoom in autocorrelation correlogram plots for the entire 28 segments. 
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Zoom in between lag 0 and lag 80
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Figure 6.14 Overlay of entire 28 segments of autocorrelation correlograms and zoom in between lag 0 and 
log 50 
 
Compared to the Y-axis autocorrelation correlograms plot in Figure 6.7, the overlay of all 28 
Z-axis autocorrelation correlograms do not match as well as the Y-axis plots.  Figure 6.14 
shows that there are obvious blue patches.  These patches actually translate to a certain 
amount of variation existing between all 27 autocorrelation correlograms and the red 
reference correlogram.  The lower half of Figure 6.14 is a zoom in plot of the area between 
lag 0 and lag 50 for all 28 autocorrelation correlograms.  The zoom in plot shows that all 28 
segments actually have almost identical cyclic and periodic patterns.  The major differences 
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are the amplitude deviation of each successive peak and trough, which is similar to the 
characteristics observed from the simulation of large value random interference in Chapter 4.  
As explained the test rig is mounted on top of the bench with four rubber dampers between 
the rig and the bench.  These dampers have greatly reduced the vertical vibration 
displacements of the test rig.  Also the impedance created by the dampers obviously was not 
steady.  The result of these large values random effects can be observed in Figure 6.14.      
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Figure 6.15 Total of 27 cross correlograms with segment 1000 as the reference segment 
 
Figure 6.15 consist of 27 cross correlograms, all of which were produced from cross 
correlation using autocorrelated segment 1000 as the reference segment.  Taking into 
consideration the effect of dampers, fluctuation of rotational speed and disruptions which 
occurred during the experimental process, and that majority of autocorrelation coefficients 
were lower than amplitude of 0.4, the overall superimposed results in Figure 6.15 are 
considered to be quite good.  Although some minor variations can be seen from Figure 6.15, 
the overall cyclic and periodic patterns are well aligned.  Hence it is reasonable to treat all the 
27 cross correlograms as being the same.  The first cross correlogram generated by the cross 
correlation between autocorrelated segment 2000 and reference segment 1000 has shown that 
the cross correlogram has a mirror image at the vertical axis of match position 0.  Therefore, 
the rest of the 26 cross correlograms also have mirror image at vertical axis of match position 
0.  To conclude the investigation of Z-axis signal vibration analyses, it was found that the Z-
axis signal also indicted that no behavioural change in the mechanical system had been 
detected during the 28 seconds of monitoring, but some minor discrepancies were discovered.  
With the knowledge of fundamental characteristics gained from the previous two chapters, 
these discrepancies were quickly dismissed as events generated by the test rig.  Instead they 
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were identified as random interferences most likely caused by the four rubber dampers on 
which the test rig was mounted. 
 
6.2.2 Quick Rotational Speed Step Change  
In the previous bench top experiment there was no interruption introduced during the entire 
28 seconds of data acquisition, but in this section two types of interference were introduced 
for the bench top experiments.  The interference for the first experiment was a quick step 
down of the constant rotational speed.  The object of this experiment is to study whether the 
selected DI algorithms will be able to detect this step change and also to understand the 
behavioural characteristics of the analysed results corresponding to the quick step down 
change.  The interference for the second experiment was a quick step up of the constant 
rotational speed.  The aim of this experiment is identical to the step down interruption change, 
i.e. to see whether the DI algorithms are able to detect the change, and to develop an 
understanding of the characteristics of the analysed results pertaining to the change.  For both 
experiments the step change occurred roughly at the 10th second of the entire 28 seconds 
monitoring period. 
 
6.2.2.1 Quick Step Down  
In this experiment the constant rotational speed of the bench top test rig was 800 RPM.  At 
around 10 seconds into the experiment the DC motor speed control was quickly switched to a 
lower RPM setting.  It was noticed that during the quick step down process the electric motor 
actually shut down momentarily while the test rig was still free spinning from its own 
momentum, and a short while later the electric motor kicked back in with a lower constant 
RPM rotational speed.  The corresponding autocorrelation and cross correlation results for the 
Y and Z axes are presented in this section, but instead of presenting the entire 28 seconds of 
monitoring results only results covering the 8th second to 11th second (i.e. segment 8000 to 
segment 11000) will be shown.  Since no interruptions were introduced except around the 10th 
second of monitoring time (the quick step down period) no behavioural change should be 
detected for the entire monitoring period except during the step down procedure. 
 
In Figure 6.16 the superimposed plot for segment 1000 (reference segment) and segment 
8000 shows well matched autocorrelation correlograms.  Therefore there was no system 
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behavioural change during the 8th second period.  The overlay plot of segment 1000 and 
segment 9000 correlograms shows significant variations.  As aforementioned the quick RPM 
step down process supposedly happened around the 10th second, but evidently the step down 
process started during the 9th second period of the monitoring time.  The observation of the 
overlay correlograms for segment 1000 (red) and segment 9000 (blue) actually shows the blue 
correlogram shifted to the left side of the red correlogram at lag value around 110.  Figure 
6.17 shows the overlay region between lag 110 and lag 250, where the left shift of the blue 
correlogram can be seen clearly.     
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Y-axis: Segment 1000 (red) Superimposed with Segment 9000 (blue)
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Figure 6.16 Overlay of segment 8000 to segment 9000 autocorrelation correlograms with segment 1000 as 
reference 
 
As the blue correlogram represents the segment 9000 and with the process been a step down 
procedure, in theory the blue correlogram should consist of slower rotational speed.  Slower 
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constant rotational speed means the correlogram should shift to the right side of the red 
autocorrelation correlogram according to the fundamental characteristics develpoed during 
the simulation analyses in Chapter 4.  In the early part of this section it has been mentioned 
that during the quick step down procedure the electric motor was in a feathering mode for a 
short period of time.  As Figure 6.17 shows the rotational speed of the bench top test rig 
actually increased during the electric motor feathering period, which is why a large portion of 
the segment 9000 correlogram started shifting to the left at lag value around 110. 
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Figure 6.17 Zoom in plot of the overlay correlograms for segment 1000 and segment 9000 
 
As behavioural change was detected between segment 9000 and reference segment 1000, the 
principles of Chapter 5 Figure 5.1 flow chart of DI application logic require the reference 
segment to be replaced with segment 9000.  If the next comparison between segment 10000 
and new reference 9000 also shows variation, then the reference segment 9000 will be 
replaced by data segment 10000 as the new reference for the next comparison and so on, until 
no further variations are detected which means the mechanical system is back to its steady 
state. 
 
Figure 6.18 contains superimposed autocorrelation correlogram plots of segment 9000 and 
segment 10000, as well as the superimposed correlogram plots for segment 10000 and 
segment 11000.  The superimposed correlogram plot for segment 9000 (reference segment) 
and segment 10000 shows clear variation, but this time the blue correlogram (segment 10000) 
is shifted to the right side of the red correlogram.  Shifting to the right means slower 
rotational speed as explained in the simulation studies of Chapter 4.  In this case the result 
showing slower rotational speed is expected, as after the momentarily shut down of the 
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electric motor the electric motor eventually kicked back at a slower rotational speed.  The 
slower rotational speed is the reason why blue correlogram shifted to the right (with longer 
periodic period) side of the reference correlogram (red) at lag value around 80.  Figure 6.19 
shows the segment 9000 and segment 10000 superimposed autocorrelation correlogram plots 
between lag value of 80 and 250, where the right shift of the blue correlogram can be much 
more clearly observed. 
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Y-axis: Segment 10000 (red) Superimposed with Segment 11000 (blue)
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Figure 6.18 Overlay of segment 9000 to segment 11000 autocorrelation correlograms 
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Y-axis: Segment 9000 (red) Superimposed with Segment 10000 (blue)
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Figure 6.19 Zoom in plot of the overlay correlograms for segment 9000 and segment 10000 
 
The lower half of Figure 6.18 is the superimposed autocorrelation correlograms of segment 
10000 (reference segment) and segment 11000.  Both plots matched very well although some 
red patches can be seen, but as mentioned before being a real experimental application there 
will always be some random interferences present. To conclude the comparison, 
autocorrelation correlograms of superimposed segment 10000 and segment 11000 have 
shown that the bench top test rig is now back to its steady state of operation following the 
quick step down interruption.  
 
So far the Y-axis autocorrelation analyses have demonstrate the ability of the autocorrelation 
DI to detect the quick step down procedure introduced during the 28 seconds monitoring 
period.  The following studies will now focus on the understanding of the cross correlation 
results from the effect of the quick step down interruption.  As the interruption has already 
been established by autocorrelation DI to have happened during the 9th second of the 
monitoring period, the cross correlation analyses will be focussed on the cross correlation 
result between segment 9000 and reference segment 1000, and cross correlation between 
segment 10000 and reference segment 9000.   
 
Figure 6.20 shows the cross correlograms from respective cross correlation analysis.  It is 
quite clear that both cross correlograms do not have mirror image property because the 
negative and positive regions cross correlograms have very different cyclic patterns.  Both 
cases also do not have maximum coefficient amplitude close to a value of 1.  In the case of 
segment 9000 and segment 1000 the maximum amplitude at match position 0 is 0.632, which 
is significantly lower than 1.  Also, it was found that at match position -2 the coefficient value 
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is equal to -0.625.  In terms of value this is very close to the maximum coefficient value at 
match position 0; this closeness is another indication that both segments are very different.  
The cross correlogram at the second half of Figure 6.20 corresponds to the cross correlation 
between segment 10000 and segment 9000.  Again the maximum amplitude value of 0.604 is 
lower than 1, but in this case the maximum amplitude coefficient did not occur at match 
position zero, it actually occurred at match position 2.  From Chapter 5 simulation examples 
of different constant rotational speed, the fundamental characteristics have established that if 
the rotational speed between the two segments is different then the maximum amplitude 
coefficient will not occur at match position 0.  
 
The cross correlogram of segment 9000 and segment 1000 shows maximum coefficient 
amplitude at match position zero, which is contrary to the fundamental characteristics learned.  
As explained a short duration of electric motor feathering occurred during the quick step 
down process.  During this time the overall test rig rotational speed actually increased 
temporarily.  It is very likely that the temporary increase in rotational speed could contribute 
to the reasons why the maximum amplitude occurred at match position 0.  The cross 
correlogram of segment 9000 and segment 1000 also shows a coefficient value at match 
position -2 that is quite close to the maximum coefficient of 0.632.  This could actually be 
another indication of increase of rotational speed.  In Chapter 5 the different constant 
rotational speed simulation studies show that if a faster rotational speed data series is cross 
correlated with the reference series then the maximum amplitude will, most of time, occur at 
the negative match position and similarly a slower rotational speed will have a maximum 
coefficient amplitude which will occur at the positive match position. 
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Figure 6.20 Cross correlation plots for segment 9000 with segment 1000 and segment 10000 with segment 
9000 
 
So far the DI algorithms have demonstrated their ability to detect quick steps in speed during 
the 28 seconds of Y-axis vibration monitoring.  The next discussion will be centred on the Z-
axis vibration.  Early in this section it has already been shown that Y and Z axes signals are 
not dominated by random phenomenon.  Therefore Y and Z axes vibration signals should be 
utilised for the HUMS monitoring purposes. 
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Z-axis: Segment 1000 (red) Superimposed with Segment 9000 (blue)
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Z-axis: Segment 1000 (red) Superimposed with Segment 8000 (blue)
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Figure 6.21 Overlay of segment 8000 and segment 9000 autocorrelation correlograms with segment 1000  
 
Figure 6.21 contains the Z-axis autocorrelation correlogram of segment 8000 and segment 
9000, each of these segments is superimposed on the reference segment 1000 (red).  From the 
correlogram plot of segment 8000 and segment 1000 it is obvious that discrepancies exist 
between the two segments.  The discrepancies are mostly amplitude differences and some 
waveform distortions.  Cyclic and periodic wise both autocorrelation correlograms are 
considered to be well matched as shown in the upper half of Figure 6.21.  From the 
knowledge of the fundamental characteristics gained in the previous two chapters, the 
amplitude differences are highly likely to be caused by some large value random effects, and 
the distortion of waveforms would be the result of rotational speed fluctuations.  As 
previously explained the bench top test rig is mounted on four rubber dampers.  The results so 
far have indicated these dampers cause more disruptions in vertical vibration than in 
transverse vibration.  The disturbances generated by the dampers are arbitrary in nature.  The 
conclusion drawn from the overlay autocorrelation correlogram of segment 8000 with 
segment 1000 being the same as the previous overlays i.e. the overlay of segment 7000 with 
segment 1000, segment 6000 with segment 1000, etc, is that no behavioural change in the 
mechanical system has been detected during this period.        
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The lower half of Figure 6.21 is the overlayed autocorrelation correlogram of segment 9000 
with reference to segment 1000.  It is clear that the amplitudes of the blue correlogram 
(segment 9000) drop to extremely low values after the lag value around 110.  The location of 
the reduction of amplitude values at around lag 110 is pretty much the same location where 
the quick step down procedure started.  The dampers damp out a large portion of vertical 
vibrations.  This, coupled with the momentarily electric motor free feathering, is shown in the 
end portion of the blue correlogram where it is basically evolved around the 0 horizontal axes 
(highly randomised).  In this case the random characteristics are largely due to lack of 
vibration signal transfer to the SmartHUMS unit.  Variations identified between data segment 
9000 and data segment 1000 comparisons show that system behavioural change has occurred.      
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Z-axis: Segment 10000 (red) Superimposed with Segment 11000 (blue)
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Figure 6.22 Overlay of segment 9000 to segment 11000 autocorrelation correlograms 
 
Figure 6.22 contains superimposed autocorrelation correlogram plots for segment 9000 and 
segment 10000, as well as the overlayed autocorrelation correlogram plots for segment 10000 
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and segment 11000.  The overlayed correlogram plot for segment 9000 (reference segment) 
and segment 10000 shows very similar variations as segment 9000 superimposed with 
segment 1000 correlogram.  The variations are amplitude differences and waveform 
distortions.  The superimposed autocorrelation correlogram of segment 10000 (reference 
segment) and segment 11000 are well matched although some red patches exist, but the 
overall cyclic and periodic patterns are very much alike.  Hence, superimposed 
autocorrelation correlograms of segment 10000 and segment 11000 do not illustrate any 
system behavioural change.   
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Figure 6.23 Cross correlation plots for segment 9000 with segment 1000 and segment 10000 with segment 
9000 
 
Obviously both cross correlograms in Figure 6.23 show significant variations, where both 
correlograms are not mirror image at vertical axis of match position 0.  The maximum 
coefficient values of both cross correlograms are well short of the maximum coefficient of 1, 
which is an important factor to show two autocorrelated data series have shared properties.  
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But both cross correlograms do have their maximum coefficient value occurring at match 
position 0.  Maximum coefficient at position 0 means the rotational speed for both 
autocorrelated data series are comparable.  This particular finding is very different to the Y-
axis DI analyses.  Unlike the Y-axis analyses results, the Z-axis autocorrelation results in 
Figure 6.21 and Figure 6.22 did not show any shift of correlogram to the left or right of the 
reference correlogram, which is why the maximum coefficient of cross correlation results in 
Figure 6.23 occur at match position 0.  Since the rubber dampers contributed more arbitrary 
vertical impedances for the bench top test rig, it would be unreasonable to assume both Y-axis 
and Z-axis DI analyses results will show similar characteristics.  But one thing for sure is both 
autocorrelation and cross correlation DI algorithms are capable of identifying the quick step 
down procedure using both the Y and Z axes vibration signals.  In this experiment the quick 
step down interference occurred within the 9th second of the monitoring period. 
 
Figure 6.24 is a cross correlogram reproduced from the simulated speed fluctuation example 
in Chapter 5.  The cross correlogram clearly shows that one side of the cyclic amplitude has a 
quicker and almost linear reduction in amplitudes than the other.  As observed in Figure 6.20 
and Figure 6.23 cross correlogram plots with similar characteristic can also be found, which 
actually indicate that the vibration signal consists of fluctuations.  Since the step down 
procedure was done by hand, inconstancies are most certainly present and will cause 
fluctuations to the signal generated by the bench top test rig. 
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Figure 6.24 Cross correlogram of Chapter 5 Figure 5.26 speed fluctuation 
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6.2.2.2 Quick Step Up  
In this experiment the constant rotational speed of the bench top test rig was set at 800 RPM.  
Around ten seconds into the experiment the DC motor speed control was quickly switched to 
a higher RPM setting.  Unlike the quick step down experiment the step up process did not 
cause any brief electric motor shut down or feathering condition.  The RPM of the test rig 
increased at very much the same time as the DC motor speed control increased.  The 
corresponding autocorrelation and cross correlation results for the Y and Z axes are presented 
in this section, but again, instead of presenting entire 28 seconds of monitoring results, only 
results of the 1st second (reference segment 1000) and 8th to 11th second (i.e. segment 8000 to 
segment 11000) will be shown.  Given that no interruptions were introduced except around 
the 10th second of monitoring time (the quick step up period) no other behavioural changes 
should be detected during the monitoring period. 
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Y-axis: Segment 1000 (red) Superimposed with Segment 9000 (blue)
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Figure 6.25 Overlay of segment 8000 to segment 9000 autocorrelation correlograms with segment 1000 as 
reference 
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In Figure 6.25 the superimposed plot for segment 1000 and segment 8000 shows well 
matched autocorrelation correlograms and only some minor red patches can be seen.  The 
conclusion is that there was no system behavioural change during the 8th second period.  The 
overlay plot of segment 1000 and segment 9000 correlograms show significant variations.  As 
mentioned the quick step up process was supposed to happen around the 10th second of the 
experiment, but the quick step up process actually started during the 9th second of monitoring 
time.  The observation of the overlayed correlograms for segment 1000 (thicker red solid line) 
and segment 9000 (blue) actually shows difference in rise and fall of the waveform 
characteristics.  The difference in rise and fall in amplitudes actually signifies that both 
autocorrelation correlograms possess different cyclic behaviours, but periodically the two 
correlograms matched very well.  Large random values interference will also cause difference 
in amplitudes but the cyclic patterns will remain similar, which is not the case in this 
comparison between segment 1000 (thicker red solid line) and segment 9000 (blue).  As the 
segment 9000 autocorrelation correlogram represents the higher RPM speed (quick step up), 
difference in cyclic amplitudes also implies change in rotational speed.          
 
Behavioural change was detected between the segment 9000 and the reference segment 1000.  
According to the DI application logic in Chapter 5 the reference segment will now be 
replaced by segment 9000.  If the next comparison between segment 10000 and reference 
segment 9000 also shows differences, then reference segment 9000 will then be replaced by 
segment 10000 for the next comparison and so on, until no variation can be detected by the 
DI algorithms.  Figure 6.26 contains superimposed autocorrelation correlogram plots of 
segment 9000 and segment 10000, as well as the overlayed correlogram plots for segment 
10000 and segment 11000.  The overlay correlograms for segment 9000 (reference segment) 
and segment 10000 shows clear variation.  Again the cyclic amplitudes for both correlograms 
are different.  The superimposed autocorrelation correlograms of segment 10000 (reference 
segment) and segment 11000 on other hand matched pretty well, although a few red patches 
can be seen.  But being a real life experimental application there will always be some random 
interference.  The matched superimposed correlograms of segment 10000 and segment 11000 
actually imply that the bench top test rig system has returned to its steady state of operation 
after the quick step up process.  Obviously the system behavioural change occurred at 
segment 9000 (during 9th second) and became stable at segment 10000 (10th second).     
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Y-axis: Segment 9000 (red) Superimposed with Segment 10000 (blue)
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Y-axis: Segment 10000 (red) Superimposed with Segment 11000 (blue)
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Figure 6.26 Overlay of segment 9000 to segment 11000 autocorrelation correlograms 
 
The cross correlogram of the autocorrelated segment 9000 and the reference segment 1000 is 
presented in Figure 6.27, where the maximum coefficient amplitude of 0.960 at match 
position 0 can be clearly seen.  Without the prior knowledge of the autocorrelation 
correlogram comparison result from Figure 6.26, the mistake could be easily made that 
segment 9000 and segment 1000 have considerable similarity between them.  Not only the 
maximum coefficient occurred at match position 0, the negative and positive regions of the 
correlogram plots are very alike with reference to the vertical axis of match position 0.  As 
explained earlier in this thesis one of the disadvantage of cross correlation analysis is the 
inability to show the aggregated properties and quantity relationship between two 
autocorrelated data series.  In the case of segment 9000 and segment 1000 the cross 
correlogram analysis has determine that both autocorrelated data series are very similar, but 
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the autocorrelation comparison in the lower half of Figure 6.25 paints a different picture.  The 
amplitude cyclic differences have not been picked up by the cross correlation analysis at all.   
 
In the lower half of Figure 6.27 the superimposed negative and positive regions cross 
correlograms actually show some indication of speed fluctuation characteristics.  Chapter 5, 
Figure 5.27 is a superimposed cross correlogram plot of a data series containing speed 
fluctuation.  In this plot steady reduction of peak and trough amplitudes can be seen, where in 
Figure 6.27  negative and positive regions superimposed correlogram plots show similar 
behaviour.  The troughs of the superimposed plot clearly show a steady decrease of blue 
correlogram up till about half way, then increase for a short duration and then fall back to a 
steady value.       
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Figure 6.27 Cross correlogram and superimposed cross correlogram plot from negative and positive 
regions for segment 9000 and segment 1000 
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Figure 6.28 Cross correlogram and superimposed cross correlogram plot from negative and positive 
regions for segment 10000 and segment 9000 
 
The cross correlogram result between segment 10000 and segment 9000 (reference segment) 
in Figure 6.28 is virtually the same as the cross correlation result of segment 9000 and 
segment 1000 (reference segment), except that the maximum coefficient value is 0.935 
instead of 0.960.  The overlay negative and positive regions correlogram plots also show 
similar variations, which basically suggest that speed fluctuation occurred between 
comparisons of segment 10000 and segment 9000.  As pointed out before the quick step up of 
RPM occurred around the 10th second into the test rig operation, and the procedure was done 
by hand.  Uniform increase of RPM with hand control is impossible; some discontinuities will 
always be present and cause inconsistency in the RPM incremental process.  Due to this 
inconsistency, fluctuation of the test rig rotational speed occurred during the experimental 
procedure for the quick step up simulation.    
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In this quick step up experiment the electric motor did not show any temporary motor shut 
down and feathering type of distinctive behavioural changes.  The increase of RPM basically 
followed the step up of DC speed control.  As a result the vibrational behavioural change of 
the bench top test rig occurred gradually.  This gradual change is likely to be the reason why 
autocorrelation correlogram comparison in Figure 6.25 and Figure 6.26 shows equivalent 
periodic behaviour, but variation of cyclic amplitudes due to different RPM speed is easily 
distinguishable.  This step up experiment also exposed the disadvantage of cross correlation 
analysis, which is not capable of representing differences in quantity information between the 
two data series been correlated.  As stressed before, using DI to accurately detect a 
behavioural change, both cross correlation and autocorrelation results need to be considered 
simultaneously. 
 
Since the Y-axis autocorrelation and cross correlation analysis results have already 
established the quick step up process started within the 9th second of the monitoring period, 
the Z-axis discussion will only consider the autocorrelation and cross correlation results for 
data segment 1000, 9000, and 10000.  The discussion will centre on the variation of 
characteristics observed between these three segments.  
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Figure 6.29 Overlay of segment 9000 and segment 1000 (reference segment) autocorrelation correlograms 
  
Figure 6.29 is the comparison of segment 9000 and segment 1000 (reference segment) 
autocorrelation correlogram.  Both corresponding correlograms show very different cyclic 
and periodic patterns, which mean both possess different behavioural characteristics.  The 
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wave patterns of both autocorrelation correlograms behave in a very irregular manner.  Also 
the majority of coefficient amplitudes are lower value than 0.4.  The two observations 
mentioned actually imply that the Z-axis vibration signal is contaminated with a considerable 
amount of random data.  In the quick step down section the major cause of the random 
phenomena was identified as being produced by the four rubber dampers that restricted the 
vibration movements.  In the quick step up experiment the same random effects caused by the 
dampers were also present, which is why the wave patterns are not well organised and the 
coefficient values are low.  
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Figure 6.30 Overlay of segment 10000 and segment 9000 (reference segment) autocorrelation 
correlograms 
 
Figure 6.30 is the autocorrelation correlogram comparison between segment 10000 and 
segment 9000.  In this case the segment 9000 is the reference segment.  Both correlograms 
show significant differences in cyclic amplitudes.  As revealed in the Y-axis analysis the 
cyclic amplitude differences mean the rotational speed of the two segments are different.  
Since segment 9000 is where the quick step up process began segment 10000 definitely 
contains higher rotational speed.  The more distinctive plot patterns for the blue correlogram 
(segment 10000) in Figure 6.30 actually prove the existence of higher rotational speed.  With 
the faster rotational speed more distinctive vibrational movements were created, and also the 
dampers were unable to damp out as much vibration movement as for the RPM step down 
case.  Consequently more vibration movements were detected by the SmartHUMS vibration 
sensor and hence clearer autocorrelation correlogram plots were generated.     
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Figure 6.31 Cross correlation plots for segment 9000 with segment 1000 and segment 10000 with segment 
9000 
 
Figure 6.31 contains cross correlograms of segment 9000 with reference segment 1000 and 
segment 10000 with reference segment 9000.  The cross correlogram produced by correlating 
segment 9000 and segment 1000 contains a maximum coefficient value of 0.6, which 
occurred at match position 0.  The cross correlogram characteristics obtained so far indicate 
that segment 9000 and segment 1000 have a certain amount of shared properties and 
correlations.  But with the maximum coefficient value of 0.6, which is large although lower 
than the maximum coefficient of 1, some interference factors must have existed between the 
two segments.  The first interference most certainly is due to the rubber dampers, the effect of 
which is shown in Figure 6.29, where the autocorrelation correlograms behaved with certain 
degrees of irregular manner.  The second interference would be the quick step up procedure 
that happened during the 9th second of monitoring time where the DC speed control was 
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cranked up manually.  The quick RPM increment by hand caused fluctuation of rotational 
speed which can be observed from the cross correlogram as one side of the correlogram 
amplitudes decreased almost uniformly faster than the other side.  The final interference from 
ambient sources, although not as obvious as the speed change, certainly existed. 
 
The cross correlogram of segment 10000 and segment 9000 in Figure 6.31 shows much more 
clearly that both segments are different in nature.  The maximum cross correlation coefficient 
did not occur at the match position 0, but instead at match position 10 with a coefficient value 
of 0.584.  The coefficient value is lower than the maximum cross correlation coefficient of 1.  
In addition the negative and positive regions of the cross correlogram do not have mirror 
image property at the vertical axis of match position 0.  With the dissimilarity of 
autocorrelation correlograms determined in Figure 6.30, it is concluded that segment 10000 
and segment 9000 do not share considerable joint properties.  The cross correlogram of 
segment 10000 and segment 9000 in Figure 6.31 also indicate that maximum amplitude 
occurred at match position -8.  With the knowledge of fundamental characteristics gained in 
Chapter 5, a maximum cross correlation coefficient amplitude occurring in the negative 
region means the segment cross correlated with the reference segment contains higher 
rotational speed.  Therefore segment 10000 has higher rotational speed than reference 
segment 9000. 
 
Both quick step down and step up experiments have demonstrated the DI algorithm’s ability 
to detect the occurrence of the stepping procedures.  But it is important to stress again that 
both stepping procedures are not system fault incidents; they are categorised as induced 
control change.  The capability of detecting control change further differentiates the concept 
of this research to that of traditional HUMS where the traditional HUMS system will only 
detect a specific fault if the algorithm designed to detect that fault is implanted.  With this 
research if the DI algorithms detect any event that causes significant transition to the transfer 
functions of the monitored mechanical system, then that event will be kept for further 
interpretation.  The reason this research has emphasis on tracking both fault and non-fault 
events (control induced change) is because a fault event will contribute to the health aspects 
of the mechanical system, and the induced control event pertains to the usage aspects of the 
system.  Therefore, with the relatively simple methodology of DI algorithms, an effective and 
cost productive ‘Health and Usage Monitoring System’ can be truly realised.         
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6.2.3 Experiment with CPU Fan Interruption  
The quick step up and step down procedures presented before were an attempt to simulate 
control change interferences as explained, but in this section a fault simulation was introduced 
to the test rig while it was in operation.  To create an actual fault during the test rig operation 
is almost impossible with the present bench top test rig design.  To design a rig that will allow 
real fault introduction will be very difficult and not cost productive for the purpose of this 
research.  Since DI algorithms will pick up any event that causes significant variation to the 
system transfer functions a fault (any type of fault) developed in the mechanical system that 
causes any of the transfer functions to vary will be picked up by the DI.  Consequently 
complicated test rig designs are not warranted by the aims of this research.   
  
When a component of the mechanical system becomes faulty (i.e. loose, cracked, or wearing 
etc.) the dynamic nature of the component will change.  This change of structure generally 
results in the alteration of vibration characteristics or the creation of new vibration signals.  In 
this experiment an off balance CPU (Central Processing Unit) fan was utilised.  The idea of 
the off balance CPU fan is to introduce a new vibration signal to the existing test rig to mimic 
the creation of a fault generated vibration signal and interrupt the existing vibration signal.  
Figure 6.32 shows the representation of the off balance CPU fan.  The fan was mounted on 
top of the SmartHUMS housing where significant vertical displacement interruptions were 
created when the fan was turn on.  The fan was made off balance by tapeing (add weight) one 
of its 7 blades to create an off balance effect.    
 
 
Figure 6.32 Off balance CPU Fan 
 
During the experiment the bench top test rig was set at a constant rotating speed of 600 RPM.  
Ten seconds into the experiment the off balance CPU fan was turn on for about eight seconds.  
Since the only disturbance for the entire experiment was the off balance fan the DI should 
only pick up two events.  The first event is the start up of the fan around the 10th second, and 
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the second event is the shut down of the fan at around the 18th second.  During the experiment 
it was found that the fan took a certain amount of time either to reach full off balance 
rotational speed when started or come to a complete stop after shutting down.  Figure 6.23 
shows how the off balance CPU fan has been placed on top of the SmartHUMS housing 
resulting in new vibration interferences in the vertical or the Z-axis direction.  As the 
interferences largely happened in the Z-axis direction all the results presented in this section 
will only concern the Z-axis analyses.  
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Z-axis: Segment 1000 (red) Superimposed with 
Segment 10000 (blue)
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Z-axis: Segment 10000 (red) Superimposed with 
Segment 11000 (blue)
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Z-axis: Segment 11000 (red) Superimposed with 
Segment 12000 (blue)
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Figure 6.33 Z-axis autocorrelation comparisons 
 
Figure 6.33 contains the Z-axis autocorrelation comparison results for segment 1000, 9000, 
10000, 11000, and 12000.  In each of the respective comparison results the red 
autocorrelation correlogram represents the reference segment.  As mentioned the off balance 
CPU fan was switched on around ten seconds into the experiment, therefore Figure 6.33 
represents the analysis results around the fan starting up process.  The segment 1000 
(reference segment) and segment 9000 comparison show two well overlapped autocorrelation 
correlograms although some minor differences can be seen, but as usual in an actual 
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experiment two absolutely identical results are impossible to obtain.  By ignoring minor 
differences segment 1000 and segment 9000 can be treated as being the same.  Therefore it 
means no behavioural change occurred and the CPU fan remains off.   
 
The autocorrelation comparisons of segment 1000 (red) with segment 10000 (blue) and 
segment 10000 (red) with segment 11000 (blue) show clear differences between the 
correlograms.  The variation between segment 1000 and segment 10000 simply points to the 
starting up of the off balance CPU fan during segment 10000.  The CPU fan actually took 
three seconds to reach its constant peak rotational speed although segment 11000 (red) and 
segment 12000 (blue) only presents some minor blue peaks and troughs differences, but the 
periodicity between the two is actually out of phase by a certain amount as shown in the zoom 
in plot of Figure 6.34.     
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Figure 6.34 Zoom in between lag 100 and lage 200 
 
In the zoom in plot of Figure 6.34 the waveform phase variation is visible.  The blue 
autocorrelation correlogram started to shift to the left of the red correlogram (reference 
segment) after lag value around 100.  From the fundamental characteristic studies the shift to 
the left means faster rotational speed.  Since the off balance fan took some time to reach its 
maximum constant speed the comparison between segment 11000 and 12000 actually 
indicated that at segment 11000 the fan speed is still increasing.  Figure 6.35 shows that the 
autocorrelation results stabilised at segment 12000 (12 seconds into the experiment) as the 
comparison between segment 12000 and segment 13000 demonstrates both segments are 
identical.  With the Z-axis autocorrelation results presented so far the autocorrelation DI has 
identified the disturbance produced by the fan that started at segment 10000 and stabilised 
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itself at segment 12000.  In other words the off balance fan was turned on during 10th second 
of the experiment and reached its maximum rotational speed at the 12th second.  In total it 
took about three seconds for the CPU fan to reach its maximum RPM speed. 
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Figure 6.35 Superimposed autocorrelation correlogram for segment 12000 (reference segment) and 
segment 13000 
 
The autocorrelation DI algorithm has identified the CPU fan start up disturbances which 
occurred at the 10th second of the experiment.  The next step of the analysis is to investigate 
the corresponding cross correlation responses, and to understand the characteristics of the 
cross correlogram.  In total three cross correlation analyses were performed which were 
segment 10000 cross correlated with segment 1000 (reference segment), segment 11000 cross 
correlated with segment 10000 (reference segment), and lastly segment 12000 cross 
correlated with segment 11000 (reference segment).  As usual each of the segments selected 
for cross correlation analysis has been autocorrelated (preconditioned) as demonstrated in 
Chapter 5 of this thesis.    
 
Figure 6.36 represents the cross correlation analyses from the 10th second of the experiment to 
the 12th second of the experiment, which covers the CPU fan start up and stabilising period.  
The purpose of the fan start up process is to simulate a fault interruption during the operation 
of the test rig experiment.  It is assumed that the fault disturbed the test rig experiment by 
forming a new independent vibration signal.  The cross correlation analysis between segment 
10000 and segment 1000 (reference) in Figure 6.36 produced a cross correlogram with 
extremely low coefficient amplitudes.  The entire cross correlogram basically evolved around 
the zero horizontal axes, which means the cross correlogram is a random correlogram.  At this 
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very point the random cross correlogram implies that the transfer functions of the entire test 
rig have been disrupted by the starting up process of the CPU fan.  Since it takes three 
seconds for the CPU fan to reach its maximum rotational speed, the cross correlograms for 
segment 11000 with segment 10000 (reference), and segment 12000 with segment 11000 
(reference) will also show variations. 
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Figure 6.36 Cross correlation analyses for segment 10000 to segment 12000 
 
From Figure 6.36 the cross correlogram plot for segment 11000 and segment 10000 shows 
significant differences between negative and positive regions, and also the maximum cross 
correlation amplitude occurred at match position -8.  The cross correlogram plot for segment 
12000 and segment 11000 showed very similar negative and positive region cross 
correlogram plots, but the maximum coefficient amplitude did not occurred at match position 
0, instead it is at match position -4 with a coefficient value of 0.942.  From application of the 
fundamental characteristics in the previous chapters, segment 11000 and segment 12000 cross 
correlated with their respective reference segment show faster rotational speed.  Since the 
CPU fan is still gaining speed during 11th and 12th second of the experiment, the location of 
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the maximum cross correlation amplitude in the negative region confirms the fundamental 
characteristic studies observed in Chapter 5.   As the studies have demonstrated when the 
maximum amplitude occurs in the negative region of the cross correlogram plot it indicates 
faster operational speed and slower operational speed when the maximum amplitude occurs in 
the positive region of the cross correlogram plot. 
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Figure 6.37 Cross correlogram for segment 13000 and segment 12000 (reference segment) 
 
Figure 6.37 presents the cross correlation result between segment 13000 and reference 
segment 12000.  The maximum coefficient amplitude in this case occurred at the match 
position 0 with a coefficient value of 0.994.  As explained, if the maximum coefficient is 
positioned at match position 0 with a coefficient almost equal to 1, then both segments are 
considered to be highly correlated.  If the negative and positive regions of the cross 
correlogram plots are also mirror images at the vertical axis of match position 0, then both 
segments are treated as being extremely similar to each other.  Figure 6.37 indicates that both 
segments are equal (no behavioural change), although some minor difference can be seen 
from the superimposed negative and positive regions cross correlogram plots, but as this is a 
real experiment some random effects will always be present.  In conclusion the cross 
correlation DI has also identified the start up action of the off balance fan which is at the 10th 
second of the experiment, and detected the fan stabilisation at the 12th second.  With both the 
autocorrelation DI and cross correlation DI showing behavioural change at the same time, it 
can be confidently stated that the first event (off balance CPU fan start up) which caused 
interruption to the vibration signal has been detected. 
 
The second event causing interruption is the shutting down of the off balance fan.  During the 
experiment it was found that the fan took a short time to come to a complete stop.  The power 
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to the fan was cut approximately eight seconds after it was started, which corresponds to the 
18th second of the test rig experiment.  Figure 6.38 represents the autocorrelation comparison 
from segment 18000 to segment 21000, which corresponds to the 18th, 19th, 20th, and 21st 
second of the test rig experiment.  The red autocorrelation correlogram in each of the 
comparison plot is the reference correlogram.  In Figure 6.38 the autocorrelation comparison 
plot for segment 12000 with segment 18000, segment 18000 with segment 19000, and 
segment 19000 with segment 20000 all show clear differences.  The variations simply 
indicate that the shutting down action of the fan speed started from the 18th second of the 
experiment and continued through to the 20th second of the experiment.  The total duration of 
the fan deceleration to full stop is about three seconds. 
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Z-axis: Segment 12000 (red) Superimposed with 
Segment 18000(blue)
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Z-axis: Segment 18000 (red) Superimposed with 
Segment 19000 (blue)
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Z-axis: Segment 19000 (red) Superimposed with 
Segment 20000 (blue)
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Figure 6.38 Autocorrelation comparison from segment 18000 to segment 21000 
 
The autocorrelation comparison plot for segment 20000 (reference segment) and segment 
21000 in Figure 6.38 shows two well matched autocorrelation correlograms.  Some minor red 
patches are visible but as the data is taken from a real application, slight differences will 
always be detected.  Neglecting the effects produced by the slight differences, the comparison 
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between autocorrelated segment 20000 and segment 21000 shows no behavioural change 
between the 20th and 21st second of the bench top test rig experiment. 
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Figure 6.39 Cross correlation analyses for segment 18000 to segment 21000 
 
Figure 6.39 is the cross correlation results during the off balance CPU fan shutting down 
period.  Clearly the cross correlation correlogram for segment 18000 with segment 12000 
(reference segment) and segment 19000 with segment 18000 (reference segment) show large 
variations between the negative and positive regions of the cross correlogram plots.  Most 
importantly the maximum amplitude coefficient for both cross correlogram does not occur at 
match position 0.  For the cross correlogram of segment 18000 with segment 12000 the 
maximum coefficient amplitude occurred at match position 7 with a value of 0.825.  For the 
cross correlogram of segment 19000 with segment 18000 the maximum coefficient amplitude 
occurred at match position 6 with a value of 0.557.  Therefore, during the 18th and 19th second 
of the test rig experiment the corresponding correlograms do not have mirror image property 
and maximum cross correlation coefficient amplitudes close to 1 at match position 0.  With 
no common properties between the cross correlated segments for the 18th and 19th second, it is 
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determined, from the basic characteristics defined in Chapter 5, that there is definitely 
behavioural change occurring during these two seconds.   
 
An interesting plot characteristic is also observed with the 18th and 19th second cross 
correlograms, one side of both of the correlograms shows a sharper and almost linear 
amplitude reduction.  In Chapter 5 it was determined that if one side of the cross correlogram 
shows an almost linear and more rapid amplitude reduction, then the data series analysed 
shows speed fluctuation characteristics.  Also the maximum coefficient amplitude for both 
cross correlograms positioned at the positive region (match position 7 and 6) basically means 
operational speed reduction of the test system.  This leads to the conclusion that the fan speed 
reduction is the behavioural change detected during the 18th and 19th second of the test rig 
experiment.  
 
The cross correlogram for segment 20000 with segment 19000 (reference segment) shows a 
large reduction in coefficient amplitudes compare to previous two correlograms.  Although 
the maximum coefficient amplitude occurred at match position 0, the amplitude value is only 
0.440 which is significantly lower than the maximum cross correlation coefficient amplitude 
of 1.  The overall coefficient values for the cross correlogram are also low as well, the 
majority of amplitudes being below the coefficient value of 0.2.  The cross correlogram of 
segment 21000 with segment 20000 (reference segment) tells a totally different story.  The 
maximum coefficient amplitude for this correlogram occurred at match position 0 and had a 
value 0.988, which is extremely close to the maximum coefficient value of 1.   
 
Figure 6.40 shows the overlay plot of negative and positive regions of the segment 21000 and 
segment 20000 cross correlogram plots.  As the plot shows the negative and positive regions 
superimposed very well, which basically means the cross correlogram has a mirror image 
property at the vertical axis of the match position 0.  In conclusion the cross correlation result 
indicated that there is no behavioural change between segment 21000 and segment 20000.  It 
means the off balance fan comes to a complete stop at segment 19000 or during the 19th 
second of the test rig experiment.  This conclusion makes sense because, as the fan vibration 
comes to a stop, the test rig vibration will come back as the dominant vibration signal for the 
whole system.  Since both vibration signals are independent of each other the transition of 
both signals caused the cross correlogram to show low coefficients and random like 
characteristics.  In Figure 6.36 the effect of transition between the two vibration signals is 
much more obvious than the 19th second cross correlogram.  The cross correlogram of 
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segment 10000 and segment 1000 (reference segment) in Figure 6.36 shows the plot is due to 
almost pure random interference.  As determined the segment 10000 or 10th second of the 
experiment is where the CPU fan was switched on.      
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Figure 6.40 Superimposed cross correlogram plot from – and + region for segment 21000 and segment 
20000 
    
In this section an off balance CPU fan was utilised as a fault (i.e. loose, wear, or cracked 
component etc.) initiator to interrupt the constant operation data from the bench top test rig.  
From the presented analysis results both DI algorithms have demonstrated their ability to 
detect interruptions caused by the CPU fan vibration.  Not only were the interruptions 
detected the combined DI (autocorrelation and cross correlation) analyses were able to 
distinguish whether the interruption was a start up or shut down process from observation of 
their fundamental characteristic behaviours.  Therefore it is very important to stress again that 
in order to achieve high accuracy of system behavioural change detection, the analysis results 
of both the autocorrelation algorithm and the cross correlation algorithm need to be 
considered simultaneously.      
 
6.3 DI Results Representation Using Numbers 
Graphical representation of results is often the easiest and fastest way to communicate any 
particular findings to different audiences.  It is also the simplest way to observe and detect 
any characteristics possessed by the analysed data.  As shown, in previous sections, the 
characteristic variations present in each segment can be easily visualised in their 
autocorrelation and cross correlation correlograms.  Ultimately the DI algorithms will be 
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imbedded in the SmartHUMS unit, where all the decision making processes such as whether a 
behavioural change has occurred will be exclusively determined by the SmartHUMS unit.  As 
human (expert) result interpretation is not available for the onboard decision making process, 
there is no facility for analysis of graphical representation of autocorrelation and cross 
correlation results to help the detection process.  All the DI analysed results will remain in 
number format after being processed onboard.  The question now is how to make an accurate 
assessment based on only the numbers resulting from the DI analyses. 
 
6.3.1 Autocorrelation Comparison in Numbers 
In Chapter 5 the flow chart of DI application in Figure 5.1 demonstrated the isolation of two 
data segments from the continuous data stream.  Immediately after obtaining the two 
segments the autocorrelation analysis (precondition process) was performed to identify any 
particular characteristics possessed by both segments.  When overlaying both segments in 
graphical terms the variation or similarity between the characteristics can be easily seen, but 
to perform such an operation using the SmartHUMS unit is outside the scope of this research 
and the current capabilities of the hardware of the SmartHUMS unit.  Instead, for the 
moment, the approach considered is to obtain and compare the quantity information which is 
represented by the area under the autocorrelation correlogram plot between two segments. 
 
Since the autocorrelation correlogram produced will always have its arithmetic mean at zero 
horizontal axes, this means there will always be negative autocorrelation coefficients.  To 
obtain quantity information that in some way represents the differences between the two 
autocorrelation correlograms, it is first required to convert all the negative coefficients to 
positive values (i.e. taking the absolute value of all coefficients).  To determine whether both 
autocorrelation correlograms are similar or not, all that is required is to simply subtract the 
autocorrelation coefficient between the two segments for each respective lag value from that 
determined for the previous lag value.  If the difference in coefficient comparison is negative 
then absolute value will be assumed.  Once the differences between all the coefficient values 
are obtained summation will then be taken.  In this research the quantity information 
difference is described as percentage difference between the two autocorrelation 
correlograms.  The equation for calculating the percentage difference is described in Equation 
6.1.   
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It is important to stress again that in order to allow the SmartHUMS unit to make an accurate 
assessment, it is not enough to just only consider the autocorrelation quantity comparison 
information.  For example in a situation where both autocorrelation correlograms produced 
large percentage differences it does not necessary mean both segments are different.  As is 
demonstrated in Chapter 4 random interruptions can cause significant correlogram amplitude 
reduction but the periodic or cyclic behaviours do not change.  The only way this situation 
can be resolved is by the application of cross correlation analysis as shown in Chapter 5.  The 
next section will demonstrate the use of cross correlation numbers to further support the result 
obtained from the autocorrelation quantity information comparison. 
 
Taking an example from section 6.2.1.1 Figure 6.4 overlay of autocorrelation correlogram for 
segment 1000 (red) and segment 2000 (blue).  From the figure the autocorrelated data 
segment 1000 and segment 2000 superimposed almost exactly, therefore the quantity 
difference under both correlogram plots will be extremely small.  As the calculation in 
Equation 6.2 shows the percentage difference between the two autocorrelated segments is 
only around 5.8213%.  
 
%8213.5%100058213.0%100
5007.57
3473.3 =×=×    (6.2) 
 
6.3.2 Cross Correlation Comparison in Numbers 
In Chapter 5 the study of the cross correlation analyses has shown a number of fundamental 
characteristics related to the joint properties shared between two identical autocorrelated data 
series.  The most obvious fundamental characteristic is the maximum coefficient amplitude of 
1 at match position 0 for two identical autocorrelated data segments.  The other obvious 
fundamental characteristic is the mirror image property of the cross correlogram at the 
vertical axis of match position 0.  If both fundamental characteristics are present after the 
cross correlation analysis, then the two autocorrelated data series are highly likely to be 
identical.  For the SmartHUMS decision making process, after the completion of the cross 
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correlation computation, the unit will look for the existence of both fundamental 
characteristics.  If the fundamental characteristics are present and the autocorrelation quantity 
percentage difference is small then the two data series are identical.  The confirmation of two 
identical data series means no behavioural change has occurred.  Consequently both data 
series will not be recorded and the SmartHUMS unit will proceed to the next pair of data 
series for comparison and so on.  Vice versa, if no fundamental characteristic can be found 
and the autocorrelation quantity difference is large, then behavioural change has definitely 
occurred.  The two data segments will be isolated from the signal stream, compressed and 
stored for further analysis.      
 
To describe the first cross correlation fundamental characteristic in terms of numbers is 
relatively easy.  After the completion of cross correlation calculation the SmartHUMS unit 
will identify the amplitude value corresponding to the match position 0.  Checking whether 
the amplitude value is close to 1 will determine if the series complies with the requirements of 
the first cross correlation fundamental characteristic. 
 
The second cross correlation fundamental characteristic is the mirror image at the vertical axis 
of match position 0.  Since all cross correlogram plots are divided into positive and negative 
regions, comparison of the quantity information between positive region and negative region 
of the cross correlogram plots will give an indication of whether or not the mirror image 
fundamental exists.  The comparison between the positive and negative quantity information 
is very similar to the autocorrelation quantity information comparison, but instead of two 
individual segments the cross correlations consist of positive and negative regions.  As a 
result, with slight modification, Equation 6.1 can be applied to the cross correlation quantity 
information comparison as shown in Equation 6.3      
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To verify Equation 6.3 the same example used for the autocorrelation quantity information 
comparison from section 6.2.1.1 is utilised.  This time the calculation is done with the cross 
correlogram from Figure 6.5 where the maximum coefficient amplitude at match position 0 is 
0.998.  Visual observation of Figure 6.5 shows the correlogram possessed the mirror image 
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fundamental property at the vertical axis of the match position 0.  Correspondingly the 
calculation performed with Equation 6.3 should also generate a small percentage difference.  
The calculation of Equation 6.3 using the example from Figure 6.5 is demonstrated in 
Equation 6.4 where the percentage difference is equal to 1.1469%.    
 
%1469.1%100011469.0%100
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4902.0 =×=×    (6.4) 
 
6.3.3 Fundamental of Comparison  
For the SmartHUMS unit to be capable of comparing the findings from autocorrelation and 
cross correlation analyses using just numbers it must be capable of testing for the 
fundamentals demonstrated in section 6.3.2 and section 6.3.3.  When the necessary correlation 
analyses have been done on both isolated data segments, the SmartHUMS unit will check the 
value of cross correlation coefficient at match position 0 first.  If the amplitude coefficient is 
significantly lower than the maximum coefficient of 1, then a transition is detected.  The 
second check that will be performed by the SmartHUMS is the mirror image property using 
Equation 6.3.  If the percentage difference obtained is of large magnitude then a transition is 
detected.  The third and final check performed by the SmartHUMS is the verification of the 
quantity information under both segment’s autocorrelation correlograms using Equation 6.1.  
Again, if the verification shows large percentage difference between both autocorrelation 
correlograms, then a transition is detected.   
 
The logic state for the SmartHUMS decision making process will be, if all three fundamental 
statuses are true then a ‘Significant Transition’ has been detected, but if any one of the 
statuses is false then only a ‘Transition’ has been detected’.  In the ‘Significant Transition’ 
case system behavioural changes are much more likely to have occurred, whereas in the 
‘Transition’ case disturbances that were possibly generated by outside sources (i.e. random 
ambient interruptions, rapid control movements, etc.) are likely to play a bigger part in this 
situation.  Figure 5.1 of Chapter 5 demonstrated the flow chart of SmartHUMS DI 
application, where it shows the comparison logic of using proposed DI algorithms.  As shown 
by the chart during the comparison one of the segments will be designated as the reference 
segment (usually the very first segment obtained from the signal stream).  The only time the 
reference segment will be changed is when a variation between two compared segments is 
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confirmed.  For the SmartHUMS application whenever a ‘Transition’ or ‘Significant 
Transition’ state is detected the reference segment will change as explained in Chapter 5.      
 
The cross correlation and autocorrelation analysis results for the example from section 6.2.1.1 
has demonstrated a cross correlation coefficient value of 0.998 at match position 0, a mirror 
image quantity percentage difference of 1.1469%, and finally an autocorrelation correlogram 
quantity percentage difference of 5.8213%.  In all three cases the fundamental characteristic 
comparisons have almost been sustained.  Accordingly, only slight variation existed between 
them.  As explained, in real life application, two identical experimental results are highly 
unlikely to be achieved and therefore some magnitude differences will always exist between 
the experimental results.  For the example used (from section 6.2.1.1) no ‘Transition’ or 
‘Significant Transition’ event has been detected, and as a result both data segments are 
considered as being identical (no behavioural change) and will not be recorded for further 
analysis.  
 
6.3.4 Calculation for the Number Comparison Limits  
A certain amount of magnitude differences will always present between two data segments 
obtained from the signal stream, even though both segments are being treated as the same.  
The problem now is what limit should be used to distinguish whether both segments should 
be considered the same or otherwise.  In order to determine a limit that will accurately 
differentiate the fundamental characteristic results between two segments, this research 
employed the statistical method called ‘Centre of Spread’ to calculate appropriate limits for 
comparison purposes.   
 
The Centre of Spread method basically is to focus on the centre of a data set and determine 
the scattered of the data points from the centre.  The idea is to capture the concept of centre 
and the concept of data spread by just using a signal number in each case [32].  The data set 
mentioned in this case is not the data segments obtained from the signal stream, but the data 
set is the specific fundamental results obtained from a number of data segments after the 
autocorrelation and cross correlation analyses.  For example the SmartHUMS unit will record 
8 seconds (just as an example) of vibration signal generated by a platform (i.e. UAV) during 
its normal cruise flight.  8 seconds of vibration data means 8 data segments will be obtained.  
Each data segment will produce specific results pertaining to each fundamental characteristic 
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as shown in section 6.3.1 and section 6.3.2.  A total of 8 results per fundamental characteristic 
will be produced, these 8 results forming a group of data spread, which is the data set 
mentioned for the centre of spread calculation.   
 
From the established data set mean and variance values can be acquired.  The equations for 
mean and variance are presented in Equation 6.5 and Equation 6.6.  Once the mean and 
variance are ascertained, standard deviation and standard error of estimation for the data set 
can be obtained.  The equations for standard deviation and standard error of estimation are 
shown in Equation 6.7 and Equation 6.8.  
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Once the values of the above parameters are obtained the calculation of the limit for each 
fundamental characteristic comparison can be performed.  Since the SmartHUMS unit 
possesses a triaxial (i.e. XYZ axes) accelerometer and a microphone, each of the sensor 
signals require three fundamental characteristics comparison.  For that reason, there are a total 
of 12 limits to be calculated for the overall fundamental characteristics comparison.  The 
equation for the fundamental limit calculation is shown in Equation 6.9, where two standard 
deviations (2σ) are used instead of just one standard deviation, because in doing so a larger 
spread of data range can be included (around 95%).    
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A program code has been written for the calculation of all 12 fundamental limits.  The source 
code is written as an Excel Visual Basic Macro program which is shown in Appendix B.  The 
procedures for obtaining the 12 fundamental limits are: First, establish that the platform or the 
mechanical system is in its normal constant operational condition.  Second, record the 
operational signal for a preset duration (i.e. user defined).  Third, analyse the recorded data 
using the written program code (Appendix B) to obtain the required fundamental limits.  
Lastly, use these obtained limits during any future operations of the SmartHUMS monitoring 
procedure to determine if the platform or the mechanical system is experiencing any abnormal 
behaviour.       
 
6.3.5 Fundamental Comparison Using Limits  
This section uses the off balance CPU fan interruption example from section 6.2.3 to 
demonstrate the application of the calculated fundamental limits.  In section 6.2.3 the 
graphical representation of the analysis results allowed it to be established that the CPU fan 
was turned on at the 10th second, and reached its maximum constant rotational speed around 
the 12th second of the experiment.  It was also determined that the fan began shutting down at 
the 18th second and came to complete stop at the 20th second of the experiment.  The total 
duration of the experiment was 28 seconds and the CPU fan was turned on at around the 10th 
second of the experiment.  Therefore the first 9 seconds of the experiment consists of constant 
operating condition.  Because, in the first 9 seconds, the test rig is run at constant operating 
condition, the computation of all 12 fundamental limits was generated using the first 9 
seconds of signal.  The 12 fundamental limits generated for comparison purposes in this 
example are shown in Table 6.1. 
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Table 6.1 Fundamental limits for off balance CPU fan using first 9 seconds signal data 
 Limits: (Mean + 2SD + Standard Error of Estimator) 
Sound Cross-Coefficient at match 0 0.0398 
X-Axis Cross-Coefficient at match 0 0.4556 
Y-Axis Cross-Coefficient at match 0 0.0339 
Z-Axis Cross-Coefficient at match 0 0.0313 
Sound Auto-Correlogram %Quantity Diff 266.0727 
X-Axis Auto-Correlogram %Quantity Diff 88.4218 
Y-Axis Auto-Correlogram %Quantity Diff 36.6257 
Z-Axis Auto-Correlogram %Quantity Diff 31.1954 
Sound Cross-Correlogram Mirror %Diff 3.0374 
X-Axis Cross-Correlogram Mirror %Diff 58.3580 
Y-Axis Cross-Correlogram Mirror %Diff 13.0126 
Z-Axis Cross-Correlogram Mirror %Diff 13.5479 
*SD: Standard Deviation 
 
Appendix C presents a program source code written in Excel Visual Basic Macro format, 
which allows the input of the calculated fundamental limits which are then used, in 
comparison with the calculated fundamental characteristic values, to determine the status of 
the mechanical system being monitored.  The experiment lasted for the full 28 seconds, 
resulting in a total of 28 segments that require to be compared.  As explained earlier each 
segment corresponds to a 1 second duration and they are identified as Segment 1000, 
Segment 2000, Segment 3000, and so on.  After the computational analysis using the 
comparison program from Appendix C, the result of each compared segment is written to a 
file.  The general name of the file is ‘ComparedSegments’.  Each file is also assigned a 
number, located at the end of the file name, which identifies which segment comparison is 
contained within the file.  If ‘Transition’ or ‘Significant Transition’ is detected an initial ‘T’ 
or ‘S’ will be respectively allocated to the front of the file name.  Table 6.2 presents the final 
outcome of the comparison file names for the off balance CPU fan interruption example.   
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Table 6.2 Comparison results for off balance CPU Fan interruption 
File Name Data Segments Compared 
ComparedSegments1 Data Segment 2000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
TComparedSegments2 Data Segment 3000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments3 Data Segment 4000 vs. Data Segment 3000 
ComparedSegments4 Data Segment 5000 vs. Data Segment 3000 
ComparedSegments5 Data Segment 6000 vs. Data Segment 3000 
ComparedSegments6 Data Segment 7000 vs. Data Segment 3000 
ComparedSegments7 Data Segment 8000 vs. Data Segment 3000 
SComparedSegments8 Data Segment 9000 vs. Data Segment 3000 
SComparedSegments9 Data Segment 10000 vs. Data Segment 9000 
SComparedSegments10 Data Segment 11000 vs. Data Segment 10000 
SComparedSegments11 Data Segment 12000 vs. Data Segment 11000 
TComparedSegments12 Data Segment 13000 vs. Data Segment 12000 
TComparedSegments13 Data Segment 14000 vs. Data Segment 13000 
TComparedSegments14 Data Segment 15000 vs. Data Segment 14000 
TComparedSegments15 Data Segment 16000 vs. Data Segment 15000 
ComparedSegments16 Data Segment 17000 vs. Data Segment 16000 
SComparedSegments17 Data Segment 18000 vs. Data Segment 16000 
SComparedSegments18 Data Segment 19000 vs. Data Segment 18000 
SComparedSegments19 Data Segment 20000 vs. Data Segment 19000 
ComparedSegments20 Data Segment 21000 vs. Data Segment 20000 
ComparedSegments21 Data Segment 22000 vs. Data Segment 20000 
SComparedSegments22 Data Segment 23000 vs. Data Segment 20000 
TComparedSegments23 Data Segment 24000 vs. Data Segment 23000 
ComparedSegments24 Data Segment 25000 vs. Data Segment 24000 
ComparedSegments25 Data Segment 26000 vs. Data Segment 24000 
ComparedSegments26 Data Segment 27000 vs. Data Segment 24000 
ComparedSegments27 Data Segment 28000 vs. Data Segment 24000 
* Underline represents the ‘Reference Segment’ 
 
The file names in bold text in Table 6.2 represent either ‘Transition’ or ‘Significant 
Transition’ events detected during the 28 seconds of the bench top experiment.  The detailed 
comparison results of each of the bold text ‘Transition’ events are presented in Appendix D, 
where the majority of ‘Transition’ detections are related to the microphone sensor signal and 
some of the X-axis vibration signal.  As mentioned in section 6.2.3 the bench top test rig is 
driven by an electric motor which does not produce loud audible sound.  Also the entire test 
rig setup does not generate a significant sound level.  As a result the microphone sensor is 
easily interfered with by random ambient noises, which is why ten ‘Transition’ and one 
‘Significant Transition’ events associated with the sound signal were detected.  In the case of 
the X-axis vibration signal, as the X-axis is the rotational axis of the entire test rig, minimum 
displacement will occur in this direction unless considerable interference is present.  In 
section 6.2.3 only Z-axis correlation results were compared due to reasons previously 
explained, and also because the off balance fan interruptions were assumed to occur mostly in 
the vertical (Z-axis) direction. 
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To avoid potential inaccuracy by considering the effects of random phenomena detected by 
the segment comparisons and subsequently classified as ‘Transition’ files, the following 
comparison result discussions will only focus on the files that contain ‘Significant Transition’ 
events.  The fundamental characteristics comparison result of file ‘SComparedSegments8’ 
from Table 6.2 is presented in Table 6.3.  The ‘Significant Transition’ event is associated with 
Y-axis results between segment 9000 and reference segment 3000.  To confirm the detected 
‘Significant Transition’ event results from a genuine system behavioural change, the cross 
correlogram plot, the overlay of negative and positive regions of the cross correlogram plots, 
and the superimposed autocorrelation correlogram plot for segment 9000 and segment 3000 
are presented in Figure 6.41.  
 
Table 6.3 Comparison result for segment 9000 and reference segment 3000 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.0299 0.0398 80.3177 266.0727 0.8792 3.0374 
X-Axis T 0.5151 0.4556 69.3926 88.4218 51.1871 58.3580 
Y-Axis S 0.0371 0.0339 38.6965 36.6257 14.1405 13.0126 
Z-Axis  0.0244 0.0313 21.4156 31.1954 5.0499 13.5479 
* Margin to 1 is the measure of how far from the cross correlation coefficient of 1 the comparison results is 
* CCLimits is the cross correlation coefficient limits at match position 0 
* S1&S2%QuanDiff result of autocorrelation quantity difference between two compared segments  
* %SD Limit is the autocorrelation quantity difference limits between two compared segments 
* MaxSym%Diff is the quantity difference measured between negative and positive regions of cross correlogram plots 
* %MS Limit is the quantity difference limits between negative and positive regions of cross correlogram plots  
 
From Figure 6.41 the variation between the autocorrelation plot and the superimposed 
negative and positive regions of the cross correlation plots are quite noticeable.  This is 
especially noticeable in the case of the autocorrelation correlogram comparison, where 
segment 9000 (blue) possesses different cyclic behaviour than the reference segment 3000 
(red).  In conclusion, although a high maximum cross correlation coefficient value occurred at 
match position 0, the absence of fundamental mirror image property and variation in 
autocorrelation correlograms indicated that it was highly likely a behavioural change had 
occurred.  In section 6.2.3 the conclusion was reached that the off balance CPU fan was 
starting up at the 10th second of the bench top experiment, but in actual fact the CPU fan was 
powered up at the 9th second and caused the Y-axis transfer function to vary. 
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Figure 6.41 Comparison plots for segment 9000 and reference segment 3000 
 
Table 6.4 Comparison result for segment 10000 and reference segment 9000 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.0170 0.0398 33.6251 266.0727 1.1713 3.0374 
X-Axis T 0.9267 0.4556 74.9528 88.4218 59.3120 58.3580 
Y-Axis T 0.0482 0.0339 28.3581 36.6257 12.0303 13.0126 
Z-Axis S 0.9504 0.0313 72.2879 31.1954 88.8742 13.5479 
 
 
Table 6.5 Comparison result for segment 11000 and reference segment 10000 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 0.1621 0.0398 42.0099 266.0727 2.8121 3.0374 
X-Axis T 0.6551 0.4556 63.1195 88.4218 54.6105 58.3580 
Y-Axis  0.0250 0.0339 19.8999 36.6257 4.8705 13.0126 
Z-Axis S 0.5608 0.0313 54.8604 31.1954 65.7804 13.5479 
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Table 6.6 Comparison result for segment 12000 and reference segment 11000 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 0.1739 0.0398 49.6099 266.0727 33.8983 3.0374 
X-Axis  0.1386 0.4556 38.0835 88.4218 67.6771 58.3580 
Y-Axis  0.0096 0.0339 15.5343 36.6257 6.1940 13.0126 
Z-Axis S 0.1175 0.0313 35.7937 31.1954 64.2606 13.5479 
 
Table 6.4 to Table 6.6 present the fundamental characteristic comparison results of file 
‘SComparedSegments9’ to ‘SComparedSegments11’ from Table 6.2.  From all three tables 
the significant transition event is detected for the Z-axis results comparison, which means 
system behavioural change has been detected.  Figure 6.33 and Figure 6.36 graphical result 
comparisons in section 6.2.3 can be used to further support the finding of system behavioural 
change.  Therefore, by using the fundamental limits for the comparison analysis, the CPU fan 
was determined to start at the 9th second of the experiment instead of the10th second as was 
found in section 6.2.3.  Consequently it took the fan a total of four seconds to reach its 
maximum constant operational speed. 
 
Table 6.7 Comparison result for segment 18000 and reference segment 16000 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 0.0881 0.0398 47.5434 266.0727 10.2315 3.0374 
X-Axis  0.1572 0.4556 76.3281 88.4218 84.3893 58.3580 
Y-Axis  0.0135 0.0339 20.3543 36.6257 4.8017 13.0126 
Z-Axis S 0.1356 0.0313 61.1152 31.1954 77.3984 13.5479 
 
Table 6.8 Comparison result for segment 19000 and reference segment 18000 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 0.1488 0.0398 45.8774 266.0727 4.0090 3.0374 
X-Axis S 0.6419 0.4556 240.9497 88.4218 102.6619 58.3580 
Y-Axis T 0.0460 0.0339 27.1130 36.6257 6.9765 13.0126 
Z-Axis S 0.5990 0.0313 243.3048 31.1954 122.6699 13.5479 
 
Table 6.9 Comparison result for segment 20000 and reference segment 19000 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.0053 0.0398 37.1906 266.0727 2.4993 3.0374 
X-Axis S 0.7515 0.4556 114.2167 88.4218 75.9851 58.3580 
Y-Axis  0.0204 0.0339 20.0363 36.6257 7.0315 13.0126 
Z-Axis S 0.5597 0.0313 67.4411 31.1954 21.7448 13.5479 
 
Table 6.7, Table 6.8, and Table 6.9 give comparison results of file names 
‘SComparedSegments17’, ‘SComparedSegments18’, and ‘SComparedSegments19’ from 
Table 6.2.  ‘Significant Transition’ events are being detected for Z-axis comparison results in 
all three tables.  The graphical representation of all three table Z-axis results can be found in 
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Figure 6.38 and Figure 6.39 in section 6.2.3.  Both fundamental limits and graphical 
representation comparisons have determined that the fan was starting to shut down at the 18th 
second of the experiment and came to a complete stop at the 20th second.  Therefore it took 
the fan a total of three seconds to shut down completely.  Two ‘Significant Transition’ events 
were also detected in the X-axis comparison results from Table 6.8, and Table 6.9.  These 
events further confirmed that the interruption was caused by the off balance CPU fan during 
the experiment.  Caution must be taken when using X-axis results as, previously explained, 
minimum vibrational movements are generated in this direction.  
  
Table 6.10 presents the comparison results of the last detected ‘Significant Transition’ file 
called ‘SComparedSegments22’ in Table 6.2.  As the table shows the significant transition 
event is related to the sound result.  Since the sound sensor is easily influenced by ambient 
sound sources, it is possible that the significant transition was likely to be caused by random 
phenomena.   
  
Table 6.10 Comparison result for segment 23000 and reference segment 20000 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound S 0.0687 0.0398 1188.7574 266.0727 4.1702 3.0374 
X-Axis  0.1491 0.4556 58.4441 88.4218 17.8935 58.3580 
Y-Axis  0.0054 0.0339 9.8432 36.6257 3.6175 13.0126 
Z-Axis  0.0076 0.0313 12.4363 31.1954 5.9754 13.5479 
 
Figure 6.42 shows the comparison plots for the sound results of segment 23000 and reference 
segment 20000.  The zoom in plot of segment 23000 sound autocorrelation correlogram in  
Figure 6.42 supports the speculation of random interferences since the majority of the 
correlogram plot is within the large lag confidence bands, hinting that with 95% of confidence 
segment 23000 data are contaminated with data from random phenomena.  The usual 
procedure would be to discontinue any analysis in respect to file ‘SComparedSegments22’, 
but for the rest of this section the investigation will attempt to find out, for study purposes, 
what type or types of random effects are interfering with the segment 23000. 
 
The cross correlation and autocorrelation plots in Figure 6.42 show typical characteristics of 
‘Group Values Random Interference’ phenomenon.  The group values random interference is 
the second type of random effect studied in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.  The typical 
characteristic of group values random effect is the large variation between the autocorrelation 
correlograms, which can be clearly seen from the lower half of the Figure 6.42.  For the cross 
correlogram characteristics the maximum coefficient value will still occur at or near match 
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position 0 and have a relatively high value.  As for the negative and positive regions of the 
cross correlogram plots the overlayed plot from both regions will show some minor variations 
but generally the plots will superimposed quite well as shown in Figure 6.42.   
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Figure 6.42 Comparison plots for segment 23000 and reference segment 20000 sound results 
 
To further verify the existence of group values random interferences within the segment, the 
particular segment is examined in the time domain.  Figure 6.43 represents the time domain 
plot of data segment 23000 where some individual spikes can be observed.  Zooming in on 
one of the spikes, as shown in the zoom in plot of Figure 6.43, shows that this peak is actually 
very similar to the group values random interference plot shown in Chapter 4 Figure 4.20.  
The overall time plot also shows that some spikes have an amplitude which is an order higher 
than rest of the time plot (King-Kong effect).  Therefore large values random interference also 
existed in the sound data, but in this situation more ‘Group Vales Random Interference’ 
characteristics were observed. 
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Figure 6.43 Time domain plot for data Segment 23000 plus zoom in between time 1800 and 300 
 
6.4 Summary 
In this chapter the DI algorithms are tested using a bench top test rig setup driven by an 
electric motor.  A number of simulations such as no interference, quick rotational speed 
change, and finally the off balances CPU fan interruption were conducted.  The selected 
autocorrelation and cross correlation DI algorithms were able to distinguish the occurrence 
and non-occurrence of each event depicted in the scenario by using graphical interpretations.  
Following on from the DI algorithms being proved to be capable of detecting system 
behavioural changes using graphical methods, fundamental characteristic limits comparison 
techniques were applied to enable SmartHUMS to achieve a similar detection capability.  The 
primary reasons for using the fundamental limits comparison technique for the current stage 
of SmartHUMS development were to accommodate the hardware limitations.  To be able to 
use graphical result interpretations onboard of SmartHUMS is just not possible with the 
current SmartHUMS hardware computational power and is outside the scope of this present 
research.  But, as demonstrated in the off balance CPU fan experiment, the fundamental limits 
comparison method has shown a high degree of accuracy in detecting system behavioural 
change.  In the off balance CPU fan case the method actually detects that the fan was turned 
on in the 9th second instead of the 10th second of the experiment which was observed from the 
graphical interpretation. 
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Chapter 7  
Bench Top Experiment 2 
The previous chapter has demonstrated that the selected DI algorithms are capable of 
monitoring the electric motor driven test rig.  In this chapter a test setup with characteristics 
much closer to a small UAV propulsion system is utilised.  The motor is a two-stroke model 
plane engine.  In addition to the two-stroke motor, the test rig also incorporated a two bladed 
propeller to produce thrust in X-axis direction (axial direction).  The combination of the two-
stroke motor and the propeller produces a rig that shows a close resemblance to the real 
propulsion system in medium and small size UAVs.  The entire setup of the test rig can be 
seen in Figure 7.1.  With the more realistic experimental setup, a more representative 
vibration signal can be obtained which will assist in further evaluation of the accuracy of the 
selected DI algorithms.  Chapter 6 has demonstrated a limits comparison method which could 
potentially be used with the SmartHUMS unit (XYZ accelerometer is inbuilt to the unit).  
This limits comparison method helps the decision logic process used to determine whether a 
system behavioural change has occurred or whether the system remains steady.  This chapter 
will demonstrate the use of rigorous application of the limits comparison method to each of 
the different experimental conditions instead of relying on visual comparison between 
correlogram plots as performed in Chapter 6.  The only time visual comparison between 
correlogram plots is used is when the limits comparison method has detected a behavioural 
change.  The correlogram plot analyses will still be required because they help in the 
identification of fundamental characteristics, which in turn verify whether the detected change 
is a control induced or a fault induced behavioural change.  At this stage the SmartHUMS unit 
does not have DI algorithms imbedded, the unit is only acting as a data logger to record 
signals generated by the test rig.  All the DI analyses were performed using a Pentium 4 1.2 
GHz PC external to the test rig.   
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7.1 Two-Stroke Motor Test Rig 
The experimental setup for the two-stroke motor experiment is similar to the electric motor 
driven test rig arrangement, but with number of different components and modifications.  
Essentially the base support beam is identical to the electric motor rig minus the four rubber 
dampers, but this time the whole rig is supported on a frame structure.  The electric motor is 
replaced with the two-stroke model engine and the coupling is replaced with a universal 
coupling which has an add weight disc right against it.  The other differences are that the 
drive shaft is shorter with only two bearing housing supports, and the drive shaft end furthest 
from the model engine has a two bladed propeller attached.  The whole rig arrangement for 
the two-stroke motor experiment can be seen in Figure 7.1.  
 
 
Figure 7.1 Two-stroke model engine test rig 
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During the two-stroke motor test rig experiments a number of issues arose such as 
maintaining constant operation and rigid connection between the motor and the drive shaft 
using the universal coupling.  The two-stroke motor used is an internal combustion engine 
which uses a fuel mixture containing a number of different components or compounds.  
Components such as castor oil lubricant, methanol and nitro-methane are present in the fuel, 
and due to variations in these components the combustion rate and temperature generated will 
always vary slightly (cause random effects).  These random effects could be reduced if it was 
possible to use a single pure compound fuel.  The amount of lubricant present will also vary 
the power output of the engine.  It was found during each 28 seconds of experiment a number 
of significant rotational speed fluctuations were experienced, as well, at the end of each 
experiment, the rotational speed was always faster than at the start of the experiment.  The 
increase of rotational speed was not due to increase of the throttle setting (the throttle position 
is fixed), but most likely due to temperature variations within the two-stroke motor.  In an 
attempt to achieve constant rotational speed operation a run-in procedure was always 
performed before the first experiment of the day, where the engine was started up and run for 
at least half an hour to stabilise the engine temperature, but the increase in rotational speed 
was still experienced between the start and the end of each experiment.  Another 
characteristic of the two-stroke motor is that at low RPM it behaves in an extremely variable 
and unstable manner.  Figure 7.2 is a close up shot of the two-stroke model engine used. 
 
 
Figure 7.2 Two-stroke motor engine 
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Figure 7.3 Lovejoy L-050 coupling undamaged SOX (left) and damaged SOX (right) 
   
The initial design of the test rig used a ‘Lovejoy’ L-050 jaw flexible coupling to connect the 
engine and the drive shaft.  This coupling is designed for operational speed up to 18000 RPM, 
but would only allow a maximum parallel misalignment of 0.381 mm and an angular 
misalignment of 1 degree.  Due to the limited misalignment tolerance the NBR SOX (Nitrile 
Butadiene Rubber insert) shattered when the two-stroke engine reached around 5500 RPM.  
Both undamaged and damaged NBR SOX and L-050 jaw flexible couplings are presented in 
Figure 7.3.  It was found that the test rig for this experiment already had misalignments that 
exceeded the maximum tolerance of the L-050 coupling.  As introduction of misalignment 
conditions were to be part of the test rig experiments the L-050 coupling was judged as 
incapable of meeting the experimental aims.  Consequently a universal coupling was used to 
fulfil the experimental aims.  The picture of the universal coupling is shown in Figure 7.4.  
There was a minor problem installing the universal coupling within the test rig.  The smallest 
inner bore diameter universal coupling that was able to be obtained for the rig is 16 mm in 
diameter, but the drive shaft on the test rig only has a maximum diameter of 10 mm.  When 
tightening the grub screw on the coupling an angular misalignment was created.  The angular 
offset is quite obvious as is shown in Figure 7.5.  A number of fixes were tried to readjust the 
misalignment such as inserting rubber tubing, metal sheets, and soft wood, without success.  
The high torsional force and temperature produced from the high rotational speed either 
shattered or melted the inserts.  It was found that leaving the coupling misaligned, as shown 
in Figure 7.5, produced the most satisfactory connection.          
 
 
Figure 7.4 Universal coupling 
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Figure 7.5 Universal coupling angular misaligned (blue circle) at drive shaft end  
     
During each of the experimental runs the entire test rig is rotating at around 6300 RPM, but as 
was mentioned the RPM fluctuated and increased slowly throughout the period of the 
experiment.  The rotational speed of 6300 RPM is taken as the nominal operational speed of 
the test rig.  For each experiment the logging rate of the preproduction SmartHUMS unit is 
preset to log data at every millisecond, that is with a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz, and 
each experiment lasted around 28 seconds.  During each experiment the vibration signals 
from the XYZ directions are recorded plus the sound signal.  The types of anomalies 
introduced during the experiments were almost identical to those introduced into the electric 
motor test rig.  They were zero interruption, input control intrusions, other vibration 
interferences, and introduction of random phenomena.  The basic idea of the experiment is for 
the DI to determine if change has occurred when deviation from the original system status is 
detected, or remain in a constant monitoring state when there is no interruption that causes 
significant impact on the system.  For example DI algorithms should not detect any changes 
when there is no interruption being introduced during the experiment, but should flag for 
attention when there is an incursion that causes alteration of mechanical behaviour.  
 
7.2 Bench Top Experiments 
Each of the experiments performed in this chapter consists of 28 seconds of data stream.  As 
shown in Chapter 5 Figure 5.1 flow chart the data stream is broken into equal segments, each 
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of these segments are then compared to each other in a particular sequence which depends on 
the logic outcome of the parameter ‘Changes’.  As mentioned in Chapter 6 the sampling 
frequency of the SmartHUMS unit is 1000 Hz, which is why the 28 seconds data signal is 
being broken into 1000 data points per segment, each segment representing 1 second of the 
SmartHUMS recording time.  As demonstrated in the previous chapter the fundamental limits 
comparison method will be the main tool of comparison in the two-stroke motor test rig 
experiments, and the correlogram plots analysis will only be conducted if the comparison tool 
has identified a ‘Transition’ or ‘Significant Transition’ event. 
7.2.1 Experiment with No Interruption  
With the no interruption experiment the test rig was rotating at 6300 RPM for 28 seconds 
while the preproduction SmartHUMS unit recorded the sound and XYZ axes vibration 
signals.  The idea of the experiment is to simulate a situation such as no variations within the 
mechanical system and no outside interferences.  Since there should be no behavioural change 
from the test rig, both autocorrelation and cross correlation DI algorithms should not pick up 
any event that indicates otherwise.  Before using the limits comparison method to analyse the 
28 seconds of no interruption data sets, the fundamental limits first need to be established.  
Since no interruptions were introduced during the experiment, the generation of the 
fundamental limits were based on the entire 28 seconds of SmartHUMS recorded data.  The 
result of the established fundamental limits is shown in Table 7.1 (For the explanation of 
fundamental limits please refers to Chapter 6).  Table 7.2 contains the comparison results of 
the experiment with no interruption using the fundamental limits obtained in Table 7.1. 
 
Table 7.1 Fundamental limits for no interruption experiment using first 28 seconds signal data 
 Limits: (Mean + 2SD + Standard Error of Estimator) 
Sound Cross-Coefficient at match 0 0.7707 
X-Axis Cross-Coefficient at match 0 0.4976 
Y-Axis Cross-Coefficient at match 0 0.5018 
Z-Axis Cross-Coefficient at match 0 0.5010 
Sound Auto-Correlogram %Quantity Diff 185.0051 
X-Axis Auto-Correlogram %Quantity Diff 69.0926 
Y-Axis Auto-Correlogram %Quantity Diff 69.0244 
Z-Axis Auto-Correlogram %Quantity Diff 68.8847 
Sound Cross-Correlogram Mirror %Diff 112.7284 
X-Axis Cross-Correlogram Mirror %Diff 112.3531 
Y-Axis Cross-Correlogram Mirror %Diff 111.8058 
Z-Axis Cross-Correlogram Mirror %Diff 111.5294 
*SD: Standard Deviation 
 
Although interruptions were not suppose to be happen during the 28 seconds of monitoring 
period, two ‘Transition’ events were still detected as shown in Table 7.2.  The first detected 
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transition event occurred at file name ‘TComparedSegments18’, which is the comparison 
between data segment 19000 (19th second) and reference data segment 1000 (1st second).  The 
detailed comparison result for segment 19000 and reference segment 1000 is shown in Table 
7.3.  It turns out that the transition event detected is related to the sound sensor.  During the 
experiment there was another experiment performed in a near by building that generated 
significant audible sound which probably was detected by the microphone sensor.  The 
laboratory where the experiment was performed has an air circulation system that generates 
high level sound noises, which is why both autocorrelation and cross correlation correlogram 
plots in Figure 7.6 show irregular plot patterns and low coefficient amplitudes for the sound 
data.  The cross correlogram shows that the maximum coefficient did not occur at match 
position 0 and no mirror image property exists.  All the signs indicated extensive random 
interferences to the sound data.  
 
Table 7.2 Comparison results for no interruption during experiment 
File Name Data Segments Compared 
ComparedSegments1 Data Segment 2000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments2 Data Segment 3000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments3 Data Segment 4000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments4 Data Segment 5000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments5 Data Segment 6000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments6 Data Segment 7000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments7 Data Segment 8000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments8 Data Segment 9000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments9 Data Segment 10000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments10 Data Segment 11000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments11 Data Segment 12000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments12 Data Segment 13000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments13 Data Segment 14000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments14 Data Segment 15000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments15 Data Segment 16000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments16 Data Segment 17000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments17 Data Segment 18000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
TComparedSegments18 Data Segment 19000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments19 Data Segment 20000 vs. Data Segment 19000 
ComparedSegments20 Data Segment 21000 vs. Data Segment 19000 
ComparedSegments21 Data Segment 22000 vs. Data Segment 19000 
TComparedSegments22 Data Segment 23000 vs. Data Segment 19000 
ComparedSegments23 Data Segment 24000 vs. Data Segment 23000 
ComparedSegments24 Data Segment 25000 vs. Data Segment 23000 
ComparedSegments25 Data Segment 26000 vs. Data Segment 23000 
ComparedSegments26 Data Segment 27000 vs. Data Segment 23000 
ComparedSegments27 Data Segment 28000 vs. Data Segment 23000 
* Underline represents the ‘Reference Segment’ 
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Table 7.3 Comparison result for segment 19000 and reference segment 1000 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 0.7817 0.7707 76.4298 185.0051 86.1886 112.7284 
X-Axis  0.4400 0.4976 54.0318 69.0926 77.7843 112.3531 
Y-Axis  0.4648 0.5018 54.3924 69.0244 77.1993 111.8058 
Z-Axis  0.4629 0.5010 54.5034 68.8847 77.3477 111.5294 
 
Sound: Segment 19000 (blue) Superimposed with 
Segment 1000 (red)
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Figure 7.6 Autocorrelation and cross correlation correlogram for between segment 19000 and 1000 
 
The second detected transition event occurred at file name ‘TComparedSegments22’, which 
is the comparison between data segment 23000 (23rd second) and reference data segment 
19000 (19th second).  The detailed comparison results in file name ‘TComparedSegments22’ 
is presented in Table 7.4.  In this case the transition event is being detected by the XYZ axes 
vibration signal. 
 
Table 7.4 Comparison result for segment 23000 and reference segment 19000 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.4815 0.7707 69.5496 185.0051 78.3631 112.7284 
X-Axis T 0.5293 0.4976 60.8211 69.0926 69.0121 112.3531 
Y-Axis T 0.5357 0.5018 62.7270 69.0244 68.4080 111.8058 
Z-Axis T 0.5409 0.5010 63.3996 68.8847 67.7278 111.5294 
 
Figure 7.7 represents the X-axis autocorrelation and cross correlation correlogram comparison 
between segment 23000 and reference segment 19000.  The autocorrelation correlogram plot 
for the X-axis shows high coefficient amplitude values with organised plot patterns.  Most 
importantly the majority of the autocorrelation amplitude values are outside the large lag 
confidence bands.  From the zoom in autocorrelation correlogram plot from lag values 50 to 
150, the phase shift can be clearly observed.  Since the blue correlogram plot represents 
segment 23000 and, by applying the fundamental characteristics obtained in Chapter 5, the 
phase shift to the left of the reference correlogram plot (in this case the red plot) indicates 
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faster rotational speed.  The amplitude variations at the higher lag values are most likely to be 
caused by random phenomena, as explained in Chapter 5, where random interruption usually 
causes noticeable autocorrelation amplitude value variations. 
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Figure 7.7 X-axis autocorrelation (above) and cross correlation (bottom) correlogram plots 
 
The lower half of Figure 7.7 represents the result of cross correlation analysis between 
segment 23000 and segment 19000.  The cross correlation correlogram shows a fundamental 
characteristic, typical of transformation from lower rotational speed to higher rotational 
speed, as explained in Chapter 5.  In this case the maximum cross correlation coefficient did 
not occur at match position 0 but a distinctive and organised cross correlogram pattern is still 
visible.  The comparison between negative and positive regions of the cross correlogram plots 
shows very clearly the phase offset.  Generally, if the maximum coefficient amplitude occurs 
at the negative region of the cross correlogram plot, the compared segment has faster 
rotational speed than the reference segment, but if speed fluctuation occurrences are severe 
within the recorded data set then this general rule will be less accurate.  From the cross 
correlogram plot in Figure 7.7 the maximum coefficient occurred at match position negative 
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4, indicating that segment 23000 has faster rotational speed than reference segment 19000, 
which is why a ‘Transition’ event was detected during the comparison. 
 
Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.9 are the plots for Y-axis and Z-axis autocorrelation and cross 
correlation plots.  Both figures actually show plot characteristics very similar to Figure 7.7, 
which basically means the detected transition event is related to increase in system rotational 
speed.  The cross correlation correlogram plot patterns for the XYZ axes are virtually 
identical.  The maximum cross coefficient values all occurred at match position negative 4, 
which basically proved the faster rotational speed speculation.  Also, the maximum 
coefficient values from all three cross correlograms are almost the same having coefficient 
value around 0.69.  In the previous chapter the results of X-axis and Y-axis plots from the 
electric motor test rig indicted low coefficient values due to the presence of random data 
contaminations for both autocorrelation and cross correlation correlograms.  Here it was 
determined that the random effects were generated by the rubber dampers on which the test 
rig was installed and the minimum movements in axial direction.  With the two-stroke motor 
test setup there is no rubber damper incorporated within the rig.  Also a two bladed propeller 
is installed to produce thrust in the axial direction.  As a result the XYZ axes autocorrelation 
correlograms and cross correlation correlograms all shown high coefficients, well organised 
plot patterns, and similar cross correlogram plot characteristics across all three axes.  The 
observed near identical behaviour of the XYZ axes correlograms in the two-stroke test rig 
proves the hypothesis that dampers and lack of axial displacements caused the random 
characteristics detected in the electric motor test rig.   
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Figure 7.8 Y-axis autocorrelation and cross correlation correlogram plots 
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Z-Axis: Segment 23000 (blue) Superimposed with
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Figure 7.9 Z-axis autocorrelation and cross correlation correlogram plots 
 
7.2.2 Quick Rotational Speed Step Change  
The previous experiment demonstrated a condition where no interruption was introduced 
during the 28 seconds of test rig operation.  In this section two types of interference were 
introduced separately in two individual experiments.  The interference used for the first 
experiment was a quick step down of the constant rotational speed.  The intention of this 
experiment was to ascertain whether the selected DI algorithms were able to detect the speed 
change and to determine the behavioural characteristics and, by comparison, determine if they 
are similar to the fundamental characteristics observed in Chapter 5.  The interference used 
for the second experiment was a quick step up of rotational speed.  Similar to the step down 
process, the idea is to see whether the DI will be able to detect the change and whether there 
is any similarity between the behaviour observed to that of the behaviour which was used to 
derive the fundamental characteristics.  
 
7.2.2.1 Quick Step Down  
In this experiment the constant rotational speed of the bench top test rig was of the order of 
6300 RPM.  At approximately 13 seconds into the experiment the two-stroke motor throttle 
was quickly moved to a lower RPM setting.  The throttle adjustment was done by hand 
control, which was considered likely to introduce some random effects during the speed 
reduction.  Table 7.5 shows the results of the comparison (Detail explanation of Comparison 
results table is given in Chapter 6).  Once again the fundamental comparison limits used are 
those obtained from the 28 seconds of uninterrupted data set acquisition shown in Table 7.1.     
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In theory transition events will only be detected from the 13th second of the experiment 
onwards, but Table 7.5 shows three ‘Transition’ events have been detected before the 13th 
second.  The first detected transition event was found in the comparison between data 
segment 2000 and reference segment 1000 and stored as file name ‘TComparedSegments1’.  
The behavioural change event detected was found to be related to the X-axis and Y-axis 
vibration signals and the sound data respectively.  Since the sound sensor has already been 
identified as being easily susceptible to random interference from the ambient sound sources 
the analysis of the two-stroke engine test rig will exclude the sound sensor data.  
 
Table 7.5 Comparison results for quick step down experiment 
File Name Data Segments Compared 
TComparedSegments1 Data Segment 2000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments2 Data Segment 3000 vs. Data Segment 2000 
ComparedSegments3 Data Segment 4000 vs. Data Segment 2000 
ComparedSegments4 Data Segment 5000 vs. Data Segment 2000 
TComparedSegments5 Data Segment 6000 vs. Data Segment 2000 
ComparedSegments6 Data Segment 7000 vs. Data Segment 6000 
ComparedSegments7 Data Segment 8000 vs. Data Segment 6000 
ComparedSegments8 Data Segment 9000 vs. Data Segment 6000 
TComparedSegments9 Data Segment 10000 vs. Data Segment 6000 
ComparedSegments10 Data Segment 11000 vs. Data Segment 10000 
ComparedSegments11 Data Segment 12000 vs. Data Segment 10000 
ComparedSegments12 Data Segment 13000 vs. Data Segment 10000 
ComparedSegments13 Data Segment 14000 vs. Data Segment 10000 
TComparedSegments14 Data Segment 15000 vs. Data Segment 10000 
TComparedSegments15 Data Segment 16000 vs. Data Segment 15000 
TComparedSegments16 Data Segment 17000 vs. Data Segment 16000 
TComparedSegments17 Data Segment 18000 vs. Data Segment 17000 
TComparedSegments18 Data Segment 19000 vs. Data Segment 18000 
SComparedSegments19 Data Segment 20000 vs. Data Segment 19000 
TComparedSegments20 Data Segment 21000 vs. Data Segment 20000 
SComparedSegments21 Data Segment 22000 vs. Data Segment 21000 
ComparedSegments22 Data Segment 23000 vs. Data Segment 22000 
TComparedSegments23 Data Segment 24000 vs. Data Segment 22000 
TComparedSegments24 Data Segment 25000 vs. Data Segment 24000 
TComparedSegments25 Data Segment 26000 vs. Data Segment 25000 
ComparedSegments26 Data Segment 27000 vs. Data Segment 26000 
TComparedSegments27 Data Segment 28000 vs. Data Segment 26000 
* Underline represents the ‘Reference Segment’ 
 
Figure 7.10 contains the superimposed X-axis autocorrelation plots between segment 2000 
and reference segment 1000, the zoom in autocorrelation correlogram plots between lag value 
100 and lag value 200 and the cross correlation correlogram in the lower half of Figure 7.10.  
Distinctively the plot patterns within the Figure 7.10 X-axis autocorrelation correlograms are 
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much more irregular than the X-axis autocorrelation correlogram plots in Figure 7.7.  The 
autocorrelation correlogram in Figure 7.10 contains a number of lower amplitude cyclic 
patterns, and from the zoom in plot it can be seen that the waveforms are distorted and 
asymmetrical.  As identical test conditions were used the resulting autocorrelation 
correlograms in Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.10 should be very similar.  It was later found that 
during the 28 seconds of the RPM step down experiment the grub screw that fixes the 
universal coupling to the drive shaft came loose, which resulted in the interruptions to the X-
axis vibration signal.  The loosening of the grub screw causes additional lower amplitude 
cyclic patterns to show up in the autocorrelation correlogram plot.  The looseness of the grub 
screw also causes distortions of the autocorrelation correlogram waveform which are in turn 
symptoms of rotational speed fluctuations as identified in Chapter 5 fundamental 
characteristics studies. 
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Figure 7.10 X-axis autocorrelation and cross correlation correlogram plots 
 
Generally the autocorrelation correlogram plot patterns between segment 2000 and segment 
1000 in Figure 7.10 are to a certain extent quite similar, although some amplitude variations 
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exist which are most definitely caused by some random phenomenon (in this case the 
loosening of the universal coupling attachment to the shaft).  From the zoom in plot the 
waveform phase misalignment is actually quite visible, where the blue coloured plot (segment 
2000) is on the right side of the red coloured plot (reference segment 1000).  As 
aforementioned, such shift to the right side of the reference plot generally is an indication of 
lower rotational speed.  Consequently this means the rotational speed at segment 2000 is 
actually slower than the rotational speed at reference segment 1000.  This speculation can 
actually be confirmed by examination of the cross correlogram plot in Figure 7.10 which 
shows that the maximum coefficient amplitude occurs at the positive region of the cross 
correlogram.  In this case a transition event is flagged for the X-axis vibration signal.  The 
transition event is mainly due to the difference in rotational speed between segment 2000 and 
reference segment 1000.  But, as mentioned, the rotational speed fluctuation caused by the 
loosening of the coupling could also contribute to the variation of system behaviour detected.            
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Figure 7.11 Y-axis autocorrelation and cross correlation correlogram plots 
 
The Y-axis comparison result for file ‘TComparedSegments1’ also shows a transition event 
being detected.  The autocorrelation and cross correlation correlograms representing the Y-
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axis signal comparisons are presented in Figure 7.11.  The autocorrelation correlograms in 
Figure 7.11 show much more organised cyclic patterns, with a sub periodic pattern seen 
within the autocorrelation plot.  From the zoom in correlogram the waveforms are not as 
distorted as the correlogram plot in the X-axis.  The differences in the autocorrelation 
characteristic behaviour between the X-axis and the Y-axis have demonstrated the coupling 
loosening effect has less influence on the Y-axis vibration signal.  The effect of the loose 
coupling in the Y-axis direction is more like the effect of random interruptions because, from 
the Y-axis autocorrelation correlogram comparison between segment 2000 and reference 
segment 1000, the differences in amplitudes are much more uniform.  The fundamental 
characteristics study in Chapter 5 has shown that random effects will commonly cause the 
two compared autocorrelation correlograms to appear as if one is either a shrinkage or an 
enlargement of the other.   
 
In the Y-axis comparison the detected system behavioural change is actually more related to 
the difference in the rotational speed between segment 2000 (slower running speed) and 
segment 1000.  The zoom in autocorrelation correlogram plot clearly shows the segment 2000 
plot (blue) has shifted to the right side of the segment 1000 plot (red), and also that the cross 
correlogram shows that the maximum coefficient amplitude has occurred at positive match 
position 9 with a coefficient value of 0.7201. 
 
The next two transition events detected before the 13th second of the experiment are identified 
as file names ‘TComparedSegments5’ and ‘TComparedSegments9’.  In both cases the 
detected behavioural change is in the X-axis vibration signal.  The file name 
‘TComparedSegmen5’ from Table 7.5 consist of the comparison between segment 6000 and 
reference segment 2000.  The detailed results of the comparison, using fundamental limits, 
are presented in Table 7.6.  Figure 7.12 is the comparison of the autocorrelation correlogram 
plots between segment 6000 (blue) and reference segment 2000 (red).  Also presented is the 
corresponding cross correlation correlogram.  
 
Table 7.6 Comparison result for segment 6000 and reference segment 2000 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.6798 0.7707 71.7749 185.0051 92.9580 112.7284 
X-Axis T 0.3926 0.4976 70.5012 69.0926 88.2162 112.3531 
Y-Axis  0.2471 0.5018 53.4948 69.0244 74.0300 111.8058 
Z-Axis  0.0817 0.5010 32.9022 68.8847 55.4997 111.5294 
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Figure 7.12 shows that the superimposed autocorrelation correlograms by and large 
overlapped each other well and only show some signs of slight phase misalignment towards 
the end of the plot and in a small number of red patches.  The zoom in plot from lag value 100 
to lag value 200 shows much clearer plot patterns, where a small phase offset can be seen 
from lag value 160 onwards.  The observation of difference in amplitudes, distorted 
waveforms, and large numbers of sub amplitude cyclic waveforms suggests that random 
effects and speed fluctuation have had a significant influence on the signals in this case.  Once 
again the cause of the random and speed fluctuation effects is highly likely to be the 
loosening of the coupling.  Change in rotational speed between the two compared segments is 
less obvious in this comparison.  As the zoom in plot shows the blue correlogram is slightly 
shifted to the left side of the red correlogram towards the end of the plot.  In theory this 
signifies higher rotational speed for segment 6000 than reference segment 2000, but the 
maximum cross correlation coefficient occurs at positive match position 10 with a value of 
0.7583, which is indicative of slower rotational speed.  Once again the contamination by 
speed fluctuations is significant.  For this reason the general rule of observing maximum cross 
correlation coefficient match position is not applicable in this case.  To sum up all the 
observed findings for file ‘TComparedSegment5’ X-axis comparison, the trigger for the 
‘Transition’ event is the result of random phenomena and speed fluctuations caused by 
loosening of the universal coupling. 
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Figure 7.12 X-axis autocorrelation and cross correlation correlogram plots 
    
 
X-Axis: Segment 10000 (blue) Superimposed
with Segment 6000 (red)
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Figure 7.13 X-axis autocorrelation and cross correlation correlogram plots 
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Table 7.7 Comparison result for segment 10000 and reference segment 6000 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.6141 0.7707 65.4638 185.0051 61.8336 112.7284 
X-Axis T 0.4907 0.4976 85.4753 69.0926 92.6861 112.3531 
Y-Axis  0.4180 0.5018 57.9817 69.0244 77.8009 111.8058 
Z-Axis  0.2103 0.5010 46.6347 68.8847 74.2182 111.5294 
 
Table 7.7 contains the detailed limits comparison results of file ‘TComparedSegments9’.  As 
mentioned the detected ‘Transition’ event is related to the X-axis vibration data.  Figure 7.13 
contains the corresponding autocorrelation correlogram comparison and cross correlation 
correlogram for data segment 10000 (blue) and reference data segment 6000 (red).  The 
correlogram characteristics of Figure 7.13 and Figure 7.12 are quite similar.  Both indicate 
slight phase shift to the left side of the reference correlogram towards the end of the plot 
(faster rotational speed), but the cross correlogram indicates otherwise.  As explained, when 
the presence of speed fluctuations are significant, the general rule of observing maximum 
cross coefficient amplitude to determine the running speed will not give an accurate result. 
Therefore, in this comparison case, the ‘Transition’ event in the X-axis is also highly likely to 
have been triggered by the random phenomenon and severe rotational speed fluctuations.   
 
Table 7.8 Comparison result for segment 15000 and reference segment 10000 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 1.0137 0.7707 220.2391 185.0051 65.1924 112.7284 
X-Axis T 1.0219 0.4976 119.6184 69.0926 76.4903 112.3531 
Y-Axis T 0.9237 0.5018 346.7452 69.0244 102.1321 111.8058 
Z-Axis T 0.9431 0.5010 309.8180 68.8847 100.2684 111.5294 
 
Table 7.8 is the fundamental limits comparison results for file ‘TComparedSegment14’ of 
Table 7.5, which represents the comparison between segment 15000 and reference segment 
10000.  In this case the ‘Transition’ event is detected in all respective sensor recordings but, 
as aforementioned, sound sensor data will not be considered due to ambient sound source 
contamination.  Figure 7.14 shows the corresponding XYZ axes autocorrelation and cross 
correlation correlograms.  From the XYZ axes autocorrelation correlograms it is quite 
obvious that the respective segment 15000 (blue) and segment 10000 (red) plots are very 
different amplitude and cyclic wise.  Clear waveform distortions also show very distinctively 
in the X-axis autocorrelation correlogram plot.  The XYZ axes cross correlogram plot shows 
that the variations between two segments are even much clearer.  All cross correlogram plots 
do not have their maximum coefficient value at match position 0.  Instead they each have 
maximum coefficient value at the positive region of the cross correlogram plot.  The mirror 
image properties do not exist for all three axes cross correlograms, which means the two 
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compared segments are indeed very different.  All three cross correlograms also demonstrate 
very low coefficient amplitudes, and all amplitudes almost evolve around the zero horizontal 
axis with one side of the plot either having lower amplitudes or displaying less organised 
cyclic patterns.   
 
So far most of the characteristics observed show similarity to the ‘Continuously Constant 
Rotational Speed Change’ fundamental characteristic defined in Chapter 5.  Similarities to 
fundamental characteristics were observed because this experiment was simulating rotational 
speed step down change.  Because the step down procedure was done by free hand the speed 
reduction was not uniform or smooth.  The looseness of the coupling also induced some 
random speed fluctuation characteristics.  Since significant autocorrelation comparison 
variations and extremely low coefficient of cross correlation correlograms were observed, and 
especially that the maximum cross correlation coefficient happened at the positive region 
(slower rotational speed for segment 15000), it is therefore concluded that the step down 
procedure actually started at the 15th second of the experiment which corresponds to segment 
15000. 
 
From file ‘TComparedSegments14’ onwards either ‘Transition’ or ‘Significant Transition’ 
events were detected for the rest of the comparison files in Table 7.5.  The two-stroke motor 
becoming very unstable at lower RPM is the reason why comparison result Table 7.5 shows 
system behavioural change almost continuously after file ‘TComparedSegments14’.  The 
detailed comparison results for files after the ‘TComparedSegemnts14’ file are presented in 
Appendix E.  
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Figure 7.14 XYZ axes autocorrelation and cross correlation correlogram plots 
 
7.2.2.2 Quick Step Up  
At the commencement of the quick step up experiment the rotational speed of the two-stroke 
motor test rig was also approximately 6300RPM.  At approximately the 13th second of the 
experiment the throttle of the two-stroke motor was stepped up quickly and significant 
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increase in test rig rotational speed was observed.   The throttle adjustment was done by hand, 
which is likely to introduce some random effects.  Table 7.9 shows the results of the 
comparison.  Once again the fundamental comparison limits used were obtained from the 28 
seconds of uninterrupted data set shown in Table 7.1. 
 
Table 7.9 Comparison results for quick step down experiment 
File Name Data Segments Compared 
ComparedSegments1 Data Segment 2000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments2 Data Segment 3000 vs. Data Segment 2000 
TComparedSegments3 Data Segment 4000 vs. Data Segment 2000 
ComparedSegments4 Data Segment 5000 vs. Data Segment 4000 
ComparedSegments5 Data Segment 6000 vs. Data Segment 4000 
ComparedSegments6 Data Segment 7000 vs. Data Segment 4000 
TComparedSegments7 Data Segment 8000 vs. Data Segment 4000 
TComparedSegments8 Data Segment 9000 vs. Data Segment 9000 
ComparedSegments9 Data Segment 10000 vs. Data Segment 9000 
ComparedSegments10 Data Segment 11000 vs. Data Segment 9000 
ComparedSegments11 Data Segment 12000 vs. Data Segment 9000 
ComparedSegments12 Data Segment 13000 vs. Data Segment 9000 
TComparedSegments13 Data Segment 14000 vs. Data Segment 9000 
TComparedSegments14 Data Segment 15000 vs. Data Segment 14000 
TComparedSegments15 Data Segment 16000 vs. Data Segment 14000 
ComparedSegments16 Data Segment 17000 vs. Data Segment 16000 
ComparedSegments17 Data Segment 18000 vs. Data Segment 16000 
ComparedSegments18 Data Segment 19000 vs. Data Segment 16000 
ComparedSegments19 Data Segment 20000 vs. Data Segment 16000 
ComparedSegments20 Data Segment 21000 vs. Data Segment 16000 
ComparedSegments21 Data Segment 22000 vs. Data Segment 16000 
ComparedSegments22 Data Segment 23000 vs. Data Segment 16000 
ComparedSegments23 Data Segment 24000 vs. Data Segment 16000 
ComparedSegments24 Data Segment 25000 vs. Data Segment 16000 
ComparedSegments25 Data Segment 26000 vs. Data Segment 16000 
ComparedSegments26 Data Segment 27000 vs. Data Segment 16000 
TComparedSegments27 Data Segment 28000 vs. Data Segment 16000 
* Underline represents the ‘Reference Segment’ 
 
From Table 7.9 three transition events can be seen before the supposed step up procedure 
occurred at around the 13th second of the experiment.  The first detected transition event is the 
comparison between data segment 4000 and reference segment 2000 (file name 
‘TComparedSegments3’), where the behavioural change event is related to the X-axis 
vibration signal as shown in Table 7.10.     
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Table 7.10 Comparison result for segment 4000 and reference segment 2000 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.5140 0.7707 62.9211 185.0051 72.5284 112.7284 
X-Axis T 0.5430 0.4976 61.0926 69.0926 65.7784 112.3531 
Y-Axis  0.4028 0.5018 55.9064 69.0244 78.6704 111.8058 
Z-Axis  0.3822 0.5010 56.7267 68.8847 78.6977 111.5294 
 
Sound: Segment 4000 (blue) Superimposed with
Segment 2000 (red)
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Figure 7.15 X-axis autocorrelation and cross correlation correlogram plots 
 
Figure 7.15 contains the superimposed X-axis autocorrelation plots between segment 4000 
and reference segment 2000, the zoom in autocorrelation correlogram plots between lag value 
100 and lag value 200, and the cross correlation correlogram between the two compared 
segments.  Generally the autocorrelation correlogram plot patterns between segment 4000 and 
segment 2000 in Figure 7.15 are quite similar with some amplitude variations existing that 
could have potentially been caused by some random phenomenon.  From the zoom in plot the 
waveform offset  is actually quite clear where the blue coloured plot (segment 4000) is on the 
left side of the red coloured plot (reference segment 2000).  From the fundamental 
characteristics previously derived, shift to left of the reference plot usually indicates higher 
rotational speed.  This means the rotational speed at segment 4000 is higher than the 
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rotational speed at reference segment 2000.  The faster rotational speed can actually be 
confirmed by examining the cross correlogram plot in Figure 7.15 which shows that the 
maximum coefficient amplitude occurs in the negative region of the correlogram plot.  With 
different rotational speed identified, it is obvious that the cause of the ‘Transition’ event is 
largely due to the change in test rig running speed.         
 
The second detected transition event is the comparison between data segment 8000 and 
reference segment 4000 (file name ‘TComparedSegments7’), where the behavioural change 
event is related to the X and Y axes vibration signals as shown in Table 7.11.      
 
Table 7.11 Comparison result for segment 8000 and reference segment 4000 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.4231 0.7707 62.6877 185.0051 78.5736 112.7284 
X-Axis T 0.5352 0.4976 61.8461 69.0926 70.6169 112.3531 
Y-Axis T 0.5186 0.5018 60.5026 69.0244 67.9233 111.8058 
Z-Axis  0.4522 0.5010 57.4847 68.8847 73.5767 111.5294 
 
X-Axis: Segment 8000 (blue) Superimposed with
Segment 4000 (red)
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Figure 7.16 X-axis autocorrelation and cross correlation correlogram plots 
 
Figure 7.16 is the superimposed plot between autocorrelation correlogram for the X-axis data 
segment 8000 and reference data segment 4000.  The superimposed plot shows significant 
amplitude variations, but the zoom in plot between lag 0 to lag 100 shows the cyclic plot 
patterns between segment 8000 and segment 4000 are actually still relatively similar.  The 
amplitude reduction with similar cyclic patterns is a typical characteristic of random 
interference.  The zoom in plot also revealed that the segment 4000 correlogram (red) plot 
also shows clear waveform distortions, particularly in the lower amplitude cyclic waveforms. 
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Figure 7.17 contains the X-axis autocorrelation correlogram zoom in plots for segment 8000 
and segment 4000 as well as the corresponding cross correlogram.  The zoom in plot is 
between lag values of 100 and 200, where the segment 8000 plot (blue) clearly shows phase 
offset to the left of the reference correlogram plot (red).  When phase shift is to the left side of 
the reference plot the maximum amplitude of the cross correlogram generally should occur at 
the negative region of the cross correlogram, but as previously identified random effects and 
speed fluctuations (autocorrelation correlogram waveform distortion) play a significant part in 
this comparison the general maximum cross coefficient location rule does not apply in this 
case.  As a result the ‘Transition’ event in the X-axis is related to the random effect and speed 
fluctuation. 
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Figure 7.17 X-axis zoom in autocorrelation correlogram and cross correlation correlogram 
 
Figure 7.18 contains the superimposed Y-axis autocorrelation plots between segment 4000 
and reference segment 8000, the zoom in autocorrelation correlogram plots between lag value 
100 and lag value 200, and the cross correlation correlogram between the two compared 
segments.  In the case of the Y-axis comparison the random effect of amplitude variations is 
still visible, but the autocorrelation correlogram waveform distortions are less visible.  In the 
absence of significant running speed fluctuation the general rule of observing the maximum 
cross coefficient amplitude can be applied in this case.  The maximum cross coefficient 
amplitude in this case occurred at the negative region, meaning the test rig running speed at 
segment 8000 is faster than the test rig running speed at reference data segment 4000.  To 
confirm the difference in test rig running speeds the zoom in autocorrelation plot between lag 
value 100 and lag value 200 can be utilised.  The zoom in plot actually shows the segment 
8000 autocorrelation correlogram is shifting to the left of the red correlogram plot which 
means it contains faster running speed.  So far both detected transition events all show speed 
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fluctuation characteristics with their X-axis vibration signal comparison.  From the speed step 
down experiment it was concluded that the grub screw for the coupling came loose during the 
experiment, which had significant impact on the X-axis vibration signal.  Using the same 
deduction the grub screw may have also become slightly loose during the two detected 
transition events, although the waveform distortion is not as severe as the step down 
experiment; it is enough to cause the characteristics shown. 
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Figure 7.18 X-axis autocorrelation and cross correlation correlogram plots 
 
The third detected transition event is the comparison between data segment 9000 and 
reference segment 8000 (file name ‘TComparedSegments8’).  In this comparison case the 
behavioural change event is related to the Y and Z axes vibration signals as shown in Table 
7.12.   Figure 7.19 shows both the Y and Z axes autocorrelation correlogram comparison, as 
well as the zoom in plot between lag value 100 and lag value 200. 
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Table 7.12 Comparison result for segment 9000 and reference segment 8000 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.3864 0.7707 59.1831 185.0051 74.0735 112.7284 
X-Axis  0.4756 0.4976 49.6918 69.0926 68.5587 112.3531 
Y-Axis T 0.5933 0.5018 49.2173 69.0244 54.1934 111.8058 
Z-Axis T 0.5924 0.5010 51.2767 68.8847 50.5586 111.5294 
 
Y-Axis: Segment 9000 (blue) Superimposed with
Segment 8000 (red)
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Z-Axis: Segment 9000 (blue) Superimposed with
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Figure 7.19 Y and Z axis autocorrelation correlograms and respective zoom in plots 
 
From the comparison of the Y and Z axes autocorrelation correlograms in Figure 7.19, minor 
amplitude differences can be viewed, also the phase of the compared correlograms start to 
become offset from a value of about 50 onwards.  Both the Y and Z axes zoom in plots show 
the blue autocorrelation correlogram (segment 9000) has shifted to the left side of the 
reference autocorrelation correlogram (segment 8000), indicating faster operational speed for 
segment 9000.  To further verify the findings, the respective cross correlograms have also 
been plotted for the Y and Z axes.  From the cross correlogram plots of Figure 7.20 both the 
Y and Z axes cross correlograms show the maximum cross correlation coefficient amplitude 
occurred in the negative region.  The deduction is that the segment 9000 data set contains a 
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faster test rig running speed than segment 8000, which is why the ‘Transition’ event is being 
flagged in both axes.    
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Figure 7.20 Y and Z axis cross correlation correlograms 
 
As indicated in Table 7.9 files ‘TComparedSegments13’, ‘TComparedSegments14’, and 
‘TcomparedSegments15’ all shown initial ‘T’ in front of the file name.  The initial ‘T’ 
indicates a ‘Transition’ event detected in the comparison results.  The test rig operational 
speed step up procedure also happened during the time that the data was taken for these three 
comparison files.  Table 7.13 shows the detailed fundamental limits comparison results for 
file ‘TComparedSegments13’, where the XYZ axes vibration data and sound signal data all 
show ‘Transition’ event occurrence.  As discussed before sound data will not be taken into 
consideration in this experiment.  
 
Table 7.13 Comparison result for segment 14000 and reference segment 9000 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 0.8813 0.7707 136.7354 185.0051 86.4535 112.7284 
X-Axis T 0.7567 0.4976 164.3741 69.0926 51.2256 112.3531 
Y-Axis T 0.7627 0.5018 122.1196 69.0244 44.7933 111.8058 
Z-Axis T 0.8267 0.5010 134.9012 68.8847 60.1415 111.5294 
 
Figure 7.21 presents the XYZ axes autocorrelation correlogram comparison between data 
segment 14000 and reference segment 9000, and their respective cross correlogram plot.  In 
Chapter 5 section 5.3.4 a fundamental simulation study was conducted to identify the 
characteristic behaviours of autocorrelation and cross correlation correlograms when a 
constant and continuous speed reduction is applied to a mechanical system running at steady 
speed operation.  In this particular study it was found fast reduction in amplitudes and large 
but constant shift in waveform behaviours were observed in the autocorrelation correlogram 
comparison.  In the case of the cross correlogram the maximum cross correlation coefficient 
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will not occur at match position 0, and there will be extensive cross correlation coefficient 
amplitude reduction from the maximum coefficient value of 1.  In the case of this particular 
simulated study one side of the cross correlogram clearly shows lower amplitudes than the 
other. 
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Z-Axis: Segment 14000 (blue) Superimposed with 
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Figure 7.21 XYZ axes autocorrelation correlogram comparison and their respective cross correlogram 
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In Figure 7.21 the plots represent a sudden increase of operational speed where the throttle 
incremental procedure was done by free hand, hence constant characteristic do not exist as in 
the simulated example in Chapter 5.  But with the XYZ axes autocorrelation correlogram 
comparison similar fundamental characteristics as in Chapter 5 Figure 5.15 can be 
determined.  The cross correlogram for the XYZ axes also shows one side of the correlogram 
has obviously higher amplitudes than the other; additionally the maximum coefficients do not 
occur at match position 0.  However the XYZ axes cross correlogram in Figure 7.21 also 
demonstrated similar behaviour as that from speed fluctuation characteristics which was 
anticipated because manual hand control was employed for the speed step up process.  With 
the analyses presented, it is clear that the two-stroke motor test rig throttle was stepped up 
during the data segment 14000 or the 14th second of the experiment.    
 
Files ‘TComparedSegments14’ and ‘TComparedSegments15’ also show transition events.  
Therefore the effect of step up procedure lasted until data segment 16000 or the 16th second of 
the experiment.  After data segment 16000 the test rig becomes stabilised, this stable 
operation being deduced from no more events detected until file ‘TComparedSegments27’.  
The installed two-stroke motor has a tendency for much more stable running at higher RPM.  
The detailed comparison results of file ‘TComparedSegments14’ and 
‘TComparedSegments15’ are presented in Table 7.14 and Table 7.15.    
 
Table 7.14 Comparison result for segment 15000 and reference segment 14000 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 0.9778 0.7707 85.1145 185.0051 59.2264 112.7284 
X-Axis T 0.9233 0.4976 72.3811 69.0926 61.5878 112.3531 
Y-Axis T 0.9629 0.5018 61.6721 69.0244 54.2519 111.8058 
Z-Axis T 0.8343 0.5010 64.3330 68.8847 52.8188 111.5294 
 
Table 7.15 Comparison result for segment 16000 and reference segment 15000 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 0.8599 0.7707 78.3265 185.0051 92.8968 112.7284 
X-Axis T 0.6689 0.4976 75.3328 69.0926 58.3132 112.3531 
Y-Axis  0.2246 0.5018 59.8083 69.0244 65.4209 111.8058 
Z-Axis T 0.5517 0.5010 69.3061 68.8847 74.3816 111.5294 
 
The last detected ‘Transition’ event in this experiment is contained in file 
‘TComparedSegments27’.  The fundamental limits comparison results of file 
‘TComparedSegments27’ is presented in Table 7.16.  From Table 7.16 it can be seen that the 
‘Transition’ event is related to the X-axis vibration signal comparison.  Figure 7.22 shows the 
X-axis autocorrelation and cross correlation correlogram plots.  Both the autocorrelation 
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correlogram comparison and the zoom in autocorrelation correlogram plots show that the 
periodicity of the major amplitudes overlap each other very closely but the reference 
correlogram (red) waveforms show a bit more distortions.  The cyclic amplitudes, as well as 
the minor amplitudes of the major peaks between segment 28000 and segment 16000 actually 
show variations, which indicate even more significant differences.  Observation of the cross 
correlation correlogram plot showed that the maximum coefficient amplitude did not occur at 
match position 0.  However the overall cyclic pattern is quite clear, showing high amplitude 
values.  Some disorganised lower amplitude sub cyclic patterns do exist within the cross 
correlogram.      
  
Table 7.16 Comparison result for segment 28000 and reference segment 16000 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.4317 0.7707 63.5775 185.0051 77.4055 112.7284 
X-Axis T 0.2777 0.4976 74.8219 69.0926 52.1299 112.3531 
Y-Axis  0.1648 0.5018 42.3963 69.0244 73.4811 111.8058 
Z-Axis  0.0941 0.5010 37.9449 68.8847 45.4112 111.5294 
 
X-Axis: Segment 28000 (blue) Superimposed with 
Segment 16000 (red)
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Figure 7.22 X-axis autocorrelation correlogram and cross correlation correlogram plots 
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On examination of the two-stroke motor test rig it was found that the grub screw securing the 
universal coupling had become slightly loose again.  A conclusion was that the looseness of 
the coupling must have generated the sub amplitude random-like cyclic patterns, as well as 
affecting the amplitude values of the major peaks.  As the grub screw has exhibited a 
tendency to become loose during the experiment, the increased loads imposed on the grub 
screw during the higher RPM speed step up experiment are more likely to have caused the 
grub screw to become loose. 
  
7.2.3 Experiment with Fault Interruption  
 
Figure 7.23 CPU fan within the two-stroke motor test rig 
 
In this section the experiment involved trying to induce an actual fault in the two-stroke motor 
test rig during its steady state operation, and to see if the DI algorithms were able to detect the 
fault in this type of test setup.  In the electric motor test rig an off balance CPU fan was used 
to simulate the fault generation, but in the two-stroke motor rig the same fault generation 
procedure could not be utilised.  The initial fault interruption experiment condition, for the 
two-stroke motor test rig, with the off balance CPU fan mounted on top of the SmartHUMS 
housing (as shown in Figure 7.23) revealed that the CPU fan was subject to severe vertical  
(X-axis) accelerations from the vibration produced by the two-stroke motor.  This resulted in 
the fan being tossed up and down on top of the SmartHUMS housing.  The end result being 
that it was impossible to maintain contact between the fan and the SmartHums housing.  The 
disturbances produced by the off balance CPU fan behaved much more like random 
interruptions instead of a cyclic interruption from the unbalanced fan blade. 
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Figure 7.24  Bearing housing and its base mount 
 
In order to produce a more realistic fault condition it was decided to create a loose bolt 
condition in one of the bearing housing base mounts.  The base of the bearing housing is 
actually bolted down by two bolts, the idea being to loosen one of the bolts at sometime 
during the 28 seconds of the two-stroke test rig operation, and to see if the DI algorithms will 
be able to pick up the loosening effect of the bearing housing.  The bearing housing and its 
mounting points are shown in Figure 7.24, where bolt 2 is the bolt that was loosened during 
the test rig experiment.  Figure 7.24 shows that bolt number 2 is actually very close to the add 
weight disc.  OH&S practice precludes the option of hand loosening of bolt 2 during the 
operation of the test rig.  Instead a data combination technique was employed using the results 
from two individual experiments.  The first experiment involved a full 28 seconds of data 
recording of the two-stroke test rig without any interruption being introduced (healthy rig). 
The second experiment involved loosening bolt 2 of the bearing housing before the test rig 
was put into operation, then 28 seconds of data with loose bolt 2 was recorded.  The data 
combination procedure was done by replacing data point 10000 to data point 20000 of the 
uninterrupted (healthy rig) data set with data point 10000 to data point 20000 taken from the 
experiment with bolt number 2 already loose.  To compare the combined data set the 
fundamental limits from Table 7.1 were used to detect the test rig behaviour change.  The 
results of the comparison for the combined data set are presented in Table 7.17. 
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Table 7.17 Comparison results for bolt 2 loose during experiment 
File Name Data Segments Compared 
ComparedSegments1 Data Segment 2000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments2 Data Segment 3000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments3 Data Segment 4000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments4 Data Segment 5000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments5 Data Segment 6000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments6 Data Segment 7000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments7 Data Segment 8000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments8 Data Segment 9000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments9 Data Segment 10000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
TComparedSegments10 Data Segment 11000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments11 Data Segment 12000 vs. Data Segment 11000 
ComparedSegments12 Data Segment 13000 vs. Data Segment 11000 
TComparedSegments13 Data Segment 14000 vs. Data Segment 11000 
TComparedSegments14 Data Segment 15000 vs. Data Segment 14000 
ComparedSegments15 Data Segment 16000 vs. Data Segment 15000 
TComparedSegments16 Data Segment 17000 vs. Data Segment 15000 
ComparedSegments17 Data Segment 18000 vs. Data Segment 17000 
ComparedSegments18 Data Segment 19000 vs. Data Segment 17000 
ComparedSegments19 Data Segment 20000 vs. Data Segment 17000 
SComparedSegments20 Data Segment 21000 vs. Data Segment 17000 
ComparedSegments21 Data Segment 22000 vs. Data Segment 21000 
ComparedSegments22 Data Segment 23000 vs. Data Segment 21000 
TComparedSegments23 Data Segment 24000 vs. Data Segment 21000 
ComparedSegments24 Data Segment 25000 vs. Data Segment 24000 
ComparedSegments25 Data Segment 26000 vs. Data Segment 24000 
ComparedSegments26 Data Segment 27000 vs. Data Segment 24000 
ComparedSegments27 Data Segment 28000 vs. Data Segment 24000 
* Underline represents the ‘Reference Segment’ 
 
Since data points containing the loose bolt 2 vibration signals were used to replace data point 
10000 to data point 20000 of the uninterrupted data set it is expected that two transition 
events will be detected, one in data segment 10000 and one in data segment 20000 of the 
combined data set.  Table 7.17 shows a total of six transition events detected.  The first 
‘Transition’ event is detected at file name ‘TComparedSegments10’ and a ‘Significant 
Transition’ event is detected at file name ‘SComparedSegments20’.  Both transition files 
happened to be data segment comparisons for segment 11000 and segment 21000, which is 
approximately where the expected data locations of the transition events were predicted to be 
detected.  Table 7.18 shows the detailed comparison results for file ‘TComparedSegments10’, 
(which is data segment 11000) where a transition event is being detected for all sensors.    
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Table 7.18 Comparison result for segment 11000 and reference segment 1000 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 1.0536 0.7707 102.9824 185.0051 105.3494 112.7284 
X-Axis T 1.0173 0.4976 119.0530 69.0926 65.9021 112.3531 
Y-Axis T 1.0177 0.5018 206.3495 69.0244 58.1586 111.8058 
Z-Axis T 1.0170 0.5010 158.0713 68.8847 71.7928 111.5294 
 
Figure 7.25 represents the XYZ axes autocorrelation correlograms comparison and the 
respective cross correlation correlograms for segment 11000 and reference segment 1000.  It 
is clear in Figure 7.25 that the autocorrelation correlograms (red) for the X, Y and Z axes for 
reference segment 1000 are all quite similar, and the autocorrelation correlograms (blue) for 
the X, Y and Z axes for segment 11000 are all quite different from both the reference segment 
1000 and from each other.  The superimposed autocorrelation correlograms in each of the X, 
Y and Z axes show the two compared segments have no similarities.  The non-correlated 
relationship between the two segments is even more apparent from the cross correlogram 
plots for the X, Y and Z axes, where extremely low amplitudes and irregular cyclic patterns 
which evolve around the zero horizontal axes can be observed.  The cross correlogram results 
indicate that the two compared segments have no joint or shared properties.  This indicates 
the detection of a behavioural change during the 11th second of the experiment or in segment 
11000 of the combined data set. 
 
As bolt 2 of the bearing housing becomes loose the vibration characteristics of the two-stroke 
motor test rig show very erratic movement patterns.  This irregular vibration movement is 
most likely the cause of files named ‘TComparedSegments13’, ‘TComparedSegments14’, and 
‘TComparedSegments16’ having ‘Transition’ events associated with them.  Another 
characteristic also observed during the experiment was, as the time advanced, the looseness of 
the bolt 2 increased; the vibration generated by the rig actually forcing bolt 2 to become 
progressively looser.  Due to the irregular nature of the vibration movement, the transition 
events detected for files ‘TComparedSegments13’, ‘TComparedSegments14’, and 
‘TComparedSegments16’ will not be analysed in detail.  The detailed fundamental limits 
comparison results for these three files can be found in Appendix F.         
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Y-Axis: Segment 11000 (blue) Superimposed with 
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Z-Axis: Segment 11000 (blue) Superimposed with 
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Figure 7.25 XYZ axes autocorrelation correlogram and cross correlation correlogram plots 
    
Table 7.19 Comparison result for segment 21000 and reference segment 17000 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 0.9991 0.7707 79.4873 185.0051 77.0616 112.7284 
X-Axis T 1.0244 0.4976 62.9153 69.0926 80.5427 112.3531 
Y-Axis T 1.0174 0.5018 58.5277 69.0244 54.6824 111.8058 
Z-Axis S 1.0732 0.5010 77.4040 68.8847 188.9723 111.5294 
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Table 7.19 shows the fundamental limits comparison results for file ‘SComparedSegments20’ 
(data segment21000), which is the second expected ‘Transition’ event to be detected.  In this 
case a prefix ‘S’ was assigned to the file name to indicate a significant event.  In general the 
‘Significant Transition’ event represents a case where it is more likely that the behavioural 
change was generated within the mechanical system, where the transfer function of the 
system has been more severely affected.  The bearing housing base mounting is securely 
located by two bolts in the vertical direction (Z-axis).  As the experiment progresses and bolt 
2 loosens, as previously detected, the displacements in the vertical direction will increase.  
The expected second transition event is caused by the retightening of bolt 2.  The change from 
a large vertical displacement back to a minimal displacement was the cause of the ‘Significant 
Transition’ event detected in the Z-axis as shown in Table 7.19.     
 
Figure 7.26 represents the XYZ axes autocorrelation correlograms comparison and the 
respective cross correlation correlograms for segment 21000 and reference segment 17000. 
Again the superimposed autocorrelation correlograms for the X, Y and Z axes do not show 
any correlated properties, but each of the X, Y and Z axes blue correlogram plots show much 
organised and significantly higher coefficient amplitudes than the reference (red) plots.  This 
is the reverse of the case in Figure 7.25 where the reference segment plots (red) show much 
organised and significantly higher coefficient amplitudes compared to the plots from the 
segment with which they are being compared.  The loose bolt was to be retightened after data 
point 20000 (uninterrupted test rig data from segment 20000 onwards), which is why the X, Y 
and Z axes blue autocorrelation correlograms show much more distinctive cyclic patterns 
with higher coefficient values, especially the Z axis blue correlogram amplitudes.  The X, Y 
and Z axes cross correlogram plots further illustrate the effect of retightening bolt 2 (data 
segment 21000 and data reference segment 17000 virtually have no joint or shared 
properties).  The X and Y axes cross correlograms practically evolve around the horizontal 
zero axis (a characteristic of almost pure random interference).  In the Z-axis cross 
correlogram there are some cyclic patterns with slightly higher amplitudes, but the negative 
and positive regions are extremely different and no visible fundamental characteristics can be 
detected.  This also proves the excessive variation between the compared data segments.  
Therefore, once again, the DI algorithms have succeeded in detecting the behavioural changes 
that occurred during the experiment. 
 
The last ‘Transition’ event detected from Table 7.17 is related to file 
‘TComparedSegments23’ where, in theory, no behavioural change should have occurred after 
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data segment 21000.  Table 7.20 shows the detailed comparison results for the file 
‘TcomparedSegments23’.  From Table 7.20 it can be seen that the X, Y and Z axes all have 
‘Transition’ events detected, indicating a high likelihood that behavioural change has 
occurred in the period covered by the comparison between data segment 24000 and reference 
data segment 21000. 
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Y-Axis: Segment 21000 (blue) Superimposed with 
Segment 17000 (red)
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Z-Axis: Segment 21000 (blue) Superimposed with 
Segment 17000 (red)
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Figure 7.26 XYZ axes autocorrelation correlogram and cross correlation correlogram plots 
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Table 7.20 Comparison result for segment 24000 and reference segment 21000 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.6819 0.7707 59.9165 185.0051 73.2901 112.7284 
X-Axis T 0.6772 0.4976 54.1528 69.0926 55.6651 112.3531 
Y-Axis T 0.6822 0.5018 52.5587 69.0244 54.8863 111.8058 
Z-Axis T 0.6813 0.5010 53.0891 68.8847 55.0166 111.5294 
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Y-Axis: Segment 24000 (blue) Superimposed with 
Segment 21000 (red)
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Z-Axis: Segment 24000 (blue) Superimposed with 
Segment 21000 (red)
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Figure 7.27 XYZ axes superimposed autocorrelation correlograms and their respective zoom in plot 
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Figure 7.27 represents the autocorrelation comparison results of Table 7.20, which contains 
the X, Y and Z axes autocorrelation correlogram comparison plots and their respective zoom 
in correlogram plots taken between lag Amount 100 and lag Amount 200 for segment 24000 
and reference segment 21000.  All three axes of the full plots, i.e. plots between lag Amounts 
0 to 250, show similar autocorrelation correlogram patterns to each other, the only differences 
being minor amplitude variations.  But from the zoom in plots the phase misalignments for all 
three axes are very clear.  The three zoom in autocorrelation correlogram plots all indicate 
segment 24000 plot (blue) shifted to the left side of segment 21000 plot (red).  With the 
understanding of the fundamental characteristics developed in Chapter 4 the left shift of phase 
in the autocorrelation correlogram comparison corresponds to increase in rotational speed.   
 
To further support the premise that segment 24000 contains information which indicates an 
increase in test rig running speed, the cross correlograms for the X, Y and Z axes are plotted 
in Figure 7.28.  From Figure 7.28 it is clear that in all three plots the maximum coefficients do 
not occur at match position 0 and the mirror image property does not exist.  Therefore it can 
be concluded that data segment 24000 differs from data segment 21000.  With the maximum 
cross correlation coefficient occurring in the negative region of the cross correlogram in all 
three axes plots indicating that an increase in test rig running speed occurred at segment 
24000, which supports the conclusion that an increase in test rig running speed caused the 
‘ComparedSegment23’ segment to be identified as containing transition data and flagged as 
file ‘TComparedSegments23’.       
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Figure 7.28 XYZ axes cross correlogram plots 
 
7.3 Summary 
The experimental procedures applied in this chapter basically follow the process in Chapter 6, 
but with a different test rig setup and a different driving source.  The experiments performed 
basically can be split into three classes, class one in which no interruption was introduced, 
class two in which induced control change caused the behaviour variation, and finally class 
three in which the real fault occurred.  The intent of these three classes of experiments is to 
duplicate the experiments performed in Chapter 6.  The major variation between this chapter 
and the previous chapter is in the method used to detect behavioural change.  In Chapter 6 the 
test rig behaviour variations are simply identified by visually comparing the autocorrelation 
and cross correlation correlogram plots, but in this chapter the variations are detected using 
numerical methods.  
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The numerical values for the fundamental characteristics for the ‘steady state’ or ‘no 
interruptions’ cases for the experiment were calculated using the methods given in Chapter 6.  
The same methods were then used to calculate the numerical values of the fundamental 
characteristics for each data set as the experiment progressed.  The values calculated were 
then compared and when a difference in values was detected that data set or segment was 
flagged as either a ‘Transition’ or ‘Significant Transition’ depending on the magnitude of the 
difference detected.  In fact all the comparisons for each of the different experimental 
procedures were done using the same fundamental limits that were obtained from 
experimental conditions which contained no interruption (i.e. a healthy state condition) as 
presented in Table 7.1.   
 
As demonstrated in this chapter, the fundamental limits comparison method is also capable of 
detecting behavioural changes in the two-stroke motor test rig as they arose.  The only 
drawback using the fundamental limits from Table 7.1 for all the different experimental 
comparisons is that the limits might sometimes be in some degree too large.  This can be 
accommodated by reducing the comparison method sensitivity.  
 
Each of the experiments was done in separate test rig runs and it was very difficult to adjust 
the two-stroke engine throttle to exactly the same operational condition for each experiment.  
Also the operating temperature of the engine had significant effect on the RPM.  Therefore 
every experiment performed had a certain degree of differences in the basic rig operating 
settings.  As a result some of the obvious system behavioural changes were only detected as 
‘Transition’ events instead of ‘Significant Transition’ events.  But once the production 
SmartHUMS unit, with imbedded DI algorithms, is fitted to a platform the chances of this 
particular problem occurring will not be high, because the monitoring of a platform will be 
continuous instead of being spread over different times and different test runs.   
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Chapter 8  
Hughes 300 Helicopter Flight Trial 
The idea of this actual helicopter experiment is to test the practicality of applying the 
proposed DI algorithms in a real life environment.  In this experiment only pilot induced 
changes (control changes) were performed.  Due to OH&S issues it is too dangerous to 
introduce a real fault during the helicopter flight test experiments.  Instead of fault 
introduction different flight conditions such as takeoff, steady cruise followed by continuous 
extreme manoeuvre changes, autorotation, and landing were performed.  A major factor that 
needs to be noted is the weather condition during the flight test experiment.  During the flight 
experiment the weather condition was quite unstable.  40 knots head wind, cross wind, and 
heavy turbulences were experienced.  Due to adverse ambient conditions a large portion of 
the recorded flight data was significantly affected by random phenomena.  As, in this flight 
experiment, the preproduction SmartHUMS unit was situated inside the cockpit (the unit was 
attached on the floor of the cockpit between two pilots), the sound data recorded by the 
microphone will not be analysed.  During the flight, conversation between the two test pilots 
and pilot to the control tower were recorded by the microphone sensor.  As a result the data 
from the microphone sensor is too heavily contaminated for analysis.  Ideally the microphone 
sensor would be placed either next to the engine or the main rotor, but with the preproduction 
SmartHUMS unit this is currently not possible.  As the SmartHUMS unit consist with triaxial 
accelerometer the specific XYZ axes sensor channel are coincide with helicopter’s XYZ 
coordinate system during flight.   
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8.1 Hughes 300 Helicopter 
The Hughes 300 helicopter used for the flight test experiment is a piston-engine powered 
helicopter.  The engine is the Lycoming model HIO-360-D1A which develops 190 
horsepower.  The Hughes 300 helicopter has a top speed at sea level of 86 knots.  The empty 
weight of the helicopter is 474 kilograms and the maximum takeoff weight is 930 kilograms.  
Physical dimensions of the helicopter are 8.18 meters main rotor diameter, 6.80 metres 
fuselage length, 2.66 meters height to top of rotor head, and the main rotor disc area is 52.5 
square metres.  Overall this helicopter is considered to be a small size helicopter that only 
seats two occupants (pilot and co-pilot).  Figure 8.1 is the photo of the Hughes 300 helicopter 
that was used for the experiments for this research with the preproduction SmartHUMS unit.  
        
 
Figure 8.1 Hughes 300 helicopter  
 
8.2 Flight Tests  
In total four different flight conditions were tested during the Hughes 300 helicopter flight 
experiment.  The first flight condition is takeoff of the helicopter, the second condition is 
cruise followed by severe manoeuvres, the third condition is autorotation, and the last flight 
condition is landing of the helicopter.  Because of unfavourable weather situations it was very 
hard to achieve stable flight condition during the four flight experiments above.  The small 
size of the Hughes 300 helicopter made the effects of the adverse weather conditions even 
more noticeable.  For this reason extreme care was taken during the analyses of the recorded 
flight data. 
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8.2.1 Calculation for Determining the Comparison Limits  
In Chapter 6 the determination of the comparison limits for DI analysis results has been 
demonstrated.  In this helicopter flight experiment the limits were obtained using the data 
from 10 seconds of stable cruise flight condition but, as explained, the weather condition did 
not permit the acquisition of 10 seconds of stable cruise data.  As a result the cruise data 
acquired are most likely to be contaminated with some unstable or random data from the 
ambient conditions.  It is assumed that the data sample size of 10 seconds will be large 
enough to smooth out that unstable data, but in the situation where the calculated limits are 
found to be not reasonable a larger sample size might be needed to achieve more accurate 
comparison limits.  Table 8.1 presents the calculated comparison limits using 10 seconds of 
Hughes 300 helicopter cruise data. 
 
Table 8.1 Fundamental limits for DI analyses comparison  
 Limits: (Mean + 2SD + Standard Error of Estimator) 
Sound Cross-Coefficient at match 0 0.0425 
X-Axis Cross-Coefficient at match 0 0.0502 
Y-Axis Cross-Coefficient at match 0 0.0414 
Z-Axis Cross-Coefficient at match 0 0.0156 
Sound Auto-Correlogram %Quantity Diff 67.3237 
X-Axis Auto-Correlogram %Quantity Diff 38.4611 
Y-Axis Auto-Correlogram %Quantity Diff 33.7004 
Z-Axis Auto-Correlogram %Quantity Diff 20.9784 
Sound Cross-Correlogram Mirror %Diff 30.2636 
X-Axis Cross-Correlogram Mirror %Diff 18.9501 
Y-Axis Cross-Correlogram Mirror %Diff 19.0303 
Z-Axis Cross-Correlogram Mirror %Diff 11.3132 
*SD: Standard Deviation 
    
The reason why cruise condition data was used for the fundamental limits calculation is 
because the majority of a platform operating time will be spent on the cruise condition.  
Taking a UAV flight profile as an example (i.e. Figure 2.2 of Chapter 2), a large portion of 
the UAV flight time is cruise (circling) above a designated area for surveillance purposes.  
Also the use of cruise condition for the comparison limits calculation will generate limits that 
will allow identification of other flight conditions.  Conditions such as takeoff, landing, and 
autorotation will most certainly exceed the calculated limits, which is good in the sense of 
identifying different flight regions but bad if the regions cannot be clearly distinguished.  
Confusion or mistakes might arise, if the actual condition cannot be determined, which could 
lead to the condition being misidentified as a fault generation.  The purposes of this flight 
experiment are to identify change of flight conditions and operating changes by the pilot 
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induced control input.  Detection of both situations will be treated as either ‘Transition’ or 
‘Significant Transition’ change.  In this flight test it is already established that an actual 
mechanical fault will not be introduced during the flight, therefore the analyses shown will 
concentrate on DI characteristics studies as shown in Chapters 4 and 5.  If actual faults were 
introduced for this flight experiment, a transition event detected and the data recorded during 
the period being determined as not due to a control change, then ‘Cyclostatic’ analysis would 
be performed to make sure that a mechanical related event had been detected and possibly to 
further identify the nature of the event.    
 
8.2.2 Takeoff   
To lift off a helicopter is not a simple and constant manoeuvre.  There is a lot of anticipation 
required from the pilot in order to safely lift off from the ground.  The usual procedure to 
takeoff a helicopter is to increase the collective control to a point where a feeling that the 
helicopter is just about to lift off is achieved, and then to stay put at that particular collective 
position.  The next procedure is to wait until the moment the helicopter just lifts off the 
ground, then apply opposite control action to the helicopter movement and come into hover.  
The moment the helicopter lifts off into hover and transits into the takeoff motion the cyclic, 
paddle, and collective controls are in continuous alteration to establish the best possible stable 
flight condition.  In other words flying a helicopter is like a non-linear function where every 
takeoff is different, and from takeoff to cruising altitude a pilot may have to apply different 
control inputs to achieve the same stable flight path.  Also during the flight to the required 
altitude the flight condition is also not constant.  Very often the climb might involve number 
of step processes due to ambient conditions or a flight plan designated by the control tower.  
As a result the helicopter behaviour at every second during takeoff is highly likely to be 
different, and for this reason it is expected that many ‘Transition’ or ‘Significant Transition’ 
events will be detected during the takeoff flight condition. 
 
Table 8.2 is the comparison results for the takeoff flight condition for the helicopter during 
the flight experiment.  As mentioned the preproduction SmartHUMS can only log 28 seconds 
of data at the moment which is why there are only 27 comparison results in Table 8.2.  The 
comparison process uses the limits obtained in Table 8.1.  As predicted there are a large 
number of ‘Transition’ or ‘Significant Transition’ events detected in Table 8.2.  The 
procedure during the takeoff flight experiment is that the helicopter was idling on the ground 
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for approximately 10 seconds before takeoff.  As aforementioned idling on the ground does 
not necessary mean constant condition.  A number of strong wind conditions experienced 
have definitely affected the vibration and stability characteristics of the helicopter (especially 
for a small helicopter like the Hughes 300), where the pilot may have to make a number of 
control adjustments to counteract the wind effect even though the helicopter is still on the 
ground.  
 
Table 8.2 Comparison results for Hughes 300 takeoff flight experiment 
File Name Data Segments Compared 
SComparedSegments1 Data Segment 2000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
SComparedSegments2 Data Segment 3000 vs. Data Segment 2000 
SComparedSegments3 Data Segment 4000 vs. Data Segment 3000 
ComparedSegments4 Data Segment 5000 vs. Data Segment 4000 
SComparedSegments5 Data Segment 6000 vs. Data Segment 4000 
TComparedSegments6 Data Segment 7000 vs. Data Segment 6000 
ComparedSegments7 Data Segment 8000 vs. Data Segment 7000 
TComparedSegments8 Data Segment 9000 vs. Data Segment 7000 
ComparedSegments9 Data Segment 10000 vs. Data Segment 9000 
SComparedSegments10 Data Segment 11000 vs. Data Segment 9000 
SComparedSegments11 Data Segment 12000 vs. Data Segment 11000 
TComparedSegments12 Data Segment 13000 vs. Data Segment 12000 
SComparedSegments13 Data Segment 14000 vs. Data Segment 13000 
SComparedSegments14 Data Segment 15000 vs. Data Segment 14000 
SComparedSegments15 Data Segment 16000 vs. Data Segment 15000 
TComparedSegments16 Data Segment 17000 vs. Data Segment 16000 
SComparedSegments17 Data Segment 18000 vs. Data Segment 17000 
SComparedSegments18 Data Segment 19000 vs. Data Segment 18000 
SComparedSegments19 Data Segment 20000 vs. Data Segment 19000 
SComparedSegments20 Data Segment 21000 vs. Data Segment 20000 
SComparedSegments21 Data Segment 22000 vs. Data Segment 21000 
SComparedSegments22 Data Segment 23000 vs. Data Segment 22000 
TComparedSegments23 Data Segment 24000 vs. Data Segment 23000 
SComparedSegments24 Data Segment 25000 vs. Data Segment 24000 
SComparedSegments25 Data Segment 26000 vs. Data Segment 25000 
TComparedSegments26 Data Segment 27000 vs. Data Segment 26000 
SComparedSegments27 Data Segment 28000 vs. Data Segment 27000 
* Underline represents the reference Segment 
     
The majority of the ‘Transition’ and ‘Significant Transition’ events detected for the first 10 
seconds of the comparison results are related to the Y-axis vibration results.   A number of 
significant transition events were from sound data, but due to the reason explained before 
sound data should not be considered for this flight test experiment.  Figure 8.2 presents the X, 
Y and Z axes autocorrelation correlogram plots for the first second of takeoff flight condition 
data.  Both X and Z axes correlogram plots from Figure 8.2 indicated a high degree of 
correlation (high coefficients), but the Y-axis autocorrelation correlogram plot shows 
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noticeable portions of the plot are within the large lag confidence bands (random 
characteristics).  The less correlated characteristics of the Y-axis autocorrelation correlogram 
might be due to number of reasons such as aircraft structure assembly (likely to do with the 
landing skid characteristics), adverse weather conditions (affecting the main rotor and tail 
rotor rotation motions), or possibly insufficient Y-axis constraints for the preproduction 
SmartHUMS unit mounting location within the Hughes 300 helicopter cabin.   
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Figure 8.2 XYZ axes autocorrelation correlogram for the 1st second data of takeoff condition 
 
In order to gain more understanding of why the Y-axis vibration data is less correlated than 
the other two axes, the first 4 seconds of autocorrelated takeoff condition data were compared 
in sequence to understand their characteristics.  Figure 8.3 shows the comparison of the first 4 
seconds of takeoff condition data.  From Figure 8.3 the amplitude differences (i.e. almost in 
constant proportion) are clearly visible as well as some cyclic behaviour variations, both 
attributes signifying the presence of random phenomena contaminations.  Waveform 
distortions have also been observed in some of the plots, which suggested that fluctuation of 
rotational speed is present.  Finally, from the superimposed autocorrelation correlogram plot 
between the 3rd (segment 3000) second data and the 4th (segment 4000) second data, slight 
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phase offset between lag value of 200 and 250 can be observed.  The phase misalignment 
actually means the rotational speed at the 4th second is in some degree faster than the 
rotational speed at the 3rd second, indicating that the RPM of the helicopter transmission is 
increasing.  
Y-axis: 1st second data (red) Superimposed with 2nd data (blue)
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Y-axis: 2nd second data (red) Superimposed with 3nd second data (blue)
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Y-axis: 3rd second data (red) Superimposed with 4th second data (blue)
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Figure 8.3 Sequential comparison of the first 4 seconds of Y axis takeoff condition data 
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As described before the helicopter was running on the ground for roughly 10 seconds before 
the lift off procedure began.  From Table 8.2 ‘Significant Transition’ or ‘Transition’ events 
were associated with files named ‘SComparedSegments10’, ‘SComparedSegments11’, 
‘TComparedSegments12’, ‘SComparedSegments13’, and ‘SComparedSegments14’.  Because 
the ‘Significant Transition’ event for the file name ‘SComparedSegments10’ is associated 
with sound data this comparison result is not being taken into consideration.  Figure 8.4 
contains the cross correlograms for files named ‘SComparedSegments11’ to 
‘SComparedSegments14’ inclusive.  The files named ‘SComparedSegments11’ and 
‘SComparedSegments12’ show very similar correlogram plot patterns.  This actually suggests 
that the helicopter is still currently on the ground.  The file named ‘SComparedSegments13’ 
shows a different story, where the cross coefficient amplitudes are quite small and the plot 
pattern is very different between negative and positive regions.  This actually suggested that 
the two compared segments are different and it is possible that the helicopter is lifting off the 
ground during this data taking period.  The cross correlogram for ‘SComparedSegments14’ 
further supports the case of the helicopter lifting off the ground, because the cross 
correlogram for this file becomes high in cross coefficient and the correlogram plot pattern is 
once again orderly but different to the correlogram plot patterns for‘SComparedSegments11’ 
and ‘SComparedSegments12’.       
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Figure 8.4 Cross correlogram for Y-axis data segment from 11th second to 15th second 
 
From Figure 8.4 the file ‘SComparedSegments13’ suggests that significant variation in 
characteristics between data segment 14000 and reference data segment 13000 exist.  This 
cross correlogram plot is very similar in characteristics to the cross correlogram plot of Figure 
5.10 in Chapter 5.  Figure 5.10 actually represents the shift of rotational speed from slow to 
fast where the maximum cross coefficient amplitude occurred at the negative region of the 
cross correlogram plot.  In the case of ‘SComparedSegments13’ the maximum coefficient 
amplitude also occurred at the negative region of the cross correlogram.  To further examine 
the variation in characteristics of ‘SComparedSegments13’ the X and Z axes cross 
correlogram plots are presented in Figure 8.5. 
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Figure 8.5 SComparedSegments13 X and Z axis cross correlogram and superimposed plot 
 
The X and Z axes correlogram plots in Figure 8.5 actually are very similar (almost identical).  
Both cross correlograms show faster amplitude reduction on one side of the cross correlogram 
than the other.  The effect of faster reduction in amplitude can be clearly seen with respect to 
the solid red and blue lines in both superimposed negative and positive regions cross 
correlogram plots.  The characteristics are similar to Figure 5.27 of Chapter 5, which signify 
the fluctuation characteristic of rotational speed.  The out of phase characteristic in both 
superimposed plots suggests different rotational speed.  In actual fact the rotational speed is 
increased (higher RPM) as the maximum amplitude is in the negative region of the cross 
correlogram plot.  Higher RPM makes sense, because as the helicopter just lifts off from the 
ground the pilot needs to increase the collective pitch and rotational speed to maintain the 
hover motion before converting into climb.  As the entire lift off condition is variable, speed 
variation characteristics are observed with the recorded data. 
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Figure 8.6 Autocorrelation plot for 13th to 16th second of takeoff condition data 
  
Figure 8.6 presents the autocorrelation correlograms for data from the 13th second to the 16th 
second.  During the 13th second the helicopter still rested on the ground, whereas on the 14th 
second the helicopter lifted off.  The autocorrelation correlograms for before and after takeoff 
are quite different.  When the helicopter is resting on the ground the Y-axis autocorrelation 
correlogram consists of a large number of random data, but as the helicopter lifts off less 
random (or noises) data is present (within the confidence bands).  This actually implies that 
the landing skid has contributed to the random phenomena present in the Y-axis vibration 
data.  Once lift off is achieved the autocorrelation plots show obvious waveform distortions 
which prove the speculation of variations in the rotational speed.  As mentioned earlier the Y-
axis autocorrelation correlogram plot has significantly less coefficient amplitudes and less 
orderly cyclic patterns than the X and the Z axes correlograms, which suggest the presence of 
random data contamination.  As proved the landing skid is one of the factors contributing to 
the random data generation.  As for the other likely factor the adverse weather conditions are 
most likely to be the contributor.  Another possibility why the Y-axis vibration data shows 
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less correlated properties might be to do with the particular flight path.  In this instance the 
flight action is to lift the helicopter up and forward.  As a result the majority of thrust forces 
are directed upward and forward, the only lateral forces produced are those reaction forces 
created by the pilot (random in nature) to maintain the helicopter within the intended flight 
path. 
  
From file ‘SComparedSegments13’ onwards the autocorrelation and cross correlation analysis 
results are quite similar, where either ‘Significant Transition’ or ‘Transition’ events are being 
detected.  The detection of ‘S’ and ‘T’ events will be continuous until the helicopter reaches 
stable cruise condition and altitude.  
 
8.2.3 Cruise Follow by Severe Manoeuvres  
During this flight experiment the Hughes 300 helicopter was set at a cruise condition for 
roughly 10 seconds.  Immediately after cruise condition was achieved severe manoeuvres 
were introduced, where the pilot fluctuated the control movement to the cyclic, paddle, and 
collective simultaneously.  Table 8.3 is the comparison results for the cruise and severe 
manoeuvres flight experiment.  In this case the fundamental limits used for the comparison 
are the same limits shown in Table 8.1.  From the comparison results of Table 8.3 it is quite 
clear that the first 10 seconds of the cruise flight did not generate any ‘Transition’ or 
‘Significant Transition’ events except for file name ‘SComparedSegments5’, where the 
comparison is between the 6th second data and the 1st second reference data of the cruise 
condition.   
 
The X, Y and Z axes cross correlograms and the corresponding negative and positive regions 
superimposed plots of file ‘SComparedSegments5’ are presented in Figure 8.7.  Overall the 
cross correlogram patterns between negative and positive regions are quite similar and the 
maximum coefficient value for the X, Y and Z axes cross correlograms  all occur at the match 
position zero (slightly shifted to the left) with relatively high coefficient values (close to 1).  
The observed characteristics so far suggest that it is less likely that mechanical problem 
related events are present during the flight experiment, and the ‘Significant Transition’ event 
detected is most likely to be caused by random phenomena (adverse weather conditions) 
experienced by the helicopter.   
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Table 8.3 Comparison results for Hughes 300 cruise and manoeuvres experiment 
File Name Data Segments Compared 
ComparedSegments1 Data Segment 2000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments2 Data Segment 3000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments3 Data Segment 4000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments4 Data Segment 5000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
SComparedSegments5 Data Segment 6000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments6 Data Segment 7000 vs. Data Segment 6000 
ComparedSegments7 Data Segment 8000 vs. Data Segment 6000 
ComparedSegments8 Data Segment 9000 vs. Data Segment 6000 
ComparedSegments9 Data Segment 10000 vs. Data Segment 6000 
ComparedSegments10 Data Segment 11000 vs. Data Segment 6000 
TComparedSegments11 Data Segment 12000 vs. Data Segment 6000 
TComparedSegments12 Data Segment 13000 vs. Data Segment 12000 
SComparedSegments13 Data Segment 14000 vs. Data Segment 13000 
SComparedSegments14 Data Segment 15000 vs. Data Segment 14000 
SComparedSegments15 Data Segment 16000 vs. Data Segment 15000 
SComparedSegments16 Data Segment 17000 vs. Data Segment 16000 
SComparedSegments17 Data Segment 18000 vs. Data Segment 17000 
SComparedSegments18 Data Segment 19000 vs. Data Segment 18000 
SComparedSegments19 Data Segment 20000 vs. Data Segment 19000 
SComparedSegments20 Data Segment 21000 vs. Data Segment 20000 
SComparedSegments21 Data Segment 22000 vs. Data Segment 21000 
SComparedSegments22 Data Segment 23000 vs. Data Segment 22000 
SComparedSegments23 Data Segment 24000 vs. Data Segment 23000 
SComparedSegments24 Data Segment 25000 vs. Data Segment 24000 
SComparedSegments25 Data Segment 26000 vs. Data Segment 25000 
SComparedSegments26 Data Segment 27000 vs. Data Segment 26000 
SComparedSegments27 Data Segment 28000 vs. Data Segment 27000 
* Underline represents the reference Segment 
 
The X, Y and Z axes superimposed plots of negative and positive regions of cross 
correlograms further suggest the existence of groups of random values as the superimposed 
plots show very similar characteristics to the Figure 5.24 of Chapter 5.  The slight difference 
between the superimposed plot in Figure 8.7 and that in Figure 5.24 is the phase offset which 
is much more obvious in Figure 8.7.  This actually suggested the presence of groups of 
random values and rotational speed variation.  The X-axis cross correlogram and the 
superimposed plot has less orderly patterns, lower coefficient values, and clear waveform 
distortions, which signify that the random phenomena has greater effect on the X-axis.  Since 
the flight condition during this time is a forward flight motion, and with the random effects 
more obvious in the X-axis direction, it is highly likely that the helicopter has been 
experiencing head wind turbulence conditions.      
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Figure 8.7 XYZ axes cross correlogram and superimposed plot for file ‘SComparedSegments5’ 
 
To further examine the detected ‘Significant Transition’ event for the 
‘SComparedSegments5’ file, autocorrelation correlograms for the 6th second cruise data and 
the 1st second cruise reference data are presented in Figure 8.8.  Figure 8.8 shows that the blue 
correlogram has lower amplitudes than the reference red correlogram, which is a 
characteristic of the presence of random data.  Waveform distortion and some phase 
misalignment are also present in Figure 8.8 that further suggests rotational speed fluctuation 
and variation are present during this time.  When the turbulence hit, the helicopter pilot had to 
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make adjustments to the controls to maintain a stable condition which is why speed 
fluctuation and variation were detected during this period. 
 
X-axis: 1st second data (red) Superimposed with 6th data (blue)
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Figure 8.8 Overlayed autocorrelation correlogram for 6th second data (blue) and 1st second reference data 
(red) 
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Y-axis: Autocorrelation correlogram for 12th 
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Figure 8.9 Cross correlation and autocorrelation correlogram for file ‘TComparedSegments12’ 
 
Table 8.3 has shows that a ‘Transition’ event has been detected for file 
‘TComparedSegments11’.  It turns out that the event is related to sound data, thus 
‘TComparedSegments11’ is to be treated as a normal event where no behavioural change has 
been detected.  A ‘Transition’ event is also detected for file name ‘TComparedSegments12’.  
In this case the transition event is related to the Y-axis comparison.  The cross correlogram 
and autocorrelation correlogram for ‘TComparedSegments12’ are presented in Figure 8.9.  
Again the cross correlogram shows a similar plot pattern between negative and positive 
regions, as well as the maximum coefficient occurring at match position 0 (with value close to 
1), which means the detected event in this case is less likely to be related to a mechanical 
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problem.  The autocorrelation plot shows certain differences in amplitudes (random effect) 
and waveform distortions (speed fluctuation).  As a result, it is concluded that random effects 
such as adverse weather conditions are the likely cause of the ‘Transition’ event in the Y-axis 
direction. 
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Figure 8.10 XYZ cross correlogram for file ‘SComparedSegments’ 14, 18, 22, and 26 
 
In Table 8.3 from file name ‘SComparedSegments13’ onwards ‘Significant Transition’ events 
are detected for the rest of the comparison files.  Almost all the files have significant 
transition events detected in the X, Y and Z axes.  Since severe manoeuvres were introduced 
after stable cruise was established, it is probable that the severe manoeuvres were actually 
started from 14th second instead of the 10th second of the cruise and manoeuvre flight 
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experiment.  Instead of showing all the comparison results related to severe manoeuvres only 
selected files from Table 8.3 are presented in Figure 8.10, the rest of comparison results can 
be found in Appendix G.   
 
The plots shown in Figure 8.10 have demonstrated a clear indication that the X and Z axes 
cross correlograms show typical characteristics of speed fluctuation behaviour.  As mentioned 
in Chapter 5 when fluctuation occurs one side of the cross correlogram will have either higher 
or lower almost uniform amplitude variation than the other.  The presence of fluctuations 
make sense, because when severe control inputs are introduced to the helicopter, the 
aerodynamics around the main rotor blades, tail rotor blades, and fuselage will change rapidly 
and suddenly.  The resulting sudden change to the forces around the helicopter will cause 
flutters or variation of vibration characteristics and hence the fluctuation characteristics 
observed in Figure 8.10.  The same effects could also cause variation in the rotational speed 
of the helicopter, which is why some of the cross correlogram results in Figure 8.10 do not 
have maximum coefficient at match position 0.  Generally the coefficient values are high (less 
likely to be a mechanical problem) except in some of the Y-axis cross correlograms.   
 
Figure 8.10 has demonstrated cross correlogram variations for the X, Y and Z axes due to 
different helicopter manoeuvres (or pilot control inputs).  It is quite clear from these cross 
correlograms that different combinations of cyclic, collective, and paddle movements will 
produce different responses to the X, Y and Z axes cross correlogram plots.  It is highly 
probable that analysis of the X, Y and Z cross correlogram responses for each combination of 
helicopter control movements will lead to being able to understand what manoeuvre the 
helicopter is performing just by referring to the X, Y and Z axes cross correlograms.  The 
types of helicopter manoeuvre that could be estimated are flight characteristics such as flight 
path heading, roll, pitch, or turn etc. in each of the X, Y or Z directions.  Further investigation 
of this particular issue will be carried out in future work.  For now the DI algorithms have 
demonstrated their ability to identify the transition point from cruise flight to severe 
manoeuvres.              
 
8.2.4 Autorotation   
Autorotation is a flight characteristic that happens when the propulsion system of the 
helicopter fails but the rotor continues to turn due to the air passing through it.  During 
autorotation the main rotor of the helicopter is set to low incidence which allows the 
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helicopter to descend at a safe speed for landing.  During the autorotation process the majority 
of vibrations are generated by the main rotor blades, but during descending pilot control 
inputs still need to be applied in order to maintain the stability of the helicopter.  During the 
autorotation flight test experiment, instead of turning off the engine, the engine RPM was set 
to its minimum setting.  This procedure avoids the possibility that it might not be possible to 
restart the engine after shutting down.  Although the engine was not turned off during 
autorotation, reducing the engine RPM to the minimum setting produced effects similar to 
autorotation effects.  The actual flight procedure adopted during the autorotation experiment 
was that after reaching the required altitude the helicopter was held on steady hover for a 
short period of time, then the collective was lowered all the way down and the RPM reduced 
to the minimum setting.  Table 8.4 presents the comparison results for the autorotation flight 
test experiment.  As the table shows, from file name ‘TComparedSegment4’ onwards, only 
‘Significant Transition’ event is being detected.       
 
Table 8.4 Comparison results for Hughes 300 autorotation experiment 
File Name Data Segments Compared 
TComparedSegments1 Data Segment 2000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
TComparedSegments2 Data Segment 3000 vs. Data Segment 2000 
ComparedSegments3 Data Segment 4000 vs. Data Segment 3000 
TComparedSegments4 Data Segment 5000 vs. Data Segment 3000 
SComparedSegments5 Data Segment 6000 vs. Data Segment 5000 
SComparedSegments6 Data Segment 7000 vs. Data Segment 6000 
SComparedSegments7 Data Segment 8000 vs. Data Segment 7000 
SComparedSegments8 Data Segment 9000 vs. Data Segment 8000 
SComparedSegments9 Data Segment 10000 vs. Data Segment 9000 
SComparedSegments10 Data Segment 11000 vs. Data Segment 10000 
SComparedSegments11 Data Segment 12000 vs. Data Segment 11000 
SComparedSegments12 Data Segment 13000 vs. Data Segment 12000 
SComparedSegments13 Data Segment 14000 vs. Data Segment 13000 
SComparedSegments14 Data Segment 15000 vs. Data Segment 14000 
SComparedSegments15 Data Segment 16000 vs. Data Segment 15000 
SComparedSegments16 Data Segment 17000 vs. Data Segment 16000 
SComparedSegments17 Data Segment 18000 vs. Data Segment 17000 
SComparedSegments18 Data Segment 19000 vs. Data Segment 18000 
SComparedSegments19 Data Segment 20000 vs. Data Segment 19000 
SComparedSegments20 Data Segment 21000 vs. Data Segment 20000 
SComparedSegments21 Data Segment 22000 vs. Data Segment 21000 
SComparedSegments22 Data Segment 23000 vs. Data Segment 22000 
SComparedSegments23 Data Segment 24000 vs. Data Segment 23000 
SComparedSegments24 Data Segment 25000 vs. Data Segment 24000 
SComparedSegments25 Data Segment 26000 vs. Data Segment 25000 
SComparedSegments26 Data Segment 27000 vs. Data Segment 26000 
SComparedSegments27 Data Segment 28000 vs. Data Segment 27000 
* Underline represents the reference Segment 
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Three out of the first four comparison results show ‘Transition’ events being detected.  To 
establish the causes of the ‘Transition’ the cross correlation correlograms and autocorrelation 
correlograms were reviewed.  Figure 8.11 presents the cross correlograms for files 
‘TComparedSegments1’, ‘TComparedSegments2’, and ‘TComparedSegments4’.  All the X, 
Y and Z axes cross correlogram plots show maximum coefficient values (close to 1) at match 
position 0 and also the negative and positive regions plot patterns are similar, but some of the 
X and Z axes plots indicate a larger reduction of coefficient slope on one side of the cross 
correlogram than the other.  From the cross correlogram pattern characteristics it is likely that 
random phenomena and speed fluctuation were present during the first 5 seconds of the flight 
trial.     
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Figure 8.11 XYZ axes cross correlogram plot for file ‘TComparedSegments’ 1, 2, and 4 
 
Figure 8.12 is the X, Y and Z axes autocorrelation correlogram plots for the 3rd second 
(reference) and 5th second of the flight test data which corresponds to the comparison file 
‘TComparedSegments4’.  Clearly the Z-axis autocorrelation correlogram plots show higher 
coefficient amplitudes with visible amplitude differences; hence it is safe to assume that only 
random interruption occurred in the Z-axis direction.  Both the X and Y axes show significant 
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differences in correlogram characteristics to the Z-axis.  In the Z axis the amplitude values are 
large and the plot patterns orderly.  In the X and Y axes the amplitude values are smaller and 
the plot patterns are much more irregular.  Both X and Y axes autocorrelation correlograms 
also demonstrate amplitude variations as well as phase misalignment.  Waveform distortion 
characteristics are also present in the autocorrelation correlograms.  As explained in Chapters 
4 and 5, phase misalignment and waveform distortion is indicative of running speed variation 
and speed fluctuation.  Since the helicopter was in hovering mode for only a short period of 
time before the autorotation manoeuvre the first five seconds of flight data correspond to the 
hovering flight conditions.  Random effects (adverse weather conditions) experienced in the 
X, Y and Z axes data and the speed variations shown in the X and Y axes (most likely caused 
by the pilot adjusting the controls to try to achieve stable hover) further support the 
speculation that the helicopter was in a state of hovering.    
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Y-axis: Autocorrelation correlogram for 3rd 
(red) and 5th (blue) second data 
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Z-axis: Autocorrelation correlogram for 3rd 
(red) and 5th (blue) second data 
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Figure 8.12 XYZ axes autocorrelation correlogram for 3rd (red) and 5th (blue) second data corresponds to 
file ‘TComparedSegments4’ 
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Figure 8.13 XYZ axes cross correlogram plot for ‘SComparedSegements’ 5 to 9 
 
Figure 8.13 contains cross correlogram plots for comparison results from 
‘SComparedSegments5’ to ‘SComparedSegments10’, which represent the comparison of the 
5th to 10th second of the autorotation flight experiment.  As mentioned the collective and the 
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RPM were lowered to the minimum setting in order to allow the autorotation flight condition 
to occur from the hovering flight condition.  The ‘SComparedSegments5’ X, Y and Z axes 
cross correlogram plots show all three correlograms are highly correlated, but with one side 
having a slightly higher amplitude reduction than the other and the maximum coefficient 
amplitude values slightly misaligned with the match position 0 vertical axis.  Both 
characteristics suggest speed fluctuation and speed variation.  The speed changes are likely to 
be due to the reduction of the collective position and the RPM speed of the helicopter.  The 
proof of speed reduction can be seen from the X, Y and Z axes cross correlogram plots of 
‘SComparedSegments6’, where maximum amplitude occurred at the positive region of the 
cross correlogram. 
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Figure 8.14 Z axis autocorrelation correlogram for 6th (red) and 7th (blue) second of autorotation flight 
experiment 
  
The X, Y and Z axes cross correlogram plots for ‘SComparedSegments6’ are comparable to 
Figure 5.18 of Chapter 5, which represents the continuous speed reduction of a rotating 
mechanical system.  The overlap autocorrelation correlogram plot in Figure 8.14 actually 
shows some similarity to Figure 5.15 of Chapter 5, which is the autocorrelation correlogram 
comparison for ‘before rotational speed reduction’ (red) and ‘after rotational speed reduction’ 
(blue).  The file name ‘SComparedSegments7’ in Figure 8.13 also shows lower coefficient 
values for the X, Y and Z axes cross correlograms, but in the X and Y axes the correlogram 
plots start to show higher coefficients and much more orderly plot patterns.  The transition 
characteristic between ‘SComparedSegments6’ and ‘SComparedSegments7’ suggests that the 
helicopter is about to enter full autorotation flight condition as ‘SComparedSegments8’ and 
‘SComparedSegments9’ show very similar correlogram patterns with high coefficients.  As a 
result it is deduced that the helicopter entered autorotation from the 8th second of the 
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autorotation flight experiment onwards.  The lower coefficient amplitudes in the X-axis also 
suggest that the helicopter is in full autorotation, because during autorotation there was 
minimum forward flight motion.  Most of the vibrations were detected in the vertical and the 
transverse directions.  The X, Y and Z axes cross correlogram plots for the remainder of the 
comparison files in Table 8.4 can be found in Appendix H. 
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Y-axis: 11th sec data (red) & 12th 
sec data (blue) 
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Z-axis: 11th sec data (red) & 12th 
sec data (blue) 
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X-axis: 15th sec data (red) & 16th 
sec data (blue) 
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Y-axis: 15th sec data (red) & 16th 
sec data (blue) 
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Z-axis: 15th sec data (red) & 16th 
sec data (blue) 
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X-axis: 19th sec data (red) & 20th 
sec data (blue) 
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Y-axis: 19th sec data (red) & 20th 
sec data (blue) 
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Z-axis: 19th sec data (red) & 20th 
sec data (blue) 
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X-axis: 25th sec data (red) & 26th 
sec data (blue) 
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Y-axis: 25th sec data (red) & 26th 
sec data (blue) 
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Z-axis: 25th sec data (red) & 26th 
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Figure 8.15 Some of the overlapped XYZ axes autocorrelation correlogram (autorotation flight condition) 
 
During the full autorotation flight condition the entire process was not constant.  As the 
helicopter descended the main rotor blades were subject to lift when ambient air passed 
through the blades.  Since the ambient weather was not constant (especially during the flight 
test the variation in wind condition was quite severe) the results obtained for each second of 
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autorotation are likely to be different, which is why ‘Significant Transition’ events are 
detected from the files ‘SComparedSegments8’ onwards.  Figure 8.15 presents some of the 
overlapped X, Y and Z axes autocorrelation correlogram plots for the full autorotation flight 
condition.  As the figure shows, phase misalignment, waveform distortion, and amplitude 
variations can be observed in most of the plots, which supports the speculation that varying 
ambient conditions were experienced by the helicopter during the autorotation action.  
Throughout the figures low amplitude and irregularity of plot patterns can be observed in the 
X-axis autocorrelation correlogram.  The observed behaviours make sense because there is 
very little forward flight motion during the autorotation flight; therefore there is minimal 
displacement in the axial direction.  The speed fluctuation, speed variation, and random 
phenomena experienced during the autorotation process were due to the adverse wind 
conditions, where the pilot was constantly adjusting the cyclic and paddle controls to stabilise 
the helicopter for the best possible vertical descent while the blade rotation was also 
influenced by the ambient conditions. 
 
8.2.5 Approach and Landing   
The last flight condition for the Hughes 300 helicopter flight experiment was the landing 
procedure.  During landing the helicopter was initially on an approach descent flight path. 
Once it reached the landing zone the pilot hover the helicopter above the landing spot for a 
short period of time (stabilising the helicopter) before landing the helicopter as steadily as 
possible.  The landing procedure is the moment the Hughes 300 helicopter touches the ground 
the collective is quickly lowered followed by quick reduction of engine RPM to its minimum 
setting.   
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Table 8.5 Comparison results for Hughes 300 approach landing 
File Name Data Segments Compared 
TComparedSegments1 Data Segment 2000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
SComparedSegments2 Data Segment 3000 vs. Data Segment 2000 
SComparedSegments3 Data Segment 4000 vs. Data Segment 3000 
SComparedSegments4 Data Segment 5000 vs. Data Segment 4000 
SComparedSegments5 Data Segment 6000 vs. Data Segment 5000 
SComparedSegments6 Data Segment 7000 vs. Data Segment 6000 
SComparedSegments7 Data Segment 8000 vs. Data Segment 7000 
SComparedSegments8 Data Segment 9000 vs. Data Segment 8000 
SComparedSegments9 Data Segment 10000 vs. Data Segment 9000 
TComparedSegments10 Data Segment 11000 vs. Data Segment 10000 
SComparedSegments11 Data Segment 12000 vs. Data Segment 11000 
SComparedSegments12 Data Segment 13000 vs. Data Segment 12000 
SComparedSegments13 Data Segment 14000 vs. Data Segment 13000 
SComparedSegments14 Data Segment 15000 vs. Data Segment 14000 
SComparedSegments15 Data Segment 16000 vs. Data Segment 15000 
SComparedSegments16 Data Segment 17000 vs. Data Segment 16000 
SComparedSegments17 Data Segment 18000 vs. Data Segment 17000 
SComparedSegments18 Data Segment 19000 vs. Data Segment 18000 
SComparedSegments19 Data Segment 20000 vs. Data Segment 19000 
SComparedSegments20 Data Segment 21000 vs. Data Segment 20000 
SComparedSegments21 Data Segment 22000 vs. Data Segment 21000 
SComparedSegments22 Data Segment 23000 vs. Data Segment 22000 
SComparedSegments23 Data Segment 24000 vs. Data Segment 23000 
SComparedSegments24 Data Segment 25000 vs. Data Segment 24000 
SComparedSegments25 Data Segment 26000 vs. Data Segment 25000 
SComparedSegments26 Data Segment 27000 vs. Data Segment 26000 
SComparedSegments27 Data Segment 28000 vs. Data Segment 27000 
* Underline represents the reference Segment 
 
Appendix I shows the cross correlogram plots of Table 8.5.  From Appendix I it is apparent 
that the X, Y and Z axes cross correlogram plots for comparison files from 
‘TComparedSegments1’ to ‘SComparedSegments12’ show similar correlogram patterns and 
characteristics.  All of the Y-axis correlogram plots for the files ‘TComparedSegments1’ to 
‘SComparedSegments12’ show less correlation (less organised patterns and amplitude 
values).  As the helicopter is in forward descent the majority of the forces are in axial and 
vertical directions and quite frequently the pilot needs to apply lateral (paddle) control to 
stabilise the helicopter, which inevitably introduces random effects to the lateral vibration.  
Therefore, it is concluded that from file ‘TComparedSegments1’ to ‘SComparedSegments12’ 
or the 1st second to the 12th second of the landing flight experiment the helicopter was in a 
descent approach flight condition.    
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Figure 8.16 XYZ axes cross correlogram plot for ‘ComparedSegments’ 12 to 14 
 
Figure 8.16 contains the X, Y and Z axes cross correlogram plots for 
‘SComparedSegments12’ to ‘SComparedSegments14’.  In Figure 8.16 all the X and Z axes 
cross correlogram plots are very much identical in amplitudes and waveform patterns, but in 
the Y-axis the correlogram started to become much more correlated with better organised 
patterns and higher values of amplitudes when it reached file ‘SComparedSegments14’.  The 
X, Y and Z axes cross correlogram characteristics for ‘SComparedSegments14’ are actually 
quite similar to the hovering cross correlogram plots in Figure 8.11.  As a result Figure 8.16 
actually represents the transition from forward descent flight to hover above the landing spot.   
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Figure 8.17 XYZ axes cross correlogram plots for ‘SComparedSegments’ 14 to 18 
 
Figure 8.17 presents the X, Y and Z axes cross correlograms from files 
‘SComparedSegments14’ to ‘SComparedSegments18’ of Table 8.5.  As shown previously 
‘SComparedSegments14’ of the flight test is when the helicopter was hovering above the 
landing spot, and from the X and Z axes cross correlogram plots of file 
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‘SComparedSegments15’ the continuous speed reduction (maximum amplitude at positive 
region of cross correlogram plot) cross correlogram characteristic can be seen from the plots.  
To prove that the rotor speed reduction for landing is detected in file 
‘SComparedSegments15’ the X and Z axes autocorrelation correlogram plots comparison for 
the 16th second (blue) and the 15th second (red) of the flight test can be observed in Figure 
8.18.  The red correlograms in both the X and Z axes have a shorter periodic pattern.  This 
indicates the rotational speed is faster, therefore the 16th second (blue correlogram) data have 
a slower rotational speed and also the reduction in speed for the 16th second is continuous as 
the plots in Figure 8.18 show many similarities to Figure 5.15 of Chapter 5.  
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Z-axis: Autocorrelation correlogram for 15th 
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Figure 8.18 X and Z axes autocorrelation correlogram for file ‘SComparedSegments15’ 
      
With the ‘SComparedSegments16’ file of Table 8.5 the X, Y and Z axes cross correlogram 
plots show very low amplitudes and disorganised plot patterns, which means either the two 
compared data segments (segment 16000 and segment 17000) are very different from each 
other (i.e. independent of each other) or the 17th second data segment (segment 17000) is 
heavily contaminated with random noises.  Figure 8.19 indicates that a large portion of the X, 
Y and Z axes autocorrelation correlograms are within the large lag confidence boundaries.  
This means the data are heavily contaminated with random signals.  The most probable cause 
of random signals in this case is the impact between landing skid and the ground when the 
Hughes 300 landed.      
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17th Second Y - Autocorrelation Plot 
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17th Second Z - Autocorrelation Plot 
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Figure 8.19 XYZ axes autocorrelation correlogram for ‘SComparedSegments16’ with large lag confidence 
bands 
 
Immediately after file ‘SComparedSegments16’ the remainder of the comparison files in 
Table 8.5 show high amplitudes and organised plot patterns for the Y-axis cross correlograms 
(refer to Appendix I).  The transformations of the Y-axis cross correlogram plots actually 
signify that the helicopter has landed.  As the helicopter touches the ground the lateral 
vibration becomes much more distinctive.  The X and Z axes cross correlograms, on the 
contrary, show less correlated properties from the comparison results of 
‘SComparedSegments17’ and ‘SComparedSegments18’.  A strong speculation is that as the 
helicopter touched down the engine RPM was quickly reduced to its minimum (collective was 
lowered quickly as well), but the helicopter main rotor speed was still rotating under its’ own 
momentum (free feathering) for a certain period of time.  Hence, the main rotor speed 
reduction was much more gradual than the engine speed reduction and therefore the files 
‘SComparedSegments17’ and ‘SComparedSegments18’ actually indicate the transition 
periods of the main helicopter vibration signal generated by the engine plus the main rotor 
blades to the vibration generated mostly by main rotor blades.          
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Figure 8.20 XYZ axes cross correlogram for comparison file ‘SComparedSegments’ 18 to 20 
 
As the engine reduced to its minimum RPM the majority of the helicopter vibration was 
mainly generated by the main rotor blades, which is quite clearly shown in Figure 8.20 where 
the Z-axis cross correlogram plots start to give higher correlated patterns from comparison 
file ‘SComparedSegments18’ onwards.  Both the Y and Z axes cross correlogram plots of 
‘SComparedSegments19’ and ‘SComparedSegments20’ in Figure 8.20 show significant 
resemblance to the Y and Z axes cross correlogram plots of ‘SComparedSegments8’ and 
‘SComparedSegments9’ from Figure 8.13.  This supports the speculation that the engine 
RPM is reduced to a minimum, causing the main rotor blades to produce the vibration 
characteristics of the entire helicopter.  Both ‘SComparedSegments8’ and 
‘SComparedSegments9’ cross correlograms of Figure 8.13 represent the full autorotation 
flight condition.  The full autorotation in this case was achieved by reducing the engine to its 
minimum RPM and pushing the collective all the way down for vertical descent.  The 
simulated autorotation procedures are very similar to the actions performed after the 
helicopter touches the ground.  
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Figure 8.21 XYZ axes cross correlogram for ‘SComparedSegments’ 25 to 27 
 
Since the main rotor was in free feathering setting with its’ resulting momentum before 
engine speed reduction, eventually the main rotor speed will be reduced to the same rotational 
speed as the minimum setting of the engine.  Figure 8.21 presents the last three comparison 
files of the X, Y and Z axes cross correlograms, where the X-axis correlograms still show 
random characteristics and some amplitude reductions can be observed in the Y and Z axes 
correlograms.  That the X-axis cross correlogram remains random is largely due to minimal 
displacement or vibration in the axial direction, but as the main rotor reduces its speed a slight 
phase shift of the cross correlogram to the left of match position 0 vertical axes can be seen in 
Figure 8.21.  The shift of the cross correlogram points to the variation of the main rotor 
rotational speed.   
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Y-axis:  for 26th (red) and 27th (blue) 
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Figure 8.22 Y and Z axis autocorrelation correlogram from 25th to 28th second data 
 
Figure 8.22 presents the autocorrelation correlograms of the Y and Z axes for the 25th to the 
28th second of the approach and landing helicopter flight experiment.  The autocorrelation 
correlograms are presented as an overlapped plot of current flight data (blue) to reference 
flight data series (red).  As observed from Figure 8.22 the blue correlograms have wider 
period or faster phase shift to the right of the red correlograms.  The larger period and faster 
right phase shift corresponds to a slower running speed, which is concurrent to what was 
predicted for the helicopter main rotor.  Notice the waveform distortion of the Z-axis 
autocorrelation correlograms, which indicate that speed fluctuations were present during the 
main rotor free feathering process.  As mentioned the ambient weather conditions during the 
test flight was pretty unpleasant; even as the helicopter landed the surrounding wind 
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conditions were still affecting the main rotor blades.  Therefore the Z-axis autocorrelation 
correlograms not only show the speed reduction characteristics but also apparent speed 
fluctuation behaviours.   
 
8.3 Summary   
This chapter demonstrated the application of DI algorithms in a real life application, where a 
Hughes 300 helicopter was utilised to produce real helicopter X, Y and Z axes vibration data.  
Although real life mechanical faults were not introduced (OH&S issue) during the flight 
experiments severe manoeuvres were applied instead.  The manoeuvres consisted of takeoff, 
severe control changes, autorotation, and landing flight conditions where, as shown in this 
chapter, the DI algorithms were able to detect each of these conditions as well as their 
transition from one flight condition to another.  This chapter also confirmed the application of 
the fundamental characteristics that were obtained in Chapter 4 and 5 to the estimation of the 
helicopter flight conditions.  Application of these fundamental conditions allows the 
helicopter flight characteristics to be estimated and hence assists in the examination of the 
data recorded by the SmartHUMS.  Some variations do exit between the obtained 
fundamentals and the real life data, but as a commonly expected in real life applications more 
uncertainties are present.  Generally the fundamental characteristics obtained were pretty 
obvious in all the Hughes 300 flight tests conducted.  To conclude this chapter it is suffice to 
say that the proposed DI algorithms are capable of detecting changes in transfer functions 
produced by real life situations, and if any mechanical related fault is present that causes 
significant variation to the transfer functions it will most certainly also be detected by the DI 
algorithms.        
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Chapter 9  
Cyclostatic Analysis 
Up until now this thesis has demonstrated the ability of the DI algorithms to detect system 
behavioural changes, either induced by control changes or actual faults, and to record, for 
further analysis, the associated data from the transfer functions that have been affected by the 
behavioural changes.  By plotting the specific Autocorrelation and Cross Correlation 
correlograms with respect to each of the particular recorded events, the fundamental 
characteristics relating to the particular events, as described in Chapters 4 and 5, can be 
determined.  With the understanding of the fundamental characteristics relating to particular 
events the detected event can be determined to have its origin in either a control induced 
change or fault induced change. For all the recorded events that cannot be positively 
identified as a control change event the associated data will be further analysed using a 
‘Cyclostatic’ technique.  The current proposal is to transfer all the recorded data from the 
SmartHUMS unit to a ground based station, where the fundamental characteristics checking 
and cyclostatic analysis will be performed.  In this research the context of ‘Cyclostatic’ 
analysis is basically to transform all the recorded time domain data into frequency domain 
data, and then, utilising well established ‘Machine Dynamics’ techniques, to isolate the 
possible fault generated signal frequency or frequencies. 
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9.1 Frequency Analysis 
A perfect machine will not generate any vibration during its operation, but to manufacture a 
perfect machine is not possible regardless of cost.  Therefore a real machine will always 
contain a certain amount of defects which cause the machine to vibrate when it is in 
operation.  The level of vibration is tolerated within certain pre-defined limits.  It is only 
when these limits are exceeded that an investigation will be conducted to try to find the cause 
or causes of the excessive vibration.  Vibrations generate a frequency signal which is why 
frequency analysis is generally used to identify the source or sources of vibration.   
 
Another reason for the use of frequency analysis is, as mentioned in the literature reviews 
section 2.6, where the specific frequency that corresponds to a particular mechanical defect 
shows up as a peak in the frequency domain plot.  Also small signals are not hidden in the 
frequency domain, but in time domain these signals are almost impossible to visualise.  As an 
example, if a low amplitude wave is mixed with a high amplitude wave, without converting 
the combined signal into the frequency domain, it is virtually impossible to visually detect the 
existence of the low amplitude wave.  Figure 9.1 shows the time domain example of two 
different amplitude wave plots and their combined wave plot shown in purple colour.  It can 
be easily seen that if only the combined plot was shown, it would be impossible to tell that 
there was a small amplitude wave imbedded within the purple wave plot.  One way to 
distinguish the existence of the small wave is to convert the time domain plot into the 
frequency domain as shown in Figure 9.2, where a small peak (Peak 2) from the small wave 
can be seen immediately after the large peak (Peak 1) from the large wave.   
 
In machine dynamics the types of frequencies produced by a rotating mechanical system are 
usually categorised as generated frequencies, excited frequencies, and frequencies caused by 
electronic phenomena [25].  Generated frequencies are quite often referred to as forcing 
frequencies, which are defined as frequencies produced by rotating components within the 
mechanical assembly.  Examples of typical rotating components are couplings, gears, 
bearings, and blades etc.  Excited frequencies are the natural frequencies of any portion of the 
entire mechanical assembly, which occur when a generated frequency is tuned to a natural 
frequency.  Frequencies caused by electronic phenomena usually occur when the generated 
vibration signal (i.e. sinusoidal) is clipped during the hardware recording or analysis phase.  
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As a result if the clipping is severe enough, a string of harmonics will appear in the frequency 
domain which can be very misleading when attempting to identify the original signals. 
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Figure 9.1 Two different amplitude waves and their combined plot 
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Figure 9.2 Frequency domain plot for the combined wave plot in Figure 9.1 
 
When a vibration signal travels through the machine assembly to a sensor location it is most 
likely to be attenuated and this attenuation process is generally referred as ‘Mechanical 
Impedance’.  The mechanical impedance occurs because when the vibration signal travels 
through structural parts from one different material surface to another it losses some of its 
energy.  This loss of energy diminishes the vibration amplitude and will be different for 
different frequencies.  The frequency of the signal will only change at this interface if the two 
different parts are moving with respect to one another or have a damping material between 
them and the change will normally be very small (less than a frequency shift by a couple of 
hertz).  A situation where frequency shift will occur is when the frequency measurement is 
taken at a location remote from the machine, but once again the shift of frequency is only by a 
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couple of hertz.  The vibration signal measured by the sensor at the measuring location is a 
combination of the signals produced from the vibration sources and everything the signal 
picks up as it passes along the way to the sensor.  Therefore the further away from the source 
of vibration the weaker the signal is and conversely the closer it is the stronger the vibration 
amplitude signal is.  As a result, frequency is the characteristic description of a vibration 
source and the amplitude is the characteristics description of the path. 
 
As the amplitude is a function of the characteristics of the path, the path can sometime cause 
serious problems.  Depending on the material composition and structural complexity of the 
path sometimes the amplitude of each vibration signal can be either overstated or understated 
depending on the resonance, damping, frequency addition, and frequency subtraction it 
encounters along the path.  Some very low amplitude signals could represent a very serious 
problem but on the other hand some very high amplitude signals could result from an 
insignificant cause [25].  The frequency analysis approach is a much better way of vibration 
analysis, because each vibration has its own frequency and factors such as resonance, 
damping, frequency addition, and frequency subtraction will not alter the frequency of the 
signal from each vibration.  This is the reason why the frequency analysis approach is much 
preferred to the amplitude measuring diagnostic approach for vibration signals.     
 
The frequency analysis result is generally presented as a frequency spectra plot of amplitude 
versus frequency.  A typical spectra plot contains the primary frequency, harmonics, sub-
harmonics, and the sum of different frequencies.  FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) technique is 
generally used to convert time domain data to frequency domain; however during the 
conversion process some information is lost.   Examples such as phase, true amplitude and 
nature of pulses, bandwidth, and different forms of modulation are not easily noticeable in the 
frequency spectrum when using FFT [25].  In reality certain information is not really lost just 
not listed or is discarded when making the frequency spectra plot.  If the spectra plot is 
plotted in the complex frequency domain, the phase and amplitude information will be 
available, but the complex frequency domain involves much more tedious work which is why 
it is less frequently used.   
 
In rotating machines completely different vibration problems can generate the same frequency 
response or signal.  An example is a loose component and a bent shaft, where both defects 
generate a fundamental and a second harmonic in the frequency domain.  The only way to tell 
them apart is by referring to their phase information.  If the two compared vibration signals 
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are in phase then the shaft is bent, otherwise if the two signals are out of phase the machine 
component generating the vibration signal is loose.  The easiest and most convenient way to 
determine the phase relationship at the moment is by using the time domain signal.  Since 
phase information is either not present or discarded after the FFT analysis, the time domain 
signal must be used in conjunction with a spectral analysis plot for accurate diagnosis.  Error 
rates up to 20% have been observed when only the spectral analysis result was used [25].     
 
9.2 Common Vibration Problems 
As described by Wowk [14], imbalance, misalignment, and resonance account for over 90 
percent of all machinery vibration problems.  The breakdown is approximately 40 percent 
imbalance, 30 percent misalignment, and 20 percent resonance.  It is expected that these 
percentages probably will apply to future vibration problems as well.  In this section the 
cyclostatic analysis will concentrate on the three common vibration problems.  That is not to 
say that the remaining 10 percent of machinery vibration problems are not important.  For 
instance bearing problems are very common in rotary wing aircraft and therefore some 
discussion of bearing, bent shaft, gear, looseness, belts and pulleys will also be included in 
this chapter.  Analysis of machinery vibration problems is well established and many 
researchers around the world are spending a lot of effort to improve or to find a better way to 
detect and solve these problems.  It is not the focus of this research to try to compete in this 
field and to create new techniques for solving these problems; instead this research will apply 
well established machinery analysis methods to the DI detected changes to relate them to 
particular machinery problems. 
 
9.2.1 Imbalance 
Imbalance is one of the most common causes of vibration in a mechanical system.  The 
reason imbalance produces vibration is because the centre of mass is not coincident with the 
centre of rotation.  If the two centres are not coincident non-uniform mass distribution from 
the centre of rotation will occur.  The uneven mass distribution produces a heavy spot on the 
rotor during rotation.  As the rotor rotates the heavy spot will load the rotor and the drive shaft 
and cause deflection.  Inevitably the deflection will result in a disturbance that affects the 
mechanical components such as bearings, bearing housings, and gears etc.  Figure 9.3 shows 
a diagram of an out of balance rotor disk where the centre of rotation, centres of masses, and 
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the heavy spot are clearly marked.  A pure imbalance is a linear problem, which means that if 
the rotor is out of balance it should be off balance by exactly same amount throughout the 360 
degrees of rotation.  Therefore each complete rotation will have the same amount of vibration 
amplitude.  If plotted in the time domain the pure imbalanced rotor will produce the same 
amplitude pure sinusoidal signal as shown in Figure 9.4.  By converting a pure sinusoidal 
signal to a frequency domain, a single sharp peak of harmonic fundamental can be observed, 
which is also shown in Figure 9.4.  Hence, when a peak in the first harmonic fundamental is 
observed it is most likely that an imbalance case exists in the mechanical system. 
 
 
Figure 9.3 In out of balance the centre of mass is not the same as the centre of rotation [14]  
        
 
Figure 9.4 Time domain and frequency domain example for a pure imbalance case [25]  
  
There are many reasons why imbalance occurs.  If imbalance already exists in a new 
mechanical system then the causes of imbalance are likely to be porosity in the castings of the 
assembly components, poor manufacturing tolerances, or poor machining etc.  But in many 
cases the imbalance occurs sometime after the mechanical system has been put into service.  
The common causes of imbalance after introduction to service are gain or loss of material 
during operation, improper maintenance actions, changing bolts, misaligning couplings, or 
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shifting of assemblies, etc.  It does not really matter how and why the imbalances happen but 
when they happen action should be quickly taken to rectify the problem.  Imbalances usually 
result in system vibration and if the causes are left untreated catastrophic system failure is 
probable.  Fortunately, in most cases, imbalance is a relatively straight forward problem to 
resolve.  Most fixes only involve finding the location of the heavy spot, and applying an equal 
and opposite counterweight to compensate for the off balance between the centre of mass and 
the centre of rotation as shown in Figure 9.5.  One important characteristic of imbalance as 
aforementioned is that in the frequency domain a spike (first harmonic) can be seen which 
represents the imbalance, but this spike also happens to be exactly proportional to the 
rotational speed of the mechanical system.          
 
 
Figure 9.5 Balanced rotor with counterweight [14]  
                                                    
9.2.1.1 Electric Motor Bench Top Imbalance Experiment 
In Chapter 6 Figure 6.1 shows the setup of the electric motor driven bench top test rig.  To 
create an imbalance experiment nuts of different weights were added to the coupling between 
the electric motor and the drive shaft as shown in Figure 9.6.  The purpose of this experiment 
is to simulate an imbalance situation occurring during the operation of a mechanical system.  
The eventual aim is to see whether the proposed DI algorithms will be able to detect the 
change and, if so, whether the ‘Cyclostatic’ analysis can be used to determine the cause of the 
behavioural change.  With the present test rig construction it is virtually impossible and also 
would be extremely dangerous to add nuts while the whole test setup is rotating.  Therefore 
the data on coupling imbalance was obtained from the combination of three individual 
experiments, each with a different coupling weight configuration, as shown in Figure 9.7.  
Since the preproduction SmartHUMS unit used for the experiment is only capable of 
recording data for 28 seconds, with a logging rate of 1 millisecond, at the completion of each 
experiment there are around 28000 data points recorded.  With the imbalance data 
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combination procedure the first 10000 data points were obtained from the test condition of 
zero nuts added to the coupling.  The next 10000 data points were obtained from the test 
condition of two smaller nuts added to the coupling.  Finally the last 8000 data points were 
from the test condition of two larger nuts added to the coupling as is shown in Figure 9.7.         
 
 
Figure 9.6 Coupling between electric motor and drive shaft  
 
 
Figure 9.7 Three different coupling weight configurations  
  
The combined 28 seconds of the coupling imbalance experiment data set was then analysed 
by the DI using the same procedures used for the bench top experiment as shown in Chapter 
7.  Before the analysis can begin the fundamental comparison limits need to be established.  
Since the data for the coupling with zero weight added (mechanical system with no condition 
change) has already been recorded, the limit calculation will be based on this zero weight 
added configuration with total of 28 seconds data.  The fundamental limits are shown in Table 
9.1.  
 
Table 9.1 Fundamental limits for coupling imbalance experiment 
 Limits: (Mean + 2SD + Standard Error of Estimator) 
Sound Cross-Coefficient at match 0 0.0175 
X-Axis Cross-Coefficient at match 0 0.0242 
Y-Axis Cross-Coefficient at match 0 0.0357 
Z-Axis Cross-Coefficient at match 0 0.0107 
Sound Auto-Correlogram %Quantity Diff 39.8673 
X-Axis Auto-Correlogram %Quantity Diff 25.9616 
Y-Axis Auto-Correlogram %Quantity Diff 31.3809 
Z-Axis Auto-Correlogram %Quantity Diff 16.6497 
Sound Cross-Correlogram Mirror %Diff 2.1597 
X-Axis Cross-Correlogram Mirror %Diff 20.2714 
Y-Axis Cross-Correlogram Mirror %Diff 21.4562 
Z-Axis Cross-Correlogram Mirror %Diff 2.8680 
*SD: Standard Deviation 
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Once the fundamental limits were obtained the combined imbalance data was then analysed 
using the comparison program shown in Appendix C.  The representation of the output file is 
identical to Chapter 6 where, if there is no difference between two compared segments, 
nothing will be designated in front of the output file name unless variation between two 
successive segments is detected.  In this case either a ‘T’ (Transition) or ‘S’ (Significant 
Transition) will be assigned as a prefix to the output file name.  Table 9.2 shows the 
comparison results of the combined coupling imbalance experiment.  
 
Table 9.2 Comparison results for coupling imbalance experiment 
File Name Data Segments Compared 
ComparedSegments1 Data Segment 2000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments2 Data Segment 3000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments3 Data Segment 4000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments4 Data Segment 5000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments5 Data Segment 6000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments6 Data Segment 7000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments7 Data Segment 8000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments8 Data Segment 9000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments9 Data Segment 10000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
SComparedSegments10 Data Segment 11000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
TComparedSegments11 Data Segment 12000 vs. Data Segment 11000 
ComparedSegments12 Data Segment 13000 vs. Data Segment 12000 
TComparedSegments13 Data Segment 14000 vs. Data Segment 12000 
ComparedSegments14 Data Segment 15000 vs. Data Segment 14000 
TComparedSegments15 Data Segment 16000 vs. Data Segment 14000 
ComparedSegments16 Data Segment 17000 vs. Data Segment 16000 
ComparedSegments17 Data Segment 18000 vs. Data Segment 16000 
ComparedSegments18 Data Segment 19000 vs. Data Segment 16000 
ComparedSegments19 Data Segment 20000 vs. Data Segment 16000 
SComparedSegments20 Data Segment 21000 vs. Data Segment 16000 
ComparedSegments21 Data Segment 22000 vs. Data Segment 21000 
ComparedSegments22 Data Segment 23000 vs. Data Segment 21000 
ComparedSegments23 Data Segment 24000 vs. Data Segment 21000 
ComparedSegments24 Data Segment 25000 vs. Data Segment 21000 
TComparedSegments25 Data Segment 26000 vs. Data Segment 21000 
TComparedSegments26 Data Segment 27000 vs. Data Segment 26000 
ComparedSegments27 Data Segment 28000 vs. Data Segment 27000 
* Underline represents the ‘Reference Segment’ 
 
From the comparison results two ‘Significant Transition’ events were detected.  The first 
event was detected at data segment 11000 and the second event was detected at data segment 
21000.  Since the coupling imbalance experiment data combination occurred after 10000 and 
20000 data points respectively the DI algorithms in fact pick up the imbalance transition 
around these two data locations.  The limits and differences for ‘Significant Transition’ 
segments 11000 and 21000 are shown in Table 9.3 and Table 9.4 respectively.  The remainder 
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of the ‘Transition’ results are presented in Appendix K.  The effect of damping has already 
been discussed in Chapter 6.  Damping causes a significant interruption to the propagation of 
the Z-axis vibration signal and also causes some minor disruptions to the Y-axis signal.  As a 
result the majority of ‘Transition’ events detected are related to the Z-axis signal as shown in 
Appendix K.  Caution must be taken when considering the Z-axis vibration results in the 
diagnostic analysis as the source of signal interruption may be from propagation path induced 
interruptions and not from the original signal source in the mechanical component.  Sound 
data comparison produces a number of ‘Transition’ events as well, but since the sound signal 
is easily interrupted as is explained in Chapter 6, the sound signal in this experiment was not 
taken into consideration as again the source of the interruption to the signal, which produced 
the condition of ‘Transition’ is not the mechanical component which generates the signal but 
the signal path itself. 
       
Table 9.3 Comparison result for segment 11000 and reference segment 1000 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.0068 0.0175 14.1086 39.8673 1.2820 2.1597 
X-Axis S 0.0618 0.0242 31.9338 25.9616 44.8190 20.2714 
Y-Axis S 0.0682 0.0357 35.1947 31.3809 45.4229 21.4562 
Z-Axis S 0.0537 0.0107 28.0425 16.6497 42.6766 12.8680 
 
Table 9.4 Comparison result for segment 21000 and reference segment 16000 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.0447 0.0175 33.6835 39.8673 1.1591 2.1597 
X-Axis S 0.7506 0.0242 75.5276 25.9616 67.8727 20.2714 
Y-Axis S 0.6742 0.0357 57.2839 31.3809 54.6654 21.4562 
Z-Axis S 0.6509 0.0107 90.8841 16.6497 62.4919 12.8680 
 
Figure 9.8 presents the X, Y and Z axes FFT plot for segment 11000 and reference segment 
1000.  The FFT analysis and plot generation was done using an Excel visual basic macro 
program, which was written by the author and is included in Appendix J.  Segment 11000 or 
the 11th second of the imbalance experiment is where the first system behaviour change was 
detected.  The first behaviour change was caused by the two smaller nuts which were attached 
to the coupling (refer to Figure 9.7) and caused imbalance to the entire test rig.  As previously 
explained in the frequency domain an imbalance shows up as a fundamental (peak) at exactly 
the same frequency as the frequency that corresponds to the running speed of the system.  
From the X and Y axes FFT plot of Figure 9.8 the fundamental, which occurred at frequency 
value of 9.7656 Hz, can be clearly seen.  The imbalance experiment was conducted with a rig 
rotational speed of 600 RPM which is equivalent to 10 Hz.   
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There is a slight difference between the running speed frequency from the FFT results and the 
experiment rotational speed.  The reason for the slight difference could be due to the 
combination of a number of factors such as fluctuation of rotational speed caused by the 
speed controller of the test rig, loss of data caused by the FFT process, and structural 
impedance.  It is also very likely that the sampling frequency was not large enough to retain 
the finer details of the test rig vibration signal.  But overall the results are sufficiently accurate 
to allow the determination of the system behavioural change.  The Z-axis FFT plot does not 
show the imbalance fundamental and it is strongly suspected that the four dampers located at 
the four corners of the test stand damped out vital vertical vibration signals.  This is also why 
the Z-axis FFT plot is unable to detect the imbalance fundamental.  In Chapter 6 it is also 
explained that the X-axis is a rotational axis for the bench top test rig, which is why minimum 
displacement is expected to occur in this direction unless a significant event is affecting the 
test setup.  Since the X-axis FFT plot for the imbalance experiment shows a clear 
representation of the imbalance fundamental it means the imbalance occurrence has caused a 
significant vibration movement in the X-axis direction.          
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Figure 9.8 XYZ – Axes FFT results for segment 11000 (blue) and reference segment 1000 (red) 
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Figure 9.9 represents the X, Y and Z axes FFT plot for segment 21000 and reference segment 
16000.  Comparison of segment 21000 and reference segment 16000 represents the detected 
significant transition file ‘SComparedSegment20’.  The change in system behaviour 
(imbalance) was caused by the two larger nuts shown in Figure 9.7.  As Figure 9.9 has shown 
the inclusion of the larger nuts has increased the coupling imbalance, because both the X and 
Y axes FFT plots show a high amplitude imbalance fundamental at the test rig running 
frequency of 9.7656 Hz.  Once again the Z-axis FFT plot does not show the imbalance 
fundamental, which is caused by the rubber damper on each of the four corners of the test rig 
stand. 
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Figure 9.9 XYZ – Axes FFT results for segment 21000 (blue) and reference segment 16000 (red) 
 
In this coupling imbalance test experiment the DI algorithms have demonstrated their ability 
to detect imbalance events.  From the cyclostatic analysis performed on those detected 
‘Significant Transition’ files the cause of the system behavioural change can be easily 
recognised.  The cyclostatic analysis has shown that the cause of change in the mechanical 
system is the imbalance introduced by attaching weights (nuts) to the coupling and the 
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imbalance fundamental so produced is clearly visible in the X and Y axes FFT plots in Figure 
9.8 and Figure 9.9     
 
9.2.1.2 Two-Stroke Motor Bench Top Imbalance Experiment 
In Chapter 7 Figure 7.1 shows the complete setup of the two-stroke motor driven bench top 
test rig.  To be able to create different imbalance conditions different size nuts were added to 
the add weight disc that is located right against the universal coupling as shown in Figure 
9.10.  Due to the design of the universal coupling it is impossible to add extra weight to the 
coupling which is why the add weight disc, which is used to create different imbalance 
conditions, was located right next to the coupling.  The purpose of this experiment is to 
simulate an imbalance situation occurring during the operation of the mechanical system, and 
to see whether the proposed DI algorithms will be able to pick up the behaviour change.  
Once again, with the present test rig construction, to add weight during the operation of the 
test setup is impossible and extremely dangerous to attempt.  Therefore the coupling 
imbalance data was obtained by combining the results of three individual experiments, each 
with a different coupling weight configuration, as shown in Figure 9.11.  With the imbalance 
data combination procedure the first set of 10000 data points was obtained from zero weight 
added to the add weight disc, the second set of 10000 data points was obtained from a small 
weight added to the add weight disc, and finally the third set of 8000 data points was from the 
experiment with one small and one larger weight added to the disc. 
 
 
Figure 9.10 Add weight disc and universal coupling 
 
 
Figure 9.11 Three different imbalance weight configurations 
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The combined 28 seconds of imbalance experiment data was then analysed by the DI with the 
same procedures as used for the electric motor bench top experiment.  Before the result 
comparison can begin the fundamental comparison limits must be obtained.  As the data for 
zero weight added to the disc has already been determined the limit calculation will be based 
on this zero weight added configuration for the total combined 28 seconds of data.  The 
fundamental limits are shown in Table 9.5.  Table 9.6 shows the comparison results of the 
combined 28 seconds of data using the fundamental limits comparison method.   
 
Table 9.5 Fundamental limits for coupling imbalance experiment 
 Limits: (Mean + 2SD + Standard Error of Estimator) 
Sound Cross-Coefficient at match 0 0.6101 
X-Axis Cross-Coefficient at match 0 0.3989 
Y-Axis Cross-Coefficient at match 0 0.3937 
Z-Axis Cross-Coefficient at match 0 0.3831 
Sound Auto-Correlogram %Quantity Diff 147.9455 
X-Axis Auto-Correlogram %Quantity Diff 59.5402 
Y-Axis Auto-Correlogram %Quantity Diff 58.0055 
Z-Axis Auto-Correlogram %Quantity Diff 57.6625 
Sound Cross-Correlogram Mirror %Diff 106.5845 
X-Axis Cross-Correlogram Mirror %Diff 95.1480 
Y-Axis Cross-Correlogram Mirror %Diff 96.0786 
Z-Axis Cross-Correlogram Mirror %Diff 94.6997 
*SD: Standard Deviation 
 
Table 9.6 Comparison results for coupling imbalance experiment 
File Name Data Segments Compared 
ComparedSegments1 Data Segment 2000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments2 Data Segment 3000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments3 Data Segment 4000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments4 Data Segment 5000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments5 Data Segment 6000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments6 Data Segment 7000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments7 Data Segment 8000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments8 Data Segment 9000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments9 Data Segment 10000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
TComparedSegments10 Data Segment 11000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments11 Data Segment 12000 vs. Data Segment 11000 
ComparedSegments12 Data Segment 13000 vs. Data Segment 11000 
ComparedSegments13 Data Segment 14000 vs. Data Segment 11000 
ComparedSegments14 Data Segment 15000 vs. Data Segment 11000 
ComparedSegments15 Data Segment 16000 vs. Data Segment 11000 
ComparedSegments16 Data Segment 17000 vs. Data Segment 11000 
ComparedSegments17 Data Segment 18000 vs. Data Segment 11000 
ComparedSegments18 Data Segment 19000 vs. Data Segment 11000 
TComparedSegments19 Data Segment 20000 vs. Data Segment 11000 
TComparedSegments20 Data Segment 21000 vs. Data Segment 20000 
ComparedSegments21 Data Segment 22000 vs. Data Segment 21000 
ComparedSegments22 Data Segment 23000 vs. Data Segment 21000 
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ComparedSegments23 Data Segment 24000 vs. Data Segment 21000 
ComparedSegments24 Data Segment 25000 vs. Data Segment 21000 
ComparedSegments25 Data Segment 26000 vs. Data Segment 21000 
ComparedSegments26 Data Segment 27000 vs. Data Segment 21000 
ComparedSegments27 Data Segment 28000 vs. Data Segment 21000 
* Underline represents the ‘Reference Segment’ 
 
From Table 9.6 comparison results three ‘Transition’ events were detected.  The first event 
was detected around data segment 11000, the second event was detected around data segment 
20000, and the third event was detected around data segment 21000.  Since the coupling 
imbalance experiment data combination occurred after 10000 and 20000 data points 
respectively, the DI algorithms have detected the imbalance transition at both data segment 
combination points.  Table 9.7 to Table 9.9 inclusive present the detailed comparison results 
of each of the detected transition events from Table 9.6.  Table 9.7 and Table 9.9 show higher 
variation with respect to the fundamental limit.  The conclusion from the results is that the 
add weight events occurred at data segment 11000 and data segment 21000 respectively.  As 
previously mentioned the sound data will not be taken into consideration. 
 
Table 9.7 Comparison result for segment 11000 and reference segment 1000 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 0.9791 0.6101 154.4047 147.9455 84.6170 106.584
X-Axis T 1.0068 0.3989 103.9915 59.5402 67.9732 95.1480 
Y-Axis T 1.0048 0.3937 174.4480 58.0055 62.8213 96.0786 
Z-Axis T 1.0089 0.3831 72.2113 57.6625 70.5372 94.6997 
 
Table 9.8 Comparison result for segment 20000 and reference segment 11000 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 0.6148 0.6101 71.9570 147.9455 69.2123 106.584
X-Axis T 0.4496 0.3989 48.5977 59.5402 75.6010 95.1480 
Y-Axis T 0.4936 0.3937 53.0016 58.0055 75.5718 96.0786 
Z-Axis T 0.4427 0.3831 50.3525 57.6625 75.1224 94.6997 
 
Table 9.9 Comparison result for segment 21000 and reference segment 20000 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 0.9396 0.6101 78.3803 147.9455 64.8857 106.584
X-Axis T 1.0164 0.3989 59.5409 59.5402 69.4224 95.1480 
Y-Axis T 1.0330 0.3937 80.7144 58.0055 76.5196 96.0786 
Z-Axis T 1.0238 0.3831 81.0912 57.6625 70.8269 94.6997 
 
Figure 9.12 presents the X, Y and Z axes FFT plots for segment 11000 and reference segment 
1000.  Segment 11000 of the imbalance experiment is when the first system behaviour change 
was detected.  The cause of the first behaviour change was the attachment of a small weight 
to the add weight disc (refer to Figure 9.11) that caused the first imbalance condition.  As 
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explained in frequency domain an imbalance case shows up as a peak at the same frequency 
as the frequency that represents the rotational speed of the system.  From the X, Y and Z axes 
FFT plots the first fundamental can be clearly seen and occurs at a frequency value of 
approximately 107 Hz.  The imbalance experiment was conducted with a rig rotational speed 
of approximately 6400 RPM which corresponds to approximately 106 Hz.  Therefore the first 
peak or fundamental is the representation of the test rig operational speed.   
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Figure 9.12 XYZ – Axes FFT results for segment 11000 (blue) and reference segment 1000 (red) 
 
An interesting observation can be seen from Figure 9.12 where the first peak of segment 1000 
(red) FFT plot is higher than the first peak of segment 11000 (blue) FFT plot.  The higher 
amplitude of the red FFT plot first fundamental actually indicates that the coupling imbalance 
was reduced by adding the small weight to the disc.  In another words the addition of the 
small weight in fact helped to balance the coupling.  In Chapter 7 was noted that, due to the 
clearance between the bore of the universal coupling and the rig shaft diameter, when 
tightening  the grub screw securing the coupling to the test rig shaft an angular misalignment 
was produced (refer to Figure 7.5).   The misalignment of the coupling and test rig shaft is the 
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cause of the original imbalance condition which existed prior to any weights being added to 
the coupling.  The change in imbalance behaviour has been picked up by the DI comparison 
processes.     
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Figure 9.13 X, Y and Z – Axes FFT results for segment 21000 (blue) and reference segment 20000 (red) 
 
Figure 9.13 is the X, Y and Z axes FFT plots for data segment 21000 (blue) and 20000 (red) 
which correspond to file ‘TComparedSegments20’ for detection of the ‘one small weight and 
one larger weight’ imbalance condition.  Clearly the first fundamental peak of both segments 
is offset from each other by exactly the same amount.  The segment 21000 (blue) plot has a 
first fundamental frequency of approximately 94 Hz which represents approximately 5640 
RPM; the segment 2000 (red) plot has a first fundamental frequency of approximately 105 Hz 
or 6300 RPM.  The blue plot represents the condition where the larger combined weight was 
added to the disc as shown in Figure 9.11.  The two-stroke motor throttle position was not 
changed when the weight was added; therefore it is logical that with a large weight increase 
on the disc the rig RPM will be lower.  As expected a higher first fundamental amplitude for 
the blue FFT plot can be seen in both the X and Y axes plots, but in the Z-axis blue FFT plot 
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the amplitude is lower.  Previous transition events have shown that the imbalance behaviour 
was higher before the small weight was added.  With the current configuration, of one small 
weight and one larger weight added, a combined lower first fundamental amplitude in the Z-
axis FFT plot was still observed.  It is quite clear that the offset created by the universal 
coupling misalignment has an extensive impact on the vertical (Z-axis) imbalance behaviour 
of the two-stroke motor test rig system.   
 
9.2.2 Misalignment 
Misalignment can be found at many different locations within a mechanical assembly, 
especially those locations where two components from different manufacturers are coupled 
together.  Misalignment occurs because the centrelines of the two connected components are 
not on the common centreline of the assembly.  Misalignment can occur in the form of 
parallel misalignment (offset in the horizontal or vertical direction) or angular misalignment.  
Both parallel and angular misalignment is shown in Figure 9.14.  Very often the misalignment 
in an assembly consists of a combination of all the forms of misalignment, and the 
misalignment can affect the system operating characteristic in the vertical alignment 
direction, the horizontal alignment direction or a combination of both directions as well as the 
axial direction.  To be able to identify the form of misalignment, vibration data needs to be 
taken in the horizontal, vertical, and axial directions.  Misalignment detected in the horizontal 
direction indicates that the vertical offset is causing the misalignment while misalignment 
detected in the vertical direction indicates that the horizontal offset is the cause of the 
misalignment.   Misalignment detected in the axial direction indicates that the misalignment is 
caused by angular displacement.  Lastly if the misalignment is detected in all three axes it is 
the result of the combined effect of offsets in all three axes.       
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a) 
 
b)  
Figure 9.14 (a) Misalignment offset in horizontal and vertical. (b) Angular misalignment [14] 
 
In the case where the coupling between the motor and drive shaft is misaligned, the vibration 
signal for any direction sensitive to the misalignment, as described in the previous paragraph, 
will usually show in the frequency domain the first three distinctive harmonic fundamentals 
which correspond to the rotational speed of the system.  In many cases of misalignment a 
series of harmonics can be seen in the frequency domain.  If it is a case of coupling 
misalignment then the majority of harmonics will be related to the system rotational speed.  
With coupling misalignment the fundamental harmonics result from the strain created when 
two misaligned shafts are forced together as is shown in Figure 9.15.  As the joined shaft 
rotates at the system running speed deflection occurs; this deflection will create forces that act 
on the adjacent support structures and drive the entire mechanical system into cyclical 
displacement.  At the same time the supporting structures will responded with reactionary 
forces to resist the forces generated by the misaligned shaft deflection.  The reactionary forces 
on the support structures prevent the normal sine wave motion of the structure from achieving 
its full amplitude.  As a result the sine wave becomes distorted as shown in Figure 9.16 and it 
is this distortion that generates the fundamental harmonics which, in this case, are related to 
the system rotational speed.         
 
 
Figure 9.15 Strained misaligned shafts [14] 
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Figure 9.16 Distorted sine wave [14] 
    
In the case of misalignment the amplitudes of the harmonics in the frequency domain can 
sometime be very misleading.  Situations where the amplitudes are low do not necessarily 
mean that the machine in question is in good operational condition.  In actual cases many 
misaligned situations go undetected until the supporting structures start to fail from cracking 
or permanent distortion. This is because the low amplitude harmonic fundamentals are being 
undetected or ignored.    
 
9.2.2.1 Electric Motor Bench Top Coupling Misalignment  
To create misalignment conditions for the electric motor bench top experiment the base of the 
motor mount was pivoted to two different angular displacements.  By pivoting the motor 
mount angle, angular misalignment can be created as is shown in part b of Figure 9.14.  
Figure 9.17 shows the three relative positions of the electric motor and connecting coupling 
ranging from zero angular displacement to the final angular displacement.  Again, with the 
present test rig construction, to pivot the base of the motor mount to create an angular 
misalignment while the whole test setup is rotating is very difficult and very dangerous.  
Therefore, adopting a technique similar to that used in the imbalance procedures, the 
progression of angular displacement and the resultant misalignment data was obtained from 
combining three individual experiments.  The final combined angular misalignment data 
consists of 10000 data points from the zero angular displacement experiment, 10000 data 
points from the first angular displacement experiment and finally 8000 data points from the 
final angular displacement experiment.  Figure 9.17 shows the mechanical layouts for all 
three experiments.  
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Figure 9.17 Angular coupling misalignment from zero offset to final offset position where red dashed line 
is the centre line of the test rig 
   
The total of 28000 data points was obtained by the combination of three different angular 
settings; the 28000 data points being equivalent to 28 seconds of monitoring time.  For the 
comparison analysis procedure, before the analysis can begin the fundamental comparison 
limits must first be determined.  Since the data from zero angular displacement (mechanical 
system with no condition change) has already been obtained the comparison limits calculation 
will be based on the results from 28 seconds of recorded data obtained at this zero 
misalignment condition.  The fundamental limits are shown in Table 9.10.  
 
Table 9.10 Fundamental limits for angular misalignment experiment 
 Limits: (Mean + 2SD + Standard Error of Estimator) 
Sound Cross-Coefficient at match 0 0.8812 
X-Axis Cross-Coefficient at match 0 0.0241 
Y-Axis Cross-Coefficient at match 0 0.0110 
Z-Axis Cross-Coefficient at match 0 0.0142 
Sound Auto-Correlogram %Quantity Diff 852.8548 
X-Axis Auto-Correlogram %Quantity Diff 25.5631 
Y-Axis Auto-Correlogram %Quantity Diff 16.9703 
Z-Axis Auto-Correlogram %Quantity Diff 19.1944 
Sound Cross-Correlogram Mirror %Diff 72.1041 
X-Axis Cross-Correlogram Mirror %Diff 12.3882 
Y-Axis Cross-Correlogram Mirror %Diff 11.1146 
Z-Axis Cross-Correlogram Mirror %Diff 14.4568 
*SD: Standard Deviation 
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Table 9.11 Comparison results for angular misalignment experiment 
File Name Data Segments Compared 
TComparedSegments1 Data Segment 2000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments2 Data Segment 3000 vs. Data Segment 2000 
ComparedSegments3 Data Segment 4000 vs. Data Segment 2000 
ComparedSegments4 Data Segment 5000 vs. Data Segment 2000 
ComparedSegments5 Data Segment 6000 vs. Data Segment 2000 
ComparedSegments6 Data Segment 7000 vs. Data Segment 2000 
ComparedSegments7 Data Segment 8000 vs. Data Segment 2000 
ComparedSegments8 Data Segment 9000 vs. Data Segment 2000 
ComparedSegments9 Data Segment 10000 vs. Data Segment 2000 
SComparedSegments10 Data Segment 11000 vs. Data Segment 2000 
SComparedSegments11 Data Segment 12000 vs. Data Segment 11000 
SComparedSegments12 Data Segment 13000 vs. Data Segment 12000 
TComparedSegments13 Data Segment 14000 vs. Data Segment 13000 
SComparedSegments14 Data Segment 15000 vs. Data Segment 14000 
TComparedSegments15 Data Segment 16000 vs. Data Segment 15000 
TComparedSegments16 Data Segment 17000 vs. Data Segment 16000 
TComparedSegments17 Data Segment 18000 vs. Data Segment 17000 
TComparedSegments18 Data Segment 19000 vs. Data Segment 18000 
SComparedSegments19 Data Segment 20000 vs. Data Segment 19000 
SComparedSegments20 Data Segment 21000 vs. Data Segment 20000 
SComparedSegments21 Data Segment 22000 vs. Data Segment 21000 
SComparedSegments22 Data Segment 23000 vs. Data Segment 22000 
SComparedSegments23 Data Segment 24000 vs. Data Segment 23000 
SComparedSegments24 Data Segment 25000 vs. Data Segment 24000 
SComparedSegments25 Data Segment 26000 vs. Data Segment 25000 
SComparedSegments26 Data Segment 27000 vs. Data Segment 26000 
SComparedSegments27 Data Segment 28000 vs. Data Segment 27000 
* Underline represents the ‘Reference Segment’ 
 
After obtaining the comparison limits the next step is to compare the combined angular 
misalignment data using the comparison program (Appendix C) which contains the DI 
algorithms.  The comparison output file is similar to that in Chapter 7 where, if no difference 
between two compared segments is detected, no prefix will be assigned to the file name.  If a 
variation between two segments is detected either an upper case letter ‘T’ (Transition) or ‘S’ 
(Significant Transition) will prefix the output file.  Table 9.11 shows the comparison results 
of the combined angular misalignment experiment.  
 
The comparison results of Table 9.11 show that thirteen ‘Significant Transition’ events were 
detected.  Three of the ‘Significant Transition’ events were detected at data segment 11000 
and data segment 20000.  The angular displacement data combination occurred at data point 
10000 and data point 20000.  The ‘Significant Transition’ events detected demonstrate that 
the DI algorithms detected the angular displacement transition around these two data points 
which are shown as files named ‘SComparedSegments10’ and files named 
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‘SComparedSegments19’ and ‘SComparedSegments20’ respectively.  The detailed 
comparison results of all the three files are shown in Table 9.12, Table 9.13, and Table 9.14 
respectively.  Both Table 9.12 and Table 9.14 show higher variation respective to the 
fundamental limit.  This shows that the change in angular displacement was detected at data 
segment 11000 and again at data segment 21000.  The remainder of the ‘Transition’ and 
‘Significant Transition’ results are presented in Appendix L. 
 
Table 9.12 Comparison result for segment 11000 and reference segment 2000 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.0316 0.8812 78.9644 852.8548 1.0492 72.1041 
X-Axis S 0.7293 0.0241 49.1986 25.5631 38.3438 12.3882 
Y-Axis S 0.7352 0.0110 102.8649 16.9703 50.3721 11.1146 
Z-Axis S 0.9790 0.0142 64.3206 19.1944 73.7746 14.4568 
 
Table 9.13 Comparison result for segment 20000 and reference segment 19000 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.0198 0.8812 411.8743 852.8548 1.8627 72.1041 
X-Axis S 0.0512 0.0241 39.5662 25.5631 25.6940 12.3882 
Y-Axis T 0.0680 0.0110 35.3604 16.9703 6.0208 11.1146 
Z-Axis S 0.3562 0.0142 57.1506 19.1944 29.4341 14.4568 
 
Table 9.14 Comparison result for segment 21000 and reference segment 20000 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.0306 0.8812 79.7496 852.8548 0.8677 72.1041 
X-Axis S 0.1335 0.0241 46.0139 25.5631 33.1234 12.3882 
Y-Axis S 0.6659 0.0110 73.4981 16.9703 46.9559 11.1146 
Z-Axis T 0.0906 0.0142 38.1851 19.1944 6.3594 14.4568 
 
Table 9.12 shows the results of the ‘Significant Transition’ events detected for the X, Y and Z 
axes except for the sound data comparison.  Again sound data will not be taken into 
consideration for reasons aforementioned.  As described earlier, pure angular misalignments 
will create at least three first fundamental harmonics in the axial direction but, from Table 
9.12, all three axes show harmonics as shown in Figure 9.18.  When all directions show 
fundamental harmonics it means there are horizontal offset, vertical offset, and angular 
misalignment exist during the experiment.  In misalignment case the amplitude of the 
harmonics can be easily misunderstood with the severity of misalignment.  Although the first 
three harmonics in X and Z axes FFT plots consist of low amplitudes, but in actual case the 
misalignment with the coupling in this case was quite extensive.  The second and third 
harmonic frequency from Figure 9.18 vary slightly, the possible reasons are fluctuation of the 
rotational speed, higher sampling frequency rate might be required (if higher accuracy is 
need), lastly and most likely to be the cause the damping effects generated by the four rubber 
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dampers.  Otherwise, the first three harmonics are visible to be recognised as misalignment 
phenomenon occurring.     
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Figure 9.18 XYZ axes FFT plot for segment 11000 with first three harmonic fundamentals 
 
Figure 9.17 indicated only angular misalignments were introduced during the experiment, but 
Figure 9.18 shows the first three harmonics in all axes direction, which means other types of 
misalignment were also present during the experiment.  The presence of other types of 
misalignment is caused by the experiment test rig setup and the coupling used.  The test rig 
utilised in this experiment is a simple non-precision hand constructed bench top assembly 
with coupling which was also crafted from a block of metal using hand control machining.  
The end result is a simple coupling that is not very precise (not very symmetrical) as shown in 
Figure 9.19, but sufficient for general purpose of experimental demonstrations.  Therefore, in 
this experiment when trying to offset the coupling in angular direction other misalignments 
such as horizontal and vertical offset also generated during the angular offset process.  
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Figure 9.19 Coupling used for the bench top test rest 
  
Table 9.13 is the comparison results for the large and final angular misalignment setting.  In 
this case ‘Significant Transition’ events are being detected in X and Y axes comparison and 
‘Transition’ event is being detected in Z-axis comparison.  Figure 9.20 presents the FFT plot 
for X and Y axes results for segment 21000.  From the zoom in plots of Figure 9.20 the first 
three harmonic fundamentals can be identified, but in the case of first harmonic for X-axis 
FFT plot the amplitude is quite low.  The low amplitude does not necessary means the angular 
misalignment is insignificant; in fact in this case the angular offset is the largest setting for 
this experiment.  Again minor differences exist between the X and Y axes second and third 
harmonic frequency values, but only couple of hertz out from each other.  Minor frequency 
differences means system impedance exist, which is highly likely to be caused by the four 
rubber dampers.   
 
In zoom in plots of Figure 9.20 number of red circle are positioned on the peak of three 
harmonics.  Those harmonics consisted frequency either about 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, or 4.5 etc. times 
the test rig rotational frequency (9.7656 Hz).  The presence of these harmonics actually 
indicated the existence of mechanical looseness.  Since the angular offset in this case is quite 
extreme, considerable vibrational displacements were observed from the bench top test rig.  
The large movement actions caused some parts of the test rig to become less rigid.  During 
the experiment warping movements can be observed from the electric motor base mount.  The 
extensive movement of the electric motor likely to cause the mounting points to become 
slightly detached, hence looseness characteristics are being discovered in the FFT frequency 
plot.  More details about mechanical looseness are provided in the later section of this 
chapter.  Although only ‘Transition’ event is being detected in Z-axis comparison result, since 
the other two axes are being severely affected by the angular misalignment, Z-axis FFT plot 
might provide further information to prove the existence of mechanical looseness.    
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Figure 9.20 X and Y axes FFT plot for segment 21000 and their respective zoom in plot on the right 
 
Figure 9.21 presents the vibration data FFT plot for Z-axis segment 21000.  For this plot the 
fundamental harmonics corresponding to the misalignment are also visible, as well as the 
evidence of looseness but not as clear as the X and Y axes FFT plots.  In this case only 4.5 
times the running frequency shows up clearly, which is circled in red.  Through out the X, Y 
and Z axes zoom in FFT plot a peak with purple circle is clearly visible.  This harmonic is 
essentially representing the looseness harmonic happened around 1/3 of the system running 
speed; as will be explained in detail later, looseness can also happen at 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, rotational 
speed etc., depending on the type and amplitude of the looseness.    
 
From the segment 21000 cyclostatic analysis the presence of misalignment as well as the 
looseness is evident.  Although the experiment was performed with intention of angular 
misalignment, but due to the severe angular offset (refer to Figure 9.17) and imprecision of 
the coupling manufacturing Z-axis also shown the misalignment fundamental harmonics.  
Although only ‘Transition’ event has been detected in Z-axis, but the misalignment 
characteristics are also visible.  As a result there were angular, vertical, and horizontal 
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misalignments occurred during the experiment.  With the evidence of looseness the 
misalignment is causing significant problem to the test rig.  As Table 9.1 has shown 
‘Significant Transition’ events have been detected continuously from file 
‘SComparedSegments19’ until the last file ‘SComparedSegments27’, this means system 
behavioural change was been detected continuously from data segment 21000 (21st second of 
experiment) onwards.  In the case of SmartHUMS logic when continuous system behavioural 
change is being detected over certain period of time, a warning will be flagged either to the 
pilot or in the case of UAV to the ground controller.    
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Figure 9.21 Z-axis FFT plot for segment 21000 and their respective zoom in plot on the right 
 
9.2.2.2 Two-Stroke Motor Bench Top Coupling Misalignment  
For the two-stroke motor test rig the difference in diameter of the drive shaft and the inner 
bore size of the universal coupling produced an angular misalignment.  The misalignment can 
be clearly seen in Figure 7.5, which is circled in blue.  To demonstrate the pre-existence of 
the misalignment within the test rig, X, Y and Z axes FFT plots are being presented in Figure 
9.22.  The FFT plots are generated based on data segment 1000 of the two-stroke test rig 
misalignment experiment, where during the first 10 seconds (or first 10 segments), the engine 
base mount was not shifted to induce any misalignment.  From Figure 9.22, all X, Y and Z 
axes FFT plots for segment 1000 show the first three harmonics of the system running speed 
(about 103 Hz or around 6200 RPM).  The conclusion is that the combination of the drive 
shaft and the universal coupling created an initial angular misalignment before the angular 
misalignments were deliberately introduced.  An interesting observation revealed in Figure 
9.22 where distinctively all three axes show extremely high amplitude of second harmonic.  
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As explained by Taylor [25], if the amplitude of the second harmonic is higher than the first 
and third harmonics this means the shaft is likely to be bent.     
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Figure 9.22 XYZ axes FFT plot for data segment 1000 from misalignment experiment 
 
To create misalignment in the two-stroke motor test rig experiment, the base of the motor 
mount was pivoted at a range of angular settings relative to the drive shaft.  With the engine 
base mount offset an angle angular misalignment can be created.  Figure 9.23 shows the 
position of the two-stroke engine and connecting coupling ranging from zero pivoting 
position to the final pivoted angle.  With the current test rig construction to pivot the base of 
the motor mount while the setup is running is virtually impossible and dangerous.  Therefore, 
adopting a similar procedure to that used for the electric motor test rig, the progression of 
angular misalignment data was obtained from a combination of three individual experiments.  
The final combined angular misalignment data set consist of 10000 data points from zero 
pivoting angle experiment, 10000 data points from the first pivoted angle experiment, and 
finally 8000 data points from the last pivoted angle experiment as shown in Figure 9.23.  
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Figure 9.23 Angular misalignments form zero offset to final offset position  
 
As the data of zero pivoted angle offset (mechanical system with no condition change) has 
already been recorded, the comparison limits calculation was based on this zero misalignment 
condition with total of 28 seconds of data.  The fundamental limits are shown in Table 9.15. 
 
Table 9.15 Fundamental limits for angular misalignment experiment 
 Limits: (Mean + 2SD + Standard Error of Estimator) 
Sound Cross-Coefficient at match 0 0.7707 
X-Axis Cross-Coefficient at match 0 0.4976 
Y-Axis Cross-Coefficient at match 0 0.5018 
Z-Axis Cross-Coefficient at match 0 0.5010 
Sound Auto-Correlogram %Quantity Diff 185.0051 
X-Axis Auto-Correlogram %Quantity Diff 69.0926 
Y-Axis Auto-Correlogram %Quantity Diff 69.0244 
Z-Axis Auto-Correlogram %Quantity Diff 68.8847 
Sound Cross-Correlogram Mirror %Diff 112.7284 
X-Axis Cross-Correlogram Mirror %Diff 112.3531 
Y-Axis Cross-Correlogram Mirror %Diff 111.8058 
Z-Axis Cross-Correlogram Mirror %Diff 111.5294 
*SD: Standard Deviation 
 
Table 9.16 Comparison results for angular misalignment experiment 
File Name Data Segments Compared 
ComparedSegments1 Data Segment 2000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments2 Data Segment 3000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments3 Data Segment 4000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments4 Data Segment 5000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments5 Data Segment 6000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments6 Data Segment 7000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments7 Data Segment 8000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments8 Data Segment 9000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments9 Data Segment 10000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
TComparedSegments10 Data Segment 11000 vs. Data Segment 1000 
ComparedSegments11 Data Segment 12000 vs. Data Segment 11000 
ComparedSegments12 Data Segment 13000 vs. Data Segment 11000 
ComparedSegments13 Data Segment 14000 vs. Data Segment 11000 
ComparedSegments14 Data Segment 15000 vs. Data Segment 11000 
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ComparedSegments15 Data Segment 16000 vs. Data Segment 11000 
ComparedSegments16 Data Segment 17000 vs. Data Segment 11000 
ComparedSegments17 Data Segment 18000 vs. Data Segment 11000 
ComparedSegments18 Data Segment 19000 vs. Data Segment 11000 
ComparedSegments19 Data Segment 20000 vs. Data Segment 11000 
TComparedSegments20 Data Segment 21000 vs. Data Segment 11000 
ComparedSegments21 Data Segment 22000 vs. Data Segment 21000 
ComparedSegments22 Data Segment 23000 vs. Data Segment 21000 
ComparedSegments23 Data Segment 24000 vs. Data Segment 21000 
ComparedSegments24 Data Segment 25000 vs. Data Segment 21000 
ComparedSegments25 Data Segment 26000 vs. Data Segment 21000 
ComparedSegments26 Data Segment 27000 vs. Data Segment 21000 
ComparedSegments27 Data Segment 28000 vs. Data Segment 21000 
* Underline represents the ‘Reference Segment’ 
 
Table 9.17 Comparison result for segment 11000 and reference segment 1000 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 0.9723 0.7707 77.0156 185.0051 76.9740 112.7284 
X-Axis T 1.0152 0.4976 90.6632 69.0926 83.1018 112.3531 
Y-Axis T 0.7294 0.5018 65.3555 69.0244 67.7303 111.8058 
Z-Axis T 0.8342 0.5010 81.7623 68.8847 67.2575 111.5294 
 
Table 9.18 Comparison result for segment 21000 and reference segment 11000 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.5649 0.7707 72.8363 185.0051 75.5984 112.7284 
X-Axis T 0.7963 0.4976 92.6985 69.0926 79.8768 112.3531 
Y-Axis T 0.9028 0.5018 57.5808 69.0244 82.6483 111.8058 
Z-Axis T 0.7390 0.5010 57.4256 68.8847 61.5027 111.5294 
 
From the comparison results of  
Table 9.16 two ‘Transition’ events can be observed.  These two transition events were 
detected at data segment of 11000 and data segment 21000.  Since the angular misalignment 
data combination happened from data point 10000 onwards and data point 20000 onwards, 
the DI algorithms detected the misalignment transition around these two data locations, which 
are files named ‘TComparedSegments10’ and ‘TComparedSegments20’.  The detail 
comparison results of both file are shown in Table 9.17 and Table 9.18. 
 
Both Table 9.17 and Table 9.18 indicated that the transition has been detected for each of the 
X, Y and Z axes (Sound data are excluded).  As mentioned pure angular misalignments will 
create at least the first three fundamental harmonics in the axial direction, but the X, Y and Z 
axes FFT plots (Figure 9.24) generated from ‘TComparedSegments10’ show all three 
harmonics are present.  When all three axes show fundamental harmonics it means that 
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horizontal offset, vertical offset, and angular misalignments existed during the operation of 
the mechanical system. 
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Figure 9.24 XYZ axes FFT plot for data segment 11000 from misalignment experiment 
 
Table 9.18 is the comparison results for the file name ‘TComparedSegments20’ of  
Table 9.16.  In this case ‘Transition’ events are also being detected in X, Y and Z axes 
comparison.  Figure 9.25 presents the FFT plots for X, Y and Z axes for segment 21000.  In 
all three FFT plots the first three harmonics are clearly visible, and occur at around 1, 2 and 3 
times the test rig rotational speed.  Because the X, Y and Z axes FFT plot in Figure 9.25 
represent an extensive angular misalignment case, the 4 times the rotational speed or 4th 
harmonic is also clearly visible in all three FFT plots. 
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Figure 9.25 XYZ axes FFT plot for data segment 21000 from misalignment experiment 
 
In the electric motor test rig case a number of red circles are positioned on the peaks of the 
three harmonics (Figure 9.20).  Those harmonics occur at a frequency of about 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, 
or 4.5 etc. times of electric motor test rig rotational frequency.  Similar harmonic 
characteristics can also be observed in Figure 9.25.  The presence of these harmonics 
indicated the existence of mechanical looseness.  Since the angular offset in this case is quite 
significant, the generated large vibrational forces certainly cause some of the two-stroke test 
rig components to become less rigidly mounted.  The extensive movement of the two-stroke 
motor and the universal coupling is likely to cause the engine mounting points and coupling 
to become slightly detached and hence looseness characteristics are observed in the FFT 
frequency plots.  More details about mechanical looseness are provided in the later section of 
this chapter.  From the segment 21000 cyclostatic analysis the presence of misalignment as 
well as the looseness is evident.  Although the experiment was performed with intention of 
introducing angular misalignment, but with the pre-existence of the misalignments as 
explained earlier in this section, the X, Y and Z FFT plots all showning misalignment 
characteristics.  As a result there were angular, vertical, and horizontal misalignments 
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occurred during the experiment.  In conclusion the DI algorithms were able to detect the two 
different angular misalignments interruption.  With the cyclostatic analyses performed on 
both the detected behavioural change data segments (segment 11000 and segment 21000), the 
existence of misalignments was confirmed and the severity of the misalignment could also be 
evaluated. 
  
9.2.3 Resonance 
Resonance is a problem that occurs in around 20 percent of the 90 percent common 
machinery vibration problems.  Resonance occurs because every machinery structural or 
component has their own natural frequency.  The machine start to resonant when the 
operational speed approaches ‘Critical Speed’ i.e. the speed that generate frequencies close or 
equal to the machines natural frequencies.  When this happens the vibration level of the 
machine will increase exponentially.  In the frequency domain a resonance could appear as a 
discrete peak, but in actuality a resonant frequency is usually a band of frequencies that is 
unrelated to the rotational speed unless the speed coincides with the resonance.  The 
bandwidth of the resonant frequency is related to amount of damping present.  In a well 
damped case, the amplitude of the resonant frequency will be low and the band width will be 
wide.  If the resonant frequency is undamped the amplitude will be high and the frequency 
band will be narrow.  According to Wowk [14], the key indicators of resonance are an audible 
pure tone, a clean sine wave in the time domain, and finally a single tall peak in the frequency 
domain as shown in Figure 9.26. 
 
 
Figure 9.26 A pure tone due to resonance in time (left) and frequency (right) domain [14] 
 
In practice there are two common ways of identifying a resonance and its frequency.  The 
easiest way is to stop the machine operation and use a bump test on the machine structure.  
The bump test will excite the natural frequencies of the machine structure, which allow the 
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verification of whether these frequencies existed during the machine operation.  The second 
common way to find resonant frequencies is to watch the spectrum as the machine changes 
operational speed.  Usually the speed change procedure is done as a speed reduction process 
(i.e. machine cost-down).  During the speed changing process the resonance amplitude will 
rise and fall as a vibration peak comes into phase with the machine and out again, but the 
corresponding frequency will remain the same.  
 
9.2.3.1 Electric Motor Bench Top Test Rig Resonance  
Figure 6.1 of Chapter 6 shows the entire assembly of the electric motor driven bench top test 
rig.  Basically the rig is based on a metal beam structure that is fixed at four corners and each 
fixing point has a rubber damper.  The motor, shaft, and bearing housing are fixed on top of 
the beam structure.  Since all mechanical structure assemblies have their own resonance, this 
section will demonstrate how the resonant frequencies related to this electric motor driven 
bench top test rig are determined.  The approach used to locate the resonance frequencies is 
the second method mentioned i.e. the speed coast-down.  Initially the test rig is set to 
operation at a rotational speed of 600 RPM but due to the rig design the coast-down period is 
too short for enough vibration data to be obtained for resonance examination.  To overcome 
this deficiency the speed control was manually turned down continuously to slow the RPM to 
simulate a coast-down action.  
 
In this resonance investigation only Y-axis vibration data were used.  As mentioned in 
Chapter 6 the rig is sitting on top of a sponge base and rubber dampers are also used as part of 
the base fixings.  Additional to these mounting arrangements the X-axis is also the axis of 
rotational (less displacement in the axial direction unless otherwise indicated).  The vibration 
results analysed so far for the electric motor test rig has shown the Y-axis analysis produced a 
much better outcome with higher correlation coefficients.  All analyses mentioned above refer 
to the test rig operation without interruptions.  Figure 9.27 is the overlapping FFT plots for 
the Y-axis vibration data which contain twelve different segments.  Since the rotational speed 
is decreases from 600 RPM, segment 1000 represents the 600 RPM Y-axis vibration data and 
as the segment number increases the lower RPM speeds are assigned respectively.  
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Figure 9.27 Resonance frequencies for electric motor test rig and the zoom in plot for resonance 199.2187 
Hz 
 
Figure 9.27 shows four distinctive peaks which always remain in the same frequency location 
even with the reduction of rotational speed.  From the zoom in plot of resonance frequency 
199.2187 Hz, the peaks rise and fall as the rotational speed reduces, but the frequency stays 
the same.  This phenomenon is the same as that described for the second method for finding 
resonance frequencies.  Another characteristic which proves that these four peaks are the 
resonance frequencies is that from the first peak (99.6093 Hz) to the last peak (400.3906 Hz), 
the difference between each consecutive pair of peaks is almost equal to 100 Hz.  Also the 
four peaks follow the equation fundamental as shown in Equation 9.1.  Where F1 is the first 
resonance and Fn is the nth resonance.  The slight variation of frequency value between each 
pair of peaks is caused by the test rig structure impedance.  With the resonance frequencies 
identified there is less confusion when performing cyclostatic analysis as extreme peaks can 
be avoided and hence the analysis accuracy is increased. 
 
1n FnF ⋅=       (9.1) 
 
    
9.2.3.2 Two-Stroke Engine Bench Top Test Rig Resonance  
The complete setup of the two-stroke motor test rig can be seen in Chapter 7 Figure 7.1.  The 
component setup arrangements with this rig are similar to that of the electric motor driven test 
rig, where the motor, shaft, and bearing housing are fixed on top of a beam structure.  Unlike 
the electric motor setup the whole two-stroke engine rig is rigidly fixed on top of a truss 
frame structure as shown in Figure 7.1.  Since all mechanical structure assemblies have their 
own resonance, this section will examine whether resonance affects this two-stroke engine 
bench top test rig.  The approach used to investigate the resonance frequencies is similar to 
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the electric motor rig, where the test rig is set to operate at a constant rotational speed and 
sometime later the throttle of the engine is manually turned down to slow the RPM to 
simulate a coast-down action. 
 
Unlike the electric motor test rig the X, Y and Z axes vibration data will be utilised for the 
resonance investigation, because with the two-stroke engine test rig there are no dampers and 
sponge installation as part of the rig assembly.  As a result the vibration signal in X, Y and Z 
axes should be distinctive enough for the cyclostatic analyses to be able to determine whether 
a resonance problem or problems exist with the two-stroke engine test rig.  The procedure 
applied to slowing down the RPM was to first run the test rig at around 6200 RPM, and 
after10 seconds the throttle control was continuously reduced to slows down the test rig until 
the two-stroke engine reached its minimum idling speed. 
  
Figure 9.28 presents the overlap FFT plots from data segment 10000 to data segment 20000, 
which coincide with the speed reduction from 10th second of the experiment onwards.  As 
mentioned earlier, resonances usually appear as highest amplitudes in FFT plots, and when 
the operational speed of the test rig varies the amplitudes representing the resonance will also 
move up and down but at the same frequency location.  In Figure 9.28, the solid blue line 
represents the FFT plot for data segment 10000, which shows a distinctive first harmonic at a 
frequency around 103.5156 Hz or around 6200 RPM for all three axes.  Since the pre-
existence of a misalignment condition within the two-stroke engine test rig is already known, 
the first blue colour harmonic (especially in Z-axis) is concluded not to be a resonance 
induced peak.  From all three FFT plots distinctive peaks on the left side of the first solid blue 
fundamental can be seen, these basically are the unit speed representation of each data 
segment from segment 10000 onwards.  The peaks are on the left side (lower frequency 
value) because the experiment was simulation coast-down action.   
 
Figure 9.28 also shows the zoom in section for each of the highest amplitude results in each 
axis (generally the resonance fundamental frequencies stand out as high peaks in the FFT 
plot), but none of the FFT overlapped plots show any unique fundamentals.  In other words 
no fundamental frequency with amplitude variations at same frequency location was found in 
X, Y and Z axes FFT plots, which basically mean resonance is not a concern in this test setup 
at the operational speed range being used.  If the resonance frequency or frequencies are still 
required to be known, then a bump test might be the next easiest way for it to be determined.  
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Figure 9.28 XYZ axes overlap FFT plots between data segment 10000 to data segment 20000 
 
9.2.4 Two-Stroke Motor Test Rig with Loose Bearing Mount  
In Chapter 7 section 7.2.3 a fault case simulation was performed for the two-stroke motor 
driven test rig system, where the system was operating at about 6200 RPM or 103 Hz.  The 
fault case was in fact a loose bearing housing base simulation, which only lasted for around 
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10 seconds.  It was observed during the bearing base mount loose experiment, when the base 
is loose the whole bearing housing actually caused the bearing to rattle on the driveshaft.  The 
bearing clattered because it is still rigidly contained within the bearing house, but the whole 
bearing housing was vibrating extensively due to the loose blot.  As detected by the DI 
algorithms the base mount of the bearing housing started to get loose after data segment 
11000.  In Table 7.17 of Chapter 7 the file ‘TComparedSegments10’ corresponds to the 
detected event for segment 11000, there are other three detected ‘Transition’ events before the 
bolt was retightened as represented by file ‘SComparedSegments20’.  The three detected 
transition files are ‘TComparedSegments13’ (corresponds to data segment 14000), 
‘TComparedSegments14’ (corresponds to data segment 15000), and 
‘TComparedSegments16’ (corresponds to data segment 17000).     
 
As described by Taylor [25], when a test setup containing a direct coupled unit if the bearing 
is loose on the shaft, the frequency spectra plot might contain a spectral line at unit speed and 
another spectral line a little lower than unit speed.  The cause of the extra lower amplitude 
spectral line is the result of the bearing inner race turning.  With the bearing housing base 
mount loose experiment, the bearing housing caused the bearing to rattle on the shaft, as a 
result bearing loose on the shaft effect described should be present after data segment 11000.  
In this section data segment 11000, data segment 14000, data segment 15000, and data 
segment 17000 are being analysed with cyclostatic analysis.  The cyclostatic results of each 
data segment are presented from Figure 9.29 to Figure 9.32 respectively. 
 
Figure 9.29 shows the fundamental representing the system running speed very clearly in all 
three axes, but only Y-axis FFT plot indicated a lower spectral line (indicated by a small red 
rectangular box) that indicated the effect of loose bearing (induced by the loose bearing 
housing).  As the data segment 11000 represents the bolt just starting to loosen, the loosening 
effect is not as severe, consequently only the Y-axis shows the loose bearing effect.  When 
examining the unit speed fundamental the frequency is only 99.6095 Hz, which is slightly 
slower than the initial test rig operational speed of 103 Hz.   
 
Figure 9.30 represents the cyclostatic analysis for data segment 14000, this data set was 
obtained 4 seconds after the blot was loosened and as a result the bearing housing base mount 
is much loose than it was when data for segment 11000 was taken.  The further loosening of 
the base mount in segment 14000 can be proved by Figure 9.30 X, Y and Z axes FFT plots, 
where all indicated lower spectral line (red rectangular box) in relation to the unit speed.  The 
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bearing loose effect is even more obvious in Figure 9.31 and Figure 9.32 X, Y and Z axes 
FFT plots.  When examine the unit speed representation from Figure 9.29 to Figure 9.32, it 
was found as the bearing housing becomes looser the entire system running speed essentially 
reduced.   
 
To conclude the findings in this section, with the DI algorithms the behavioural changes 
caused by the loose bearing house base mount was detected.  After performing cyclostatic 
analysis no those ‘Transition’ event related data sets, it was determined that the behavioural 
change is related to a bearing loose on the shaft resulting from loosening of blot 2 on the base 
mount.  It is important to stress again the loosening bolt simulation was achieved by a 
combination of two individual data sets as explained in Chapter 7.     
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Figure 9.29  Data segment 11000 XYZ axes FFT plot around system unit speed 
 
Data Segment 14000: X-Axis FFT Plot
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Figure 9.30 Data segment 14000 XYZ axes FFT plot around system unit speed 
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Figure 9.31 Data segment 15000 XYZ axes FFT plot around system unit speed 
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Data Segment 17000: X-Axis FFT Plot
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Figure 9.32 Data segment 17000 XYZ axes FFT plot around system unit speed 
 
9.3 Other Likely UAV Mechanical Problems 
The first targeted application of SmartHUMS unit is the medium to small size unmanned 
aerial vehicles and previous sections have discussed the issues which are expected to create 
90 percent of the common mechanical problems.   This section will discuss some of the 
remaining 10 percent specific mechanical problems that are likely to occur in UAVs.  Most of 
these problems that will be discussed were not simulated by the bench top test rigs due to 
reasons such as safety, difficulty of achievement, or inability to acquire the necessary 
components and so on.  However the cyclostatic characteristics associated with these likely 
UAV encountered problems have been well established by other researchers and can be found 
in many vibration analysis or machine dynamics books.  Therefore, to actually simulate those 
problems in experiments in order to obtain the relevant cyclostatic characteristics will not 
contribute any new additional information.  Instead for the rest of this section, the cyclostatic 
behaviours of those likely UAV mechanical problems are introduced in brief.  Further 
information regarding each of these problems can be obtained from relevant literatures if 
required.       
 
9.3.1 Looseness 
Mechanical looseness can take many different forms due to different types of looseness.  
Types of looseness could be a bearing loose on the shaft, bearings loose in the housing, or 
looseness occurring at the mounting points etc.  It does not really matter which types of 
mechanical looseness it is, generally looseness shows up in the frequency domain as a large 
number of harmonics of running speed when slightly loaded.  Typically these harmonics 
could occur at ½, 1/3, ¼, 1½, 2½, etc. of rotational speed.  The harmonics show up because at 
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each revolution of the system the generation of the sine wave is being restricted (or amplitude 
is clipped) due to loose section hitting against its limit.  Figure 9.33 represents an example of 
clipped sine waves due to looseness.  It is because these clipped sine wave amplitudes which 
resulting to the formation of harmonics in frequency domain.  Figure 9.34 shows the 
frequency domain plot of a loose 3600 RPM motor, which clearly indicated the location of ½, 
1½, and 2½ of rotational speed looseness harmonics.  
 
 
 
Figure 9.33 Clipped sine waveform [14]  
 
 
Figure 9.34 Frequency domain plot for 3600 RPM motor example [14] 
 
Earlier the looseness condition is detected, the more precise and accurate the diagnosis is.  If 
looseness is left undetected for a period of time wear could occur on different parts of the 
mechanical system, as a result wide noise bands will start to appear in the frequency domain.  
These wide noise bands usually obscure the specific cyclostatic characteristics related to 
faults such as misalignment, defects of bearing, and defects of gear etc.  Therefore any 
indication showing the presence of looseness must be treated seriously, especially the 
presence of ½, 1/3, and ¼ etc. harmonics.  Generally the existences of these less than 
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rotational speed harmonics indicate more severe conditions of looseness.  As a rule of thumb 
when looseness harmonics are being discovered, the first procedure should be done is to 
check all nuts and bolts for tightness. 
 
9.3.2 Bearing 
In some UAV propulsion assemblies bearings and their supports are essential integrations to 
the entire system.  Usually bearings are acting as an antifriction barrier that allows the drive 
shaft to transmit the rotational (thrust) force from the engine to the propeller without too 
much loss of energy.  When defects are starting to grow in the bearings loss of energy will 
start to increase, which means the propulsion efficiency will start to drop.  If the growing 
defects are left untreated eventually failure to the bearings will occur, which will lead to other 
associate components or structures to fail and eventually catastrophic failure will occur to the 
whole propulsion system.     
 
Defects can occur at any location of bearing such as on the bearing raceways (inner race and 
outer race), rolling elements (i.e. balls), and the cage as shown in Figure 9.35.  For a new 
bearing defects are usually the result of improper manufacturing procedures, and most of time 
the existence of these defects does not generally causes bearing failure.  The primary causes 
of bearing failures are as described by Wowk [14]:   
 
1. Contamination, including moisture (some sources claim that 40 percent of bearing 
failures are caused by contamination) 
2. Overstress  
3. Lack of lubrication  
4. Defects created after manufacturing (usually grows over time) 
 
Luckily when a defect occurred in each respective location (i.e. inner and outer etc.) in the 
bearing specific frequencies will be produced.  As mentioned by Taylor [25] a machine with a 
defective bearing can generate at least five frequencies, and these frequencies are: 
 
1. Rotating unit frequency or speed (Rs) 
2. Fundamental train frequency or cage frequency (FTF) 
3. Ball pass frequency of the outer race (BPFO) 
4. Ball Pass frequency of the inner race (BPFI) 
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5. Ball spin frequency (BSF) 
 
The scope of bearing analysis is actually quite extensive and can not be included here in any 
detail.  This section will present mostly on the frequency spectrum examples which allow the 
identification of the possible types of bearing fault present in the system.  In practise methods 
for identifying the nature, location, combination, and size of bearing defects are well 
established.  These techniques can also identify bearings with excessive clearance and 
bearings that are not properly installed, such as those turning on the shaft or loose in the 
housing [25].  Furthermore these techniques can predict the life span of a defective bearing.  
Ninety percent of bearing failures can be predicted months beforehand.  Being able to predict 
the 90 percent majority is why many companies invest in a bearing monitoring program [14].  
If detailed bearing defect analysis is required literature such as ‘The Vibration Analysis 
Handbook’ by Taylor [25] etc. should be consulted to obtain accurate information.    
 
 
Figure 9.35 a) Bearing with outer race defect, b) Bearing with inner race defect, c) Rolling element defect, 
and d) Cage defect [25] 
 
The following equations and Figure 9.36 calculate the frequency generated by each respective 
bearing defect mentioned above.  The equations are obtained from Wowk [14], but detailed 
equations can be referenced from Taylor [25].  The next three sections will be presenting an 
example of outer race defect, inner race defect, and cage defect with all examples obtained 
from Taylor [25]. 
 


 −= cosφ
Pd
Bd1
2
S
FTF R      (9.2) 
 
N(FTF)BPFO =       (9.3) 
 
FTF)-N(SBPFI R=       (9.4) 
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Figure 9.36 Parameters for calculating bearing frequencies [14] 
 
9.3.2.1 Bearing Outer Race Defect  
This example using a NU319 cylindrical roller bearing installed on the drive end of an electric 
motor.  The vibration data was obtained in radial direction.  The bearing contains 14 ball 
rollers and the motor speed was running at 29.6 Hz during the vibration data recording.  The 
physical dimensions for the NU319 bearing are Pd = 5.807, Bd = 1.024, and Φ = 0 (assume 
zero thrust load).  The resulting BPFO is as shown in Equation 9.6 and the corresponding 
frequency plot is presented in Figure 9.37. 
 
Hz 170.6630 cos
5.807
1.0241
2
29.614N(TFT)BPFO =

 −⋅==    (9.6) 
 
 
Figure 9.37 Outer race defect for NU319 cylindrical roller bearing [25] 
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From Figure 9.37 the fundamental train frequency of 12.5 Hz is clearly visible as well as the 
second and third harmonics.  As explained in looseness section (9.3.1) when each of the first 
three harmonics is present it means looseness in the system.  The running speed of this 
example is 29.6 Hz, which also present in the frequency plot as 30 Hz (mechanical impedance 
will shift the frequency slightly).  Figure 9.37 clearly shows the 170 Hz BPFO with high 
amplitude, but a 140 Hz harmonic is also visible.  The 140 Hz side band is in fact the 
frequency difference between the BPFO 170 Hz and motor running speed of 30 Hz.  When 
such sidebands occur, it is generally indicating that the defect is large enough to allow the 
drive shaft to displace.  The signals at 340 Hz and 852.5 Hz are the second and fifth 
harmonics of BPFO frequency.  Existence of both harmonics indicates the defect is probably 
caused by fragment denting or frosting that is not related to the size of the defect.  Detailed 
explanation of Figure 9.37 can be found in Taylor [25].  
 
9.3.2.2 Bearing Inner Race Defect 
In this example a bearing with an inner race defect is installed at the end of a 300 HP (Horse 
Power) motor.  The motor speed frequency was 19.6 Hz while the vibration data was taken.  
Again this example was taken from Taylor [25] to demonstrate the common frequency 
domain plot characteristics of inner race defect, which will help the determination of an inner 
race fault during a cyclostatic analysis for other cases.  The physical dimensions for the 
bearing used in this example are Pd = 4.035, Bd = 0.937, Φ = 0 (assume zero thrust load), and 
the bearing contain 8 rollers.  The calculation for the BPFI is as shown in Equation 9.7 and 
the corresponding frequency plot is presented in Figure 9.38.  
 
Hz 96.606cos(0)
4.035
0.9371
2
19.6-19.68FTF)-N(SBPFI R =









 −==   (9.7) 
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Figure 9.38 Bearing inner race defect for a 300 HP motor [25] 
  
Presence of all the first three harmonics indicates that looseness exists in this bearing and 
motor setup.  The BPFI harmonic spectral line is clearly visible and with highest amplitude, 
but the BPFI frequency does not coincide with the motor running frequency.  When the BPFI 
frequency is different to the system running frequency this basically indicates that the defect 
(i.e. spall) is minor at current stage.  The 193 Hz harmonic which is the second harmonic of 
BPFI indicated that it is highly likely this harmonic is caused by frosting or fragment denting 
within the bearing.  
 
9.3.2.3 Bearing Cage Defect  
When a defect occurred at the cage of a bearing it is usually a result of wear on the cage 
surface.  Due to the worn surface quite often small defects can also be found on the outer race 
of the bearing.  Very often these small outer race defects are being over-emphasised, because 
the harmonics generated by these defects are usually modulated with the FTF and rotational 
frequency (S) of the bearing.  In frequency domain the FTF of a worn cage frequently appear 
as a discrete frequency or as modulations of the fundamental and harmonics [25].  In many 
real life cases when the cage defects are present the FTF actually is not very noticeable from 
the frequency domain.  The FTF amplitude only started to peak when defects progress to a 
point where the excessive internal clearance is created within the bearing.  Larger internal 
clearance means looseness likely to happen, where fundamental and harmonics can be 
generated.  Figure 9.39 from Taylor [25] demonstrated a model 22318 bearing running at 240 
RPM with a worn cage and small defect on the outer race.  The FTF frequency of this 
defected bearing is 16.00 Hz with BPFO frequency of 24.25 Hz.  The first three harmonics 
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are also visible in this case.  As a result large internal clearance is present, hence bearing 
looseness occurred. 
 
 
Figure 9.39 The first 50 Hz spectrum of bearing 22318 with worn cage at 240 RPM [25] 
 
It is important to note that as the cage wear gets severe, discrete frequencies may no longer be 
generated.  It is quite often with a severely worn cage (also apply to inner race, outer race, and 
rollers) the spectrum becomes wide-band noises with amplitudes slightly higher than baseline 
by some extent.  When the wide-band noises are observed in the spectrum bearing 
replacement needed to be performed immediately.   
 
In many cases the physical dimensions of the bearing in question are not available.  As shown 
previously in order to calculate the FTF, BPFO, and BPFI equations 9.2, 9.3, and 9.4 are 
required.  Each of this equation needs the parameter information as shown in Figure 9.36.  As 
described by Wowk [14], if the bearing dimensional information is unavailable, then bearing 
frequencies can be estimated with certain rule of thumb.  The equations for approximating the 
FTF, BPFO, and BPFI are shown as Equation 9.8, 9.9, and 9.10.  These three equations have 
been proven to be as accurate as within 2 percent of the error when the number of rollers 
within the bearing is less than 12.   
 
RS0.4FTF ⋅=      (9.8) 
 
NS0.4BPFO R ⋅⋅=      (9.9) 
 
NS0.6BPFI R ⋅⋅=               (9.10) 
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9.3.2.4 Ball Spin Frequency  
According to Taylor [25] ball spin frequency is generated when a defect on the rolling 
element strikes the raceway.  The frequency generated by the roller defect in almost all cases 
is twice the BSF.  The two times of BSF is because the defect strikes the inner and outer race 
per each revolution.  In actuality BSF or twice the BSF frequency hardly ever appear in real 
life situation.  Because in real life roller defects are generally accompanied by inner race or 
outer race defect, as well as when defects occurred multiple spalls will be generated as well.  
Other reasons of why ball spin frequency is not frequently detected is the roller rotation 
maybe in such a way that defect section of the roller does not get in contact with the inner or 
outer race of the bearing, or the defects are all around the roller surface.  In the first case no 
BSF will be generated, but in the second case noise (wide-band frequency) will be produced 
due to the large surface defects. 
 
Figure 9.40 shows an example in time domain and frequency domain for a bearing with roller 
defect.  Towards the end of the frequency domain several groups of spectral lines can be 
observed.  The difference between these spectral lines is 2.5 Hz, which is actually the FTF 
frequency (or cage frequency).  Another important point about the frequency domain plot is 
the differences between each group of spectral lines.  As it turns out the difference is 32.5 Hz, 
which is the two times the BSF.  The time domain plot is also helpful in this case.  The two 
groups of pulses located at beginning and near the middle of time domain plot has time 
difference between each pulses around 404 ms, which in turns of frequency is around 2.475 
Hz.  2.475 Hz is in point of fact the FTF or cage frequency per one complete revolution, 
which is similar to the 2.5 Hz FTF obtained from the frequency domain.  The time period 
difference between each pulse is about 30 ms in turns of frequency is around 33.333 Hz, 
which is essentially the two times BSF.  Further more the time periods difference between 
each pulse in the time domain are either 5 ms or 6 ms, which are actually the excited natural 
frequencies around 200 Hz and 166.666 Hz.       
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Figure 9.40 Time and frequency domain plot for a bearing with defected roller [25] 
 
9.3.2.5 Bent Shaft and Bowed Rotor  
Bent shaft and bowed rotor produce identical harmonic characteristics as imbalance, because 
it is actually a form of imbalance.  Bent shaft and bowed rotor may occur due to many 
reasons, for example inappropriate system assembly, or simply just sitting stationary for a 
long time (gravity pull from the weight of the rotor causes the shaft to deform).  If a well 
balanced rotor or propeller is attached on a bent shaft or bowed rotor it will run out of 
balance.  Figure 9.41 presented an example of a bent shaft and bowed rotor.  The easiest way 
to distinguish which imbalance condition is present (coupling imbalance or bent shaft/bowed 
rotor) is to measure the runout on the shaft with a dial indicator on the end of the shaft.  If the 
dial indicator shows a significant reading then bent shaft/bowed rotor condition exist.  The 
best way to prevent bent shaft and bowed rotor situation is to store the motor appropriately.  
In the case of an UAV with long drive shaft it is best to rotate the shaft on weekly bases if no 
foreseeable mission is planned for a certain period of time.  The best way for store a motor 
with long or heavy shaft is to place them in a vertical direction to counteract the effect of 
gravity.  When shaft is bent or rotor is bowed standard balance procedure (i.e. add counter 
weight) will fix the problem, but if a new balance shaft or motor is installed the system will 
run out of balance and need to be rebalanced again.  Figure 9.42 shows a frequency domain 
plot of a cooler fan running at 480 RPM (or 8 Hz) that had a bowed rotor.  As explained 
before high amplitude peak at one times running frequency is clearly visible, which represents 
the condition of imbalance.   
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Figure 9.41 Bent shaft, bowed rotor [14] 
 
 
Figure 9.42 Cooler fan with bowed rotor at 280 RPM [14] 
 
9.3.3 Belts and Pulleys 
Belts and pulleys are worth of attention in the case of UAV application, because in many 
cases UAV contain an electrical generator that is driven by engine drive shaft via belt and 
pulleys.  Figure 9.43 shows an electric generator that is connected to the drive shaft via belt 
and pulleys.  Belt and pulley are usually discussed together because both of them interact in a 
dynamic manner.  By that it means if one of them has a fault the other will be affected as 
well.  For example if there is a defect on the belt as it rolled over the pulley the pulley will 
generate a pulse every time this defect went pass.  The pulley generated pulse will produce a 
harmonic in frequency domain, which is actually representing the belt speed.  Figure 9.44 
demonstrated a frequency domain plot of a belt and pulley driven mechanical system.  As the 
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plot shows the 720 RPM peak represents the belt drive frequency, where as the 24.5 Hz and 
30 Hz harmonics represents the driven rotor frequency and the motor rotational frequency.  
Usually when defects exist on the belt the harmonic amplitude well increase marketability due 
to resonance, also in some cases ½ harmonics will also appear.        
 
 
Figure 9.43 UAV electric generator driven via belt and pulleys 
 
 
Figure 9.44 A belt drive and pulley driven mechanical system [14] 
 
In the case of pulley problems, eccentric pulley is one of the most common defects produced; 
Figure 9.45 shows two examples of eccentric pulley.  When eccentricity of the pulley occurs, 
the mass balance of the pulley might be well balanced, but one times pulley rotational speed 
spectra will still be produced.  The other common problem produced by eccentric pulley is 
high tension on the belt because of the stretching.  High tension belt can easily resonate, 
which might create unwanted resonance to the mechanical system.  The easiest way to check 
eccentricity of a pulley is to setup a dial indicator on the belt running surface of the pulley as 
shown in Figure 9.46. 
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Figure 9.45 Eccentric pulleys [14] 
 
 
Figure 9.46 Dial indicator on pulley [14] 
 
9.3.4 Gears 
To fully comprehend mechanical gears in this section is very difficult and out of scope of this 
research.  Instead in this section some of the more common gear frequency characteristics will 
be introduced.  If detailed understanding of gear problems and gear analyses are required 
literature that focuses on solving gear problems should be consulted.  Overall the main 
purpose of gears is to transmit power from one rotating element to the other.  The main reason 
why power is transmitted using gear trains is because gears allow large speed variation of the 
power (i.e. high variation of rotational speed).  Most of the median to small UAVs do not use 
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gears for speed variation but utilise lower-cost multiple belt and pulley systems; also, adding 
gear boxes to a median or small UAV will significantly increases the weight penalty.  Since 
the SmartHUMS unit is designed for diverse applications, it is likely that other forms of 
mechanical systems will adopt this technology, so only a quick overview of some gear 
problems are discussed in this section. 
 
A perfect gear system will not produce any vibration.  Gear vibration occurs because the 
matching teeth have defect or defects.  During the cyclical loading when the defective tooth 
meets a gear tooth in the meshing gear, a shock pulse arises, creating vibration.  If only 1 
defected tooth is present one times the running speed spectrum will be visible in the 
frequency domain.  However, if the defect is small the pulse generated is only of short 
duration and it might not show up at each revolution.  The spectrum plot of Figure 9.47 shows 
an example of a gear with one minor defected tooth running at 20 Hz frequency.  As Figure 
9.47 shows the one times running speed peak is truly quite low (minor defect), but even this 
minor defect modulated the gearmesh frequency.  The gearmesh frequency for this defected 
gear which contain total of 30 teeth is equal to 600 Hz.  The gearmesh frequency is simply the 
running speed times the number of teeth within the gear [14].  For a matching pair of gears 
there is always only one gearmesh frequency.  The two times the gearmesh frequency actually 
has higher amplitude than the gearmesh frequency, making it a better indicator for developing 
gear problems.  Sidebands around the gearmesh frequency are good source of information 
about the health of other gear teeth.  Quite often to clearly observe the sidebands around the 
gearmesh frequency, the area around gearmesh frequency needs to be zoomed.  Although 
amplitudes of gearmesh spectrums indicate the severity of the defects, the amplitudes are 
sensitive to the amount of loading and how the load is being applied.  Ambient conditions 
must be taken into consideration when diagnosing a gear problem.    
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Figure 9.47 Frequency domain plot for gear with on defected tooth [14] 
 
If the defect is in nature of broken, cracked, or chipped gear teeth, according to Wowk [14], 
obviously these defected teeth cannot carry any load.  The momentary missing load transfer 
period will causes sidebands of the gearmesh frequency.  Generally the difference between 
each sideband is the running speed of the gear.  To find out how many defected teeth are 
within the matching gear system, it is best to view the vibration result in the time domain.  
Figure 9.48 is a hypothetical time plot example for a gear set that is assumed to be running at 
1800 RPM or 30 Hz.  The corresponding period between the two groups of major peaks is 
33.3 milliseconds as shown in Figure 9.48.  Within Figure 9.48 there is also another group of 
lower amplitude peaks, which indicates there are two teeth showing abnormalities.  
According to Wowks [14] the time difference (X) between the group with larger amplitudes 
and group with smaller amplitudes is proportional to the arc distance along the circumference 
between the two teeth in question. 
 
Lastly, another phenomenon which usually occurs with a defective gear tooth is excitation of 
structural resonance of the mechanical assembly.  The resonance occurs because the pulse 
generated when the defective tooth meets with another tooth is similar to striking the 
matching gear assembly.  The common fix to resonance in a meshed-gear assembly is to 
stiffen up the structure and/or the material used for the gear.  Resonance in a gear is a serious 
problem because failure of the gear can be caused by the accelerated wear due to the 
resonance.  
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Figure 9.48 Hypothetical example of a gear with two defected teeth [14] 
 
9.4 Summary 
As mentioned earlier in the chapter over 90 percent of all machinery vibration problems are 
attributable to imbalance, misalignment, and resonance.  With the electric and two-stroke 
motor bench top experiment setups, the DI algorithms have been proven to be capable of 
picking up all three common machinery vibration problems.  Using the DI isolated vibration 
signals; cyclostatic analyses were able to determine which one of the three vibration problems 
caused the system behavioural change.  As the first targeted application for SmartHUMS unit 
is the UAV application, this chapter also touched with some other common mechanical 
problems which are likely to be experienced by the UAVs.  Problems such as looseness, 
bearing wear, bent shaft or bowed motor, belts/pulleys, and gears.  The prognostic, diagnostic, 
and repair aspects of all the mechanical problems mentioned are well established by many 
researchers.  Many analyses in literature can also be consulted to find solutions to most of 
these mechanical problems.  In this chapter, the aim of the cyclostatic analysis is to utilise the 
above established methods to resolve the DI detected mechanical problems.  As most of the 
mechanical problems required in-depth explanation for their prognostic, diagnostic and repair 
method, it becomes very onerous to describe in detail all their aspects in the space available 
this chapter.  As a result this chapter focused on presenting the frequency characteristic of 
each possible problem that is likely to occur during the UAV operation.  It is hoped by 
presenting each problem’s individual frequency characteristic the cause of the system 
behavioural change can be identified from the cyclostatic analysis.  With the types of 
mechanical problem identified, specific literature searches can help resolve each of these 
problems.  
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Chapter 10  
Data Compression  
As discussed in Chapter 2, the type of data compression algorithm that should be utilised in 
the SmartHUMS unit is one using the ‘Lossless’ data compression methodology.  This 
chapter will examine a number of different ‘off the shelf’ ‘Lossless’ data compression 
programs, which are easily obtainable from the internet.  The aim of examining different data 
compression programs is to determine what is the best compression rate available from 
commonly accessible compression programs, and to establish the minimum size of data 
storage space that should be incorporated in the final production unit of SmartHUMS.  The 
intention of this chapter is not to develop any new ‘Lossless’ data compression algorithms, 
but to examine how efficiently an existing compression program can be adapted to meet the 
requirements of this research.  As the aim of the SmartHUMS research is to produce a system 
which can be applied to medium to small size UAVs, this chapter will assume the UAV 
belongs to UAV-Short Range (UAV-SR) classes.  According to GlobalSecurity.Org [67] for 
UAV-SR the flight duration of between 8 to 10 hours is designed to allow penetration into 
enemy airspace up to a range of 200 kilometres with data link.  Therefore the data 
compression examination study in this chapter will use 8 hours flight time as a basis for 
determining the minimum data storage capacity requirement for the SmartHUMS unit. 
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10.1 Data Storage Space 
Currently the preproduction SmartHUMS unit is only able to log 28 seconds of data 
continuously with a sampling rate of 1 millisecond, which basically means that at the end of 
28 seconds the storage capacity is full.  In the real life application a full storage capacity of 28 
seconds does not necessary mean 28 seconds of monitoring time, because in real applications 
the time taken to fill the storage space is controlled by the number of ‘Transition’ and 
‘Significant Transition’ events detected.  For example, if a UAV platform had a generally 
straight forward mission where no severe manoeuvres occurred and the platform did not 
encounter any mechanical problems during the mission then, in this case, the storage space 
currently available in the preproduction SmartHUMS unit would be more than enough for the 
duration of the mission.  Conversely, if extreme manoeuvres occurred and a large number of 
mechanical problems were encountered, then a significantly larger data storage space would 
be required compared to that for the ‘straight forward’ mission.  To be able to have enough 
storage space to accommodate any situation encountered in a UAV mission, the minimum 
required storage space will have to be based on a sampling rate of 1 millisecond for the 
mission duration of 8 hours.  The preproduction SmartHUMS unit currently generates an 
output file after 28 seconds of continuous data logging.  The output file size is 981 kilobytes.  
For an 8 hours mission the data storage capacity requirement will be as shown in Equation 
10.1, which is about 1,010,057 kilobytes or about 987 megabytes.          
 
obytes1010057kiles982kilobyt
28seconds
60seconds)60minutes(8hours ≈×××  (10.1) 
 
10.2 Data Compression Programs 
Table 2.1 of chapter 2 has examples of ‘Lossless’ data compression programs, where most of 
program files have a ‘zip’ extension.  The ‘ZIP’ file format was first created by Phil Katz, the 
founder of ‘PKWARE’.  He publicly released technical documentation on the ‘ZIP’ file 
format together with the first version of his ‘PKZIP’ archive program in January 1989.  At the 
moment there are many software utilities, in addition to ‘PKZIP’ itself, readily available for 
data compression applications, but most of them still retain the file extensions which still 
included initial of ‘ZIP’.  Most of these other programs are modifications of the original ‘ZIP’ 
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concept, but some of them actually achieve a better compression ratio than others.  The 
remainder of this chapter will examine a number of ‘ZIP’ related programs that are readily 
available from the internet, consequently to determine which of these programs can maximise 
the data compression ratio with the object of reducing SmartHUMS data storage spaces.    
10.2.1 PKZIP for Windows  
PKZIP is currently owned by PKWARE Inc. which specialises in creating ZIP solutions for 
Windows, UNIX, Linux, and DOS operating systems.  As previously mentioned the PKZIP 
compression algorithm is based on the concept of lossless data compression, which ensures 
100% data recovery thus returning the file to its original format.  PKZIP’s lossless 
compression can be used on any file type and in many cases file size reduction of over 90% 
can be achieved.  The current version of PKZIP can easily handle large files that are greater 
than 4 gigabytes.  Using the file logged by the preproduction SmartHUMS after 28 seconds of 
monitoring, the file was compressed by the PKZIP for Windows version 9.00.0010 
(evaluation version).  The original 28 seconds of data file has a size of 981 kilobytes.  After 
the PKZIP compression the file size reduced to 174 kilobytes.  As shown in the calculation 
10.2 a total file size reduction of about 82.26% is achieved.  In terms of minimum data 
storage requirement for an 8 hours UAV mission, the total data storage requirement can be 
reduced from 987 megabytes to 175 megabytes as shown in calculation 10.2.    
 
Megabytes175%)26.821(987
%26.82%1001
981
174
≈−⋅
≈⋅

 −       (10.2) 
 
10.2.2 m9PZipper  
 The m9PZipper program is developed by the mental9Production company.  This company is 
a software developer specializing in programs such as database applications, compression 
programs and java utilities etc.  m9PZipper program is a lossless compression and 
decompression utility.  This tool is capable of up to 0.9 compression ratio.  
Mental9Production uses m9PZipper program for archive purposes where large log files (.log) 
are zipped using this program.  But m9PZipper can be used to zip many other file types.  
m9PZipper zipped files are compatible with other standard zipping programs, and vice-versa.  
m9PZipper can unzip files zipped with those programs.  But m9PZipper is a simple tool and 
is designed to compress only single files not complete directories, which suits its’ application 
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to the SmartHUMS unit.  However a zipped directory containing many files can be unzipped 
using m9PZipper.  Most importantly the m9PZipper is created as a freeware program that is 
readily available from internet for downloading.  A more capable zip program is also 
available from mental9Production but for the purpose of data compression the freeware 
version of compression program is sufficient for this research.  Calculation 10.3 shows that 
the m9PZipper program demonstrates a compression ratio of about 81.96%.  This 
compression ratio is capable of reducing the original file size of 987 megabytes to around 178 
megabytes.  
 
Megabytes178%)96.811(987
%96.81%1001
981
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10.2.3 7-Zip  
7Zip is a freeware program easily accessible from the internet.  The main features of the 7Zip 
format are that it is open architecture, has high compression ratio and a strong encryption 
ability capable of using any compression/conversion/encryption method supporting files with 
sizes up to 160000000000 gigabytes, Unicode file names, solid compression and archive 
headers compression.  Due to its open architecture arrangement 7Zip can support any new 
compression methods, but currently the default compression method is the ‘LZMA’.  The 
LZMA compression algorithm is extremely suitable for embedded applications, where the 
compression speed is about 1 MB/sec on a 2 GHz CPU with very high compression ratio.  
The embedded property of ‘LZMA’ is well suited for its’ application to the SmartHUMS unit.  
An added bonus in using the LZMA algorithm is that the source code written in C++, ANSI-
C, C#, and Java is freely available from internet, but the licensing agreement needs to be 
sorted for 7ZIP to be available for commercial use.  Calculation 10.4 shows the 7Zip program 
demonstrates a compression ratio around 89.50%.  This compression ratio results in a 
reduction of the original file size from 987 megabytes to about 104 megabytes.    
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10.2.4 WinZip  
The Winzip program is one of the most well known compression and decompression software 
packages among the personal computer users.  Like most other zip programs Winzip also has 
encryption and archiving capabilities.  Winzip is not a freeware compression program, but an 
evaluation version can be obtained through the internet.  There are a number of settings for 
different compression ratios, the higher the compression ratio the more time will be required 
for the data compression.  During the Winzip program evaluation the maximum data 
compression setting was applied and the version of Winzip used for the evaluation is a 
licensed Winzip version 8.1 software package.  Calculation 10.5 has shown that 83.59% 
compression ratio was obtained when compressing the 28 seconds of data logged by 
SmartHUMS, which means that for an 8 hours UAV mission a minimum storage requirement 
of 161.97 megabytes is required.       
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%59.83%1001
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10.2.5 Bzip2  
Bzip2 is a freely available, patent free, high quality data compressor algorithm.  It typically 
compresses files to within 10% to 12% of the results from the best available packages while 
being around twice as fast at compression and six times as fast at decompression.  Bzip2 code 
is organised as a library with a programming interface.  The program itself is a client of the 
library which can be easily incorporated or accessed by one’s own written program.  This 
particular property of bzip2 code could be easily integrated into the SmartHUMS imbedded 
software for the purpose of data compression.  Another advantage of bzip2 is the availability 
of the source code, which can be downloaded from number of internet websites.  Calculation 
10.6 shows the compression ratio achieved using the bzip2 algorithm is 88.79%.  In terms of 
minimum data storage requirement the total storage space reduced to around 110.67 
megabytes from an initial size of 987 megabytes.  
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10.2.6 Gzip  
Gzip is a compression program written by Jean-Loup Gailly for the GNU project (creating a 
complete operating system that is free software), where the decompression part was written 
by Mark Adler.  This program was developed to replace the ‘compress’ program because of 
the UNISYS and IBM patents covering the LZW algorithm used by the ‘compress’.  Because 
gzip is a freeware program the source code executables can be obtained freely from the 
internet, which is an added bonus if the SmartHUMS project decided to implement this 
compression program.  Calculation 10.7 has shown that a compression ratio around 83.69% 
was achieved when applying gzip to the 28 seconds of logged data, which translates to a 
minimum storage requirement of 160.98 megabytes for the SmartHUMS unit to perform 
continuous data logging for a duration of 8 hours.    
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10.3 Summary 
In this chapter a total of six different zip programs were tested for their efficiency of 
compressing 28 seconds of SmartHUMS logged data.  Some of the zip programs are freeware 
that can be obtained from the internet and others require payment but evaluation versions can 
also be obtained from World Wide Web.  Figure 10.1 is the compression ratio comparison 
plot where it is very clear that the 7Zip program produces the highest data compression ratio.  
If the 7Zip program is to be imbedded into the SmartHUMS unit the minium data storage 
requirement for a typical 8 hours mission will be reduced from 987 megabytes to just 104 
megabytes.  As mentioned before the 7Zip is a freeware program where the source codes are 
freely available from the internet, but an agreement is required if the application is for 
commercial use.  Overall these well known zip programs are capable of achieving data 
compression rates of more than 80% as is shown in Figure 10.1.  Expressed in terms of data 
storage reduction more than 3 quarters of data storage space can be either freed up or not 
needed.  Therefore, by just using these commonly available compression programs, the data 
storage requirement can be significantly reduced.   
 
It is very important to note here that the calculation of minium data storage requirement was 
made using the assumption of worst condition.  The worst condition assumes that during the 8 
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hours UAV mission behavioural changes in the UAV are constantly being detected.  This is 
the basis on which the 987 megabytes minium data storage requirement was derived, where 
the SmartHUMS unit needs to continuously log data for the entire 8 hours mission duration.  
In an actual flight mission, if continuous UAV behavioural changes were detected, the 
mission would be aborted and the UAV quickly recalled for inspection.  Therefore the 987 
megabytes of minimum data storage space is more than ample for a normal 8 hours mission. 
It is certain that longer UAV flight missions can be easily accommodated by the SmartHUMS 
unit with 987 megabytes of data storage space, or if the 7Zip compression program is applied 
only 104 megabytes data storage spaces is needed. 
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Figure 10.1 Zip program compression ratio comparison 
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Chapter 11  
Conclusions  
The aim of this research was to investigate the feasibility of producing ‘Detection Indices’ 
(DI), which would be generic enough to be able to be applied across different aircraft 
platforms (especially UAVs) and possibly other mechanical systems, for the purpose of 
HUMS applications.  The conclusion is that the proposed DI algorithms of ‘Autocorrelation’ 
and ‘Cross-Correlation’ analysis methods fulfil the above requirements.  The main reasons for 
selecting these two methods are based on their mathematical simplicity and more importantly 
their adaptability to signals produced from different types of mechanical systems.  This 
research was constrained by considerations of cost limitations and immense hardware 
capability and consequently presented more challenges in the search of appropriate generic DI 
solutions.     
 
This thesis has emphasised that the major difference between the proposed DI approach and 
the approach used by conventional HUMS systems is in the diagnostic methodology.  
Traditionally HUMS use algorithms that explicitly look for individual faults.  The DI 
algorithms selected only look for faults in terms of changes in the system transfer functions.  
Therefore a conventional HUMS will only detect a fault if an algorithm to detect that 
particular fault is included in the software while the DI approach will detect the fault as long 
as the fault affects the transfer of any significant signals.  The aim of this research is not to 
create algorithms that will replace any existing HUMS technologies but to determine whether 
the DI approach will allow the development of a small, light weight, and low cost HUMS 
system.  The creation of a miniature and low cost HUMS system will allow HUMS benefits to 
be applied to mechanical systems which were previously thought to be financially beyond or 
physically impractical for conventional HUMS application.   
 
In order to gain understanding and proof of the feasibility of the selected DI algorithms this 
research used four specific approaches.  The first approach used for the evaluation of the DI 
was the creation of a number of simulated scenarios, where both ‘Autocorrelation’ and 
‘Cross-Correlation’ methods were employed to analyse the simulated data.  At the same time 
simulated analyses of fundamental characteristics related to ‘Autocorrelation’ and ‘Cross-
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Correlation’ results were also performed.  The observation of these fundamental 
characteristics helped the interpretation of recorded data of system behaviours (information), 
and lead to a quicker isolation of the cause of the variation in the system characteristic. 
 
The second approach used after the simulation study was experimental tests using a rig driven 
by an electric motor.  The main purpose of the electric motor rig was to verify the 
fundamental characteristics obtained in the simulation analyses and, more importantly, to 
validate the DI’s capabilities when DI were applied to more realistic data.  Different 
experimental conditions were introduced in each of the electric motor rig experiments.  The 
types of conditions introduced during each experiment can be basically categorised into three 
main groups.  The first group of experimental conditions introduced no interruption to the test 
rig during its operation.  The concept of this experiment was to simulate the condition where 
there was no behavioural change in the system i.e. simply the rig is running at a healthy state.  
The second experimental condition was that during the experiment a control change was 
introduced.  Control change is a change that is not caused by a system fault, but is a change 
that is expected from the mechanical system (i.e. increase or decrease of the system 
operational speed).  The final experimental condition was the introduction of a fault induced 
interruption to the signal that was related to a certain type of mechanical change in the 
system.  In this test setup the DI algorithms were able to detect the introduction of each of the 
experimental conditions and the fundamental characteristics relating to the specific test 
conditions were also established during the data analyses. 
 
The third approach used to evaluate the DI algorithms was another test setup, which 
incorporated a two-stroke model aircraft engine and a two-bladed propeller.  This specific 
setup was designed to imitate the propulsion system used in a typical medium to small size 
UAV platform.  In the case of the UAV platform the propulsion assemblies are of major 
concern, because they contain many moving parts rotating at very high speed.  If any these 
parts fail it is highly likely that the entire propulsion system will cease to function and the 
result will be the crash of the UAV.  Since the ultimate goal of this research is to produce a 
miniature and low cost HUMS capable system, its’ application to UAV’s would demonstrate 
the advantages and benefits that could be achieved by the successful completion of this 
research.  Another reason for selecting UAV systems for the application of SmartHUMS is 
because the SmartHUMS system could very well be the only type of system that could 
qualify, both on a physical and a monetary basis, to be installed in a UAV platform.  In these 
experiments similar experimental conditions to the electric motor setup were also introduced 
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during each of the tests.  Conditions such as no interruption, control change interruption, and 
fault related interruption were applied.  As in the previous tests the ‘Autocorrelation’ and 
‘Cross-Correlation’ algorithms were able to detect each of the introduced interruptions.  From 
the correlation result analyses the fundamental characteristics obtained were compared to the 
fundamental characteristics established during the simulation studies. Although the 
fundamental characteristics are not exactly identical between the simulated conditions and the 
two-stroke engine rig experiment conditions the basic pattern attributes still enabled the 
recognition of the presence of each of the fundamental causes of the signal variations.         
 
The final approach used to assess the suitability of the ‘Autocorrelation’ and ‘Cross-
Correlation’ methods to generate the potential generic DI algorithms for the SmartHUMS unit 
was the to apply them to results obtained from real life experiments.  As the ‘Autocorrelation’ 
and ‘Cross-Correlation’ algorithms had already proved their detection capability in the 
simulated scenarios, the electric motor driven test rig experiments, and the more realistic two-
stroke engine driven rig experiments, the last and only approach that could be used to 
evaluate the selected DI algorithms was to undertake a series of experiments during a real life 
flight trial.  The aircraft selected for the task was a Hughes 300 helicopter.  The reasons this 
particular type of helicopter was selected for the trial was  its size, which is similar to many of 
today’s unmanned helicopter UAVs, and also more practically because this helicopter was 
accessible for experiments during the course of this research.  Because the Hughes 300 is a 
manned helicopter, OH&S (Occupational Health and Safety) regulation prevented 
introduction of real mechanical faults during flight.  Therefore in this flight trial only control 
changes were introduced during flight.  The type of introduced flight conditions were takeoff 
flight, no disturbances introduced during flight (i.e. steady cruise flight), severe manoeuvres 
introduced by the pilot, autorotation to simulate engine failure, and finally the landing of the 
helicopter.  In this final assessment of the selected DI, both ‘Autocorrelation’ and ‘Cross-
Correlation’ algorithms successfully identified the transition of each of the introduced flight 
conditions.  Furthermore, with the identification of the established fundamental characteristics 
from the analysed flight trial results, the occurrence of each pilot introduced manoeuvre 
(control change) condition was individually identified and recognised.  Although actual fault 
conditions were not introduced during the flight experiments it was concluded, from the 
application of the DI to the simulation studies, that as soon as any of the system transfer 
functions is significantly disturbed the DI will immediately signal the event. 
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In situations where the detected behavioural change was determined to be the result of a non-
control change related event, the recorded data will be further analysed to determine what 
types of fault induced the system behaviour change.  In this research the further data analysis 
was described as ‘Cyclostatic’ analysis.  The principal of ‘Cyclostatic’ analysis is to basically 
transform the recorded time domain data into frequency domain and to use established 
‘Machine Dynamics’ techniques to isolate the type of and possibly determine the location of 
the fault.  In order to demonstrate the entire procedure of DI detection of the fault event from 
initial monitoring to the ‘Cyclostatic’ analysis of the related recorded data, a number of 
experiments with fault interruption were conducted for both the electric and two-stroke motor 
driven test rigs.  The fault conditions used were those regularly encountered in a typical 
mechanical system such as imbalance, misalignment, and resonance.  These three mechanical 
fault conditions account for over 90 percent of all machinery related vibration problems.  That 
is not to say that the remaining 10 percent of mechanical faults are not as important, it is just 
that the occurrences of these fault situations are not so frequent.  In this thesis some of the 10 
percent related faults which have the potential to appear in the UAV platform were also 
briefly introduced. 
 
The subject of data management has also been touched on in this research from the aspect of 
the method of data compression.  The ‘Lossless’ data compression principle was determined 
to be the suitable algorithm to be employed, because the data integrity before the compression 
and after the decompression processes critically effects the accuracy of the SmartHUMS 
diagnostic and prognostic capabilities.  A number of data compression freeware programs 
from the internet were examined and the most efficient compression program found to give a 
compression ratio of 89.5 percent.  In terms of SmartHUMS storage requirement it actually 
reduced the data storage space required from 987 megabytes to 104 megabytes for a typical 
UAV mission taking around 8 hours.  Reduction of data storage requirement means reduction 
in SmartHUMS hardware cost, which supports the research aim of producing a low cost 
HUMS solution.                               
 
Throughout this research the results were based on the vibration signals obtained from the 
SmartHUMS triaxial accelerometer and the sound signals from the microphone sensor. The 
microphone sensor did not perform in the way that was anticipated.  It was found that the 
sound sensor was too easily subject to ambient conditions.  As a result signals from the 
microphone are too heavily contaminated with either random data or data that had no relation 
to the monitored mechanical system itself.  The sound sensor was originally planned to be 
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used as a reference sensor, for cross correlation purposes as well as being closely positioned 
to the propeller when a bladed propulsion system was being monitored, to obtain the blade 
passing frequency.  It was found that the vibration signals from the X, Y and Z axes were 
accurate enough to detect system behavioural change and, with the ‘Autocorrelation’ analysis, 
the system running speed or rotational speed could also be approximated with reasonable 
accuracy.  Therefore the inclusion of a sound sensor in the SmartHUMS unit does not appear 
to be necessary for its application to a UAV platform.  In the event of the sound sensor being 
absolutely necessary, precautions must be taken to account for the effects of contaminated 
data.  Precautions, such as positioning the sound sensor as close to the noise source as 
possible, and the use of sound insulation must be taken to prevent ambient noise or sound 
being picked up by the sensor.  
 
Visual comparisons between autocorrelation or cross correlation analysed data sets in terms 
of their respective correlation plots are the most accurate and easiest way to analyse the 
signals.  If the two compared correlation plots are very different this will be easily recognised 
and the difference in the plots analysed to give the cause of behavioural change in the system.  
In this research, the aim is to imbed the selected DI in the SmartHUMS hardware.  Therefore 
the luxury of visual inspection of the analysed data for the detection of behavioural change is 
out of the question.  To overcome this difficulty a fundamental limits comparison method was 
derived for the purpose of detecting mechanical system behavioural change.  With the limits 
comparison method a behavioural change event is either categorised as a ‘Transition’ event or 
‘Significant Transition’ event.  The ‘Transition’ event means any one of the preset 
comparison limits has been exceeded, while the ‘Significant Transition’ event occurs when all 
preset limits have been exceeded.  In theory the detection of a ‘Significant Transition’ event 
usually means that the behaviour change which produced the event is more likely to be caused 
by a mechanically related occurrence.  But, as shown in this thesis and especially with the 
two-stroke engine test rig, a large number of actual mechanically related faults were only 
detected as ‘Transition’ events.  The inability of the limits comparison method, in this 
instance, to distinguish between ‘Significant Transition’ events and ‘Transition’ events was 
largely due to some of the comparison limit values being preset too high, but the method did 
detect all the introduced fault events as ‘Transition’ events.  When comparing two sets of data 
expressed in graphical terms a large amount of data can be easily observed and accurately 
compared, but if the comparison is done solely using numerical methods much of the 
information will be lost, therefore the comparison becomes less accurate and less sensitive.  
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Every research project addresses its own specific research questions.  In this research the 
majority of the questions addressed have been answered within the body of this thesis.  
Questions such as which part or parts of the vehicle (mainly in relation to UAVs) are critical 
for HUMS monitoring, what is the common operating characteristic of the vehicle, how 
complex or generic can the DI algorithms be, and what type of data compression theory is 
most suitable to be applied to data storage in the SmartHUMS hardware.  All these questions 
have been addressed and are answered in one way or another; most by detailed explanations 
and demonstrations.  The one question that still requires further explanation is the generic 
nature of the selected DI algorithms.  The selected ‘Autocorrelation’ and ‘Cross-Correlation’ 
DI algorithms work on the basis of comparisons between vibration signals which means any 
vehicle or structure with a viable vibration source can be monitored by the selected DI.  As 
shown by this research the DI worked in cases where an electric motor, two-stroke engine, 
and a real life helicopter piston engine were the sources of driving force and coincidentally 
vibration generation.  Each of these different cases consisted of different structural 
arrangements but in each instance the DI was able to detect behavioural changes in the 
mechanical systems as they occurred.  To further demonstrate the flexibility of the chosen DI 
algorithms Figure 11.1 presents the Autocorrelation analysis comparison plot and the Cross 
Correlation analysis plot for signals obtained from a land vehicle.  
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Figure 11.1 Autocorrelation comparison plots in 4 seconds bases and the respective cross correlation plot 
     
The land vehicle used was a GMH (General Motor Holden) VP series Calais V6 vehicle with 
an age of 14 years.  The data was recorded during the idling operating condition of the 
vehicle.  No disturbances were introduced therefore significant behavioural change should not 
be detected.  As the vehicle is quite old the engine does not run as smoothly as it use to, 
which is evident from the Figure 11.1 Autocorrelation comparison plot.  The coefficient 
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amplitudes of the Autocorrelation comparison plots are low signifying random interruptions 
(mostly likely caused by some worn parts in the vehicle), and show waveform phase offset 
towards the end of the plot (likely to be caused by fluctuation in the engine rotational speed). 
The Cross Correlation plot shows a high coefficient at match position 0 and the plot patterns 
are organised showing similar plots between the negative and positive sides of the Cross 
Correlogram which suggests that the two compared data sets are extremely similar.  This 
example has shown the suitability of the selected DI to land vehicle applications as well as air 
vehicles.  As data segment intervals different to those used for the air vehicle were used for 
the land vehicle, the data segment intervals for the land vehicle will required readjustment to 
enable comparisons to be made.  In the air vehicle, due to the high speed rotation of the 
propulsion system, the data set was gathered on a second by second basis but in the Holden 
V6 vehicle example the data set was divided into 4 seconds per data segment to accommodate 
the low rotational speed of the car engine. 
 
11.1 Recommendations   
There are still many efforts and tests required before the complete flightworthy SmartHUMS 
system can be applied to an air platform.  A major task is integration of the selected DI into 
the final production SmartHUMS unit and testing whether the computational requirements of 
the DI can be met by the SmartHUMS hardware itself.  It can also be foreseen that there will 
be many major and minor issues requiring attention once the DI is imbedded and 
SmartHUMS put through actual flight applications.  But it is confidentially predicted that the 
majority of the problems or issues will be related to the hardware side of SmartHUMS.  With 
the selected generic DI algorithms some readjustments of the parameters (the fundamental 
comparison limits) may be required after the initial introduction to service, but the algorithms 
themselves will meet the task requirements as has been demonstrated in this thesis.       
 
The final specific research question to be answered with this research is “will artificial 
intelligence and neural networks contribute a better solution to the aims of this research”.  
The answer to this question is ‘NO’ for the immediate future but ‘YES’ eventually.  The 
current objective of the research is to achieve a low cost HUMS capable system, where only 
one hardware unit (SmartHUMS) is required.  Due to the cost and computational limitation of 
a single SmartHUMS unit the inclusion of artificial intelligence or neural networks is out of 
the question.  But a further development plan has been put into place where, if the single low 
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cost SmartHUMS unit solution is proven to be successful, a modular combination of a group 
of SmartHUMS units will be investigated.  The final production SmartHUMS unit will have 
two CAN bus capable connection points, which will allow a number of SmartHUMS units to 
be linked through the CAN bus to form a net work.  The idea behind the modular 
SmartHUMS combination is to dramatically expand the on board computational capability 
which will allow the inclusion of more complicated algorithms.  With this modular system the 
ability to incorporate artificial intelligence or neural networks will greatly increase the 
accuracy of the modular combination to detect mechanical system behavioural change and 
further more it is highly likely that the verification of a control induced event or mechanical 
fault induced event could be performed onboard without human intervention.         
 
Both Stergiou and Vemuri [68, 69] have indicated learning is an important aspect of both AI 
(Artificial Intelligence) and ANN (Artificial Neural Networks), which could greatly increase 
the capability of the SmartHUMS modular combination application.  At the moment any 
recorded behaviour change data is analysed in accordance with the DI analysed plot 
visualisation and cyclostatic analysis.  But if AI and ANN are applied to the SmartHUMS 
modular system to learn the characteristics derived from the DI analyses of each of the control 
change and non-control change events after certain period of time, or in more appropriate 
terms after the SmartHUMS system has learned and accumulated enough information, it will 
possess enough knowledge and skills to detect and identify each individual behavioural 
change, and perform the necessary interpretation according to the learned knowledge and 
experiences in its data base.  If a knowledgeable and capable SmartHUMS modular system 
incorporating AI or ANN can be realised, it will allow accurate real time HUMS application 
and real time advice either to the pilot or the ground control personnel of what type of 
abnormally the platform is most likely to be experiencing, therefore appropriate action can be 
quickly performed in real time.  The described projection of how AI and ANN could be 
applied to the SmartHUMS modular system in the future is based on overcoming the 
restrictions of the current single SmartHUMS unit, but this does not necessary means that AI 
or ANN cannot also be used in other ways to increase the capability of the system.    
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Appendix A 
[Program Code Used for Chapter 4, Referenced in Section 4.4] 
Autocorrelation & Cross-Correlation Source Codes 
Autocorrelation source code: 
 
Public LagCount As Integer 
Public statehood As Integer 
Sub SignalDivide() 
 
' Divide signal stream in to segments for autocorrelation analysis 
' Macro created 15/12/2003 by Eric Lee 
 
Dim i As Long, iTotal As Long 
Dim InputDir As String, InputFileName As String, TotalFileDir As String, sheettitle As String, FileTitle As String 
Dim LogRate As Integer, ReduceTotal As Integer, OldReducedTotal As Integer, ReDataAmount As Integer 
 
'Accessing the file location from the hard drive and open it up as Excel work sheet' 
InputDir = Application.InputBox("Enter the directory where the file is stored") & "\" 
FileTitle = Application.InputBox("Enter the file name") 
LogRate = Application.InputBox("Enter the data logging rate in millisecond") 
ReduceTotal = 1000 / LogRate 
InputFileName = FileTitle & ".CSV" 
TotalFileDir = InputDir & InputFileName 
Workbooks.OpenText Filename:=TotalFileDir, Origin:=xlWindows, StartRow:=1, DataType:=xlFixedWidth 
ReDataAmount = ReduceTotal 
 
'Determining the length/number of data points for the opened Excel work sheet ' 
    i = 1 
    Do While Range("B" & i + 3) > 0 
    i = i + 1 
    Loop 
    iTotal = i - 1 
     
OldReduceTotal = 0 
Do While ReduceTotal <= iTotal 
'From opened work sheet select column B to E which are X, Y, Z vibration and Sound Raw Data from SmartHUMS' 
    ActiveWindow.SmallScroll ToRight:=5 
    Range("B4:E4,B" & OldReduceTotal + 5 & ":E" & ReduceTotal + 4).Select 
    Selection.Copy 
 
'Creat a new work sheet and paste the selected columns to the new work sheet' 
    Sheets.Add 
 
'Data are being pasted start with raw 6 of each column' 
    Range("A6").Select 
    Range("A5").Select 
    ActiveSheet.Paste 
    Range("A6:D" & ReDataAmount + 5).Select 
    Application.CutCopyMode = False 
    Selection.Copy 
    ActiveWindow.ScrollRow = 1 
    Range("I6").Select 
    ActiveSheet.Paste 
    Sheets("Sheet1").Select 
 
'Rearrange the new sheet to place after the first opened work sheet and designate the name as Raw Data' 
    Sheets("Sheet1").Move After:=Sheets(FileTitle) 
    Sheets("Sheet1").Name = "Raw Data" 
 
'Plot the raw data in time domain' 
    PlotVibSound ReDataAmount, sheettitle, InputFileName 
 
'Performing autocorrelation calculation' 
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    XYZSAutocorrelation FileTitle, ReDataAmount, sheettitle, InputFileName 
    ActiveWorkbook.SaveAs Filename:= _ 
        InputDir & "DataSet" & ReduceTotal & ".xls" _ 
        , FileFormat:=xlExcel9795, Password:="", WriteResPassword:="", _ 
        ReadOnlyRecommended:=False, CreateBackup:=False 
    ActiveWorkbook.Close 
    Workbooks.OpenText Filename:=TotalFileDir, Origin:=xlWindows, StartRow:=1, DataType:=xlFixedWidth 
    OldReduceTotal = ReduceTotal 
    ReduceTotal = ReduceTotal + ReDataAmount 
Loop 
End Sub 
 
Sub PlotVibSound(ReDataAmount, sheettitle, InputFileName) 
 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
For full disclosure of the entire program codes please contact: 
Author: Eric Lee 
E-mail: eric.lee@dsto.defence.gov.au 
Mail Address: Department of Defence 506 Lorimer Street, Fishermans Bend, VIC, 3207, 
Australia 
 
 
Cross-Correlation source code: 
 
Public LagCount As Integer 
Public statehood As Integer 
 
Sub CrossCorrelation() 
' 
' CrossCorrelation Macro 
' Macro created 15/12/2003 by Eric Lee 
' 
 
Dim i As Long, j As Long, iTotal As Long, Number, CrossVa1, Cross As String, ActiveWindowName As String 
Dim InputDir As String, InputFileName As String, TotalFileDir As String, sheettitle As String, FileTitle As String 
Dim TotalLagValues As Integer, Denom As Double 
 
'Obtain first cross-correlation source location from the hard drive and open it up as Excel work sheet' 
InputDir = Application.InputBox("Enter the directory where the first source file is stored") & "\" 
FileTitle = Application.InputBox("Enter the file name") 
InputFileName = FileTitle & ".XLS" 
TotalFileDir = InputDir & InputFileName 
Workbooks.OpenText Filename:=TotalFileDir, Origin:=xlWindows, StartRow:=1, DataType:=xlFixedWidth 
CrossVa1 = Application.InputBox("Enter The First cross-correlation source: 1.Sound 2.X-axis Vibration 3.Y-axis Vibration 4.Z-
axis Vibration") 
Number = CrossVa1 
 
'Source 1 Work sheet selection' 
S1worksheetdetermin Number, InputFileName, ActiveWindowName, iTotal 
 
'Determining the length/number of data points for the opened Excel work sheet and creat limits ' 
 
    MinLagValues = -1 * (iTotal \ 2) 
    MaxLagValues = iTotal \ 2 
     
'Obtain second cross-correlation source location from the hard drive and open it up as Excel work sheet' 
InputDir = Application.InputBox("Enter the directory where the second source file is stored") & "\" 
FileTitle = Application.InputBox("Enter the file name") 
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InputFileName = FileTitle & ".XLS" 
TotalFileDir = InputDir & InputFileName 
Workbooks.OpenText Filename:=TotalFileDir, Origin:=xlWindows, StartRow:=1, DataType:=xlFixedWidth 
CrossVa2 = Application.InputBox("Enter The Second cross-correlation source: 1.Sound 2.X-axis Vibration 3.Y-axis Vibration 
4.Z-axis Vibration") 
Number = CrossVa2 
 
'Source 2 Work sheet selection' 
S2worksheetdetermin Number, InputFileName, ActiveWindowName, iTotal 
 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
For full disclosure of the entire program codes please contact: 
Author: Eric Lee 
E-mail: eric.lee@dsto.defence.gov.au 
Mail Address: Department of Defence 506 Lorimer Street, Fishermans Bend, VIC, 3207, 
Australia 
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Appendix B 
[Program Code Used for Chapter 6, Referenced in Section 6.3.4] 
Fundamental Compare Limits Calculation Source Code 
Public LagCount As Integer 
Public statehood As Integer 
 
Sub FundamentalLimitsCalc() 
 
' Claculation of 12 fundamental limits used for comparison purposes 
' Macro created 8/05/2004 by Eric Lee 
 
Dim i As Integer, j As Integer, iTotal As Long, Number, NewWorkBookName As String, TotalFiles As Integer 
Dim InputDir As String, InputFileName As String, TotalFileDir As String, sheettitle As String, FileTitle As String 
Dim TotalLagValues As Integer, Denom As Double, XAAreaS1S2DiffLimit As Double, XAAreaS1S2DiffLimitSQ As Double, 
YAAreaS1S2DiffLimit As Double, YAAreaS1S2DiffLimitSQ As Double, ZAAreaS1S2DiffLimit As Double, 
ZAAreaS1S2DiffLimitSQ As Double 
Dim SoundLimit As Double, SoundLimitSQ As Double, XLimit As Double, XLimitSQ As Double, YLimit As Double, YLimitSQ As 
Double, ZLimit As Double, ZLimitSQ As Double 
Dim SAAreaS1S2DiffLimit As Double, SAAreaS1S2DiffLimitSQ As Double 
Dim MeanSound As Double, MeanX As Double, MeanY As Double, MeanZ As Double 
ReDim CrossCoefficient(4) As Double 
ReDim AAreaS1S2Diff(4) As Double 
ReDim CrossMaxSymDiff(4) As Double 
 
'Obtain first Autocorrelated source location from the hard drive and open it up as Excel work sheet' 
InputDir = Application.InputBox("Enter the directory where the first source file is stored") & "\" 
TotalFiles = Application.InputBox("Enter number of files need to be compared") 
ReDim SoundCrossCoefficient(TotalFiles) 
ReDim SoundAAreaS1S2Diff(TotalFiles) 
ReDim SoundCrossMaxSymDiff(TotalFiles) 
ReDim SoundCrossCoefficientSQ(TotalFiles) 
ReDim SoundAAreaS1S2DiffSQ(TotalFiles) 
ReDim SoundCrossMaxSymDiffSQ(TotalFiles) 
ReDim XCrossCoefficient(TotalFiles) 
ReDim XAAreaS1S2Diff(TotalFiles) 
ReDim XCrossMaxSymDiff(TotalFiles) 
ReDim XCrossCoefficientSQ(TotalFiles) 
ReDim XAAreaS1S2DiffSQ(TotalFiles) 
ReDim XCrossMaxSymDiffSQ(TotalFiles) 
ReDim YCrossCoefficient(TotalFiles) 
ReDim YAAreaS1S2Diff(TotalFiles) 
ReDim YCrossMaxSymDiff(TotalFiles) 
ReDim YCrossCoefficientSQ(TotalFiles) 
ReDim YAAreaS1S2DiffSQ(TotalFiles) 
ReDim YCrossMaxSymDiffSQ(TotalFiles) 
ReDim ZCrossCoefficient(TotalFiles) 
ReDim ZAAreaS1S2Diff(TotalFiles) 
ReDim ZCrossMaxSymDiff(TotalFiles) 
ReDim ZCrossCoefficientSQ(TotalFiles) 
ReDim ZAAreaS1S2DiffSQ(TotalFiles) 
ReDim ZCrossMaxSymDiffSQ(TotalFiles) 
 
i = 1 
j = 1000 
SoundLimit = 0 
SAAreaS1S2DiffLimit = 0 
SCrossMaxSymDiffLimit = 0 
SoundLimitSQ = 0 
SAAreaS1S2DiffLimitSQ = 0 
SCrossMaxSymDiffLimitSQ = 0 
XLimit = 0 
XAAreaS1S2DiffLimit = 0 
XCrossMaxSymDiffLimit = 0 
XLimitSQ = 0 
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XAAreaS1S2DiffLimitSQ = 0 
XCrossMaxSymDiffLimitSQ = 0 
YLimit = 0 
YAAreaS1S2DiffLimit = 0 
YCrossMaxSymDiffLimit = 0 
YLimitSQ = 0 
YAAreaS1S2DiffLimitSQ = 0 
ZCrossMaxSymDiffLimitSQ = 0 
ZLimit = 0 
ZAAreaS1S2DiffLimit = 0 
ZCrossMaxSymDiffLimit = 0 
ZLimitSQ = 0 
ZAAreaS1S2DiffLimitSQ = 0 
ZCrossMaxSymDiffLimitSQ = 0 
 
Do While i < TotalFiles 
FileTitle1 = "DataSet" & j 
FileTitle2 = "DataSet" & j + 1000 
InputFileName1 = FileTitle1 & ".XLS" 
TotalFileDir = InputDir & InputFileName1 
 
''''''''''Minimise Window while calculation is running''''''''''''''''' 
    Application.WindowState = xlMinimized 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
FllCorssCorrelationCal FileTitle1, FileTitle2, InputDir, CrossAreaUnderCurve, ValueAtLagZero 
Workbooks.OpenText Filename:=TotalFileDir, Origin:=xlWindows, StartRow:=1, DataType:=xlFixedWidth 
NumberVa1 = 1 
NumberVa2 = 1 
 
Do While NumberVa1 < 5 
 
    'Source 1 Work sheet selection' 
    S1worksheetdetermin NumberVa1, InputFileName1, NewWorkBookName, iTotal 
    InputFileName2 = FileTitle2 & ".XLS" 
    TotalFileDir = InputDir & InputFileName2 
    Workbooks.OpenText Filename:=TotalFileDir, Origin:=xlWindows, StartRow:=1, DataType:=xlFixedWidth 
    S2worksheetdetermin NumberVa2, InputFileName2, NewWorkBookName 
    AutoCoefAreaCal iTotal, ActiveWindowName 
    CrossCoefficient(NumberVa1) = ValueAtLagZero(NumberVa1) 
    AAreaS1S2Diff(NumberVa1) = Range("I4") / Range("I5") * 100 
    CrossMaxSymDiff(NumberVa1) = CrossAreaUnderCurve(NumberVa1) 
    NumberVa1 = NumberVa1 + 1 
    NumberVa2 = NumberVa2 + 1 
Loop 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
For full disclosure of the entire program codes please contact: 
Author: Eric Lee 
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Australia 
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Appendix C 
[Program Code Used for Chapter 6, Referenced in Section 6.3.5] 
Source Code for Comparison Using Fundamental Limits  
Public LagCount As Integer 
Public statehood As Integer 
 
Sub CompareWithFundaLimits() 
' 
' Fundamental Limits Comparison Method 
' Macro created 15/12/2003 by Eric Lee 
' 
 
Dim i As Integer, j As Integer, k As Integer, Oldj As String, iTotal As Long, Number, NewWorkBookName As String, TotalFiles 
As Integer 
Dim InputDir As String, InputFileName As String, TotalFileDir As String, sheettitle As String, FileTitle As String 
Dim SoundMaxCoeffiDiffLimit As Double, XMaxCoeffiDiffLimit As Double, YMaxCoeffiDiffLimit As Double, ZMaxCoeffiDiffLimit 
As Double ', MaxMeanSqAreaDiff As Double, MaxSymmeDifflimit As Double 
Dim TotalLagValues As Integer, Denom As Double 
ReDim CrossCoefficient(4) As Double 
ReDim MaxMeanSqAreaDiff(4) As Double 
ReDim MaxSymmeDifflimit(4) As Double 
 
'Obtain first Autocorrelated source location from the hard drive and open it up as Excel work sheet' 
InputDir = Application.InputBox("Enter the directory where the first source file is stored") & "\" 
TotalFiles = Application.InputBox("Enter number of files need to be compared") 
SoundMaxCoeffiDiffLimit = Application.InputBox("Enter Maximum Allowable Difference Above or Below Sound Coefficient 1") 
XMaxCoeffiDiffLimit = Application.InputBox("Enter Maximum Allowable Difference Above or Below X-Axis Coefficient 1") 
YMaxCoeffiDiffLimit = Application.InputBox("Enter Maximum Allowable Difference Above or Below Y-Axis Coefficient 1") 
ZMaxCoeffiDiffLimit = Application.InputBox("Enter Maximum Allowable Difference Above or Below Z-Axis Coefficient 1") 
MaxMeanSqAreaDiff(1) = Application.InputBox("Enter Maximum Sound Allowable % Difference Between Two Sum of Mean 
Square Data Source") 
MaxMeanSqAreaDiff(2) = Application.InputBox("Enter Maximum X-Axis Allowable % Difference Between Two Sum of Mean 
Square Data Source") 
MaxMeanSqAreaDiff(3) = Application.InputBox("Enter Maximum Y-Axis Allowable % Difference Between Two Sum of Mean 
Square Data Source") 
MaxMeanSqAreaDiff(4) = Application.InputBox("Enter Maximum Z-Axis Allowable % Difference Between Two Sum of Mean 
Square Data Source") 
MaxSymmeDifflimit(1) = Application.InputBox("Enter Maximum Sound Allowable % Difference Between Sum of +^2 and -^2 
regions for Cross Correlogram Symmetry Checking") 
MaxSymmeDifflimit(2) = Application.InputBox("Enter Maximum X-Axis Allowable % Difference Between Sum of +^2 and -^2 
regions for Cross Correlogram Symmetry Checking") 
MaxSymmeDifflimit(3) = Application.InputBox("Enter Maximum Y-Axis Allowable % Difference Between Sum of +^2 and -^2 
regions for Cross Correlogram Symmetry Checking") 
MaxSymmeDifflimit(4) = Application.InputBox("Enter Maximum Z-Axis Allowable % Difference Between Sum of +^2 and -^2 
regions for Cross Correlogram Symmetry Checking") 
i = 1 
j = 1000 
Oldj = "DataSet" & j 
Do While i < TotalFiles 
FileTitle1 = Oldj 
FileTitle2 = "DataSet" & j + 1000 
InputFileName1 = FileTitle1 & ".XLS" 
TotalFileDir = InputDir & InputFileName1 
 
    ''''''''''minimise excel window'''''''''''''''''' 
        Application.WindowState = xlMinimized 
    ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
Workbooks.OpenText Filename:=TotalFileDir, Origin:=xlWindows, StartRow:=1, DataType:=xlFixedWidth 
       
NumberVa1 = 1 
NumberVa2 = 1 
Do While NumberVa1 < 5 
    'Source 1 Work sheet selection' 
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    S1worksheetdetermin NumberVa1, InputFileName1, NewWorkBookName, iTotal 
    'Obtain second Autocorrelation source location from the hard drive and open it up as Excel work sheet' 
     
    InputFileName2 = FileTitle2 & ".XLS" 
    TotalFileDir = InputDir & InputFileName2 
    Workbooks.OpenText Filename:=TotalFileDir, Origin:=xlWindows, StartRow:=1, DataType:=xlFixedWidth 
     
    'Source 2 Work sheet selection' 
    S2worksheetdetermin NumberVa2, InputFileName2, NewWorkBookName 
 
    'Autocorrelation coefficient at 0 lag for two source data comparison' 
    CrossCorreCoefCal iTotal, ActiveWindowName, CrossCoeff 
    CrossCoefficient(NumberVa1) = CrossCoeff 
    NumberVa1 = NumberVa1 + 1 
    NumberVa2 = NumberVa2 + 1 
Loop 
 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
For full disclosure of the entire program codes please contact: 
Author: Eric Lee 
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Australia 
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Appendix D 
[Detail Table Results for Chapter 6, Referenced in Section 6.3.5] 
CPU Fan Interruption Detail Comparison Results 
Comparison result for file ‘TComparedSegments2’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 0.0260 0.0398 717.7915 266.0727 1.6995 3.0374 
X-Axis  0.1553 0.4556 47.7149 88.4218 22.0284 58.3580 
Y-Axis  0.0017 0.0339 6.3442 36.6257 2.7298 13.0126 
Z-Axis  0.0303 0.0313 26.6133 31.1954 4.9202 13.5479 
Comparison result for file ‘SComparedSegments8’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.0299 0.0398 80.3177 266.0727 0.8792 3.0374 
X-Axis T 0.5151 0.4556 69.3926 88.4218 51.1871 58.3580 
Y-Axis S 0.0371 0.0339 38.6965 36.6257 14.1405 13.0126 
Z-Axis  0.0244 0.0313 21.4156 31.1954 5.0499 13.5479 
Comparison result for file ‘SComparedSegments9’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.0170 0.0398 33.6251 266.0727 1.1713 3.0374 
X-Axis T 0.9267 0.4556 74.9528 88.4218 59.3120 58.3580 
Y-Axis T 0.0482 0.0339 28.3581 36.6257 12.0303 13.0126 
Z-Axis S 0.9504 0.0313 72.2879 31.1954 88.8742 13.5479 
Comparison result for file ‘SComparedSegments10’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 0.1621 0.0398 42.0099 266.0727 2.8121 3.0374 
X-Axis T 0.6551 0.4556 63.1195 88.4218 54.6105 58.3580 
Y-Axis  0.0250 0.0339 19.8999 36.6257 4.8705 13.0126 
Z-Axis S 0.5608 0.0313 54.8604 31.1954 65.7804 13.5479 
Comparison result for file ‘SComparedSegments11’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 0.1739 0.0398 49.6099 266.0727 33.8983 3.0374 
X-Axis  0.1386 0.4556 38.0835 88.4218 67.6771 58.3580 
Y-Axis  0.0096 0.0339 15.5343 36.6257 6.1940 13.0126 
Z-Axis S 0.1175 0.0313 35.7937 31.1954 64.2606 13.5479 
Comparison result for file ‘TComparedSegments12’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 0.1071 0.0398 99.8666 266.0727 19.9138 3.0374 
X-Axis  0.0028 0.4556 7.5715 88.4218 12.5206 58.3580 
Y-Axis  0.0042 0.0339 8.9733 36.6257 6.6865 13.0126 
Z-Axis  0.0057 0.0313 31.1954 31.1954 18.0059 13.5479 
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Comparison result for file ‘TComparedSegments13’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 0.1030 0.0398 65.3936 266.0727 32.5104 3.0374 
X-Axis  0.0606 0.4556 26.9083 88.4218 50.0624 58.3580 
Y-Axis  0.0098 0.0339 13.5152 36.6257 2.4140 13.0126 
Z-Axis T 0.0536 0.0313 25.9843 31.1954 47.8525 13.5479 
Comparison result for file ‘TComparedSegments14’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 0.1141 0.0398 43.2178 266.0727 17.9342 3.0374 
X-Axis  0.0275 0.4556 19.1739 88.4218 34.4555 58.3580 
Y-Axis  0.0069 0.0339 11.2287 36.6257 1.2299 13.0126 
Z-Axis  0.0256 0.0313 18.3423 31.1954 33.9450 13.5479 
Comparison result for file ‘TComparedSegments15’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 0.0801 0.0398 54.5286 266.0727 14.5378 3.0374 
X-Axis  0.0676 0.4556 28.5433 88.4218 52.5951 58.3580 
Y-Axis  0.0067 0.0339 10.7079 36.6257 4.8138 13.0126 
Z-Axis T 0.0639 0.0313 27.5784 31.1954 51.1170 13.5479 
Comparison result for file ‘SComparedSegments17’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 0.0881 0.0398 47.5434 266.0727 10.2315 3.0374 
X-Axis  0.1572 0.4556 76.3281 88.4218 84.3893 58.3580 
Y-Axis  0.0135 0.0339 20.3543 36.6257 4.8017 13.0126 
Z-Axis S 0.1356 0.0313 61.1152 31.1954 77.3984 13.5479 
Comparison result for file ‘SComparedSegments18’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 0.1488 0.0398 45.8774 266.0727 4.0090 3.0374 
X-Axis S 0.6419 0.4556 240.9497 88.4218 102.6619 58.3580 
Y-Axis T 0.0460 0.0339 27.1130 36.6257 6.9765 13.0126 
Z-Axis S 0.5990 0.0313 243.3048 31.1954 122.6699 13.5479 
Comparison result for file ‘SComparedSegments19’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.0053 0.0398 37.1906 266.0727 2.4993 3.0374 
X-Axis S 0.7515 0.4556 114.2167 88.4218 75.9851 58.3580 
Y-Axis  0.0204 0.0339 20.0363 36.6257 7.0315 13.0126 
Z-Axis S 0.5597 0.0313 67.4411 31.1954 21.7448 13.5479 
Comparison result for file ‘SComparedSegments22’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound S 0.0687 0.0398 1188.7574 266.0727 4.1702 3.0374 
X-Axis  0.1491 0.4556 58.4441 88.4218 17.8935 58.3580 
Y-Axis  0.0054 0.0339 9.8432 36.6257 3.6175 13.0126 
Z-Axis  0.0076 0.0313 12.4363 31.1954 5.9754 13.5479 
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Comparison result for file ‘TComparedSegments23’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 0.0702 0.0398 93.5008 266.0727 3.8229 3.0374 
X-Axis  0.1342 0.4556 44.3418 88.4218 12.8295 58.3580 
Y-Axis  0.0036 0.0339 10.4170 36.6257 8.4529 13.0126 
Z-Axis  0.0075 0.0313 13.8772 31.1954 2.5414 13.5479 
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Appendix E 
[Detail Table Results for Chapter 7, Referenced in Section 7.2.2.1] 
Quick Step-Down Detail Comparison Results 
Comparison result for file ‘TComparedSegments15’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 1.0874 0.7707 75.8562 185.0051 76.7623 112.7284 
X-Axis T 0.7570 0.4976 79.3714 69.0926 74.5942 112.3531 
Y-Axis T 0.5685 0.5018 69.5294 69.0244 76.2706 111.8058 
Z-Axis  0.1848 0.5010 62.8616 68.8847 52.5894 111.5294 
Comparison result for file ‘TComparedSegments16’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 0.8971 0.7707 75.3256 185.0051 72.5432 112.7284 
X-Axis T 0.8641 0.4976 87.2266 69.0926 54.4449 112.3531 
Y-Axis T 0.8943 0.5018 90.4677 69.0244 87.8122 111.8058 
Z-Axis T 0.2780 0.5010 103.0694 68.8847 62.3908 111.5294 
Comparison result for file ‘TComparedSegments17’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.7706 0.7707 89.3340 185.0051 78.0792 112.7284 
X-Axis T 0.7379 0.4976 69.2960 69.0926 106.3661 112.3531 
Y-Axis T 0.9056 0.5018 93.7852 69.0244 82.5162 111.8058 
Z-Axis T 0.6389 0.5010 60.6471 68.8847 78.0594 111.5294 
Comparison result for file ‘TComparedSegments18’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 0.8482 0.7707 86.4197 185.0051 82.5469 112.7284 
X-Axis T 0.3328 0.4976 77.0343 69.0926 67.6278 112.3531 
Y-Axis T 0.6114 0.5018 88.7793 69.0244 70.8375 111.8058 
Z-Axis  0.2535 0.5010 56.8323 68.8847 104.4296 111.5294 
Comparison result for for file ‘SComparedSegments19’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 0.9890 0.7707 82.9911 185.0051 82.5763 112.7284 
X-Axis T 0.4386 0.4976 75.8928 69.0926 74.1301 112.3531 
Y-Axis S 0.6176 0.5018 80.7287 69.0244 116.4349 111.8058 
Z-Axis  0.1540 0.5010 54.2054 68.8847 92.4826 111.5294 
Comparison result for file ‘TComparedSegments20’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 0.9848 0.7707 75.7832 185.0051 75.0303 112.7284 
X-Axis T 0.9174 0.4976 69.0750 69.0926 75.7774 112.3531 
Y-Axis T 0.9167 0.5018 72.7666 69.0244 77.4364 111.8058 
Z-Axis  0.1835 0.5010 48.1948 68.8847 42.7421 111.5294 
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Comparison result for file ‘SComparedSegments21’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 1.1321 0.7707 78.3028 185.0051 74.7128 112.7284 
X-Axis T 1.0244 0.4976 76.6386 69.0926 83.1845 112.3531 
Y-Axis S 0.9480 0.5018 69.8982 69.0244 122.4994 111.8058 
Z-Axis T 0.8308 0.5010 86.2073 68.8847 79.2785 111.5294 
Comparison result for file ‘TComparedSegments23’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 0.9025 0.7707 86.7140 185.0051 194.0187 112.7284 
X-Axis T 0.6601 0.4976 72.9695 69.0926 82.8019 112.3531 
Y-Axis T 0.9355 0.5018 71.8159 69.0244 88.4181 111.8058 
Z-Axis T 0.8655 0.5010 76.3165 68.8847 73.9848 111.5294 
Comparison result for file ‘TComparedSegments24’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 1.0239 0.7707 73.3672 185.0051 103.1398 112.7284 
X-Axis T 0.9426 0.4976 138.7220 69.0926 52.8946 112.3531 
Y-Axis T 0.8386 0.5018 69.3657 69.0244 49.3407 111.8058 
Z-Axis T 0.8256 0.5010 66.9571 68.8847 59.1915 111.5294 
Comparison result for file ‘TComparedSegments25’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.6912 0.7707 95.0047 185.0051 109.3550 112.7284 
X-Axis T 0.6601 0.4976 114.2571 69.0926 78.9252 112.3531 
Y-Axis T 0.8365 0.5018 107.3873 69.0244 77.3039 111.8058 
Z-Axis T 0.6532 0.5010 78.6782 68.8847 71.1941 111.5294 
Comparison result for file ‘TComparedSegments27’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.6428 0.7707 76.9014 185.0051 89.6768 112.7284 
X-Axis T 0.5430 0.4976 72.3304 69.0926 76.5049 112.3531 
Y-Axis T 0.8197 0.5018 86.8120 69.0244 47.1831 111.8058 
Z-Axis T 0.6532 0.5010 67.5395 68.8847 51.3542 111.5294 
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Appendix F 
[Detail Table Results for Chapter 7, Referenced in Section 7.2.3] 
Bolt 2 Loose Detail Comparison Results 
Comparison result for file ‘TComparedSegments13’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.2631 0.7707 102.7694 185.0051 79.0793 112.7284 
X-Axis T 0.4718 0.4976 84.5224 69.0926 59.2174 112.3531 
Y-Axis T 0.4786 0.5018 75.3912 69.0244 72.0498 111.8058 
Z-Axis T 0.3674 0.5010 69.5755 68.8847 86.7520 111.5294 
Comparison result for file ‘TComparedSegments14’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 0.9242 0.7707 90.8405 185.0051 78.8309 112.7284 
X-Axis T 0.6649 0.4976 63.4898 69.0926 73.5098 112.3531 
Y-Axis T 0.6842 0.5018 67.8673 69.0244 71.5394 111.8058 
Z-Axis T 0.5378 0.5010 72.6133 68.8847 72.6778 111.5294 
Comparison result for file ‘TComparedSegments16’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.5698 0.7707 86.1281 185.0051 81.0561 112.7284 
X-Axis  0.2249 0.4976 52.5810 69.0926 72.6430 112.3531 
Y-Axis  0.1917 0.5018 53.3857 69.0244 75.0392 111.8058 
Z-Axis T 0.3741 0.5010 77.3087 68.8847 73.0528 111.5294 
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Appendix G 
[Detail Plots for Chapter 8, Referenced in Section 8.2.3] 
Cruise to Manoeuvre Flight Cross Correlograms 
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Appendix H 
[Detail Plots for Chapter 8, Referenced in Section 8.2.4] 
Autorotation Flight Cross Correlograms 
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Appendix I 
[Detail Plots for Chapter 8, Referenced in Section 8.2.5] 
Approach and Landing Flight Cross Correlograms 
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Appendix J 
[Program Code Used for Chapter 9, Referenced in Section 9.2.1.1] 
FFT and Plot Generation Source Codes 
Public NArray() As Double 
Public Const PI As Double = 3.141592654 
Public REXArray() As Double, IMXArray() As Double 
 
Sub FFT_Click() 
Dim I As Long, J As Integer, iTotal As Long, DataSelect As Integer, TotalDataPoints As Integer, DataSize As Integer, M As 
Integer 
Dim InputDir As String, InputFileName As String, TotalFileDir As String, sheettitle As String, FileTitle As String 
Dim ComplexArraySize As Integer, ActiveSheetName As String, fs As Double, AmountData As Integer 
 
'FFT macro created by Eric Lee' 
 
'Accessing the file location from the hard drive and open it up as Excel work sheet' 
InputDir = Application.InputBox("Enter the directory where the file is stored") & "\" 
FileTitle = Application.InputBox("Enter the file name") 
InputFileName = FileTitle & ".XLS" 
TotalFileDir = InputDir & InputFileName 
Workbooks.OpenText Filename:=TotalFileDir, Origin:=xlWindows, StartRow:=1, DataType:=xlFixedWidth 
fs = Application.InputBox("Enter Sampling frequency 'fs' in Hz") 
 
'Determining the length/number of data points for the opened Excel work sheet ' 
    I = 1 
    Do While Range("C" & I) <> "" 
    I = I + 1 
    Loop 
    iTotal = I - 1 
    TotalDataPoints = iTotal - 1 
    M = CInt(Log(TotalDataPoints) / Log(2)) 
    DataSize = 2 ^ M 
    Do While DataSize > TotalDataPoints 
        M = M - 1 
        DataSize = 2 ^ M 
    Loop 
ReDim NArray(DataSize) 
 
J = 1 
Do While J <= 4 
    Sheets("Raw Data").Select 
    DataSelect = J 
    SelectDataSet DataSize, DataSelect, TotalDataPoints, ActiveSheetName, fs, Fmax 
    Standardise iTotal, DataSize 
    PlotFFT Fmax, ActiveSheetName 
    J = J + 1 
Loop 
Sheets("FFTSound").Select 
    ActiveWorkbook.SaveAs Filename:= _ 
        InputDir & "FFT" & FileTitle & ".xls" _ 
        , FileFormat:=xlExcel9795, Password:="", WriteResPassword:="", _ 
        ReadOnlyRecommended:=False, CreateBackup:=False 
End Sub 
Sub SelectDataSet(DataSize, DataSelect, TotalDataPoints, ActiveSheetName, fs, Fmax) 
ReDim REXArray(DataSize), IMXArray(DataSize) 
    Select Case DataSelect 
        Case 1 
            Range("I6:I" & TotalDataPoints + 5).Select 
            Selection.Copy 
            Sheets.Add 
            Range("A1") = "Data" 
            Range("A2").Select 
            ActiveSheet.Paste 
            If DataSize > TotalDataPoints Then 
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                Range("A2:A" & DataSize - TotalDataPoints + 1).Select 
                Selection.Copy 
                Range("A1002").Select 
                ActiveSheet.Paste 
            End If 
            ActiveSheet.Name = "FFTX-Axis" 
            ActiveSheetName = ActiveSheet.Name 
            J = 0 
                Do While J <= DataSize - 1 
                    NArray(J) = Range("A" & J + 2) 
                    REXArray(J) = NArray(J) 
                    J = J + 1 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
For full disclosure of the entire program codes please contact: 
Author: Eric Lee 
E-mail: eric.lee@dsto.defence.gov.au 
Mail Address: Department of Defence 506 Lorimer Street, Fishermans Bend, VIC, 3207, 
Australia 
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Appendix K 
[Detail Table Results for Chapter 9, Referenced in Section 9.2.1.1] 
Coupling Imbalance Detail Comparison Results 
Comparison result for file ‘TComparedSegments11’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.0040 0.0175 7.7014 39.8673 0.2232 2.1597 
X-Axis  0.0189 0.0242 19.1026 25.9616 15.6278 20.2714 
Y-Axis  0.0172 0.0357 20.1930 31.3809 10.1654 21.4562 
Z-Axis T 0.0107 0.0107 14.3048 16.6497 7.8857 12.8680 
Comparison result for file ‘TComparedSegments13 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.0027 0.0175 7.0538 39.8673 0.3789 2.1597 
X-Axis T 0.0244 0.0242 20.9338 25.9616 25.6040 20.2714 
Y-Axis  0.0221 0.0357 22.9072 31.3809 17.3562 21.4562 
Z-Axis T 0.0125 0.0107 15.2619 16.6497 17.1429 12.8680 
Comparison result for file ‘TComparedSegments15’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 0.0229 0.0175 26.6570 39.8673 0.4903 2.1597 
X-Axis  0.0135 0.0242 18.9959 25.9616 19.9707 20.2714 
Y-Axis  0.0222 0.0357 22.2132 31.3809 15.7179 21.4562 
Z-Axis  0.0055 0.0107 10.5716 16.6497 11.9204 12.8680 
Comparison result for file ‘TComparedSegments25’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 0.0224 0.0175 19.7956 39.8673 0.9678 2.1597 
X-Axis  0.0173 0.0242 22.5423 25.9616 18.0270 20.2714 
Y-Axis  0.0156 0.0357 21.4371 31.3809 6.7716 21.4562 
Z-Axis T 0.0121 0.0107 16.8932 16.6497 8.5331 12.8680 
Comparison result for file ‘TComparedSegments26’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 0.0232 0.0175 35.2944 39.8673 0.8133 2.1597 
X-Axis  0.0201 0.0242 20.7664 25.9616 8.4578 20.2714 
Y-Axis  0.0158 0.0357 16.3847 31.3809 8.8094 21.4562 
Z-Axis T 0.0176 0.0107 19.3119 16.6497 6.8026 12.8680 
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Appendix L 
[Detail Table Results for Chapter 9, Referenced in Section 9.2.2.1] 
Coupling Misalignment Detail Comparison Results 
Comparison result for file ‘TComparedSegments1’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound T 0.9386 0.8812 91.0612 852.8548 51.3079 72.1041 
X-Axis  0.0107 0.0241 17.0176 25.5631 4.2266 12.3882 
Y-Axis  0.0064 0.0110 11.2769 16.9703 4.8881 11.1146 
Z-Axis  0.0086 0.0142 13.3575 19.1944 3.0940 14.4568 
Comparison result for file ‘SComparedSegments11’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.0933 0.8812 372.8405 852.8548 2.1816 72.1041 
X-Axis  0.0160 0.0241 24.9966 25.5631 8.0446 12.3882 
Y-Axis S 0.0775 0.0110 39.0325 16.9703 11.6293 11.1146 
Z-Axis S 0.0781 0.0142 58.9324 19.1944 21.2057 14.4568 
Comparison result for file ‘SComparedSegments12’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.0965 0.8812 77.6509 852.8548 1.7580 72.1041 
X-Axis S 0.0307 0.0241 28.3605 25.5631 15.2683 12.3882 
Y-Axis T 0.0241 0.0110 21.2941 16.9703 7.4350 11.1146 
Z-Axis T 0.0652 0.0142 46.4285 19.1944 10.3711 14.4568 
Comparison result for file ‘TComparedSegments13’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.0031 0.8812 31.9257 852.8548 0.8028 72.1041 
X-Axis T 0.0359 0.0241 26.2652 25.5631 9.2547 12.3882 
Y-Axis T 0.0279 0.0110 22.2435 16.9703 10.0892 11.1146 
Z-Axis T 0.0290 0.0142 22.3930 19.1944 10.6869 14.4568 
Comparison result for file ‘SComparedSegments14’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.0014 0.8812 15.6769 852.8548 0.5135 72.1041 
X-Axis  0.0145 0.0241 17.4548 25.5631 9.5592 12.3882 
Y-Axis S 0.0246 0.0110 22.6011 16.9703 17.2033 11.1146 
Z-Axis S 0.0212 0.0142 19.8750 19.1944 30.4723 14.4568 
Comparison result for file ‘TComparedSegments15’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.0044 0.8812 26.9944 852.8548 2.2131 72.1041 
X-Axis  0.0191 0.0241 20.7636 25.5631 13.0476 12.3882 
Y-Axis T 0.0240 0.0110 22.5597 16.9703 6.4775 11.1146 
Z-Axis  0.0072 0.0142 11.8301 19.1944 5.8502 14.4568 
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Comparison result for file ‘TComparedSegments16’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.0033 0.8812 29.3581 852.8548 1.5368 72.1041 
X-Axis T 0.0168 0.0241 27.0477 25.5631 8.0353 12.3882 
Y-Axis T 0.1038 0.0110 38.5289 16.9703 8.5823 11.1146 
Z-Axis T 0.0584 0.0142 27.1192 19.1944 7.3238 14.4568 
Comparison result for file ‘TComparedSegments17’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.0086 0.8812 205.2026 852.8548 1.1578 72.1041 
X-Axis  0.0061 0.0241 14.4765 25.5631 3.1825 12.3882 
Y-Axis T 0.0487 0.0110 30.4644 16.9703 3.9979 11.1146 
Z-Axis T 0.0739 0.0142 34.6478 19.1944 4.3719 14.4568 
Comparison result for file ‘TComparedSegments18’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.0087 0.8812 56.6358 852.8548 2.9870 72.1041 
X-Axis T 0.0237 0.0241 27.5786 25.5631 8.5443 12.3882 
Y-Axis T 0.0369 0.0110 27.0625 16.9703 4.9326 11.1146 
Z-Axis T 0.0174 0.0142 24.3068 19.1944 7.1576 14.4568 
Comparison result for file ‘SComparedSegments21’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.0198 0.8812 79.5376 852.8548 4.6417 72.1041 
X-Axis S 0.1031 0.0241 49.1870 25.5631 23.2537 12.3882 
Y-Axis  0.0088 0.0110 13.0482 16.9703 8.4781 11.1146 
Z-Axis T 0.0165 0.0142 16.8648 19.1944 9.8540 14.4568 
Comparison result for file ‘SComparedSegments22’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.0550 0.8812 60.7580 852.8548 3.7197 72.1041 
X-Axis S 0.2995 0.0241 42.6307 25.5631 39.2159 12.3882 
Y-Axis  0.0106 0.0110 16.7799 16.9703 16.6178 11.1146 
Z-Axis T 0.0469 0.0142 34.4121 19.1944 10.7371 14.4568 
Comparison result for file ‘SComparedSegments23’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.0693 0.8812 55.6421 852.8548 5.0935 72.1041 
X-Axis S 0.0330 0.0241 38.2374 25.5631 15.9308 12.3882 
Y-Axis T 0.0937 0.0110 49.0744 16.9703 9.7873 11.1146 
Z-Axis T 0.0217 0.0142 22.2696 19.1944 14.3826 14.4568 
Comparison result for file ‘SComparedSegments24’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.0063 0.8812 12.4950 852.8548 0.3362 72.1041 
X-Axis S 0.4719 0.0241 42.8248 25.5631 63.7229 12.3882 
Y-Axis S 0.3947 0.0110 49.3715 16.9703 71.6267 11.1146 
Z-Axis S 0.0836 0.0142 37.2991 19.1944 46.8144 14.4568 
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Comparison result for file ‘SComparedSegments25’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.0061 0.8812 8.8772 852.8548 1.2107 72.1041 
X-Axis S 0.0477 0.0241 33.0763 25.5631 12.9541 12.3882 
Y-Axis S 0.2838 0.0110 48.1986 16.9703 56.4598 11.1146 
Z-Axis T 0.0307 0.0142 23.6479 19.1944 11.9466 14.4568 
Comparison result for file ‘SComparedSegments26’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.0463 0.8812 84.1292 852.8548 7.3821 72.1041 
X-Axis T 0.0306 0.0241 23.0613 25.5631 18.2316 12.3882 
Y-Axis S 0.0542 0.0110 34.7539 16.9703 19.4252 11.1146 
Z-Axis S 0.0335 0.0142 23.7081 19.1944 33.3066 14.4568 
Comparison result for file ‘SComparedSegments27’ 
Results Comparison  Margin to 1 CCLimits 
S1&S2 
%QuanDiff 
%SD 
Limit 
MaxSym 
%Diff 
%MS 
Limit 
Sound  0.1021 0.8812 237.5154 852.8548 4.3194 72.1041 
X-Axis S 0.4789 0.0241 47.0731 25.5631 59.5517 12.3882 
Y-Axis S 0.0150 0.0110 17.6034 16.9703 12.4353 11.1146 
Z-Axis T 0.0323 0.0142 23.3952 19.1944 13.1496 14.4568 
 
